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The 50th Anniversary conference of the Design Research Society is a special event at an
interesting time for Design Research. The Design Research Society was formed in 1966
following the Conference on Design Methods held at Imperial College London in 1962. In the
lead up to DRS2016 we contacted the secretary to the 1962 conference, Peter Slann, who
now lives in Scotland, and who sent us the original reel-to-reel audio tape recordings of that
conference. Listening to those tapes it is striking not only how similar some of the
discussions are about design and design research, but also how much has changed. In 1962
every voice is a male British voice. One comment at the end of the conference stands out as
significant. Thanking people for coming to the conference and looking towards the future at
the end of the closing session, John Page, then Professor of Building Science at Sheffield
University, asks the audience three questions (the quote is verbatim):
“if one agrees that there are bodies of knowledge that have been raised here, which
need further exploration – particularly a case in point would be the terminology of
design – is there any point in trying to get some kind of inter-disciplinary working party
going on these problems? In this question of disciplines, is there any machinery or any
way of arranging for an interchange of information between specialists and people
working at Universities? Lastly, is there any point in making the whole thing more of a
formal entity, a society, or something of that kind?”

Fifty years later it is clear that there was a point. The DRS as it exists today can trace its
origins to the affirmation of that last question in 1962, and the ‘some kind of
interdisciplinary working party’ that Design Research has become owes its identity to that
1960’s future-focused thinking.
Since the Conference on Design Methods in 1962 many Design Research conferences have
been held, with the DRS often as a key organiser. Certainly in the earlier days, defined subfields of research originated from these conferences. Design Participation in 1971 started
the participative design movement that has grown into present day co-design. Design for
Need, held in 1976, and taking a global view of the population, started both sustainable and
inclusive design, and Design Policy held in 1980 introduced a much needed social, political
and international dimension to the design research field as Design itself lurched into the
consumerist 80s.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International License.
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From almost every conference comes a thread that leads to the present day, so the fiftieth
anniversary conference represents a point to gather these threads together, see how they
complement and blend with one another, and consider what kind of textile they might
weave in the coming years. Indeed, the early advice that many gave was not to spend too
much time looking back and to concentrate on the future. For DRS2016, as well as the
Design Research field more generally, the increasing number of PhD researchers is a sign
that this future is set to be a healthy one. A significant number of papers in these
proceedings are the result of doctoral research projects and organisations like PhD by
Design, who had a strong presence at DRS2016, ensure that today’s PhD Researchers will
become tomorrow’s Design Research leaders.
The DRS Conferences have always looked to develop new formats for people to engage with
one another, over and above the standard paper presentation. The 1973 Design Activities
conference aimed at:
“the provision of an extension of media forms beyond the normal ‘verbalized’ media of
the average conference with the idea that such extensions were significant
contributions to dialectical form, and not just ‘entertainments’.”

The 2014 DRS conference, in Sweden, continued that tradition by introducing
‘Conversations’ and ‘Debates’ alongside the more traditional academic paper presentation.
It feels entirely appropriate that the field of Design Research is at the forefront of
conference design, appropriating new technologies in developing more productive formats
for discussion, networking, and presentation. And rightly so, because in an age when
research papers and keynote presentations are available online we need to ask whether a
conference, with all the travel, expense, and carbon involved, is still the most effective way
of energizing and invigorating a research field.
DRS2016 is no exception and continues this ongoing conference prototyping activity. We
have tried to develop a discursive conference that leans both towards the academic, in
research papers, but also towards the practical in Conversations and Workshops. So this is a
conference that presents existing research, projects, and discussions not as fixed end points,
but as ongoing dialogue. To do that we have tried to balance the online conference with the
offline one, and the ephemeral with the enduring. Partly this approach helps to provide a
continued legacy for the conference, but it also helps to include as many people as possible
in (re)directing the dialogical flow of research activity.
As an organising committee we met in January 2015 to talk about key questions, conference
themes and conference design. From that discussion the three individual words of the DRS –
Design, Research, and Society – were felt to define an interesting area for a conference; one
that was about the practice and doing of design but also about design’s societal impact and
the moderating role that research plays between the two. Design + Research + Society
perhaps represents a larger area than that of the Design Research Society, but as these
proceedings demonstrate the appetite is clearly apparent for Design Research to embrace
ever-wider concerns.
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The underlying premise, however, was that 50 years of design research has provided us with
a sound understanding of design and a solid foundation upon which to build. The interesting
questions, then, appeared to us as not so much how we do more of the same – though that
of course has its place – but in how we use what we now know. Hence the three broad
questions that the papers in these conference proceedings respond to:
 How can design research help frame and address the societal problems that
face us?
 How can design research be a creative and active force for rethinking ideas
about Design?
 How can design research shape our lives in more responsible, meaningful, and
open ways?
The DRS has a number of established Special Interest Groups (SIGs) which the organising
committee thought important to prioritise but we also wanted to find a way to add
additional emerging and complementary research themes to these. This resulted in a call for
additional themes in June 2015 and a selection process that resulted in 15 further themes
(from 25 proposals) alongside the 9 themes represented by the Special Interest Groups. The
idea of a ‘conference of conferences’ began to emerge, with theme papers managed by subchairs, but consistency of peer-review overseen by a central review committee across all
themes.
The systems currently available for managing paper submission, in the case of DRS2016 the
excellent ConfTool system, now provide comprehensive integrative platforms to conduct
sophisticated submission, peer-review, rebuttal, discussion, communication, and
programming of papers, which means we can be more confident than ever about the
academic quality of the final papers accepted for DRS2016. In total we received just under
500 paper submissions all of which were reviewed by two, and sometimes three reviewers,
as well as being managed by theme chairs. In total 939 reviews were written by 290
reviewers with 200 papers being accepted, and a further 40 accepted following revision. This
represents an acceptance rate of 49%.
The 240 papers in these proceedings have been grouped under 26 themes, 23 of which have
been closely managed and developed by theme chairs (the other 3 themes derived from an
Open Call). In these proceedings you will find an introduction to each theme by the relevant
chair(s), outlining the background to the theme and putting the papers that were finally
accepted and published into a wider context. Nine of the themes are the result of calls from
the Design Research Society Special Interest Groups, which are active throughout the year
and that report to the DRS council regularly. Many Special Interest Groups hold their own
conferences, supported by the DRS, so the papers in these proceedings, responding to the
overall theme of Future-focused Thinking, should be seen as a sample of those specialisms.
Fittingly for a 50th Anniversary conference there is a strong historical thread of papers – the
field of Design Research now becomes a subject of historical study in the themes of Histories
for Future-focused Thinking, 50 Years of Design Research, and Design for Design: The
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Influence and Legacy of John Heskett. This is a useful development, and shows the maturity
of the field now, with early work not just a familiar citation in reference lists, but something
that can be looked at in a wider cultural and historical context.
Many of the new themes bring a more critical and speculative approach to Design Research,
framing research questions and practices in ways other than what some see as more
‘traditional’ evidence-based approaches to research. These are papers that argue for a
particular position or approach to understanding design or practice. Examples of these
themes include Aesthetics, Cosmopolitics & Design; Design-ing and Creative Philosophies,
and Reframing the Paradox: Evidence-based Design and Design for the Public Sector. The
emerging area of Social Design is well represented in the areas of Design Innovation for
Society and The Politics of Commoning and Design and shows the importance of Design
Research to discussing and achieving concrete outcomes for social good.
The idea and limits of Design and Design Research are explored in many themes, but in
particular Objects, Experiences, Practices & Networks; Design and Translation; and Design for
Tangible, Embedded and Networked Technologies take a more systemic view of design,
placing it within a network of activities and technologies. In contrast to this other themes
focus much more on the individual and collective experience of designers and others
involved in the process of design, for example: Experiential Knowledge; Embodied Making
and Learning; Aesthetic Pleasure in Design; and Food and Eating Design.
Of course there are themes that have been ever-present in DRS, and in other Design
Research, conferences – understanding design process and the nature of design knowledge
are the subject of the Design Epistemology and Design Process themes. The practical impacts
that design can have on all types of organisations are explored in Design Thinking, an area of
continued and increasing interest, and Design Innovation Management. Design Education
and Learning, now with its own large biennial conference series, was the most popular
theme for DRS2016, with 28 papers accepted from 53 submissions.
Finally, there are a set of well-developed themes, organised as part of DRS Special Interest
Groups, that broadly explore the welfare of others both in a small and large sense embracing
ideas of person-centredness, responsibility and ethics. These themes include Design for
Health, Wellbeing, and Happiness; Inclusive Design; and finally Sustainable Design.
As in any research field the definitions between sub-areas often blur and overlap, and there
are themes that contradict and conflict with one another, strongly arguing against a
particular approach or theoretical grounding of another area. The DRS2016 keynote debates
were designed to explore some of these issues and fault lines but more generally this should
be taken as a sign of health and maturity. For many years we have heard that Design
Research is a new field, still finding its feet, but as an organising committee we think the
definition and extent of the themes in these proceedings demonstrate precisely the
opposite. In Fifty years we have built up a strong and diverse research field that is widely
applicable, broadly inclusive and, in 2016, more relevant than ever.
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There is a sense in which design research sits at the crux of a false dichotomy; between on
the one hand research in a ‘pure’ form (which values objectivity, subjectivity, experiment,
discourse, history, analysis) and on the other the active engagement in shaping future forms
by suggestion, prototype, speculation, practice, and intervention at all levels, from the
molecular to the political, from the anthropological to the computational. In an increasingly
fragmented and atomised world Design Research is a field which reveals the falsehood of
the dichotomy. It is a field that collectively links disciplines, audiences, and technologies in a
critical but productive way. The design of a conference – with its implicit value systems,
partiality to statistical analysis, but with an emergent structure and representation – is no
bad example of a future-focused design research that shares what knowledge is known and
explores what knowledge is possible.
Finally, we would like to thank all people – the local organisation, the international
programme and review committee, and all the reviewers – involved in organising DRS2016
and who have contributed to such a huge collective effort. The valuable time that has been
given in helping to shape and deliver the conference has been very much appreciated.
Thanks should also go to the Design Research Society, for supporting the conference so
effectively; to the Royal College of Art and Imperial College London for providing time and
resources as partner Universities; and to the University of Brighton, particularly the College
of Arts and Humanities, for enabling the early vision of a 50 th Anniversary DRS conference to
be fulfilled.
Peter Lloyd
DRS2016 Conference Chair
Vice Chair of the DRS
Brighton, UK
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Abstract: The slippage in use between design research as an activity without a
precise identity and its characterization of an intellectual field has caused
considerable confusion. PhD programs in design are now offered and have become
vehicles for producing academic design researchers. This has vastly increased the
number of researchers with doctorates but it has not contributed to the coherence of
a field and certainly not to the formation of a discipline.
As more PhD graduates take up teaching positions, they are under pressure to
continue their research and publish it. Without a set of shared questions, they are
often left to their own devices to invent a research topic. While the authors adopt
what appear to be valid methodologies to guide their investigations, the questions
they pose are often narrowly drawn, have no relation to a larger set of issues, and
are consequently of little interest or value to other scholars. When it comes to
pedagogy, the lack of consensus about what course of studies would constitute a
doctorate in design is especially disconcerting. By virtue of not having any consensual
curriculum, it is difficult to assess the value of someone’s degree. A big problem in
the field is the confusion between an academic degree in design and one in design
studies. Instead of perpetuating the term ‘design research,” I suggest adopting the
related terms “design’ and ‘design studies” to delineate more precisely the nature of
the knowledge or capabilities they signify.
Keywords: Design research; Design studies, doctoral design

Prelude
Since the end of World War II, design has grown in social importance, moving from the
styling of products and the production of print material to the design of complex devices,
ubiquitous digital media, and even social systems. Along with this growth has come a
plethora of scholars who are doing what they call ‘design research.’ This term defines an
activity rather than a bounded field of investigation and it suggests that the subject of the
research is stable and coherent. I don’t believe this to be the case. The slippage in use
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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between design research as an activity without a precise identity and its characterization of
an intellectual field has caused considerable confusion and has perpetuated the illusion that
there is a coherent field of investigation that the term ‘design research’ denotes.
The problem with this term extends back to the late 1960s when the first version of the
Design Research Society (DRS) was established in Great Britain. In 1979, the DRS began to
publish Design Studies, a journal that had a very specific approach to design research. The
formation of the Design Research Society and subsequently its journal had their roots in the
Design Methods movement, which began in Britain in the late 1950s.The aim of Design
Methods was several fold. First, it sought to investigate and theorize about the methodology
of producing designs. Second, it attempted to devise theories that could be useful in
understanding design more deeply. Third, it was a means to speculate on new possibilities
for designers that challenged the limitations of product design up to that point and it
introduced other options. Fourth, the movement became a forum where designers,
architects, engineers, systems theorists and others with an interest in design could meet and
discuss the field. And fifth, it involved a number of people who were teaching in universities
and contributed to the development of university programs in aspects of design research.
Several important conferences were held and a spate of scholarly papers was produced.
These papers demonstrated that design research was possible and that it could be
productive. A seminal project in the early years of Design Methods, though not directly
related to it, was the design of a hospital bed, which Bruce Archer supervised at the Royal
College of Art. Within a decade, however, some in the movement such as John Chris Jones
and Christopher Alexander found its methodologies too rigid and consequently rejected
them. Though much of the Design Methods activity was in Britain, a group in Berkeley,
California, which included Alexander and the West German theorist, Horst Rittel held their
own conferences and produced various papers. A key concept that came from this California
group was the idea of “wicked problems,” which has remained central to an understanding
of design’s purpose.
Another valid starting point for design research is the Hochschule für Gestaltung (HfG) in
Ulm, West Germany, where an interdisciplinary faculty that included Tomás Maldonado, the
philosopher Max Bense, and the sociologists Hanno Kesting and Abraham Moles taught.
While the research at the HfG was mainly related to designing products and buildings, it also
included more theoretical subjects such as semiotics which Maldonado and Gui Bonsiepe
argued was of practical use to designers. Examples of design theory at Ulm were published
in the school’s journal. Of particular interest was the work on semiotics that Maldonado and
Bonsiepe drew on to redesign the graphic symbols for Olivetti computers.
Whereas the idea of research at the HfG Ulm was integrally related to its design curriculum
and had to demonstrate its value for design pedagogy, the development of research by
members of the Design Research Society was not directly accountable to particular
applications. Consequently the articles published in were judged on the basis of
methodological rigor as defined by the Society. It should be noted here that although the
journal represented a society of design researchers just as another journal might represent
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an association of sociologists, anthropologists, philosophers, or historians, design
researchers differed from these colleagues in that they did not constitute an established
discipline or field. Thus, to refer to one’s self as a design researcher did not bear the same
meaning as identifying one’s self an historian, a philosopher, an anthropologist, or a
sociologist.
These fields have themselves subdivided into specialties. In history, for example, there are
social historians, intellectual historians, and political historians but all can ground their
specific practices in a general discipline of history, which has a trajectory of scholars who
built it and an awareness of what those scholars contributed to make it a thriving
contemporary practice. The same could be said for anthropology or sociology or even some
of the new hybrid scholarly fields that have emerged in recent years. What they all have in
common is a shared consensus of what their intellectual territory is, what the problems of
that territory are, and how any given contribution relates to or adds to the territory’s
development. While I acknowledge that the work published in Design Studies is of a high
quality, I don’t believe that it has helped to define the boundaries of a new field or territory
although the Design History Society has sought to address this with the formation of Special
Interest Groups that cluster around specific topics.
At the same time, there were authors like Herbert Read, Lewis Mumford, Gillo Dorfles, and
Tomás Maldonado who were writing books and articles that sought to characterize design
more deeply than it was commonly understood in the marketplace. Dorfles, an Italian
philosopher, introduced aesthetics to design discourse, while Maldonado, an artist and
public intellectual, sought to recognize it as a practice of deep cultural significance that could
profoundly influence the direction of society. These and other authors were design
intellectuals rather than design researchers. They understood that design as a subject could
carry more weight than it previously had but they did not set out to build a new field of
research.

New forums for research
By the early 1980s, the interest in creating intellectual fora for discussing design and
exploring its possibilities had grown. I was a founder of the journal Design Issues at the
University of Illinois, Chicago in 1982. My colleagues were four artists and designers who,
like the design intellectuals, believed that design could support a much stronger discourse.
We characterized the journal as a forum for design history, theory, and criticism and had no
intention of turning it into a publication that represented an academic discipline although it
has certainly become such a journal. Perhaps it is no coincidence that two of the founders
had been students at the Institute of Design in Chicago, where they absorbed some of the
spirit that László Moholy-Nagy infused into the school when he was still alive. This was
exemplified by his invitation to several professors from the University of Chicago, among
them the philosopher Charles Morris, to add the benefit of mature intellectual reflection to
the school’s design pedagogy.
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Related to Design Issues but founded some years later was The Design Journal, which is the
official publication of the European Academy of Design. According to its website, the
Academy was formed “to promote the publication and dissemination of research in design
through conferences hosted by different educational institutions in Europe and the
publication of proceedings, newsletters, and a journal.”(1) The aim of The Design Journal
differed somewhat from Design Issues in that it had more of an operational purpose as it
was intended to create a community of researchers. Founded in 1998, it has as one of its
objectives to foster design research at institutions that share the goals of the European
Academy of Design. In recent years, other general design journals such as Design and Culture
and the International Journal of Design have also become vehicles for the publication of
design research.
Along with the emergence of these journals has come a series of conferences where scholars
have presented their research, a number of these have been organized by the Design
Research Society with the subject matter broadening far beyond the boundaries of its
journal Design Studies. In fact, the conferences have become fora for papers on many
different and even divergent topics. It would not be easy to gain a sense of design research
as a field or discipline from perusing the proceedings of any of these conferences.
The case of design history is different. It began as a field of inquiry in the mid 1970s when
the Design History Society was formed. Because design historians defined themselves as
being part of the already established discipline of history, they had no problem establishing
a territory for research. When the DHS founded its own publication, the Journal of Design
History in 1988, it was easily able to exert a disciplinary identity. Design history takes its
place with art history, the history of architecture, and the history of technology as a distinct
though not tightly bounded field. I am cautious about calling design history a discipline,
preferring instead to consider it a particular branch of the discipline of history. It may have
some methods of its own but it nonetheless adheres to the basic methods of historical
research as they have been developed within the history profession.

Design doctorates
Concomitant with the emergence of the above mentioned journals and conferences has
been the expansion of PhD programs in design. These are now offered at universities
throughout the world and have become vehicles for producing academic design researchers.
As an editor of Design Issues since publication began in 1984, I have witnessed many
changes in the global design research environment. When we began to publish the journal,
research on design was much more informal. Today there is an obsession with citation
indexes, impact factors, and other techniques to quantify the value of research.
Beginning with the books from the 1930s and on by authors such as Nikolaus Pevsner,
Siegfried Giedion, Herbert Read, Lewis Mumford, and Gillo Dorfles design writing was
initially based on personal arguments about what design was or could be. The Design
Methods movement of the 1960s introduced a more theoretical and research oriented
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approach to design research but by the early 1970s, many in the movement felt that it had
become too removed from design practice. Nonetheless authors like Bruce Archer and Horst
Rittel have continued to remain influential, as design research has developed further.
Just as the Design Research Society was formed and grew without a bounded subject
matter, so did PhD programs expand in the same way. Consequently a PhD in Design from a
university in Japan may have nothing to do with a related PhD from the Illinois Institute of
Technology in Chicago or the University of Caldas in Manizales, Colombia. Such programs, of
course, have to conform to their own university’s standards but they are not required to
teach material that corresponds to that taught in PhD programs elsewhere. Where the
development of design doctorates differs from doctorates in established fields and
disciplines is that there is no set of intellectual norms against which to measure the value of
a new degree, nor is there a community of scholars who can pass judgment on its merits.
Consequently, any institution is free to create a Doctorate in Design and include in the
curriculum whatever it chooses.
This situation has rapidly and vastly increased the number of design researchers with
doctorates but it has not contributed to the coherence of a field and certainly not to the
formation of a discipline. The on-line PhD Design list has more than 2,000 subscribers but
one could never discern from the discussions on the list that there was a field whose
territory everyone agreed upon. Consequently, design research continues to grow without a
sound foundation or consensus of what it is or what it is for. The unfortunate consequence
of this is that there are no common standards for evaluating research.
Another problem related to the creation of PhD programs is that of languages. In general, no
more than one language is required for a design doctorate although important design
materials are spread among various languages. English has become the principal language
for publishing research by virtue of its already widespread global use but there is also
valuable material published in Spanish, Japanese, German, and other languages that is
unknown to English speakers. Thus, those scholars who gain the most attention are those
who publish in English, while some prominent researchers who are well known in their own
linguistic communities are not recognized or little recognized in the English-language
community. Few design research volumes are translated into English or from English, which
compounds the difficulty of knowledge diffusion. As more PhD graduates take up teaching
positions in universities, they are under pressure to continue their research, present it at
peer reviewed conferences and publish it in scholarly journals. Without a set of shared
questions, they are often left to their own devices to invent a research topic. As a journal
editor for more than thirty years, I have seen my share of such papers. While the authors
adopt what appear to be valid methodologies to guide their investigations, the questions
they pose are often narrowly construed, have no relation to a larger set of issues, and are
consequently of little interest or value to other scholars. What is most problematic about
this situation is that such papers contribute to the mass of published material that other
researchers must wade through in order to find articles of value.
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The upside of design research’s openness is that sometimes intriguing new directions for
research emerge. New fields like sound design, service design, interaction design, and design
for development have fostered research that is of great interest and use. While Design
Issues does not have a singular position on what constitutes valuable research and has
published papers on varied subjects, the editors have encouraged authors to make
reference to prior articles in the journal that are related to the topics of their research. This
is one way that new strands of investigation develop and begin to form trajectories.
However, it is a much more informal way than what occurs in many other fields where a
group of scholars may stake out a new research direction together and move forward with
it.

Peer-review and social organizations
Given the heterogeneity of design research, there are difficulties with the peer review
process and the maintenance of standards. While design research conferences claim that all
the papers are peer reviewed, they are often evaluated by people who are not qualified to
do so. It seems that if one is a design researcher, he or she should be able to attest to the
value of any other design researcher’s paper. What tends to obscure this issue is the
rhetorical emphasis on quality rather than value. Thus, if quality is only determined by the
movement of a piece of research through an evaluation process, where there is no assured
merit to the evaluation, form begins to substitute for function.
Another question that arises is what to call the group of people who identify as design
researchers. Are they a society, a network, a community? A group can be a society simply by
virtue of belonging to a common association. This, however, does not guarantee that the
members share anything other than their membership in the association. Societies such as
the DRS organize conferences, give prizes, disseminate articles through a journal, and
establish standards of achievement without having to deal with how the thematic substance
of a scholar’s research relates to a larger field. Likewise, we can speak of a design research
network but there is no guarantee that those in the network will produce any valuable
discourse. There are several design research lists that function sometimes as drawing rooms
or salons for a few outspoken list members and at other times as bulletin boards for
announcements of conferences or teaching positions. I am willing to acknowledge that
design researchers can conjoin in societies and networks but I am unwilling to speak of a
broad design research community. I think there are small communities that have formed
around shared interests within the bigger design research network and these communities
have moved forward with important research. But what they do is not necessarily known to
others in the network. nor can others evaluate it easily if they are unfamiliar with its
substance. To some degree the Design Research Society has recognized this by forming
special interest groups or SIG’s around such topics as design education, inclusive design, and
well-being.
I will say that design research has advanced in part through the efforts of scholars from
established disciplines who have found design to be an important subject of investigation.
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For example, there is emerging within philosophy a new interest in design aesthetics after
years of considering aesthetics only in relation to art. Design aesthetics are also part of a
larger interdisciplinary field called the design of the everyday although the focus of that field
is on vernacular and daily life objects. Sociologists have also made occasional forays into
design, as have anthropologists, while design has become a central topic for marketing and
innovation scholars. In recent years, a new subfield called design anthropology has emerged
although its practitioners tend to identify more with design than with anthropology. I can
also say that some of the best work in design history has been done by historians such as
Roland Marchand, Jeff Meikle, and Deborah Silverman who found design to be an engaging
research topic.

Design pedagogy
When it comes to pedagogy, the lack of consensus about what course of studies would
constitute a doctorate in design is especially disconcerting. By virtue of not having any
consensual curriculum, it is difficult to assess the value of someone’s degree. Of course, one
might look at a dissertation or practice-based outcome but that would not tell enough about
how well that person could contribute to the doctoral education of other students. In fields
like history or philosophy, where curricula are well established, one can assess the breadth
of someone’s knowledge by examining the curriculum they completed. This would include a
number of foundational courses that would indicate what they were qualified to teach.
Within the realm of design doctorates, there is no consensus on what foundational texts to
read, what methods to master, or whose work one would need to know about. Its not that
there is any shortage of texts. Design Studies has been publishing research since 1979,
Design Issues since 1984, the Journal of Design History since 1988, the Design Journal since
1998, the International Journal of Design since 2007, and Design and Culture since 2009. Not
to mention the journals in languages other than English. That amounts to hundreds of
articles at least some of which should be read and discussed by any PhD student in design.
I don’t want to say that forging a dialogue about common curricula for doctoral students in
design would be easy, given that so many doctoral programs are already in place with their
curricula established. Nonetheless, it is important to raise a series of questions about
doctoral education, the content of its pedagogy, its relation to the potential for a design
discipline, and its value to society.

The need for doctors of design
If we go back thirty years or so, we would find considerable skepticism if anyone suggested
that a doctorate in design might be useful. Although the Design Methods movement of the
1960s had shown that design could be much more than styling, it was still not clear what
designers might do other than create products for the market or design commercial publicity
material or perhaps books. The invention of the computer opened up new potential
relations between designers and software engineers, although these relationships have still
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not been sufficiently exploited. Computer scientists wasted no time in developing doctoral
programs. These were soundly based on technical expertise that rapidly expanded into
project designs. Doctoral programs in engineering too have had no trouble staking out a
territory for complex projects. Designers have not been sufficiently trained to participate in
such projects at an advanced technical level nor have they developed their own projects
based on doctoral research.
In contemporary life, we are increasingly facing situations of an unprecedented magnitude
that invite design intervention. Whether it is advanced communications systems, programs
for disaster relief, or urban mobility, such situations call for design expertise that is often
lacking in professionals from other fields who have little or no training in project conception,
development, and management. We know well what kinds of products undergraduate
design majors are capable of generating but we know less about what a PhD in design might
do. There are more than a few scholars with doctorates in design who have no clear sense of
what research is or what it is for. If at the undergraduate level, design education is about
making something – whether a piece of furniture, a website, or a mobile phone, and if the
master’s degree is more about pedagogy directed to making things, why would a doctorate
not be about making things as well and why would design research not be about what we do
or might make. Doctoral researchers in other fields are developing projects that might well
be the purview of doctors of design but without a clear idea of what a doctorate is for, such
projects don’t materialize from within the design community.
Design is a contingent practice; hence its study is about what might be but does not yet exist
as well as what already exists. Design is projective. It is a method of envisioning something
to be made, which means that design knowledge is not only about how things are but about
how they could be. The ability to assess situations and invent things to improve them is
definitely a design quality. At the doctoral level, a student should be able to assess a
complex situation and contribute to making something, whether a thing, a system, or even a
policy that would clarify or improve that situation.
If we recognize that design is about interventions in the social world, then any design
program from the undergraduate to the PhD should include a strong component of social
science. Designers must not only understand the users of their products but also the
situations that their products are part of. Myra Margolin has devised the term “social
literacy,” to characterize the need for a basic understanding of how society functions.
Compared to engineers, whether they are concerned with electrical, mechanical, or digital
products, designers require less technical training but more conceptual experience. A PhD
graduate in design should be able to collaborate with advanced technologists in other fields
and work together on teams dedicated to complex projects.

Design and design studies
I also want to make a distinction between an academic degree in design and one in design
studies. The former is about producing design, while the latter is about reflecting on design
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as it has been practiced, is currently practiced, and how it might be practiced. I distinguish
here between designing, which I believe a doctor of design should be able to do, and
reflecting on design. There is currently considerable confusion about the two. A lot of what
is currently called design research is really design studies research. Although there have
been discussions of what design studies constitutes, including some in which I have
participated, the distinction between design and design studies has not been adequately
made and this confusion has, in some cases, prevented the development of doctorates in
design. In countries, where higher education is supported by the federal government,
doctorates in design are more likely, even when the content and outcomes of those degrees
are unclear. A design doctorate has semiotic value and can be attractive to a university that
operates with public funds. Consequently, a design department full of professors with
doctorates may enhance a university’s reputation without contributing to new knowledge. It
is in fact common practice in some parts of the world for professors in a design department
to study for a doctorate with their own colleagues as supervisors.
In a private university where curriculum funds must be taken from endowments and
tuitions, there is less likelihood of creating a doctorate in design if its practical outcome is
not evident. In general new programs in private universities or even many public ones arise
from a perceived need for professional practices for which sufficiently trained people cannot
be found. This is actually the case today, where many complex problems are poorly
addressed or not addressed at all because competent professionals with appropriate design
training are not available. Because there is no solid tradition of design doctorates, project
developers look to other fields for experts to assist them. In some cases, advanced training
for what might otherwise be called design takes place in other settings such as the Media
Lab or the Age Lab at MIT or in doctoral programs concerned with robotics, nanotechnology,
security systems, or alternative energy where advanced training in design could be
extremely valuable in conceiving and shaping new products that would be of social value. By
virtue of programs with design components being conducted within the orbits of other
disciplines, the role of design within those programs becomes obscured.

Reconfiguring design research
Instead of perpetuating the term “design research,” which, as I have shown, does not
designate a specific body of knowledge or a particular methodology, I suggest adopting the
related terms “design’ and ‘design studies” to delineate more precisely the nature of the
knowledge or capabilities they signify. One can do design research that is related to how
things are made or could be made. Such research should be empirical and its conclusions
applicable to practitioners. While a doctor of design might be an expert in a particular field
such as collaborative design, organization design, sustainable products, design for health
delivery, or transport systems, a doctor of design studies would know more about reflective
issues such as the impact of products on social life, product aesthetics, design philosophy,
design policy, or design history. By separating the two activities, each might be seen as more
practical and their respective employment opportunities more evident. Conferences should
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also make sharper distinctions between sessions dedicated to design or design studies and if
conference organizers grouped papers more effectively around common themes, there
might be more actual development in both fields. Design studies would become a field by
virtue of having design as a subject to reflect on rather than one to practice and
consequently it might spawn its own communities of interest around particular topics.

Conclusion
Research is currently an inherent component of design, far more so than it has been in the
past. The world is undergoing rapid changes that require new responses, which a welldeveloped understanding of design can provide. What is hampering this potential role for
designers is the lack of clarity in design research, which inadvertently supports
inconsequential investigations, while at the same time not recognizing new areas where
investigations of what design can do are much needed. A central focus of research should be
on the social, technological, and cultural transitions that are occurring in society and how
design might be reconfigured and reconceptualized to be part of them. This means
identifying and analyzing new opportunities for practice. Experimental projects, of which
there are many, need evaluation and successful ones should form part of emerging terrains
of practice. There are many new activities that are currently taking place, some under the
rubric of design and others not. How best to prepare designers for these activities should be
a central focus of design research.
What is key to a new approach to research in design and design studies is the clarification of
purposes for each and the articulation of problematics whose explorations are likely to be
fruitful. If design research cannot improve and transform practice then its value is dubious. If
design studies cannot better explain to practitioners and the public alike what design is and
what it can be, then the lack of understanding about its value will prevent potential clients
such as municipalities, businesses, and government agencies from understanding how
design might contribute to the success of their endeavors.
The existing entities that make up the global design network - the societies, the journals,
conferences, the schools and universities - should interrogate their own activities. It would
be helpful to begin a new international dialogue on the future of research in design and
design studies. Established scholars, teachers, and administrators should begin to thrash out
the issues that need to be clarified in order for design research to mature and become
relevant to scholars in other fields. The question is not how to perpetuate existing activities
in order to enhance the curricula vitae of design researchers to assist them in their
professional advancement but to insure that what those researchers do has some value to
the world.
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Abstract: Donald Schön was one of the most influential scholars in the design field;
his work was and still is among the most highly cited. But how and why do scholars
cite Schön’s work? What do these citations do? In this paper, we present a content
analysis of 63 texts published at the last two DRS conferences in an effort to
understand the function of citations of Donald Schön’s work. We find scholars
primarily cite Schön’s work either to support their own research topics, methods or
methodologies, and arguments or to credit Schön for his concepts or ideas. And we
observe few instances of citations that engage critically with Schön or build on his
ideas. Our conclusions suggest that a deeper understanding of citation function
would be an interesting and important project.
Keywords: citation analysis; citation function; Donald Schön; scholarly publishing

Introduction
The design research community has long been engaged in discussions and debates focused
on its research practices. These discussions have addressed a range of topics, including: the
nature of research (Durling, 2002; Frayling, 1993; Friedman, 2008), constructing arguments
in scholarly writing (Friedman, 2015a), and doctoral education in design (Durling &
Friedman, 2000).
One reason underlying many of these discussions seems clear: the design discipline seeks to
establish its own intellectual culture, “acceptable and defensible in the world on its own
terms” (Cross, 2001, p. 55). And scholarly research and writing practices are seen as
important aspects of an intellectual culture. In this paper, our aim is to focus on an element
of scholarly research and writing practices that has received less attention in the field, which
is the function of citations in research publications.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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Citation function, which has been studied extensively in other fields (Bornmann & Daniel,
2008; Case & Higgins, 2000; Nicolaisen, 2007), refers to what citations do in a publication
beyond pointing readers towards source material. For example, in some cases citations
“credit” sources for ideas. In other cases, they may demonstrate researcher competence or
fluency in a topic. They may also demonstrate the “currency” of a topic (Harwood, 2009).
Existing citation analyses in the design field have looked at the number and co-occurrence of
citations in articles published in Design Studies (Chai & Xiao, 2012). And Ken Friedman has
addressed referencing and citation practices in some of his texts (Friedman, 2015a, 2015b).
But to our knowledge, there has not yet been an examination of the function of citations in
the field. In this paper, we analyze the function of citations of Donald Schön’s work in
publications from the last two DRS conferences (n=63).
Donald Schön was one of the most significant scholars in the design field. Per Galle has
described Schön’s book, The Reflective Practitioner (Schö n, 1983), as a “landmark” in the
field (Galle, 2011). He has claimed that Schön’s book along with Simon’s Sciences of the
Artificial (Simon, 1969) and Krippendorff’s Semantic Turn (2005) can be interpreted as
having “initiated or at least epitomized a design research paradigm, in Kuhn’s sense” (Galle,
2011, p. 82). And through an extensive citation analysis of 15 years’ worth of Design Studies
articles, Chai and Xiao (2012) found Schön to be the most highly cited scholar in that journal.
While we have some knowledge about the number of citations of Schön’s work, we know
less about how and why he is cited. Yet knowing these things is potentially interesting and
important. Chai and Xiao acknowledge “the accuracy of [their] findings depends on how and
why authors cite references” (2012, p. 39). More broadly, understanding the “how” and
“why” of citation practices could illuminate ways in which contemporary scholars think
about knowledge in the design field. Should it be accepted uncritically? Or should it be
engaged with and built upon? Is the status quo acceptable? Or, to modify Simon’s (1969)
famous apothegm, do we need to attempt to make the existing situation (of referencing and
citing Schön) into a preferred one?
Using a citation function framework developed by Harwood (2009), we coded 194 individual
citations across 63 papers published at the last two DRS conferences. We find a tendency
among papers in our corpus to cite Schön in a way that either supports their own research
topics, methods or methodologies, arguments or credits Schön for his concepts or ideas. We
observe fewer instances of engaging critically with Schön and building on his ideas. If we are
citing existing scholarship in these ways then what kind of knowledge are we generating?
How are we conversing with the scholars and scholarship that came before us and how are
we shaping conversations for current and future scholars?

Research Design and Implementation
We collected all the DRS conference publications citing Donald Schön’s work from the two
most recent DRS conferences: Umea (2014) and Bangkok (2012). We found 63 texts out of
286 citing Schön’s work—33 publications from Bangkok and 30 from Umea. This sample may
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give some readers pause. To what extent can we generalize or extrapolate findings from 63
publications?
Our work can be interpreted as an “idiographic study,” which seeks to describe a
phenomenon in a particular context and therefore does not seek to be generalizable to a
discipline or field (Larsson, 2013). In contrast, a “nomothetic study” seeks to discover
generalizable laws or principles. An idiographic study may still have broader implications, but
its outcomes are qualified. This is one reason why we chose to frame our paper as an
examination of contemporary citation practices in DRS publications—and not as a historical
or comprehensive study or one focused on citation practices in “design research” or the
“design field.”
Additionally, even though our sample is small, it is made up of a diverse set of publications
authored by a wide variety of scholars from different disciplinary affiliations in many
different university and/or professional settings around the world. Equally important, these
scholars address a diverse set of topics, including: research through design, student
characterizations of designing, analyzing written texts visually, and informal peer critique,
among other topics. The variety of authors and topics can partially ground the claim that our
corpus has what Wolcott called “a capacity for generalizability” (Larsson, 2013, p. 46).
Schön’s work is seemingly relevant to a wide variety of research projects. When we refer to
“Schön’s work” we refer to any work where Schön plays an authorship role (e.g. first or
second author and individual or collaborative publications). Our corpus contains references
to 14 of Schön’s publications, which is interesting since Schön authored over 100
publications during his career.
Once we identified the publications citing Schön, we conducted a content analysis
(Krippendorff, 2012; Rourke et al., 2001; Stemler, 2001) in order to determine the function
of each citation. We developed a coding scheme using a framework that describes 11
different citation functions developed by Harwood (2009) in the field of language studies.
Following is our paraphrasing of the 11 citation functions. For the full original descriptions,
see pgs. 501-510 in (Harwood, 2009).
1) SIGNPOSTING citations direct readers to other sources in order to (i) help/interest less
informed readers; (ii) to keep the argument on track; and (iii) to save space.
2) SUPPORTING citations help authors justify (i) the topic of their research; (ii) the method
and/or methodology employed; and/or (iii) the authors’ claims.
3) CREDIT citations acknowledged authors’ debt to others for ideas or methods.
4) POSITION citations allowed authors to (i) identify representatives and exemplars of
different viewpoints; (ii) explicate researchers’ standpoints in detail; and (iii) trace the
development of a researcher’s/field’s thinking over time.
5) ENGAGING citations appear when authors are in critical dialogue with their sources.
6) BUILDING citations are found when authors use sources’ methods or ideas as
foundations, which they then develop further.
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7) TYING citations aligned authors with (i) other sources’ methods/methodology; (ii)
specific schools of thought/ disciplinary traditions; or (iii) debates on specific issues. The
first extract discussed is multifunctional.
8) ADVERTISING citations alerted readers either to the author’s earlier work, or to the work
of others.
9) FUTURE citations served to establish future research plans.
10) COMPETENCE citations helped underscore writers’ expertise by displaying (i) knowledge
of their field; and (ii) their ability to conduct research.
11) TOPICAL citations allowed writers to show they and their research were concerned with
state-of-the-art issues.
Harwood developed this framework through a qualitative, semi-structured interview study
with computer scientists and sociologists, in which he asked them to explain “what function
each citation had [in a publication of their choosing]” (2009, p. 501). From these interviews,
Harwood created transcripts and emergently coded 11 citation functions. These were
developed without the input of his interviewees. So we do not know whether the
interviewees agreed or disagreed with Harwood’s findings. But Harwood perhaps anticipates
this criticism when he explains “the terminology used to describe each function is derived
from the informants’ words rather than from the researcher” (2009, p. 501)
Using his participants’ terminology to “describe each function” is one way of attempting to
present valid findings. Harwood could have translated his interviewees’ remarks into his own
words to describe each function. But staying true to the interviewees’ descriptions
strengthens his (validity) claim that the functions accurately capture the interviewees’
intentions. Another way of validating his framework is in its accordance with “the functions
identified by previous citation studies, despite some terminological differences” (Harwood,
2009, p. 511). So, we might say that Harwood’s framework is valid because it reflects the
subjective experience of its participants, and other scholars have looked at the same
phenomenon and seen the same thing.
Since we do not interview the authors of any of the papers in our corpus, we cannot make
any claims about agreement between our coding and their motivations in citing Schön. As
Harwood points out,
“[Studies] have shown that citers’ motivations may be complex, [and so] it would seem
sensible not to debar authors from identifying multiple citation motivations and
functions [for a single citation].” (2009, p. 498)

We do not know, for example, whether those who cite Schön in support of their claims
might also view the citation as demonstrating their research competence or as tying their
work to a particular discourse. Furthermore, Harwood does not present the citation
functions in his framework as discrete. A given citation may have several functions. Hence,
the functions are not designed to function as discrete categories, which may account for
some of the difficulty we encountered when we conducted our analysis. We made the
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decision to apply only one code to the most evident function of each citation. We made this
decision in order to adhere to standards of rigor in conducting a content analysis.
Another issue we faced was that citation function can be seen as a latent projective variable,
which means that “the locus of the variable shifts to the coders interpretations of the
meaning of the content” (Rourke et al., 2001, p.8). Where one coder might perceive a
citation to function as “supporting,” someone with a different standpoint might see it as
“topical” or “tying.” To mitigate this issue, we followed the practice of heightening our own
intersubjectivity through initial conversations about how to draw lines between different
codes. These exercises enabled us to increase our intersubjectivity and address (and reduce)
the permeability of Harwood’s framework.

Findings
Our coding yielded the following results:

The two most highly occurring functions are credit (78) and supporting (59). Tying (17),
competence (13), position (11), and signposting (10) hover in the mid-range of our findings.
We found the fewest instances of engaging (4) and building (2) citations. And we found no
instances of advertising, future, or topical citations.

3.1 Supporting and Credit
Supporting citations help authors justify (i) the topic of their research; (ii) the method and/or
methodology employed; and/or (iii) the authors’ claims. For instance, Bang et al. (2014)
write:
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“Design students are special in the sense that they are trained to use the power of
conjecture (Lawson, 2006) for instance through sketching and visualizing possible
solutions (Schö n, 1983; Cross, 1995)” (Bang et al., 2014, p. 1116).

This quote is part of the authors’ “theoretical foundation” section, in which they seek to
establish a base on which to discuss their research question of how design students learn
from visualizing theory in design education. Their use of Schön can be seen as a justification
at least for the topic of their research if not the claims they make in this section of the paper.
Credit
Crediting citations acknowledge authors’ debt to other scholars for ideas or methods. For
instance, Godin and Zahedi (2014) writing about reflective practice, describe the two
different “timeframes” in which reflection might occur. However, since Schön distinguishes
two types of reflection that operate in two different “timeframes” the authors credit Schön
with originating the concept before summarizing it. They write, “Reflexive [sic] action can
also occur in two different timeframes (Schön, 1983)” (Godin & Zahedi, 2014, p. 1674).
Credit citations do not challenge or extend ideas, and we note a significant difference
between the number of crediting citations and the next most voluminous category. There
are 19 more instances of crediting citations than there are of supporting citations.

3.2 Tying and Competence
Tying citations align authors with (i) other sources’ methods/methodology; (ii) specific
schools of thought/ disciplinary traditions; or (iii) debates on specific issues. Tying citations
may seem to take a form similar to signposting citations in the sense that they might appear
as multiple sources in a single reference. For example, Feast (2014) writes:
“This insight connecting reflection and dialogue [in my work] corroborates significant
research within the literature concerning Reflective Practice (Dorst & Dijkhuis, 1995;
Schö n, 1983; Valkenburg & Dorst, 1998)” (Feast, 2014, p. 186).

We can compare this quote with our signposting example, which we discuss in a subsequent
section. For now we point out that, in their use of a signposting citation, Bang et al. gloss 30
years of research on sketching and drawing as reflective tools. They do not discuss the
specifics of this work or how their work relates to it. For instance, they do not say whether
their work adopts a similar approach to, corroborates, critiques, or falsifies existing work. In
order to “tie” their work with others, this is a necessary step. By contrast, Feast ‘ties’ his
work to what we would call specific schools of thought on the relation between reflection
and dialogue.
Competence
Competence citations “underscore writers’ expertise by displaying (i) knowledge of their
field; and (ii) their ability to conduct research” (Harwood, 2009, p. 510). Many (if not all)
citations in a given text could be interpreted partly as demonstrating competence, and so it
was challenging for us to identify competence as the most evident function of a given
citation.
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We did not agree on our initial coding of competence and so we had a discussion to resolve
the disagreement. We determined that a citation could be considered an instance of
competence if (1) it did not reference a specific idea or claim, (2) it did not in a clear way
advance the argument or provide support for other choices the author might make, and (3)
it could not be construed as tying the author to a specific idea from Schön’s work.
Competence citations could therefore be seen as a demonstration of the author’s awareness
of a relevant citation but where the specifics of the citation are ambiguous.
For example, in his discussion section, van der Waarde (2014) writes about the body of work
to which his design diagrams refer:
“…the second pattern can be directly related to theories of ‘reflective practice’.
Starting with the work of Donald Schö n, this topic has developed into a sizable area of
study” (van der Waarde, 2014, p. 408).

We coded this as competence since he his not crediting a particular Schön text with the
notion of reflective practice. He refers to plural “theories” and seemingly attempts to forge a
connection between the patterns identified in his study and an existing body of work. This is
different than tying in the sense that this particular citation does not align him with or
disavow Schön’s work, though it is perhaps possible to interpret it as doing this. We see this
quote as a demonstration that the author knows that Schön’s name is an important one in
the discourse on reflective practice and that much research has developed since Schön’s
initial contribution.

3.3 Positioning and Signposting
Harwood describes the positioning function as follows:
“[allowing] authors to (i) identify representatives and exemplars of different
viewpoints; (ii) explicate researchers’ standpoints in detail; and (iii) trace the
development of a researcher’s/field’s thinking over time” (2009, p. 505).

We found a good example of positioning in the work of Taneri and Dogan:
“Simon (1973) defines design as a problem solving activity where the actual ‘state’ is
structured through ‘analysis’ and solved with a proposition of a preferred one by
‘synthesis’. Counter to Simon, Schön saw design as construction of steps of changes in
the given situation by ‘reflection in action’ followed by ‘reflection on action’. Designers
construct and impose a coherence of their own that guides subsequent moves” (Taneri
& Dogan, 2012, p. 1817).

The authors position Schön’s perspective on designing in opposition to Herbert Simon’s, a
position which Schön himself assumed in The Reflective Practitioner (1983, p.45-48) and The
Design Process (Schön, 1990). One could interpret this positioning as the identification of
different “exemplar” viewpoints of designing. But it could also be seen as an act of tracing
the development of the field’s thinking about designing if Simon and Schön could be seen as
initiating Kuhnian paradigm shifts (Galle, 2011) in the way the design field thought about
designing.
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Signposting
Signposting citations direct readers to other sources. Harwood (2009) suggests that they do
so for three main reasons, namely (i) to help/interest less informed readers; (ii) to keep the
argument on track; and (iii) to save space. In analyzing this corpus, we found that identifying
signposting citations for their ‘helpful’ and ‘space saving’ qualities tended to be more
straightforward than determining the ways in which they keep the argument on track, unless
it could be said that they keep the argument on track by virtue of not taking up space.
Bang et al. aptly illustrate signposting when they write:
“During many years design researchers have studied, discussed and acknowledged
sketching and drawing as a tool for reflection as well as designing in various ways (see
for example Schön, 1983; Cross, 1995; Lawson & Dorst, 2009; Goldschmidt 1991,
2013)” (Bang et al., 2014, p. 1109).

This quote demonstrates authors (1) providing support in the form of relevant readings to
less informed or interested readers, (2) keeping their argument on track or, in this case,
laying its foundations, and (3) saving space by briefly summarizing the development of the
field with regard to sketching and drawing as tools for reflection rather than summarizing
each one in detail.
In signposting citations, since the details of the cited source material are not given we do not
have a sense of what the various lines of thinking within it might be and which line – if any –
the author may align herself with.

3.4 Building and Engaging
We found two instances of building citations, which are citations that appear to use source
material as foundations to build on or develop further. For example, Gray (2014) wrote of
Schön’s work on critique,
“While Schö n (1983,1987) modelled reflection primarily through verbal interaction in a
desk crit, other forms of reflection might encourage other forms of evaluation to
occur, moving the locus of interaction out of the classroom into a more regular, selfinitiated act” (Gray, 2014, p. 1136)

Gray could thus be seen to “build on” Schön’s work on reflection by expanding upon the
forms (e.g. verbal, visual, etc.) reflection might take. Gray does not challenge Schön’s
existing work per se, but he does use it as a starting point for proposing a more nuanced
understanding of the forms of reflection and the implications for those different forms of
evaluation in and out of the design studio.
Engaging
“Engaging citations appear when authors are in critical dialogue with their sources. This
criticality can be more or less marked… ” (Harwood, 2009, p. 506). We found four instances
of citations that could be interpreted as engaging in a critical dialogue with Schön’s work.
Three of these occur in close proximity in a publication by Wallis and Williams (2012) and
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some are perhaps more accurately described as indirect or secondary engaging citations. For
instance, Wallis and Williams write:
“Usher, Bryant and Johnston (1997) dispute the coach/ student relationship described
by Schö n as the learner does not need to take responsibility or ownership in reframing
the project problem, as the coach will eventually demonstrate” (Wallis & Williams,
2012, p. 1976).

In this case, it seems that Usher, Bryant, and Johnston—not Wallis and Williams—are the
ones engaging in a critical dialogue with the way Schön characterized the coach/student
relationship. The latter cite other examples of critical engagement with Schön’s work
without necessarily engaging Schön’s work. They let existing work do the engagement for
them. However, Wallis and Williams also engage in a direct, first person manner with Schön.
“Direct, first-person” engagement means that the authors themselves, not their secondary
sources, engage with Schön in a critical dialogue. For example, Wallis and Williams write:
“It also seems that the use of ‘co- experimentation’ by Schö n does not represent a
contemporary understanding of ‘facilitation’ where working with the student to allow
them to recognize their learning process” (Wallis & Williams, 2012, p. 1976).

We would describe this an instance of what Harwood might call “less marked” engagement.
The critique that Schön’s use of ‘co-experimentation’ is anachronistic with regard to
‘facilitation’ could be construed as minor flaw. Wallis and Williams do not argue that Schön
was wrong nor do they push their claim to reveal any other kind of major flaw, such as: lack
of empirical support, weak empirical support, or incommensurability with other aspects of
Schön’s work on design studio pedagogy. They do suggest that an aspect of Schön’s work is
outdated, which is a kind of critical engagement.
Few authors seem to engage in a critical dialogue with Schön. This could mean that
contemporary DRS publications seemingly pay less attention to the problems or
inconsistencies in Schön’s work and, thus, to the consequences of these issues. Schön’s work
tends to be “intuitively accepted” without additional explanation or discussion.

4.5 Advertising, Future, and Topical
We found no instances of advertising, future, and topical citation functions in our corpus.

Discussion
Our findings suggest that contemporary DRS publications tend to manifest uncritical use of
Schön’s work, which means (1) they do not challenge his claims or methodologies and (2)
they do not build on or extend his work. These findings do not mean that Schön’s work is
beyond criticism or that it has not been criticized. There have of course been critiques
authored (Forester, 1988; Gilroy, 1993; Usher et al., 1997). However, none of the critiques
known to us originate in the design field. And very few (n=6) of the texts in our corpus could
be construed as criticizing Schön’s work. They cite him primarily to “acknowledge a debt” to
him for ideas or methods and, secondarily, to justify topics, methodologies, and conclusions.
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The high volume of supporting and credit citations may be seen as grounds supporting an
interpretation of Schön’s work as “intuitively resonating” (Galle, 2011) with contemporary
DRS conference publications. Galle uses the notion of intuitive resonance in his discussion of
criteria for developing and evaluating definitions of design. He writes that a particular
definition of design “should resonate intuitively with the use of the word ‘design’ in common
parlance, as well as in relevant professional, educational, and research organizations” (2011,
p. 93). We interpret this to mean that a definition should meet with consensus and
agreement in an almost instinctive way within a group—a way that by definition does not
require conscious reasoning.
It is possible that the high volume of supporting and crediting citations of Schön’s work
happen as a consequence of authors’ beliefs that this work is intuitively resonant with the
design discipline. If an author believes that a reader will understand a concept without
additional explanation or discussion, then it seems reasonable to provide the requisite
bibliographic information in order to keep the argument on track and conserve limited page
space. We found this to be a common occurrence with supporting and crediting citations,
especially when “reflective practice” and “reflection in and on action” were mentioned.
Many references to reflective practice include only the words “reflective practice,” and they
lack any explanation or discussion. This makes sense in some cases. Authors need not clarify
or expand on every citation. Papers would quickly become unwieldy and impossible to write
given word-count constraints. But in other cases, expanding on specific references is
necessary. For example, if “reflective practice” is important to a topic of study, research
design, or analysis of findings.
Friedman encourages scholars to use “precise, fine-grained references… [since] fine-grained
references allow the reader to examine, question, challenge, and learn from cited sources”
(2015, p. 21). We would suggest that most of the supporting and crediting citations
contained in our corpus do not constitute fine-grained references. They thus potentially
undermine attempts to “examine, question, challenge, and [ultimately] learn from [them].”
How can we accurately assess whether an author who does not expand on or define
reflective practice understands what Schön intended the concept to mean? Is it wise to
assume that an author who cites “reflective practice” can speak to it accurately and
effectively?
Moreover, if an author uses reflective practice in a way that diverges from Schön’s intended
meaning, then we believe there is even greater onus to (1) articulate the revised meaning of
the concept, (2) argue for this revised meaning, and (3) state the consequences (e.g.
methodological) of this revision. Such an approach would better position readers to, as
Friedman notes, examine, question, challenge, and learn not only from the cited material
but also from the author’s treatment of it. In short, it would enhance the efficacy of
communication.
An issue related to effective communication is the preservation of the integrity of
knowledge. By “the integrity of knowledge,” we mean the degree to which it is an accurate
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account of the intellectual growth of a field. For example, misquoting Schön or
misattributing his concepts to other authors potentially undermines the integrity of
knowledge produced.
For example, in their paper, Drawing Out, Sadokierski and Sweetapple (2012) write:
“Donald Schön discusses the notion of a conversation between designer [sic] and their
sketch (Schön 1983). Goldschmidt (above) calls this ‘backtalk’” (Sadokierski &
Sweetapple, 2012, p. 1652).

The authors thus frame Goldschmidt as the originator of the idea of backtalk when in
actuality Schön introduced it in The Reflective Practitioner (Schön, 1983, p. 131-132).
Using Goldschmidt’s research is a useful and potentially important way to provide context
and insights about Schön. But this kind of citation, which would be an example of Harwood’s
“positioning” function, should also provide an accurate picture of the relationship between
these scholars and thus an accurate picture of the growth of knowledge in the design
discipline.
Citing Goldschmidt as the source positions “backtalk” as a potentially novel contribution and
could imply knowledge growth where there is none. We are not saying that Goldschmidt
made no knowledge contributions in the text cited by Sadokierski and Sweetapple. But we
are saying that “backtalk” is not amongst them, and we believe Goldschmidt would agree. A
brief look at her text, The Backtalk of Self-generated Sketches (Goldschmidt, 2003), reveals
“backtalk” to be a concept that Goldschmidt herself attributes to Schön (2003, p. 72).
There are other examples in our corpus of similar misattributions or misrepresentations of
knowledge contributions and/or knowledge growth related to Schön’s work. These examples
raise some questions about the practice of citing Schön’s work in contemporary DRS
publications.
For novice researchers in particular, using citations to support arguments, credit sources,
position work, and demonstrate competence are important uses. DRS conference
publications provide one set of texts through which scholars model and acquire knowledge
of citation practices. With regard to citing and referencing Schön in particular, our findings
suggest that we are modeling (and thus potentially learning) citation practices that may not
lead to a “preferred” future state of citing and referencing.
We recognize Schön’s name when we read the design research literature. And we recognize
terms like “reflective practice,” “reflection-in-action,” and the like. But just because we
recognize the terms in print does not mean we can explain their intended meaning nor does
it mean we know in a concrete way what the authors who cite those terms mean.
Good referencing can address these issues. It can provide us with the substance we need to
evaluate our own and others’ understanding of a recognizable name or concept. Following
Friedman, we believe this is an important step toward “improving the intellectual quality of
the field” (2015a, p. 17).
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Conclusion
Contemporary DRS publications cite the work of Donald Schön in a number of different
ways. Using a framework describing 11 kinds of citation function (Harwood, 2009) to analyze
a corpus of 63 texts collected from the 2012 and 2014 DRS conferences, we found that
publications most often cite Schön in order to support their work and to credit Schön for his
ideas. We found very few instances of citations that function as critical engagements with
Schön’s work or those that function as building upon his work. Moreover, where supporting
and credit functions are concerned, we found that scholars tend not to expand on or discuss
the concepts or works they cite. For example, “reflective practice” or “reflection-in-action”
may appear in a text with no additional explanation or discussion.
While the value of referencing and good citation practice has been championed by some in
the field (Friedman, 2015a, 2015b), to our knowledge there has not yet been an examination
of how citations function. We believe that our paper may be the first such examination in
the design field, and we hope that it will spawn more discussion around this topic. For
instance, it would be worth thinking more about why we observed the patterns we did in
our analysis.
Is it possible that these patterns are common amongst conference proceedings? Should we
expect to see more engagement and building in design journals or books? Does a lack of
critical engagement and building citations mean that the scholars publishing at the DRS
conference are less interested in argumentation or cumulative knowledge building? Perhaps
Galle’s (2011) interpretation of The Reflective Practitioner provides another possible
explanation: texts that serve as the foundation of a paradigm may be treated as
unproblematic and thus only subject to critique when they cease helping scholars confront
issues or solve problems.
We believe that analyzing citation function is especially important in allowing us to
understand the connections that we forge with other scholars. We are convinced that the
quality of the knowledge we produce is partly a consequence of these connections.
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Abstract: The architect Christopher Alexander contributed the major notion of
“architecture” to the field of design research and its associated practices, an
engagement that began in 1962, with the Design Methods movement. As coauthor of A Pattern Language and author of such books as Notes on the Synthesis
of Form and The Timeless Way of Building, he and his colleagues influenced the
notion of architecture in the fields of design, design research and computer
programming. Through the joint interpretations and applications of Alexander’s
version of architecture by designers and programmers, two important practices
emerged: the use of patterns in programming, and the concept of a user as the
inhabitant of a system of software. Yet this view of “architecture” held by
designers and programmers differs from how architects practice the field, not to
mention how they negatively they assess Alexander. Ultimately, there is much to
learn from Alexander’s contrarian stance and in the connections and
disconnections in the idea of architecture, as it is understood in user-centered
design.

Keywords: architecture, Christopher Alexander, pattern languages

Introduction
Designers and design researchers use the word “architecture” to describe the process of
designing systems. In so doing, they envision the user of such a system as an inhabitant of
the space of software. The architect Christopher Alexander, a seminal contributor to Design
Methods and design research, is largely responsible for transmitting “architecture” to the
practices of design researchers, user-centered designers (by which I include interaction,
experience, and software designers, and information architects who engage with design
research methods), and certain computer programmers.
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In this paper, I explore this architectural transmission of Alexander’s theories and practices
to design research and interactive design practice, how it contributed to the idea of the
user-as-inhabitant, and the ramifications of this transference. I will start with the way that
first programmers, then later designers applied Alexander’s patterns and his design politics
in practice. (Programmers were the first to explicitly apply patterns to software design,
which is why I include them in a paper oriented toward design research concerns.) Then, I
will investigate how designers and programmers used “architecture” in this sense to develop
the idea of the user as an inhabitant of a system, using the collection of essays Bringing
Design to Software, edited by Terry Winograd as a specific set of examples. Finally, I will look
at the way that these ideas differ from the concerns of traditional architectural practice.
What can both design research and architecture learn from this divergence between the way
system designers envision architecture and the way that architects practice it?

Christopher Alexander: A Brief Biography
From his undergraduate studies onward, Alexander developed a systematic approach to
order in architecture through a combined interest in mathematics, computation and design.
Born in 1936 in Vienna and raised in England, Alexander completed two bachelor’s degrees
at Trinity College at the University of Cambridge: the first in mathematics; the second in
architecture. He continued his architectural studies in the doctoral program at Harvard
starting in 1958, during which time he engaged in a variety of collaborations outside of
architecture, including with Harvard’s Center for Cognitive Research, the Joint Center for
Urban Studies of MIT and Harvard, and the MIT Civil Engineering Systems Laboratory. These
collaborations introduced him to cognitive science, cybernetics, and artificial intelligence, all
of which informed the design methods he developed. He was one of the first and very few
architects in the early 1960s with the mathematical expertise to program and use a
computer, which led him to using a computer until the late ‘60s as a tool for modelling
design problems.
Alexander was an important contributor to the Design Methods Movement, despite his
eventual acrimonious criticism of it. He attended the 1962 Conference on Design Methods,
and despite his absence from the 1967 Conference on Design Methods in Architecture, his
influence was so central that Geoffrey Broadbent and Anthony Ward (1969) wrote in the
conference proceedings, “Perhaps because Alexander is the only architect to have had such
an influence in his own field, much of the symposium was devoted to a philosophical and
operational analysis of his work” (pp. 7 & 9). In 1967, Alexander founded the Center for
Environmental Structure at UC Berkeley. He and his colleagues shifted their focus away from
computers and toward patterns and pattern languages, and published a number of books
and other publications. Alexander left Berkeley in 1994 and between 2002–04, he published
The Nature of Order: An Essay on the Art of Building and the Nature of the Universe, a fourvolume theory of Alexandrian philosophy. He now lives in Surrey, England.
Alexander’s work influences designers and programmers on a number of levels. At its core, it
suggests methods for managing the information challenges of design and programming.
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Notes on the Synthesis of Form (1964), the published version of his dissertation introduces
the concept of fitness between form and context, as well as the relationship between the
minutiae of a design problem and the greater sum of its whole. A Pattern Language, written
by Alexander and his colleagues at the Center for Environmental Structure (1977), provides a
modularized approach to design, suggesting to designers and programmers ways to capture
and share the knowledge in a project for future use and evaluation. On a philosophical level,
Alexander’s theories undergird a politics of design that is local and place-based, flexible and
negotiable, as he articulates in The Timeless Way of Building (1979), a book meant to
accompany A Pattern Language. And finally, on a deeper, cosmological level, many designers
and programmers find meaning in Alexander’s appeals to a universal sense of order, as
outlined in The Nature of Order (2002–04). The fact that his work operates on these
different planes lends depth to the influence that it exercises on designers, design
researchers and programmers. But it also means that different audiences take up his ideas in
different ways.

Patterns, Programmers, and Politics
The Center for Environmental Structure honed the practice of pattern use over a period of a
decade, starting in 1967 and culminating in A Pattern Language. A pattern solves “a problem
which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the
solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over,
without ever doing it the same way twice,” Alexander and co-authors Sara Ishikawa and
Murray Silverstein (1977) wrote in A Pattern Language (p. x). A pattern evokes, represents,
and describes an image such that it can be acted upon and built. “These patterns in our
minds are, more or less, mental images of the pattern in the world: they are abstract
representations of the very morphological rules which define the patterns in the world,”
Alexander (1979) wrote in The Timeless Way of Building (p. 181). The language of patterns is
a format that organizes the parts, wholes and relationships in a design problem. It offered a
structure for moving through the more intuitive shaping of the design problem, for applying
it to a wide variety of problems, not just those of the traditional built environment.
Patterns and pattern languages have long proven attractive to audiences outside of
architecture. Laypeople know his work, and A Pattern Language remains the #1 bestseller on
Amazon’s list of architectural criticism books. More specifically, Alexander’s work attracted
the attention of programmers and software designers starting in the late 1980s, who picked
up his ideas and started applying them to software. A mimeographed copy of A Pattern
Language allegedly passed hand-to-hand between software engineers, and some
programmers had already encountered Alexander’s books in their high school and college
libraries and bookstores (K. Beck & A. Cooper, personal communication, 2015). Patterns
proved attractive to programmers and early software designers because they incorporated
the logic of computational processes, even though they didn’t require a computer.
Programmers and designers of systems struggled with the relationship of smaller parts to
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larger wholes, the intricacy of the fine details of code with the larger functions of programs
and systems.
Programmers Kent Beck and Ward Cunningham were the first to apply Alexander’s patterns
in software: as they grappled with user interfaces in the Smalltalk object-oriented
programming language, they applied patterns to the problem. In so doing, they found that
patterns provided a useful way to distill and communicate the best solutions that they
devised because patterns were concrete enough to capture the problem and abstract
enough that other programmers could use them. Beck and Cunningham presented their
work in a paper at the OOPSLA ’87 conference (Object-Oriented Programs, Systems,
Languages and Applications). Throughout the late ‘80s and early ‘90s, a growing community
of engineers and programmers fleshed out patterns in programming languages, culminating
in the best-selling book Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software by
the “Gang of Four” (Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides) in 1994.
Today, there are hundreds if not thousands of books on patterns for software, hardware, the
web, game design, and programming—a cursory Amazon.com search yields over 6500 titles
that refer to patterns in a computational sense.
More than just a way to codify design and programming decisions, A Pattern Language and
The Timeless Way of Building expressed the social and political human truths of the design
process. In particular, these methods empowered the user of a system. From a programming
perspective, Beck specifically saw patterns as a way to put in place the flexibility for a user to
adapt to his or her needs. The concept of “gradual stiffening” in Pattern 208 in A Pattern
Language (1977), influenced this idea: “The fundamental philosophy behind the use of
pattern languages is that buildings should be uniquely adapted to individual needs and sites;
and that the plans of buildings should be rather loose and fluid, in order to accommodate
those subtleties” (p. 963). Gradual stiffening meant that the parts of a design could be
moved around before they set. Not all aspects of design needed to be specified in advance
on paper; instead, they could be tested in situ, shifted as needed, and firmed up in time.
Alexander’s influence on the patterns in software movement was great enough that the
object-oriented programming community invited Alexander to deliver the keynote at the
OOPSLA ’96 conference. In his talk, Alexander encouraged programmers to think beyond just
using patterns as a programming tool. They were meant to be more than just a matter of
capturing design decisions; the language and theory behind them had a higher meaning. By
this point in his career, Alexander believed that this moral goodness was something that
could be explicitly defined and empirically tested in architecture. He suggested that
computer code might carry forward the genetic and linguistic frameworks for producing
patterns. “I am convinced that the equivalent of the genes that act in organisms will have to
be—or at least can be—software packages, acting in society” (Alexander, 1999, pp. 79–80).
If programmers enacted it in this way, it could put decision-making in the hands of everyday
individuals, much the way that Kent Beck interpreted Alexander’s work as a tool for social
and political democratization of the design process. Alexander (1999) asked to what extent
programmers might be willing to take on “the responsibility for influencing, shaping, and
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changing the environment”(p. 81). If programmers and engineers were willing to take on
patterns and their moral imperatives, then it was upon them to build a better world—not
just a world imbued with computers, but with a deep understanding of how they contribute
to the ecosystem in which they are located. “This is an extraordinary vision of the future, in
which computers play a fundamental role in making the world—and above all the built
structure of the world—alive, humane, ecologically profound, and with a deep living
structure” (Alexander, 1999, p. 82).
Alexander’s influence on programming practices continues today. Beck developed Extreme
Programming (XP), a set of programming approaches that break down programming tasks
into smaller, incrementally planned pieces and that asks programmers to code in pairs and
continually test their code as they produce it. XP embodies values (“communication,
feedback, simplicity, courage, and respect”) that bind the community—values that are
explicitly drawn from Alexander’s work—Beck titled the final chapter in his book Extreme
Programming Explained (2000) “The Timeless Way of Programming” (p. 2). Similarly,
Alexander also inspired the wiki, the web platform that runs Wikipedia. In 1994,
Cunningham developed an open-ended database of “people, products and patterns,” calling
it the WikiWikiWeb after the Hawaiian word for “quick;” he invited others to join, create and
collaboratively edit it starting in March 1995. Cunningham never patented the wiki. The
biggest user of the format, Wikipedia was founded in 2001 and has almost 5 million content
pages, more than 794 million edits, more than ten edits per second and more than 26
million users as of October 2015, according to Wikipedia’s Statistics page.

The User-as-Inhabitant
Through Alexander’s architectural theories, digital designers began to understand the user
as an inhabitant of a system of software. This approach suggested that instead of handing
down plans and pronouncements, the designer of a system needed to think of the user as
someone dwelling within its space. In particular, designers took up Alexander’s concept of
the “quality without a name,” that Alexander introduces in The Timeless Way of Building,
one that refers to a “central quality which is the root criterion of life and spirit in a man, a
town, a building, or a wilderness” (p. ix). As a user became an inhabitant of a system, the
question of software design became one that sought to accommodate these notions of
“life.”
In 1996, Stanford HCI Professor Terry Winograd published the edited volume Bringing Design
to Software. The book had been in development since the early 1990s through a series of
conversations and workshops, and its publication coincided with the beginning of the
commercial explosion of the World Wide Web. Throughout the book, there are echoes both
direct and indirect of Alexander. The authors throughout the book refer to patterns and
languages in advocating for the user of software as an inhabitant of a system. In the
introductory essay, Winograd wrote,
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Software is not just a device with which the user interacts; it is also the generator of a space
in which the user lives. Software design is like architecture: When an architect designs a
home or an office building, a structure is being specified. More significantly, though, the
patterns of life for its inhabitants are being shaped. People are thought of as inhabitants
rather than as users of buildings. In this book, we approach software users as inhabitants,
focusing on how they live in the spaces that designers create. Our goal is to situate the work
of the designer in the world of the user (1996, p. xvii).
I want to draw attention to two terms Winograd uses: inhabitant and generator. First, the
inhabitant is not a mere functional user. It is a person whose life is shaped by the structures
that surround her. By elevating the concerns of the user to that of an inhabitant, software
design needed to address a deeper set of human needs. By invoking Alexander’s “patterns of
life,” Winograd referred not just to patterns in a pattern language as a means of codifying
information about design requirements: they instead represent truths about the experience
of the user. Designing for an inhabitant of software insinuated a higher level of meaning—
the “quality without a name” to which Alexander refers. It also suggested a different
approach to design: if designers were to develop software that had a deeper quality to it,
they would need to come to understand users in a new way. They would need to envision an
inhabitant that lives in the space of software, one that generates possibilities for life.
Second, Winograd’s statement of software as “the generator of a space” [emphasis mine]
refers to a core concept for Alexander about systems, their propagation, and the production
of the life quality that so interests him. Alexander wrote in his tidy 1968 article “Systems
Generating Systems” that systems contain within them two parts: the “system as whole”
that reflects the interaction of its parts, and a generating system, a “kit of parts, with rules
about the way these parts may be combined,” and that generate almost all “systems as a
whole” (p. 605). The pattern language is a kit of parts and ruleset to govern it, but also “like
a seed, is the genetic system which gives our millions of small acts the power to form a
whole,” Alexander wrote in The Timeless Way of Building (p. xiii). When Winograd
introduced the idea of software being the “generator of a space in which the user lives,”
software became not only a mechanism that reproduces itself, but also a system that
operates on a plane that affects life experience. As Alexander wrote in The Timeless Way of
Building, “The patterns in the world merely exist. But the same patterns in our minds are
dynamic. They have force. They are generative. They tell us what to do; they tell us how we
shall, or may, generate them; and they tell us too, that under certain circumstances, we
must create them” (p. 182).
The individual authors of Bringing Design to Software approach the user-as-inhabitant,
interpreting “architecture” through Alexander’s lens. In his “Software Design Manifesto,”
Mitch Kapor wrote about the “critical role of design, as a counterpart to programming,” and
suggested architecture as a place to look for inspiration for tools and practices (1996, p. 3).
“In both architecture and software design it is necessary to provide the professional
practitioner with a way to model the final result with far less effort than is required to build
the final product. In each case, specialized tools and techniques are used,” Kapor wrote,
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tools that software design did not yet have (p. 6). Architecture’s focus on models could
provide means for designers to bridge the abstract and the conceptual, the underlying
structure and the overarching experience. Kapor also suggested circumspection about the
roles of the architect vis-à-vis that of the engineer. “Architecture and engineering are, as
disciplines, peers to each other, but in the actual process of designing and implementing the
building, the engineers take direction from the architects. The engineers play a vital and
crucial role in the process, but they take their essential direction from the design of the
building as established by the architect” (p. 4). So, too, it should be in the design of software:
the new role of the software designer should interpret the needs of the inhabitant, bridging
the abstract and the concrete, and deliver models for the engineer to implement. Yet the
pattern-oriented software engineers such as Kent Beck, Ward Cunningham, and the “Gang
of Four” who introduced patterns to the object-oriented community would likely have
objected to this very handoff. They might have argued that engineers could take
architecture into their hands—especially architecture as derived from Alexander’s work.
Patterns could provide a bridging role and could offer a means for engineers to consider
inhabitants, too.
In their essay “Design Languages,” John Rheinfrank and Shelley Evenson took up Alexander’s
notion of language, applying it to design in the space of software. They advocated using
design languages to translate complex actions into simpler steps, and providing pathways for
mastering unfamiliar tasks—whether the repair of a photocopier, or the navigation of new
software interfaces. “Design languages are present everywhere in our constructed
environment. Most design languages have evolved through unconscious design activities,”
they wrote (1996, p. 65). Similar to how Alexander constituted language as an organizing
principle for patterns, Rheinfrank and Evenson defined design languages as a universal way
to relate the parts of a problem into a greater whole:
Just as natural (spoken or written) languages are the basis for how we generate and
interpret phrases and sentences, so design languages are the basis for how we create and
interact with things in the world. And, like spoken or written language, design languages are
assimilated into our everyday activities, mediating our experiences with the world (often
tacitly), and contributing to the perceived quality of our lives (p. 65).
The development of design languages that Rheinfrank and Evenson advocated follows a fivestep process: characterization (setting out assumptions so that they could be challenged or
“recast”), reregistration (developing a new framework), development and registration
(making concrete the framework through scenarios and specifications), evaluation (seeing
the language in context) and evolution (how it develops beyond its current needs—and
considering the cycle anew). Through a focus on context in use, ever-evolving design
languages benefit the user-as-inhabitant, providing a mode for understanding and for
communication.
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Differing and Disconnecting Architectures?
Yet these interpretations of designing for the user-as-habitant differed from the concerns of
traditional, practicing architects. In examining the ways that designers and programmers
interpret Alexander’s notion of architecture in support of the idea of an inhabitant of a
system, it is also important to see what they leave out of their perspective. Bringing Design
to Software addressed this split in the “Software Design and Architecture” chapter by
Winograd and the architect Philip Tabor, who warned against embracing architecture
uncritically.1 “We in the software profession may have much to learn from the ancient and
rich tradition of architectural practice and architectural theory,” they wrote. “At the same
time, in drawing such a broad analogy, it is possible to fall into superficiality, finding
attractive but misleading guidance” (Winograd & Tabor, 1996, p. 10). For one, what is at
stake for architects may not be the same as for their users. Architects don’t typically work
for end users, they work for clients. For another, the division of labor deserves to be
questioned. Engineers determine the structure, architects address a program and determine
its look, feel, and spatial experience, and builders construct the building. The relationship
begged other questions: what about the legal liability that architects, engineers and
developers hold in traditional design and build: should software architects and designers
have this same responsibility?
Winograd was not quite correct about architecture not having users, and paradoxically, this
suggests a possible bridge for these disparate perspectives on architecture. In his recent
edited volume Use Matters: An Alternative History of Architecture,” Kenny Cuppers writes,
“Utility is central to what architects do in practice as they deal with clients, norms, and
building regulations… But utility also governs an unknowable universe of everyday
experience that remains outside of the designer’s direct control” (2013, p. 1). The everyday
practice of architecture, he argues, is not an exercise of the primacy of form—it is a
negotiation between drawing, computation, bureaucracy, and communication. “If a lot of
architecture’s meaning is made not on the drafting board but in the complex lifeworld of
how it is inhabited, consumed, used, lived or neglected, that world is at once central and
peculiarly under-explored” (p. 1). Architectural practice could learn from the way that
software designers, researchers and programmers have taken up use and utility, and the
ways that for decades, their practices have postulated an inhabitant of the space of
software. What might happen if architects discover this new kind of user?
Finally, the notion of architecture as interpreted through the lens of Alexander differed—
and still does differ—from the concerns of most architects who design the form of a
building, one that they define through a set of representations and models (whether
sketches and drawings, CAD and parametric files and renderings, or cardboard, wood, 3D
printed or milled models). Alexander’s method defines the structure of a design problem by
1

Philip Tabor has been on the faculty of the Bartlett (a school of architecture at University College London) for over three
decades and also taught at the Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in Ivrea, Italy, a school founded by his wife Gillian Crampton
Smith (with whom he contributed another essay in the volume). Crampton Smith founded the Computer-Related Design
program at the Royal College of Art and was Director of the Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in Ivrea, Italy.
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representing its parts in an information system flexible enough to adapt over time. He was
and is disinterested, to say the least, in novel form and representation, far preferring
vernacular architecture and Turkish carpets, seeking out the systemic order underlying
them, and deriving from them an objectively verifiable moral good.1 Where designers,
programmers, and laypeople find useful tools, an articulation of design politics, and even a
cosmological sense of truth, architects find themselves at odds, to put it mildly, with
Alexander’s approach: they find his process reductive, and his tone moralizing, as a number
of architects stated in a discussion on a Facebook post I started about the different ways
that architects, designers and technologists view Alexander (personal communication,
January 8, 2015). Architects are sometimes suspicious of Alexander’s lay popularity and
reject his work. Dominant trends in architectural discourse, contemporaneous with
Alexander’s work and continuing today, support architecture’s autonomy and underscore
form and representation. Alexander’s work, especially in the last 15 years, seems universes
away from these concerns. Moreover, architects guard the title of “architect”: they can’t
even call themselves architects until they pass an extensive set of licensing exams. Consider
one example: Nathan Shedroff, an early information architect and founder of Vivid Studios,
an early web consulting and information architecture firm, received a letter from the
California Board of Architectural Examiners in 1999 in response to a column he wrote in New
Media magazine titled “THE ARCHITECT,” demanding he not use that title (Suarez). Indeed,
architects don’t use the word “architect” as a verb—professional architects “design.”
Technically-oriented designers and engineers “architect” complex systems, using a verb form
that architects do not use.
In these apparent disconnects, there are productive tensions. What might architects learn
from the idea of systems of the user-as-inhabitant? What might designers learn from forays
into the radical forms of parametric architecture? Might there be new design processes that
could emerge from a new set of patterns that could emerge? What could we all learn from
the ethical and moral questions that Alexander asked his keynote audience about the
propagation of computer systems? In reality, we are all inhabitants of the space of
software—it surrounds us, we live within it. Alexander’s work played a major role in that
conception.

Conclusion
In this paper, I delved into the contribution of the notion of architecture to software design,
design research and programming through the work of Christopher Alexander. Through the
joint interpretations and applications of his work by programmers and designers,
Alexander’s work brought to bear the concept of a new kind of user: the inhabitant of a
1 For example, Alexander’s critique of a particular building that he writes about in The Nature of Order: “Compare the
pretentious plastic-fantastic postmodern 'house' on this page. It is a horrible deathly thing. Under normal circumstances this
would not even be worth commenting on. But things have become so topsy-turvy in our world that this building is
considered a valid work of architecture, worthy of being illustrated in architectural magazines, while the slum above is
considered terrible... while the postmodern house with its image-ridden knobs and ears perhaps has little to do with life,
little to do with any deep reality” (2002, p. 59).
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system of software. Designing for an inhabitant begged a new set of questions for designers,
who used Alexander’s concepts of patterns, generativity, and life to develop new usercentered design practices that could evolve over time, taking into consideration the fact that
experience changes the spaces that we inhabit. Yet the metaphor of architecture that these
designers advocated is not always true to the way that architects practice their craft. Despite
his lay popularity and his uptake with designers, design researchers, and programmers,
Alexander is a fringe character for the current practicing architectural mainstream and
architectural academia—even if architects concede that he’s an important figure. They just
would rather not engage with him because of his moralizing arguments and what they argue
is a reductiveness of his approach to architecture.
Yet there is much to learn from Alexander’s contrarian approach, as well as from the
disconnect between Alexander and the architects who dislike him, and a possibility to
rehabilitate him. Moreover, in this digitally-imbricated world in which we dwell in smart
cities and are surrounded by the Internet of Things, we all inhabit the space of software.
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Abstract: The paper presents a historical flashback and analysis of how design
research traditions have developed. They have comprised both theoretical and
practical methods, and has undergone several stages, with shifting emphasis on the
two. Our own era’s belief that it has been mainly based on experience and a
discourse through products, is a myth that has created unnecessary barriers towards
traditional academic research. The profession has been dominated by a holistic view
that combines human culture and the natural environment. The paper demonstrates
how design research in a multidisciplinary setting may become a decisive factor in
the development of sustainability of culture and environment.
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Introduction
The work for a sustainable development that explicitly comprises not only physical, but also
cultural matters, is a relatively new occupation. It has many “white spots” on the map of
knowledge and understanding. This can only be improved by better cooperation between
various professional fields. It requires information from a variety of subject areas, from the
natural sciences to cultural, philosophical and practical fields, put together in order to create
a broader picture of the problem and thereby a fruitful result. There is need for
methodologies which exceed the traditional paradigm of academic research. This has paved
the way for the including of contributions from the creative and artistic fields, with their
holistic views and complex paradigms of knowledge production (De Beukelar and Duxbury
2014). This fact makes knowledge in the field of design, which aim is to create evironments
for a better quality of life, of particular relevance. The birth of the designer profession has its
origin in the Industrial Revolution, the event that started our own era’s problems of
sustainability in all its dimensions. It has always been engaged with questions related to
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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sustainability and the human environment and living conditions, thereby taking cultural
matters into account.
Although basically a practical profession which goal is to create concrete objects and
environments, with according research and development methods, the profession has
always had a theoretical and methodological foundation, and a professional discourse.
Thereby it fulfils the official definition of research (Norsk institutt for…2006). However,
because of its practical and sometimes utopian approach, it exceeds the methods of
traditional academic research. In this way it makes a valuable contribution in the matter of
research for a sustainable development.

Historic origin
The designer profession’s concern with issues of sustainability has a long history. The birth of
the profession and its emphasis on research was actually a consequence of the need to solve
problems of this kind. It originated as a response to the Industrial Revolution in the 19th
century, which was the starting point of today’s environmental problems. The
industrialization of the production methods and the following urbanization made it possible
to produce in large quantities and at lower cost, thereby making them available for a larger
part of the population. But it also caused low aesthetic standards on the goods produced.
They were regarded as unskillful imitations of hand crafted products, made without
cooperation with the potential users (Pevsner 1936). It also led to exploitation of natural
resources, and overcrowded and highly polluted cities with poor living conditions for the
lower classes, and the exploitation of natural resources. There was need for a new
profession that could improve the standard of the products and contribute to a better life in
harmonious surroundings fit for the emerging modern era. In order to find solutions to these
problems the new profession had to be research based.
Most of the first generation of designers were idealists. Many of them were “utopianists”.
Increasingly from 1890, modernist artists and designers were committed to a holistic vision
of art and society, and so believed in the need for a beauty and morality to be fundamentally
conjoined (Greenhalgh 2005). They wanted to create living areas shaped like idyllic villages
or garden cities outside the big industrialised cities. They were often built on historic
sources, some of them medieval. The homes should be spacious and decorated with
beautiful objects. This should enable a harmonious life to take place (e.g. Morris 1890).
Aesthetics was not regarded as an aim in itself, but as a means to create a meaningful life.
The craftsman William Morris’ movement from the polluted city of London to a nearby
village and his erecting of a home and workshop built on medieval ideals is a good example
of this.
The philosopher John Ruskin focused on another aspect of human conditions in the new era:
the distance between the new industrial worker’s individual relation to the production
process. The work methods were efficient, but mechanical and repetitious. The
stonemason’s work on the cathedrals in medieval times, where each person’s physical and
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individual encounter with the material were put forward as an ideal (Ruskin 1849). He put
forward a seemingly outdated work method and pointed to the qualities attached to it that
easily could be forgotten and had to be taken care of for the sake of a meaningful life. He
was thereby displaying the necessity of cultural sustainability, as we would call it today.
The aim of contributing to a better human life by designing practical, meaningful, beautiful
artefacts available at an affordable price (Pevsner 1936) was to become an ideology that has
been a leading star for the profession, and developed through the centuries. During the 19 th
and first half of the 20th century it was believed that products designed to meet these
standards would be what people would prefer to buy. It was also believed that such objects
had optimal and ever-lasting qualities. This would lead to limitation of consumption, thereby
supporting sustainability. The ideology had a flourishing period during Functionalism. It was
particularly evident in the Nordic countries, when the leader of the Swedish Design Society
was a leading figure, and his creation of the slogan “More beautiful objects for everyday
use” (Paulsson 1919). During the post war period, when industrialization accelerated and
consumer behavior proved to follow other paths, the ideology was challenged. As a
profession working in cooperation with commercial enterprises with different aims and
views, compromises often had to be made, and their ideas were sometimes overruled. Their
work and the basis for product development has therefore also driven by economic interests
which support unnecessary consummation, not quality of life (Baudrillard 1998, Foster
2000). In spite of this, the ideology has survived and continuously had its followers. During
our own era it has merged with the idea of sustainability and the according discourse.
Nature, i.e. its forms and organic life cycle, has always been a basic ideal for the designer
profession. This is evident in the many theoretical works of the first designer generation of
the late 19th century. These works constituted the theoretical basis for innovation, and some
were based on systematic research. The most evident example is Owen Jones’ seminal book
“The Grammar of Ornament”, published in 1956 (Jones 1856). By ways of investigations of
plant forms he presented a set of “laws” for ornamental decoration. As a standard work in
most design education for several generations its message has had a profound and lasting
impact. In the 1990s, along with Postmodernism’s interest in classical forms and ornaments,
the book had a revival and was republished in 1986.
With its focus on aesthetics and research methods exceeding academic standards, design is
strongly related to the field of art. The first professional designers were mostly artists who
became engaged in the field. The main difference is that the intention of a practical function
always forms part of a design process (Pevsner 1936, Heskett 2002). Fine art has traditionally
been regarded as an activity that takes place with a critical distance to society and beyond or
“above” social ad practical needs, thereby also refusing the use of academic standards
(Heidegger 1935, Adorno 1970). From the period of Romanticism and onwards artists have
refused to follow academic standards in their research, and developed their own traditions
based on experimentation with aesthetic means. There has therefore always existed a
tension between the two professions, despite its many similarities.
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In the 20th century, the era of Modernism was dominated by the idea that a better life
should be created by the integration of scientific methods taken from the technical sciences
in the world of art and creativity. This constituted a basic notion in the idiom of
functionalism. One of the many examples is the work of the architect Grete SchütteLyhotzky. In order to create an optimally functional kitchen at a minimum of space, she
made measures of the housewife’s steps and other movements, fetched from American
scientific methods (Noever 1992). The unification of technology and art was a basic
requirement for innovation during Walter Gropius’ reign of the Bauhaus during its early
years (Wolford 1984). A Nordic example is Aino and Alvar Aalto’s development of a method
of making birch plywood that enabled them to produce their famous chairs (Schildt 1984).
This was a development of the design community’s original ideology, and believed to have
the same limiting effect on consumption.

From eco-design to design for cultural sustainability
The post war era with its accelerating industrialisation and consumption caused a new wave
of concern about environmental problems. Some members of the designer community
realized that the profession in many cases contributed to this by designing objects that
stimulated increased and affluent consumption. One of the leading figures was the AustrianAmerican designer Victor Papanek. He argued that the designer should react against the role
of being part of this development. Instead he should act as a facilitator for the creation of
survival kits and products for basic needs. These products should be produced locally out of
reused materials, mainly in and for the so-called Third World. At the same time they should
be an ideal for a change of attitude and production in the Western world (Papanek 1971).
Papanek won many supporters, particularly in the Nordic countries, which he visited
frequently.
The general concern about ecological questions from the 1960s and onwards, followed by
increasing academic research on the topic, created a correspondent debate in the design
community. Several designers started to develop methodologies that aimed at meeting the
challenge, and buzz words like “eco-design” and “green design” started to flourish. A more
lasting and better underpinned approach was that of “cradle to cradle”, which was based on
principles found in nature’s organic life cycle (McDonogh and Braungart 2002).
During this era the emphasis was put on physical environmental matters. The next stage of
the discourse of sustainable development was a growing recognition of the significance of
cultural matters and the importance of developing according methodologies. In spite of the
designer profession’s tradition of focusing on human well-being this was realized relative
slowly, both inside and outside the design community. This means that the designer ought
to make use of methodological tools that could solve these kind of problems. One of the
pioneers and leading theoreticians of a holistic approach is the Italian designer Ezio Manzini.
He introduced the question of the designer’s role in the creation of social sustainability
(Michel 2007), and later and of human resilience in a troubled world characterised by
cultural conflicts and increasing migration (Manzini 2014). At present there is a growing
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comprehension of the importance of ontological and aesthetical traditions as a main
ingredient in everyday life, and a precondition for well-being. An important contributor to
this is the Japanese-American designer and philosopher Yuriko Saito. Her ideal is the
Japanese notion of an organic life cycle that comprises both nature and human beings, i.e.
culture. She puts forward the use of aesthetic traditions in contemporary design objects, and
their use in everyday life as basic requirements for human well-being (Saito 2007).
Phenomenological approaches based on the philosophers Martin Heidegger and Edmund
Husserl are also being developed (Wendt 2015). They all point to the fact that a sustainable
development is dependent on both cultural and physical matters (Dessein et al. 2015).
Today there is a growing concern for solving the often acute social and environmental
problems in urban areas all over the world. Therefore governmental authorities and
international organisations have initiated large scale urban development projects. They are
normally performed by city planners and scientific experts. But in some of them artists have
engaged themselves of been engaged in separate sub projects where they affect and
stimulate the citizens to make solutions based on their own cultural traditions and ways of
life as well as artistic experimentation (Duxbury 2015, Kagan 2013). Designers have engaged
themselves in similar projects. Many of them are related to the creation of sustainability and
resilience in the Third World and areas that have been subject to environmental crises. One
example is the Norwegian organization “Design without Borders” (Ramberg and VerduIsachsen 2012). In opposite to the artistic stance, the profession that does not claim to stand
beyond society. At the contrary, they welcome cooperation with commercial enterprises. I
this way they are able to be fully included in the projects and cooperate directly with the
stakeholders.

A research paradigm in transition
In our own era, new knowledge and understanding in the field of design has been believed
to be solely practice based, and mainly performed accordingly. In contrast to the academic
disciplines, where the discourse is based on the written language, it has been performed as
what might be characterized as a discourse of objects (Skjerven 2005). Innovation and
alteration of products have been a kind of response or reaction to other products. It has
therefore been called “the making disciplines” (Michl and Dunin-Woyseth 2001).
Accordingly, design has been defined as a “tacid knowledge”, meaning a competence that is
impossible to express through oral or written language (Polanyi 1966). Considered the many
oral discussions and written technical documentation that forms part of the design process,
this is a viewpoint that focuses on a significant characteristic of the activity, but fails to
express the complexity of the activity and its discourse. In the recent years it has been little
used in the discourse.
During the last four decades a certain rapprochement between the professional regimes of
academic and practice based research has taken place. This is mainly due to three factors.
Firstly, the many amalgamations of institutions of higher education that have taken place
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since the late 1980s has led to an academisation of design education and research. Secondly,
the academic world has become less reluctant to alternative practice based approaches and
have realised their values. Thirdly, and most importantly, the societal need for solving
problems in a troubled world of increasing world of pollution, migration and cultural
conflicts has made it urgent to come up with concrete results, whichever research field has
been used.
In addition to the basic difference in aims and methods, the barrier between academic
research and design is built on the former’s traditional requirement of objectively and
critical distance between the researcher and the research object, i.e. between objectivity
and subjectivity. As for research within the field of design, three different approaches have
been identified: research on (e.g. design history), research in (trying out new materials etc.),
which both may fulfil the requirements of objectivity, and the controversial “design
through”. The latter means that the designer makes use of own professional creativity at the
same time as investigating a research question (Dixon 2002). One of the first to confront and
define these stances and to argument for a reconciliation between subjectivity and
objectivity, was Christopher Frayling (Frayling 1993/94). In our own era of late Post
Modernism the belief of objectivity no longer exists, and has been replaced by the argument
for the use of intersubjectivity (Dixon 2002). This has also led to a reconciliation between the
two reigns.

Conclusion
Since its birth in the middle of the nineteenth century the designer profession has been
research based. It has also been and dominated by a holistic view that combines human
culture and the natural environment. From the start it has been focused on human culture
and sustainability, both as a cultural and physical matter. It has comprised both theoretical
and practical methods, and has undergone several stages, with shifting emphasis on the two.
Our own era’s belief that it has been mainly based on experience and a discourse through
artefacts, with little use of written language, is a myth that has created unnecessary barriers
to traditional academic research. Today’s increasing demand for multi- and transdisciplinary
approaches in order to attain cultural sustainability has made design research more
recognized. A full realization of its potentialities needs a better understanding of this fact.
Research within design in a multidisciplinary setting may become a decisive factor in the
development of sustainability of both culture and the human environment.
In the perspective of the positive results of the enterprises where design research and
development has been included, the future should look bright. The growing recognition of
the advantages of cooperation between the various reigns of research should add to this.
However, there still are some challenges that have to be met. In a situation of economic
downturn and decreasing sales, competition is fierce and business enterprises are focused
on making rapid profit without regard to future consequences. To some degree this is
counterworked by the political authorities’ increasing awareness of the global
environmental situation and their according measurements in jurisdiction and international
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agreements. The growing consciousness and knowledge of the significance of the planning
of a sustainable physical and mental environment to secure a meaningful life is also an
important factor.
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Abstract: The past, of course, is a foreign country with different values and practices.
When the Design Research Society (DRS) was born in 1966, things were very different
from now. It grew out of the Design Methods Movement (DMM), itself a product of
post war optimism and belief in science-based progress.
This paper is in four parts, describing 1. The post-war optimism of the 1950s
2. The DMM and its role in the formation of the DRS.
3. The end of optimism and the replacement of belief in scientific progress by a
suspicion of science and a search for alternatives.
4. An alternative approach in which biology is shown to be a better model than
physics when attempting to make design ‘scientific’. This involves a generalised
Darwinism with different kinds of memes as imperfect replicators.
Keywords: design methods, evolutionary design, memetics, history.

Introduction
The Design Research Society (DRS) was officially formed at a conference in 1966. It did not
suddenly appear out of nothing like a Hollywood mutation. It emerged from the activities of
an existing group of people known collectively as the Design Methods Movement (DMM).
The DMM itself was the result of post war optimism and a belief that making design more
scientific would help to produce a better world. However, it became clear that real world
problems were ‘wicked’, requiring a different approach from the application of scientific
techniques developed during World War II.
The DMM and its demise are of more than historical interest because design today has still
not achieved the scientific approach that was looked for. This paper seeks to show that the
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way forward for design is the realisation that biology is also a science and that the strategies
of biology offer a much better model for design than the imitation of physics.
The paper starts with an account of the optimism that formed the intellectual climate for the
DMM. People born since 1970 have not lived through such a period and the DMM cannot be
understood without awareness of the effect of scientific optimism on design. The loss of this
optimism led to a search for alternative design methods and the paper describes a
Darwinian approach involving different kinds of memes as imperfect replicators.

The optimism of the 1950s
Following recovery from the depression of the 1930s and the world war of the 1940s, the
Festival of Britain in 1951 was a celebration of optimism and belief in scientific progress.
Designers from London’s Royal College of Art used electron microscopic images that were
turned into designs for wallpaper, curtains, ties, tablecloths etc. The red spheres connected
by black rods, as used in atomic models, cropped up as legs for paper holders and clotheshooks. Science was seen as producing antibiotics, synthetic fibres, thermoplastics, TV,
computers etc leading to a healthier and more colourful way of life.
People who were alive in the 1930s and 1950s knew that those twenty years had made an
enormous difference. Antibiotics cured infections that killed in the 30s. Going to work on a
bicycle or by public transport was increasingly replaced by the availability of affordable new
car designs. In the UK, the late 50s saw the Morris Mini Minor and the Austin Seven, which
became the Austin Mini, available for £500. Expensive silk stockings were replaced by cheap
nylon ones. Grimy metal washing up bowls were replaced by shiny red plastic ones produced
cheaply by injection molding. There were many such changes and they had one thing in
common; they were believed to be the product of ‘science’. It was not very clear what was
meant by ‘science’ but as represented in films of the time, it often involved men in white
coats working in laboratories where things bubbled in glass containers.
However, even in 1951 with the Festival of Britain celebrating new technology and science,
there were warning notes. Was new technology entirely a blessing? A 1951 film, The Man in
the White Suit, starred Alec Guinness as Sidney Stratton who invented a self-cleansing white
fibre used to make suits that stayed clean and did not wear out. This film was unusual
because it showed both unions and factory owners resisting the innovation - suits that don’t
wear out are bad for business and for jobs. Despite the bubbles in his laboratory, Sidney’s
invention was not ‘a good thing’.
Nonetheless, believing that ‘science’ was producing a better world, both industry and
governments invested in R & D and it was not until the late 1960s that suspicion of new
technology began to be more common than the earlier optimism.
Freeman (1983) claimed that periods of optimism cropped up every fifty years based on the
economic Kondratief cycles and divided into four phases, recovery and prosperity followed
by decline and depression. The effect of such cycles on design was studied by looking at
adverts. Langrish (1982) claimed that in phases of recovery and prosperity, there is an
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atmosphere - a zeitgeist - of optimism, accompanied by a belief that science is making things
better. However in the decline and depression phases, optimism is replaced by pessimism
and a loss of faith in science. This was reflected in the designs of the different phases as
shown by both words and pictures used in adverts. Modern definitions of biological
evolution state, “change in the frequency of genes in a population” and by analogy the
advert study looked at frequencies of forward looking and backward looking adverts in the
different phases. In optimistic phases, there is a frequent use of words such as new, latest,
scientific and so on but in pessimistic phases, words such as traditional, reliable, original,
established etc. are more frequent. This also applies to images in adverts. As an example,
bread was advertised before 1913 as ‘untouched by human hand’, accompanied by a picture
of ‘our latest patented machinery’. This was in a phase of optimism following recovery from
the depression of the 1890s. In contrast modern bread adverts tend to suggest that the
bread is made in a farmhouse kitchen.
The scientific optimism of the1951 festival was in sharp contrast to London’s millennium
exhibition, 50 years later. If the 50-year cycle had continued, the year 2000 would have seen
the start of another period of optimism. However, the year 2000 did not seem to generate
any belief in progress and the main scientific display of the 2000 exhibition was introspective
- how does my brain work - being more interesting than how does the universe work. The
past is indeed a foreign country and the DMM has to be understood as an outcome of the
scientific optimism of that time, a time that people aged under fifty will not have
experienced.

The Design Methods Movement (DMM)
The DMM is usually described as the outcome of work by four people, Bruce Archer, John
Chris Jones, Christopher Alexander and Horst Rittel but others were involved. They were
attempting to use techniques developed during the war to make design more ‘scientific’ in
areas such as industrial design, architecture and town planning. J Christopher Jones was a
lecturer in industrial design at the University of Manchester’s Institute of Science and
Technology (UMIST) where he ran a Master’s course in design. He had formerly worked in
industrial design and ergonomics in the electrical industry (EMI). Jones was aware that there
was a growing international interest in trying to make design more ‘scientific’ and he was
able to obtain the support of Imperial College, London, in organising a conference in 1962.
The proceedings were published as - Conference on Design Methods: papers presented at
the conference on systematic and intuitive methods in engineering, industrial design,
architecture and communications, London, September 1962, Edited by J Christopher Jones
and Denis Thornley, Pergamon Press, Oxford, London, New York and Paris, 1963.The coeditor with Jones was Denis Thornley, a senior lecturer in the Department of Architecture,
Manchester University and a visiting lecturer at the Hochschule für Gestaltung at Ulm, West
Germany.
Bruce Archer had also been a visiting instructor at the Ulm School of Design. Bruce was an
engineer who became head of design research at London’s Royal College of Art. He
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produced a series of twelve articles called Systematic Method for Designers, published in
Design magazine.
Archer, Jones, Thornley and others formed a committee to organize the 1962 design
methods conference. Its chair was J K Page, professor of building science at Sheffield
University and it was this group that went on to found the Design Research Society in
1966.Links between the Ulm design school and England were important. The Ulm influence
spread to the USA in 1963 when William Wurster, Dean of the College of Environmental
Design at Berkeley, California, recruited Hors Rittel from Ulm where he had been Professor
of Design Methodology. Rittel was appointed Professor of the Science of Design. He
attempted to describe the process of design in terms of successive phases that he described
as being like box-cars. His first in the line was ‘understand the problem’.
Wurster also recruited Christopher Alexander who had been born in Austria but studied
both maths and architecture in England at the University of Cambridge. He had then gone to
Harvard where he obtained a doctorate in architecture. After winning a prize for his paper
“A city is not a tree” he published Notes on the Synthesis of Form (1964). This starts with the
words, “These notes are about the process of design: the process of inventing things which
display new physical order, organization, form, in response to function.” Having degrees in
both maths and architecture, Alexander was able to produce an approach, based partly on
set theory, that broke down design problems into subsystems, allowing for an incremental
approach.
The published proceedings of the 1962 conference contain 17 papers. Contributors included
the above-mentioned Jones, Thornley, Page, Alexander and a paper by Joseph Esherick who
was professor of architecture at Berkley’s College of Environmental Design, encompassing
architecture, landscape architecture, environmental planning and city planning. At the time
of the 1962 conference, it seemed that an international group of people were going to make
the process of design much more ‘scientific’. However, forty years later, Chris Jones could
write
“To me it was an historic moment in which I fancied that the world of design and with it the
future on earth was eventually going to be a better place than it was because of big (and I
supposed beneficent) changes that could come of a change of method throughout the
design professions... Ah, but that didn't happen. What a disappointment!” Jones 2002
The optimism of 1962 can be seen as having three layers.
1. A general all-purpose optimistic zeitgeist that saw the world as getting better than it had
been.
2. A belief that the process of designing had an important part to play in this ‘getting better’.
3. A belief that the design process could itself be made better through becoming more
scientific.
All three layers turned out to be disappointments. The post-war optimism evaporated and
the belief in scientific progress was replaced by a distrust of ‘science’. For example, Victor
Papanek (1988) kept alive the belief that design could make a better world but he was
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against the so-called rational approach, using “rules, taxonomies, classifications and
procedural design systems”. He criticised this approach, “such a method leads to
reductionism and frequently results in sterility and the sort of high-tech functionalism that
disregards human psychic needs at the expense of clarity”.

The End of Optimism
In 1960’s USA, belief in scientific progress began to be threatened. Mathew Wisnioski (2012)
dates the start of this change as 1964 – two years after the publication of Rachel Carson’s
Silent Spring and the year in which Ellul’s The Technological Society appeared in English
translation. Wisnioski sees these two events as representing two strands of growing
concern, pollution as a side effect and the system itself. This system was the governmentfunded aerospace industry that employed the majority of America’s growing number of
engineers and neglected traditional manufacturing.
1967 can also be seen as a turning point. This was the year when government expenditure
on science in both the USA and the UK stopped growing so rapidly. (The 2nd order differential
went through a maximum) Against this background of a change in zeitgeist, the people
associated with the DMM changed their minds.
The most dramatic change happened to J Chris Jones. In 1970 he published Design Methods:
seeds of human futures. This was purchased by students in design colleges who hoped that
it would tell them how to design. Also in 1970 he was appointed as the first Professor of
Design at the Open University. From 1971-73 he was Chair of the Design Research Society
and he seemed to be turning into a senior establishment figure. BUT then in 1974 he
resigned from his university position and went to live in a commune writing poetry and
experimental forms of writing. This was rather like the bishop in a little known novel by H G
Wells (1917) in which an Anglican bishop decides that he no longer believes in God so
resigns as bishop much to the annoyance of his wife. (H.G. Wells. The Soul of a Bishop.
Macmillan 1917).
Fortunately, Chris Jones had founded a flourishing department in the Open University and it
continued in his absence, partly as a result of recruiting two of his Master’s students from
Manchester. Nigel Cross, an architect, became a lecturer in design at the OU in 1970 and
Robin Roy, a mechanical engineer, also became a lecturer in design in 1971. Both eventually
became Professors and Nigel Cross has been chief editor of the Design Studies journal for
many years.
Christopher Alexander also seemed to change his mind away from the optimism of the
1960s. In the new preface to a 1971 edition of Notes on the Synthesis of Form, Alexander
repudiated the DMM “Since the book was published [in 1964], a whole academic field has grown up around the
idea of the leading exponents of these so-called design methods. I am very sorry this has
happened and want to state publically that I reject the whole idea of design methods as a
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subject of study, since I think it is absurd to separate the study of designing from the practice
of design.”
The relationship between research and practice is a lively topic for discussion in many areas.
For example, the sociology of religion is an attempt to understand why so many different
societies have all had some form of religion but most people who experience the practice of
religion find such attempts to be either offensive or just silly. Similar debates have taken
place in the history of science.
Not everyone agreed with Alexander’s claim that design research could not be separated
from design practice. Rittel (1972) still attempted to use a systems approach in design but he
realised the need for something new and came up with his “Some Principals of the Systems
Approach of the Second Generation”. This came after he had established his ideas of ‘wicked
problems’, problems that were so complex that they resisted a simple first generation
systems treatment. He divided problems into ‘tame’ and ‘wicked’ with tame problems
capable of being tackled by a ‘box-car’ line of sub-problems, starting with ‘understand the
problem’. Rittel (1972) claimed that wicked problems can’t start with understanding because
you only understand a wicked problem when you have solved it.
More recently, Chow and Jonas (2008) have suggested that Rittel’s ‘second generation’
needed to be resurrected. They claim, “The fierce rejection of 1st generation design
methods in the early 1970s resulted in the postmodernist attitude of "no methods", They
add
“The potential of the early (1st generation) methods is neglected and the
practical usefulness of design research is impeded. The suggestion for 2nd
generation methods as discussed by Rittel and others has hardly been taken up
in design.”
To remedy this deficiency they describe a rather complicated methodological tool MAPS1
that seems to share with the DMM a belief that ‘scientific’ means like physics. Physics is at
its best when dealing with simple systems; simple in the sense of having consistent
causation operating on a few variables. However, systems containing forms of life are
characterized by complexity and variety - no two living things are identical. Such systems
need a biological approach based on variety and change over both time and space.

A Biological Approach
5.1 P v B
A classical physics type world-view (abbreviated to P) is not appropriate for complex
problems such as Rittel’s ‘wicked’ problems. (If you cannot understand a wicked problem,
you can not imitate a physics type solution). The failure of the P view meant that the DMM
had to either give up the attempt or modify their P view into something else. What they did
not do was realise that physics is not the only science. Biology is also a science with a
different way of looking at the world (abbreviated to the B view)
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These two world-views, P and B, differ in many respects. P has forces; B has interactions. P is
best for simple systems. Rittell’s wicked problems are problems of complexity and biology is
the science that has learned how to cope with complexity.
The P view is based on the assumption of consistent causation that is P looks for causes
having effects such that when the circumstances are consistently repeated, the same result
will be obtained independently of time or place. A carbon atom is seen as being the same as
any other carbon atom, light years away or millions of years in the future. This means that
the P view is not historical. In contrast, the B view sees that no two entities are identical with
the results that causation is not consistent and the future is uncertain. Any account of living
entities has to take into account their evolutionary past.
As stated by the evolutionary biologist, Ernst Mayr, (1976)
“The goal of the physicist is to establish general laws and to reduce all phenomenon to
a minimum number of such laws. General laws, however, play a much smaller role in
biology. Just about everything in biology is unique: every animal and plant community,
fauna or flora, species or individual. The strategy of research in biology must for this
reason be quite different from the strategy of the physicist.”

The idea that a B view could help in making design more scientific almost occurred to two of
the above four founders of the DMM. In the 2nd edition (1992) of Design Methods with
much additional material, Chris Jones claimed that the breakthrough in design came with the
invention of the pencil because this allowed designers to try out many more ideas and
discard the bad ones much more quickly. Having a variety of ideas and discarding the bad
ones can be seen as a version of survival of the fittest (and extinction of the less fit) but
Jones was looking for something that was not ‘science’ - either B or P. Many years later, he
wrote, Jones (2000).
“I’d like to correct a misconception: when in the 1970s I criticised and appeared to
leave design research it was not because design methods had become rigid tools that
inhibited the imaginative skills of individual designers - it was because I was angry, and
still am, at the ‘inhumanity’ of abstract design language and theories that are not alive
to all of us as people, or to actual experience - and which threaten to reduce the
reality of life to something less than human.”

Alexander was also aware that changes in design could be described as ‘gradual change
within a tradition, leading to adaptation’. This sounds like Darwin’s descent with
modification but Alexander classed such an approach to design as ‘unselfconscious design’ in
contrast to his hoped for ‘self-conscious design’. In self-conscious culture - “form making is
taught academically according to explicit rules”. Presumably one aim of design research is to
discover these ‘rules’ so that they can be taught. His mind was so wedded to a P view that
even within unselfconscious design, he clearly rejected a Darwinan approach. In Notes,
Chapter 3 (p 30 - 31), “The Source of Good Fit”, he described the Mousgoum hut, built by
African tribesmen in the northern sector of French Cameroon, where everyone built their
own hut using knowhow passed on from family and neighbours (including knowledge of
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mistakes). These huts fit with other huts, reflecting a social order and producing what he
calls ‘coherence’.
He used ‘unselfconscious’ to describe the process that produced this fit and claimed that
unselfconscious culture passes on by imitation and correction leading to coherence. This
may seem to resemble a B view but Alexander rejected what he called ‘the myth of
architectural Darwinism’. (He also rejected ‘the myth of the primitive genius’). In place of
Darwinism, Alexander suggested an old idea - “a homeostatic (self-organising) process that
consistently produces well-fitting forms, even in the face of change.” His source for this idea
of a self-organising adaptive system was the American physiologist, W B Cannon. (1932)
Whilst the founders of the DMM modified their aims, the idea of making design more like
physics is still very popular. Rittell’s ‘box cars’ have become boxes connected by arrows going in all directions - to produce those diagrams that litter many of the pages of the
management literature.
Alexander’s alternative to ‘architectural Darwinism’ has become the search for some kind of
order in complexity. A popular account of this search has been given by Stuart Kauffman
(1995) who claims
“Maybe principles deeper than DNA and gearboxes underlie biological and
technological evolution, principles about the kinds of complex things that can be
assembled by a search process and principles about the autocatalytic creation of
niches that invite the innovations which in turn create yet further
niches.”

Kaufman refers to ‘order for free’ and suggests that ‘Man is expected in the universe’, as
suggested in his title, At Home in the Universe. To me, the principles that are deeper than
DNA and gear boxes are the principals of a general theory of Darwinian change in which
biology is a special case along with language, gear boxes and many other products of human
activity. The attempt to make the study of complex adaptive systems into something like
physics will fare no better than the early attempts of the DMM. Complex systems need a B
view, as suggested by Charles Darwin (1859).

5.2 Darwin on complexity.
Charles Darwin was very aware of biological complexity. In his 1859 Origin of Species he
referred to
“the infinite complexity of the relations of all organic beings to each other and to their
conditions of existence, causing an infinite diversity in structure, constitution and
habits.”

When this diversity is subject to competition within a selection system, the result is what
Darwin (1859) called, “descent with modification under the influence of natural selection”.
(He did NOT use the word ‘evolution’).
“if variations useful to any organic being do occur, assuredly individuals thus
characterised will have the best chance of being preserved in the struggle for life and
they will tend to produce offspring similarly characterised.” (p 99 1st ed.)
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Complex systems have some stability - otherwise they would not be ‘systems’. They also
change over time and Charles Darwin had a special insight into the nature of change in
biology.
“If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ existed which could not possibly
have been formed by numerous successive, slight modifications my theory would
absolutely break down.” (6th edition p137).

You can’t be much clearer than that. For ‘complex organ’ substitute ‘complex system’ or
‘radical innovation’ and it becomes obvious that Darwinians cannot accept the division of
technological change into ‘incremental and radical innovation’, the title of a recent paper by
Norman and Verganti (2014). From a Darwinian perspective, all change in a complex
adaptive system has to be incremental. (Langrish 2014). The concept of descent with
modification did not originate with Darwin; the descent of modern languages from a few
classical languages was studied in the 18th century, leading to the idea of a common ancestor
in a hypothetical Indo-European language. Also, It was known to animal breeders and
horticulturalists centuries before Darwin’s birth and his Origin starts with a discussion of
pigeon breeding that he called artificial selection. Darwin’s achievement was to provide a
mechanism - selection between competing varieties, followed by many more rounds of
competition leading to the appearance of design in nature. The same mechanism can be
applied outside biology - not by crude analogy but by recognition that this is how complex
adaptive systems have to change.

5.3 A neo-Darwinian general theory of change.
Two additions to Darwin’s ideas have been made to produce a modern neo-Darwinian
evolutionary biology and a third is needed for a general theory of change in complex
systems. First we have to add symbiosis. Darwin’s ‘tree of life’ has branches representing
descent from a common ancestor. A single species slowly becomes changed over time and if
part of the species becomes separated from the main body, then over time the separate
group can become its own new species. Lynn Margulis (1998) has shown that new forms of
life can come into being by a combination of existing forms. This is not branching; this is
symbiosis of two different life forms to produce a new form. The concept of a species as an
interbreeding group is not required for asexual reproduction. Life evolved on earth for about
a billion years before sex arrived. This means that technological change can be discussed
without the need for a ‘species’. Much innovation stems from symbiosis, the joining of one
part of technology with some other part, described by philosopher Daniel Dennett (1995) as
‘designed elsewhere’ meaning that two separate streams of design can be joined together.
The second component of neo-Darwinian theory is genetics. Darwin knew that descent
required a something that was passed on but genes were not discovered until after his
death. He did suggest that things called gemules were passed on but this idea turned out to
be erroneous. Darwin occasionally used the word ‘genetic’ but this was in its original sense
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of an adjective derived from genesis, meaning passed on at birth or innate but with no
knowledge of just what was being passed on.
A neo-Darwinian general theory for use outside biology needs to specify the nature of
‘passing on’. Technology does not have genes but it does have what Richard Dawkins calls
imperfect replicators. Replicators are passed on. They are ‘imperfect’ in the sense of being
subject to change, producing ‘descent with modification’. Dawkins (1976) provided a name
for the imperfect replicator in cultural evolution, his word, ‘meme’ (pronounced to rhyme
with cream) has now entered the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) and given birth to
memetics, the study of memes.
At first, it seemed that memetics would provide an interesting way of studying technological
change but this did not happen. A new electronic journal, The Journal of Memetics,
eventually ceased publication and interest declined. The main reason for this lack of growth
was the adoption of a P view by people attempting to apply memetics. Like the founders of
the DMM, they did not realise that change in complex systems needs a B view. They saw
memes as units with one method of transmission, imitation. They tended to see a simple
cause and effect with memes producing ‘infection’ of our brains until resistance was
acquired. Typical of this approach was Susan Blackmore’s (1999) The Meme Machine in
which imitation is stressed even though the author is unable to define the term other than
saying ‘the meaning of the word meme is that which is imitated’ The OED definition also
reflects this P approach, “meme: An element of a culture that may be considered to be
passed on by non-genetic means, esp. imitation.” Blackmore includes scientific theories as
an example of memes but how do you ‘imitate’ a theory of gravity? She describes humans as
‘copying machinery’ for memes and claims ‘there is an evolutionary arms race between us
and the memes that we find ourselves copying”. This concept is an example of what
philosopher Daniel Dennett (1995) has called ‘memes versus us’, a concept that Dennett
demolishes, pointing out that the nature of ‘us’ has itself been formed by memes.
In contrast, a B view of memetics looks for different kinds of memes that are not ‘units’; they
are patterns having different methods of transmission and having different kinds of results.
Such a B view has been described elsewhere, (Langrish 1999), involving memes as patterns
of thought and three kinds of memes, recipemes (how to do things), selectemes (what sort
of things you want to do, notions of ‘betterness’ and desirability) and explanemes that
explain how recipes produce their results, ranging from scientific theories to ancient myths
and needing a language for their reproduction. Newton’s law of gravity is an explaneme. It is
passed on using maths and words. It is not imitated. Further discussion of the role of
explanemes is outside the scope of this present paper but see Langrish (2004).
Dawkins has now accepted the idea of memes as patterns. In a revised edition of The Selfish
Gene (1989) he states
“If memes in brains are analogous to genes they must be self-replicating brain
structures, actual patterns of neuronal wiring-up that reconstitute themselves In one
brain after another. I had always felt uneasy spelling this out aloud, because we know
far less about brains than about genes, and are therefore necessarily vague about
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what such a brain structure might actually be. So I was relieved to receive recently a
very interesting paper by Juan Delius of the University of Konstanz … publishing a
detailed picture of what the neuronal hardware of a meme might look like.” (1989 p
323.)

Although, Dawkins has now recognized the importance of patterns, he is still inclined to
think in P terms. Memetic patterns are not ‘hardware’; they are temporary circuits formed
by interactions between neurons.
Human brains have a remarkable mechanism for responding to the masses of incoming
sensory data that they perceive. When faced with another human being, the brain turns
incoming data into a ‘pattern’. Attempts to develop computer systems capable of
recognizing people have not been able to match the human ability to recognize familiar
people through a glimpse of part of their face, the way they walk, the sound of their voices
etc.
When a brain recognizes the pattern of something in its environment, it triggers a response
from selecteme circuits that can signal danger, desirability, ‘could be useful’ etc. These in
turn trigger recipeme circuits that initiate action. If a potential prey recognizes the pattern of
a predator, it flees. If it senses a source of food, it turns towards it. This combined action of
selectemes and recipemes can be called ‘purposive pattern recognition’ or PPR for short.
The recognition of patterns can convey what to do next; it is purposive and PPR can be used
to describe how experienced designers make decisions as shown in a PhD thesis. (AbuRisha, M. 1999).
5.4 Postscript
The DMM was a group of experienced designers who believed that they knew how the
process of design could be improved and wrote down ‘how to do it’. They were influenced
by the scientific optimism of that time. When optimism evaporated, they changed their
minds in different ways but moved on to support design research. Two different aspects of
being ‘scientific’ need to be differentiated. The first was the idea that the design process
needed to be made more ‘scientific’ - more like physics with the identification of basic
causes leading consistently to desirable results. The second aspect was the nature of
research - also in imitation of physics. The biological alternative involves an evolutionary
account of the design process and the use of case studies as an important method.
Mayr 1982 claimed,
“In evolutionary biology almost all phenomena and processes are explained through
inferences based on comparative studies. These in turn are made possible by very
careful and detailed descriptive studies. It is sometimes overlooked how essential a
component in the methodology of evolutionary biology the underlying descriptive
work is.” Mayr 1982 p 70

In design research, the ‘underlying descriptive work’ consists of case studies. Way back in
1969, I won a prize for some case studies of technological innovation and I gave a lecture on
the results. J Chris Jones brought some of his MSc students to hear the lecture. One of these
was Robin Roy (still known as Rabindathra in those days) and later when he moved to the
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OU he decided to do some case studies of good design. My case studies had used
innovations produced by organisations awarded the Queens Award to Industry for
Innovation so Robin looked for a similar award scheme in design. However his original idea
of using the Design Council award scheme was abandoned because most of those award
winners had not made a profit on their award winning designs and it was believed
(erroneously) that the Design Council was more interested in ‘the best possible taste’ than in
making a profit. He eventually published a paper on his case studies and this paper won an
award for best paper of the year in Design Studies.
Case studies demonstrate the diversity of ways in which things manage to happen. They
show that the wondrous process of design is not reducible to some simple linear process,
capable of planning, forecasting and management (though humans being human, they will
continue to try). We need to be much more modest in our beliefs that intentionality,
rationality, reason, scientific understanding, good design and so on can lead to better things
but we have to keep trying.

The end of optimism.
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Abstract: Over the past 50 years of design research, the “user” has been consistently
invoked as a measure of good design and as driver of design decisions. As scholars
have variously recognized, the focus of design has in turn been displaced from
physical objects to relationships between things/environments and their future
users/occupants. In this paper I identify, compare, and critically analyze different
techniques for anticipating or understanding such relationships drawing from original
material produced in the context of the design methods movement, the Design
Research Society (DRS), and the Environmental Design Research Association (EDRA). I
combine this material with histories of ergonomics that preceded these
organizations’ founding and a brief commentary on contemporary user-centered
design (UCD) methods. This paper contributes a comprehensive comparative review
of user-oriented design methods, alongside a critical outlook on continuities and
ruptures between quantitative and qualitative figurations of the user in the history of
design research.
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Introduction
Over the past 50 years of design research, the “user” has been consistently invoked as a
measure of good design and as a driver of design decisions. The focus of design, in turn, has
been displaced from physical objects to relationships between things/environments and
their future users/occupants (Thackara, 1988; Mitchell, 1993; Redström, 2006; Gunn and
Donovan, 2012). Methods and techniques for acquiring knowledge on user characteristics
and for deploying this knowledge in the context of design occupy a large part of the
thematically and geographically diverse universe of design research. Grouped under the
general theme of “user-centered design”, such methods implicitly carry different
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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assumptions on what characteristics of the “user” matter, by which techniques these can be
captured by a designer, and how knowledge about these characteristics can then be utilized
in the context of design. Essentially, under the broad umbrella of “user-centered” design lies
a plurality of what I here refer to as constructions of the “user”. Each construction brings
together an assumption about what kind of entity a “user” is predominantly (physiological,
behavioral, psycho-emotional, cognitive, etcetera), a set of techniques for quantifying or
qualifying the salient aspects of that entity, and methods for using these aspects to inform
design.
In this paper I identify, compare, and critically analyze different constructions of the “user”
in the history of design research, drawing from original material produced in the context of
the design methods movement, the Design Research Society (DRS), and the Environmental
Design Research Association (EDRA). I combine this material with histories of ergonomics
that preceded the founding of these organizations, and a brief commentary on
contemporary user-centered design (UCD) methods. This paper is to be read as a partial
account of a broader history of ideas on the “user” that unfolded within globally expanding
and diversifying design research communities over the past 50 years. I do not claim here that
these communities’ activity is derivative of, or reducible to, the organizations that I choose
to discuss here. Nevertheless, early design methodology networks, the DRS, and EDRA were
foundational and influential for the discipline of design research at large. Therefore closer
scrutiny of the way that they treated the issue at hand here – the “user” in design – is both
historically significant and fertile with possibilities for critiquing contemporary trends. The
goal in looking at debates on the “user” in these networks and organizations is to historically
contextualize ideas that have directly or indirectly reached contemporary design research
practice, and unearth ethical and philosophical debates that revolved around them.
I begin with a consideration of the early years of design methodology in the UK, commonly
acknowledged as the precursor of design research. In Sections 2 and 3 I examine the
historical, conceptual, and technical links between ergonomics and early design methods
(1962-1967). I argue that although the direct implementation of ergonomic methods by
design methodologists was sporadic and short-lived, their conceptual impact was key:
ergonomics displaced the focus of design from things to their relationships with humans,
and rendered this relationship knowable by statistical analysis. I discuss the early works of
John Christopher Jones and Christopher Alexander as testaments to this conceptual impact.
Especially in Alexander’s early work, the relationship of the “user” with an artifact or
physical space is understood as abiding to certain statistical norms, which in turn are seen as
having a normative (see also Upitis, 2008) function for design – as prescribing and
sanctioning specific design decisions.
In Section 4, I consider constructions of the “user” in the so-called “second generation”
(Rittel, 1972) of design methods, which allegedly broke from the quantifying and normalizing
impulses of the earlier years to promote qualifying and humanizing ideals. I argue that
although the techniques of statistical analysis were soon after dismissed as
epistemologically, philosophically, and ethically problematic, the core belief that design is
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about the relationship between humans and things, persisted. However, the “second
generation” – also coinciding with the beginnings of design research – put forward a
different construction of the “user”. This new construction emphasized psycho-emotional or
behavioral attributes, now viewed holistically as emerging from the interplay of human and
environment. In Section 5, I draw from the first Volume of the Advances in Environment,
Behavior, and Design series (Zube and Moore, 1987), a compendium of methods for
considering the relationship of humans and their environments published in cooperation
with the 1969 founded Environmental Design Research Association. I use this volume in
order to discuss in some detail qualitative constructions of the “user” and their technical
apparatuses. I conclude by considering the legacy of these historical trajectories in
contemporary narratives of user-centricity. Ultimately, with this paper I contribute a
comprehensive comparative review of user-oriented methods, alongside a critical outlook
on continuities and ruptures between quantitative and qualitative figurations of the user in
the history of design research.

Quantifying the “user”: Ergonomics and prehistories of design
research
Historians and design researchers alike acknowledge intellectual and institutional links
between the rise of systematic design methodologies in the UK in the early 1960s and the
emerging discipline of ergonomics (Broadbent, 1988 [1973], p. 97; Bayazit, 2004, p. 23;
Upitis, 2008, p. 85), the science of human-machine relationships (Meister, 1999, p. xi). A selfproclaimed offspring of design methods, design research therefore also shares lines of
ancestry with ergonomics. However, the relationship of design research with the theories
and techniques of this old relative is an ambivalent one. In the thirty-five year trajectory of
Design Studies, the journal of the Design Research Society, articles explicitly referring to
ergonomics are sparse. The same can be said of most WWII disciplines that furnished the
early years of design methods, to be rejected in the late 1960s amidst boisterous critiques
for their scientist, positivist, and reductionist attitudes to human subjects. In this section I
draw from historical accounts of ergonomics and design research to identify conceptual and
methodological continuities and bifurcations between ergonomics and design research,
especially in relation to their approaches to the “user”.
In recounting the History of Human Factors and Ergonomics (henceforth HFE), David Meister
-an ergonomist himself- describes the discipline as the science interested in the relationship
between human behavior and the physical characteristics of technology (1999, p. xi). The
goal of ergonomics, he maintains, is the “analysis of the human-technology relationship,
translation of the human (behavioral) variables into technological (physical) variables and
vice versa, and prediction of the direction that such relationships will take” (emphasis mine)
(Meister, 1999, p. 19). I argue that although the techniques of ergonomics (experimental
testing, statistical analysis) have been criticized and displaced from the mainstream of
design research, the fundamental idea that there is a relation between a human and a
machine (or artifact or environment) that constitutes the locus of design, remains a key
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conceptual underpinning of design research as a whole. User-centered debates that have
pervaded the history of design research over the past fifty years and are still in good
currency, have been about whether this relation can be known, quantified, predicted, and by
whom, but have seldom questioned that this relation exists. The design research
preoccupation with neither the human, nor the physical object, but with the hyphen
between the two, as architectural historian John Harwood puts it (2012), is a fundamentally
ergonomic concept.
David Meister locates the formation of the disciplines of “human engineering” and “human
factors” (the US equivalents of “ergonomics”) in the Second World War, when humans and
machines started being conceived as an ensemble, a system that cannot be understood or
studied only by just looking at its parts. In the United States the new discipline was the result
of an “enforced intimacy” (Meister, 1999, p. 152) between engineers and experimental
psychologists in the context of WWII equipment development and testing, culminating in
Chapanis, Garner, and Morgan’s instaurational text Applied Experimental Psychology:
Human Factors in Engineering Design (1949). In the UK the field of ergonomics emerged with
the 1949 foundation of the Ergonomics Research Society (ERS), with the support the UK
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR).
Meister posits that the hyphen, the relation, between humans and machines was
conceivable before these initiatives, but had not yet become an object of knowledge,
prediction, and design. Human testing for the selection of individuals adequate to operate
specific kinds of equipment, Meister notes, was already being implemented even before
WWI (1999, p. 147). At the same time, data collection and statistical analyses in relation to
human activity had already been employed in Taylorist scientific studies of the worker or in
subsequent work and motion studies. The fundamental conceptual shift associated with
ergonomics was the turn from testing the characteristics of human operators for a given
machine or equipment, to the idea that the machine or equipment could be designed in
relation to its human operator, or as Meister puts it “to take advantage of human
capabilities and avoid the negative effects of human limitations” (1999, p. 192).
These capabilities and limitations were not any more of the humans, but of the relationship
between the human and the machine: they were manifest only in the human machine
ensemble and only in action. Furthermore, these capabilities and limitations were not of a
specific human, but of most humans. After all, the totality of WWII necessitated design that
could be used by most people, instead of selected individuals. This gave rise to the basic
techniques of ergonomics: the setting up of a human-machine system in an experimental
setting, the change of machine parameters by the ergonomist-experimentalist, the
collection of data for human responses, and the statistical extrapolation of the collected
data to provide a spectrum of acceptable machine specifications; it was about producing
design norms for the statistical normal.
In the postwar period, the findings of ergonomics were disseminated in the civilian industry
and communications or electronics, ultimately shifting ergonomics from a primarily
research-oriented discipline to an applied science. Ergonomists gradually acquired the role
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of design consultants in various engineering tasks. Exchanges between designers and
ergonomists were particularly strong in the UK, the founding site of the design methods
movement. Influential ergonomics departments had already been established in the
University of Technology in Loughborough and the University of Birmingham. However,
members of the ERS, such as Ergonomics journal’s first physiology editor W. F. Floyd and ERS
founding father K.F.H. Murrell, set out to expand ergonomics further and wider in the
academic world (Upitis, 2008, pp. 94-95). An important organization for the dissemination of
ergonomics to industry and the design disciplines was the Council of Industrial Design (CoID),
established in 1944 under the sponsorship of the UK Board of Trade. A key figure in the CoID
was W.H. Mayall, appointed officer for capital goods in industrial division of the CoID in 1959
(Upitis, 2008, p. 97). Mayall promoted ergonomics as an important tool for achieving what
he construed as the fundamental objective of design: the achievement of functional purpose
and the satisfaction of user needs (Booker, 1964, p. 267).
Mayall’s tenet of bridging function and use as the main objective of design may now sound
commonplace, even obvious. However, closer consideration reveals its salient theoretical
and epistemological implications. Mayall transposed the agency of the designer from the
production of physical artifacts, to the orchestration of relationships between artifacts and
users. Mayall prompted, in other words, designers to colonize contexts of use, to anticipate
user-artifact relationships and develop ways of designing them in a “well-fitting” manner.
User-orientation construed in ergonomic terms is fundamental for understanding
subsequent user-related debates in design research. Different than the “user” of high
Modernist theory, frequently discussed as an ideal entity and invoked as a symbol of design
and architecture’s humanist values (see for example Le Corbusier, 1950; 1955), the
ergonomic “user” was construed as a knowable, predictable, and designable component of a
system that consisted of human and nonhuman elements.

Early design methods and the quantitative legacy in user-centered
design
Notably, the fundamental questions and assumptions of the 1962 Conference on Systematic
and Intuitive Methods in Engineering, Industrial Design, Architecture and Communications
(Jones and Thornley, 1963) – the inaugural event of the design methods movement-emerged from the context of ergonomic research. The main conceptual premises of
ergonomics were first, that the relationship between humans and physical artifacts or
environments could be understood in information processing terms, as a matter of good fit
between the equipment’s attributes and the user’s physical and psychological
characteristics, and second that this relationship could be treated systematically through
testing and statistical analysis.
Design methods founding figure and 1962 conference co-organizer J.C. Jones, trained as
electrical engineer in Cambridge University, was well versed in these principles through his
affiliation with CoID and his personal articles on the Automation and Design series of the
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CoID periodical Design. Jones noticed a discrepancy between his ergonomic “fitting trial”
method, where one was taught to predict user functions, build a simulator, and calculate
tolerance limits through systematic testing, and his empirical observations of the engineers’
persistence to base their work on intuition (Upitis, 2008, p. 105). Concerns of this nature
gave rise to Jones’ conference address in the 1962 Conference on Design Methods, titled “A
Method of Systematic Designing”. In his conference address, Jones presented a method for
deriving performance specifications (p-specs) for a design by analyzing issues of use,
function, economy, and others, then devising a “solution” by systematically combining
“partial solutions” for each specification, and finally “evaluating” this solution in order to
identify and correct problems “before final manufacturing drawings have been started,
before production begins, before the product has been sold, before it has been put to use”
(Jones, 1963, p. 69).
The aspiration to anticipate and correct relations between a design and its contexts of use
was also embraced by architects who participated in the conference. D.G. Thornley of
Manchester University, for example, presented an educational method that followed a
similar analysis, synthesis, evaluation procedure, with the analysis also including the
accumulation of data about the context of the design (users, environment etc.) (Thornley,
1963, p. 42). Thornley’s method presented striking similarities with the 1955 RIBA plan of
work, developed by the UK War Office and the Ministry of Public Works as a way to
streamline collaboration among designers (Broadbent, 1988 [1973], p. 266). Indeed, in the
years following the Conference on Design Methods, the Offices Development Group (ODG)
and the Ministry of Public Building and Works (MPBW) in the UK would come to play a key
role in the promotion of systematic inquiry into users and their activities. Two of the most
characteristic methods for meeting user requirements developed under its auspices were
the Activity Data Method (ADM) by Ian Moore and the so-called “Relational Method” by
Christopher Alexander and Barry Poyner. Moore proposed to replace “function” with
“activity,” what the users do in a given environment. Alexander and Poyner critiqued the
idea of user “needs” or “activities” and proposed their replacement with the operational
concept of “tendency,” what people tried to do whenever they were given the chance
(Alexander and Poyner, 1966, p. 8). The imagination of acting bodies in physical spaces, and
the conceptualization of design as a process of fitting a form with a use context shares
salient conceptual links with ergonomics.
“User tendencies” were external, observable, and quantifiable behaviors that formed the
basic unit for structuring people’s environments. Like ergonomics research, however, they
produced normative statements about design on the basis of statistical normals -- most
frequent, and therefore likely, behaviors calculated on the basis of empirical observations of
users in existing environments. It was precisely the quantifying aspirations and normalizing
impulses of the concept of “tendency” that caused animated critiques in the 1967
Symposium on Design Methods in Architecture in Portsmouth (Broadbent and Ward, 1969),
an event later characterized by Geoffrey Broadbent as the clash between
rationalist/behaviorist and phenomenological/existentialist constituents of the design
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methods movement (Broadbent, 1981, p. 309). The shift to the so-called “second
generation” (Rittel, 1972) of design methods abolished quantitative studies of users in favor
of qualitative investigations. Design researchers maintained the Mayallian doctrine that the
objective of design is to fit physical form with user needs, but reconsidered the technics by
which this goal is to be pursued.

The qualitative turn in design methods and the rise of
environmental design research
Skepticism of technocracy, the questioning of positive science, the rise of environmental
consciousness, movements for democracy and social rights, marked the late 1960s
landscape in Europe and the US, instigating theoretical and methodological turbulence in the
still nascent field of design research. The application of WWII predictive methods such as
ergonomics, operational research, and systems engineering for the design of the built
environment, as well as the preoccupation with epistemic values of objectivity, and
rationality, would come to encounter boisterous internal critique. The 1967 Design Methods
in Architecture Symposium in Portsmouth was the first major event within the field of design
methodology, to signal skepticism of the early years’ scientistic orientation and call for
philosophical recalibration on the basis of humanistic ideals.
Portsmouth symposium co-organizer Tony Ward captured the philosophical divide that he
saw emerging among the event participants in a series of oppositional dipoles “SubjectiveObjective,” “Abstract-Real,” “Value-Fact,” “Process-Product,” and “Determinist-Existential”
(Ward, 1969, p. 13). These oppositions would later be synopsized by the other organizing
member of the Symposium, Geoffrey Broadbent, as a confrontation between a behaviorist
and an “existentialist / phenomenologist” stance (Broadbent, 1981, 309). In Portsmouth,
Ward further contended that “the logical act of designing an environment for another
human being is qualitatively different from the logical act of designing a machine part,
because it involves an element of ‘reciprocating choice’ between the designer and the
Other” (Ward, 1969, pp. 12-13) and called for a “language” describing this understudied
relationship.
It was not long after Ward’s lament that an association was inaugurated in the US with the
goal to address some of the discontents framed in Portsmouth. The Environmental Design
Research Association, or EDRA, was founded by some of the members of the Design
Methods Group (the US equivalent of UK design methods), after its dissolution in 1968. The
first official EDRA convention took place in Chapel Hill, North Carolina in June 1969.
According Henry Sanoff, chair of this inaugural event and seminal figure in participatory
design debates, EDRA integrated the interests of the Design Methods Group with SIGCAPUS
(Special Interest Group on Civil Engineering, Architecture, [City, Regional, and
Transportation] Planning, and Urban [Data] Systems), the Association for Computing
Machinery, and the Architectural Psychology Newsletter published by EDRA founding
member John Archea. According to Sanoff, EDRA aspired to “expanding the horizon of
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environmental design to include concerns about people as a vital ingredient of change” and
therefore made extensive efforts to include social and behavioral scientists to the “already
formed nucleus of designers” (Sanoff, n.d.).
This interdisciplinary outreach culminated in the formation of a new research domain, which
came to be known, among many other names, as “environment, behavior, and design”
(Zube and Moore, 1987), henceforth EBD. Opposite to the 1960s design methodology
initiatives in the UK and the US, which aimed for the establishment of cross-disciplinary
knowledge among fields already engaging in design activity (e.g. engineering, architecture,
product design, urban planning etcetera), the field of environmental design research was an
expansive interdisciplinary enterprise, claiming under its auspices not only all design
domains but also almost all of the social sciences. As co-editor of the first Environmental
Design Research Association/National Endowment for the Arts (EDRA/NEA) Annual Review
Gary Moore would later enumerate, the field included “psychology, sociology, geography,
gerontology, anthropology, human factors, interior design, architecture, landscape
architecture, urban and regional planning, resource management and other areas” (Zube
and Moore, 1987, p. vii). The aspiration of the field was to ask questions pertaining to the
relationship between the “sociophysical environment and human behavior” and “use the
answers to that question to create environments better adapted to human beings and to
improve the quality of life for all” (Zube and Moore, 1987, p. vii).
The production of scientific knowledge applicable in the creation of better fit between
humans and their environments brings to mind the programmatic declarations of human
engineering. EDRA’s aim was also to collect knowledge about what I have previously referred
to as the hyphen, the relationship between humans and physical environments, and apply it
to design this relationship in “better fitting” ways. However, EDRA’s approach frequently
departed from human engineering traditions, both from a theoretical and a methodological
perspective. The subsuming of human engineering within the broader field of environment,
behavior, and design becomes evident in the seminal 1973 paper “Theory of ManEnvironment Relations,” by Irwin Altman, Professor and Chairman in the University of Utah
Department of Psychology. Altman’s paper articulated four philosophical models of the
human that he saw underpinning contemporary research in the field: the “mechanistic”
model, the “perceptual-cognitive-motivational” model, “behaviorism,” and “social
systems/ecological” model. This taxonomy essentially brought different conceptions of the
“user” in fields that would otherwise be seen as disparate on the unifying table of EBD
research, thus opening these conceptions to comparison and critique.
According to Altman, the mechanistic model viewed the human as a task-oriented organism,
understood and described only in relation to the task at hand. Emotion and intentionality
were dismissed as irrelevant unless they directly influenced the task. The human was
assumed a passive agent merely enacting the designer’s plan of use, and having no agency in
modifying the designed artifact or environment. Altman associated the mechanistic model
with human engineering research in the 1950s-1960s, initially performed in laboratory
settings but then having migrated in environmental design research domains of “layout
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analyses, traffic flow systems, lighting, color, heating analyses of environments” (1973, p.
106). In these cases, he argued, “man is merely another system component with limited
degrees of operating freedom” (1973, p. 107). Opposite to the mechanistic model, which
Altman saw as outdated, the perceptual-cognitive-motivational model viewed the human as
an “internal processing organism” (1973, p. 107) with subjective traits, separable from the
“objective” characteristics of the environment. This model, pervasive in Altman’s time,
aimed to unveil these subjective responses to the environment, “the inside of head,” (1973,
p. 107) primarily through qualitative techniques.
The primary difference between the perceptual-cognitive-motivational model and Altman’s
third category, the so-called behaviorist model, is that the latter focused on external human
actions in the environment instead of internal thoughts, feelings, and intentions. It is
worthwhile noting here that the model of behaviorism that Altman saw powerfully resurging
in the research agendas of his time, is not to be confounded with Skinnerian operant
psychology, whose passive and mechanistic stimulus-response figuration of the human was
denounced in the Portsmouth Symposium. Under “behaviorism” Altman seems to classify all
action-centric and interactionalist descriptions of human engagements with the
environment, without necessarily excluding intentions and motivational states. Finally, the
“ecological model” of the human, that Altman himself was actively promoting, declared
human behavior and environment a mutually constituting, dynamic ensemble. Behavior
itself, in other words, resided in what I have so far been referring to as the hyphen, the
relation between the human and social and material contexts. Opposite, however, than
mechanistic models that construed the human as a passive agent enacting this relationship
according to what the statistical norm would deem probable, the ecological model
promoted an agentive understanding of the human. “Here,” Altman remarked, “man
becomes an environmental change agent, not merely a recipient of environmental
influences. And, according to this approach, the environment becomes an extension of
man's being and personality” (1973, p. 109).
In arguing for the advantages of the ecological model, Altman also emphasized its utility for
establishing a common ground among social scientists and designers thus cultivating the
conditions of interdisciplinary collaboration. With its holistic, systemic understanding of
human-environment relations, the ecological model bridged the concerns of environment,
behavior, and design “scientists,” preoccupied with process- and phenomena-focused
analysis and generalization, and the field’s “practitioners” (Altman, 1973, p. 99) (the
designers) interested in units, criteria, synthesis, and locality. The systemic philosophy of the
ecological model offered, for Altman, a reconciliatory mechanism between the unit and the
whole, the small and the large scale, analysis and synthesis, thus urging scientists and
practitioners to “surpass the provincialism of their parent professions” (Altman, 1973, p.
110). In the integrated field of environmental design research, knowledge provided by basic
research (the social sciences) would grow alongside research enabling its application (the
design disciplines). At stake here was not each model’s efficiency or practical value, but its
implications for the designer as a professional entity and as an ethical being. This was true, I
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will argue, of many of the debates and controversies around “user” modelling methods
among environmental design researchers.

Qualifying the “user”: Phenomenological and Ecological methods in
Environment-Behavior-Design research
Altman’s taxonomy captured (if not actively established) debates about the philosophical,
theoretical, and methodological orientation of research in environment, behavior, and
design, as well as the relationship between theory and application, that persisted in
subsequent years. An indicative example of these matters of concern was the first Volume of
the Advances in Environment, Behavior, and Design series (Zube and Moore, 1987),
published in cooperation with EDRA. Compiled in the spirit of the Annual Reviews of the
social sciences, the collection of essays featured in the book aimed to identify and critique
advances in the field since its last critical review (Zube and Moore, 1987, p. viii). Aspiring to
transform the “chaotic flavor” (Zube and Moore, 1987, p. viii) of the field into a more
integrated image and designating ways to move forward, the collection of essays engaged in
discussion of overarching theoretical and methodological debates. The book was structured
on the basis of oppositions between positivist and phenomenological approaches to EBD
research, as well as comparisons between quantitative and qualitative methods, in both
cases contemplating their potential synthesis. I do not suggest here that the book holds a
special status within EDRA’s prolific publication activity. I delve into this particular
publication because I see it as exemplifying opposing opinions about the aspects of the
“user” that mattered in design, the methods by which these aspects were to be captured, as
well as the implications of both for the professional and ethical status of the designer.
In his chapter contribution, Richard Winett of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University and Department of Psychology, reviewed basic tendencies in positivist theories of
the environment focusing on Skinner’s operant psychology and the so-called ecological or
environmental psychology developed in the late 1960s by Roger G. Barker. Both theories
were based on empirical observation of humans, the former in the lab and the latter in the
field, and illustrated according to Winett “extreme environmental determinism” (1987, p.
34). Skinner viewed human behavior as engineerable through external prompts and
feedback procedures, while Barker, more descriptive in his approach, construed behavior as
a consequence of its organizational setting. Implicitly invoking Altman’s taxonomy, Winett
characterized both theories as mechanistic for lacking space for the cognitive, emotional,
and motivational aspects of humans or, as he put it, the absence of room for “person
variables in the equation B(ehavior)=f(E(environment))” (1987, p. 34). The way forward, he
suggested, was to loosen the positivist stance and open behavioral research to different
techniques. These, he notably wrote, included “alternatives to large scale surveys where
quantitative data is amassed about a large number of people who become generalized,
often stereotyped, ‘users’ for architects and architecture students, helping them to design
generalized and often stereotyped buildings – replacing generalizability with specificity and
fine grained detail” (Winett, 1987, p. 66). A theoretical and methodological break from
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environmental determinism, he further suggested, was not only philosophically necessary,
but also called for in order to establish channels of communication between the cultures of
“basic” and “applied” research in environment, behavior, and design research (i.e. the social
sciences and the design disciplines).
Indeed, the disciplinary tradition of architecture and urban design valued aspects of
meaning, place, and human experience that were often absent from behavioral research
vocabulary. The “applied” domains of environment, behavior, and design research,
therefore, were by tradition inclined toward a different approach to human-environment
relations and a philosophical alternative to positivism: phenomenology. An influential figure
promoting phenomenological approaches within environment, behavior, and design
research was Australian architect Amos Rapoport. Already since the 1967 Design Methods
Symposium in Portsmouth, Rapoport has argued for the importance of incorporating
meaning, how people make sense of the environment, in the design process. Anticipating
the foundation of EDRA Rapoport had called for a new wave of interdisciplinary openings
toward ethology, cultural geography, cross cultural studies, anthropology, sociology, and
psychology (1969, p. 141) that would supplement the logicopositivist methods of the “first
generation” of design methods, rather than give them up.
Repeating the Porstmouth trope, the editors and contributors of the Advances in
Environment, Behavior, and Design collection, positioned phenomenology in the opposing
pole of positivist research. In his pertinent chapter, David Seamon of the Kansas State
University Department of Architecture defined phenomenology as a field concerned with
the exploration and description of the lifeworld, eventually aiming to identify its invariant
structures, networks of relationships underpinning human awareness, experience, and
action (1987, p. 6). “From logic, research design, and statistical methods to assure clarity,
objectivity and verifiability,” he remarked, “the phenomenologist has only the dedicated
wish to see thoughtfully and fully” (Seamon, 1987, p. 7). Of particular interest is Seamon’s
invocation of social psychologist Joseph De Rivera’s 1984 taxonomy of phenomenological
methods. Illustrating the existence of concrete working implementations of
phenomenological philosophy, rather than sanctioning De Rivera’s particular taxonomy,
Sealmon enumerated five methods: “reflective empirical phenomenology” (interview
transcript analysis to unveil common themes among people who have experienced a
phenomenon), “naturalistic phenomenology” (sensitizing others to a phenomenon
experienced by the researcher), “conceptual encounter” (examination of structural fit
between one’s experience of a phenomenon and the researcher’s intellectualization of the
experience), “construction of text,” and “observation of parallel processes” (unveiling of
dynamics and differences between parallel operations of individuals).
In all cases, the aspiration was to capture the essential pattern (ontological structure)
underpinning human environmental experience in its emotional, cognitive, and bodily
extents. However, opposite to most positivist research that furnished designers with explicit
causal links between human behavior and aspects of the environment expressed in
quantitative form, phenomenological findings could not be directly translated in normative
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statements about how one should do design. Phenomenological research provided, as
Seamon put it, merely an attunement (1987, p. 20).
It is of little surprise then, that designers optimistically embraced the few operational design
methods espousing phenomenological principles. One of the most salient examples of such
methods was the Pattern Language developed by influential design theorist and
methodologist Christopher Alexander (1977) and collaborators in continuation of
Alexander’s research into environmental structures. However, radically shifting the rhetoric
that accompanied the Atoms of Environmental Structure (Alexander and Poyner, 1966),
Alexander replaced the positivist and objectivist concept of human tendency (a statistical
measure of human activity in an environment) with the idea of a timeless pattern (an
essential structural relation between human contexts and physical settings). These patterns,
formed the units for the Pattern Language, a layperson-oriented compendium of 253 recipes
for “well-fitting” form-context relations, spanning all scales of the built environment and
connected in a tree-like hierarchy. For any design task, the book identified a sequence of
subtasks that could be addressed independently and then recomposed to produce the full
design.
“For a phenomenology of the environment,” Seamon wrote, “the significant part about
Pattern Language is its provision of reasoned descriptive structures (emphasis mine) which
help to draw a link between human dwelling and the built environment” (1987, p. 15).
Repurposing the computational logic of his earlier work on Atoms under a
phenomenological heading, Alexander reconciled the 1970s rhetoric of humanism and
wholeness with a working system built on the tenets of hierarchy, order, and logic. The
enthusiastic reception of Pattern Language among environmental design researchers is
indicative of a broader ambivalence toward the “mere attunement” provided by qualitative
methods, and an impulse to reconcile the positivist impulses of certainty, objectivity, and
prediction with the cultural imperatives of phenomenology and humanism.
The Pattern Language is the only application of environmental research in design discussed
in the Advances in Environment, Behavior, and Design volume. The volume’s methodological
debates mainly revolved around quantitative and qualitative means of collecting and
analyzing data rather than their implications and applications in design. The chapter on
quantitative methods, written by Robert Marans of the University of Michigan Institute for
Social Research and Sherry Ahrentzen of the University of Wisconsin Department of
Architecture, primarily focused on statistical techniques for analyzing data collected through
control group observation, surveys, or sampling in order to establish causal links among
different human and environmental variables.
On the opposite side of the spectrum lay qualitative methods, that chapter contributor
Setha Low of the Department of Architecture and Regional Planning and the Department of
Anthropology in the University of Pennsylvania, deemed humanistic and holistic (1987, p.
280). Opposite to quantitative methods that based their claims to validity on mathematics
and scientific logic, Low noted, qualitative methods drew their strength from the “fit
between the actual situation and the researcher’s description” (1987, p. 281). Qualitative
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approaches that were based on understanding and interpretation could be, according to
Low, parsed in a six-fold typology including “cognitive,” “observational,”
“phenomenological,” “comparative historical, ethnographic,” and “discourse analysis”
methods. Cognitive methods included linguistic, ethnoscientific, and mental map
approaches that aspired to understand the idea of dwelling and place making through
analyses of place-related language and concepts. Observational methods focused on
mapping and diagramming human behaviors (actions) and nonverbal communication in the
built environment in order to infer underlying patterns, structures, and typologies.
Phenomenological practices similarly aspired to reveal essential ontologies of humanenvironment relations, adopting, however, more enactive techniques such as the ones
previously described by Seamon. Comparative historical approaches examined typological
evolution in relation to sociocultural contexts and norms. Ethnographic methods included
participant observation through immersion of the researcher in a community. Opposite to
phenomenology, their goal was not “attunement” but “replicable understanding of another
culture” (Low, 1987, p. 293). The systematic cultural understanding gained from this
arguably time-consuming process allegedly enabled the researcher “to accurately predict
local response to design and planning proposals, and judge more complex alternatives”
(Low, 1987, p. 293). Finally, discourse analysis, recast by Turkish architecture scholar Necdet
Teymur as “environmental discourse analysis” (Low, 1987, p. 295) declared environmental
discourse structured on the basis of subject-object relationships and its relations with other
environmental discourses.
In subsequent years qualitative research methodologies would proliferate both in fields
concerned with the design of the built environment, like the ones initially included in EDRA,
as well as domains of product and information technology design. A quick browse of Design
Studies, the journal of the Design Research Society, suffices to provide a sense of the paucity
of positivist and quantitative approaches and the abundance of meaning and experience
related themes, most frequently coupled with qualitative methods. The same human-centric
rhetoric prevails the so-called User-Centered Design (UCD) and User-Experience Design
(UXD) fields. The participant observation methods developed and employed by IDEO; the
emergence of the co-design movement; and the product evaluation methods used by the
Consumers’ Association, are a few of many examples in contemporary practice.
Arguably, it is more the ethical and philosophical concerns associated with histories of
disciplinary self-fashioning (such as the one recounted in this response) that sanction the
qualitative/ experience-oriented stance, and less the pragmatic implications of applying
qualitative methods in design. After all, the EDRA vision to operationalize environmentbehavior knowledge in order to provide normative theories of design appeared, from its
onset, an almost insurmountable challenge.

Conclusion: Echoes and transformations
In its many flavors, user-centric design shares both theoretical and methodological lines of
ancestry with debates that took place within human-environment research. As the climate
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of “social awareness and social unrest” (Sanoff, n.d.) receded, the highly politicized debate
on qualitative user-methods gave way to the more moderate and market-friendly notion of
user-centricity. This turn coincided with a shift of design research activity from the issues
concerning the built environment to the designer of consumer goods, as well as the newly
emerging field of information systems and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) design. After
the mid-1980s, methods and techniques for designing interactivity and improving the
usability of information systems proliferated.
In a 2010 article that appeared in Design Studies, interaction designers Phil and Susan Turner
provide a history of user-centric design approaches in the case of information systems that
bears interesting parallels with the transformations of user representations in the disciplines
concerned with the built environment, especially in the transition of fragmentary, taskrelated construal of the “user” in the “first wave HCI” (Cooper and Bowers, 1995) to more
holistic approaches. Such approaches involved the construction of types of users – bundles
of capacities and dispositions in relation to the tasks at hand. These types were constructed
either by a system through matching user behavior with particular “stereotypes” (Rich,
1979) or through extensive workplace ethnographies. User-centered designers enacted user
types through various vignettes and scenarios (Turner and Turner, 2010, p. 33). Soon after,
“stereotypes” were replaced by “personas” (Cooper, 1998). In its original Cooperian version,
personas were constructed through extensive ethnographic study of the potential users of a
product or system. The intuitive analytical findings were then parsed into preliminary user
characters (personas) to be later refined to a smaller number, capturing the salient
diversities of the user body in characters with history and personality. Some variations of
personas are constructed through intuitive, qualitative methods, while others are
predominantly data driven and statistically based. At times personas are used to sensitize
designers to user personality traits; at other times they are used as factual descriptions of
potential users traits. In marginal cases, personas may even be fully fictional entities that are
only meant to keep the designer aware of the existence of the user as an elusive, yet everpresent Other.
Concluding the trajectory into constructions of the “user” in their historical unfolding, one is
faced both with continuities and ruptures. A break is evident between the quantifying and
normalizing impulses of early ergonomically inspired and statistically supported techniques,
and the qualifying and humanizing ideals of subsequent phenomenological and ecological
methods. However, breaks are seldom so neat. I argued that the fundamentally ergonomic
assumption that there is a knowable and designable relation between humans and physical
things persisted through this break and forms the conceptual backdrop of most design
research to the present moment. This assumption comes alongside the ergonomic
idealization of the relation (ensemble) between humans and things or environments as a
normal (well fitting). The shifts and debates in user-centered design research have mainly
revolved around the knowledge and ethics associated with this relation: How is the relation
to be conceptualized? What is meaningful for its description? Who is to design it? Who is to
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control it? How does the agency and intentionality of the human factor in the humannonhuman ensemble?
In this paper I have traced different approaches to these questions in their historical
unfolding. By activating a network of competing conceptual and methodological possibilities
in approaching the “user”, I aspire to enable a critical reading of methods that have been
naturalized in UCD design and are currently attached interchangeably to, often competing,
theoretical agendas. Through a historical overview of “user” constructions in the history of
design research, I have unveiled forgotten methods potentially worthwhile revisiting, while
contextualizing them as products of historically specific debates about design legitimacy,
ethics, and professional identity. Ultimately, my main argument here has been that usercentered design methods are not generally available techniques, unproblematically married
to various design intentions, but are positioned from their inception in the nexus of ethical,
philosophical, and epistemological drives.
Almost fifty years have transpired since Portsmouth Symposium organizer Tony Ward called
for a “language” capturing the “‘reciprocating choice’ between the designer and the Other”
(Ward, 1969, pp. 12-13). The figure of the “user,” the elusive Other, has been perpetually
shifting and changing alongside the methods enlisted to portray it. As this history has
attempted to show, it is the designer’s status as a professional entity, an ethical being, and a
legitimate decision-maker that is most often at stake.
Acknowledgements: The author would like to thank the paper’s anonymous reviewers
for their constructive comments. Special thanks to Professor Natasha Dow Schüll for her
feedback and guidance in the research stages of this paper.
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Abstract: This paper analyses the role of creativity in business organizations by
examining the core ideas of an article published sixty years ago as a way to elucidate
how relevant they are today in view of the research literature. The paper proposes
the use of computational social simulations to support systematic reasoning about
some of these longstanding issues around organizational creativity. An example of an
agent-based simulation to study team ideation is presented to support systematic
reasoning about the role of creativity in business organizations and to articulate
future lines of inquiry.
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Introduction
The world has changed in fundamental ways in the last six decades, and yet the
contemporary discourse on the role of design and creativity in business seems eerily
reminiscent of the reasoning in influential management circles half a century ago. This paper
re-presents and examines ideas published a full decade before the formation of the Design
Research Society (Randall, 1955). That Harvard Business Review article functions here
rhetorically as an archaic source in which the current literature can be projected. It opened
with the unambiguous statement: "creativity is important in business” (p. 121) framing four
core related arguments:
1. First, "almost every person is creative to some degree", yet according to the author,
people who "display lesser talents in this area are trapped by a system which serves to
suppress even the small degree of creativity which they may possess" (p. 121). In
addition to supporting top outstanding individuals, "wise organizations" are advised to
increase "the creativeness of 500 individuals each by, say, 1%" (p. 121). In that way,
"those who are to do the work are likely to have valuable ideas as to how it might be
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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done [and] there is no greater creative incentive for a person than to know that he is
working on his own program and that its success or failure is dependent on him" (p.
125).
2. Second, a "right atmosphere" is necessary for creativity to "freely emerge and not be
stifled" (p. 124). Whilst such atmosphere […] "is not easily defined and is extremely
difficult to develop", it should give "free access to ideas" and it consists of groups that
"bring together a variety of backgrounds and experiences" (p. 124). It also should help
individuals "understand their function in correct relation to the work and objectives of
the total group", and develop "a good balance between work and relief from work" (p.
125). In contrast, most organizations were characterised as prioritizing focused
attention, specialization, systematization, and control, viewed as "stimulants for
efficiency in the routine and mechanical activities" and "quite different from the
stimulants for creativity" (p. 127).
3. Third, an initial step for creativity in the organization is to help people across areas to
"sense a disturbing element or a problem", a process "affected by the amount and type
of information to which he [sic] has access" (p. 124). Therefore, information should be
"stored not as single units, but as a part of an associated body of ideas." In addition,
people "should have access to the widest possible field of knowledge […] with an
understanding of other areas which are somewhat associated with her own field of
activity" (p. 122). To this end, ideas should be treated "with a maximum number of cross
references" as this "affords a greater possibility of recall and association with other
material to give birth to a new and different idea" (p. 122).
4. Lastly, in relation to how organizations handle failure, since new and unproven ideas are
"different from those already known", a "wise policy" is "to encourage venturesome
thinking, always recognizing that some new ideas will be successful and others will fail"
(p. 126). Creative attempts across the organization hinge "on the concept of mutual
confidence" in a culture that provides "reasonable understanding" should new ideas fail
(p. 126). A consequence of this is "the big problem" or "the dilemma of management",
i.e., that "great profits may result from increased efficiency, and equally great profits
may result from creativity and inventiveness […] yet the means by which the two are
stimulated are not necessarily compatible" (p. 128).
It is difficult to identify ways in which the world hasn't changed since 1955, with 90% of the
large organizations that existed then, are gone today. Yet at first sight, the core ideas framed
in that article remain relevant and arguably unresolved. Specific elements make it look
archaic and obsolete, including its gender-biased writing and the explanation of creative
thinking using a contested five-stage model that simply moves the riddle of idea generation
to a vague illumination stage.
This paper analyses the role of creativity in business organizations by examining the four
core ideas in that article to elucidate the extent to their prevalence. Computational
simulation is used here as a lens through which to consider the modern literature on
organisational creativity. Agent-based simulation enables researchers to define and
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implement models where the characteristics and behaviour of individual agents can be
represented including agent heterogeneity, and where multiple scales of interaction can be
analysed, including the emergence of macro or societal structures from aggregate
decentralised action (Gilbert, 2008).
The paper examines each of the ideas summarised above in a dedicated section. A
discussion section follows that examines the use of computational social simulations to
support systematic reasoning about the role of creativity in business organizations.
Concluding remarks and future work close the paper.

Increase the creativeness of 500 individuals
The first tenet made by Randall (1955) is that organizations should strengthen everyone's
creativity rather than "suppress even the small degree of creativity which they may possess"
(p. 121). Today many scholars share the conviction that creative capacity is universal, and
there are numerous views of creativity as necessary for a fulfilled life in areas as diverse as
social change (Freire, 2000), psychology (Runco, 2004), and citizenship (Burgess et al., 2006).
In design, a leading recent work in co-creation opens with "an important disclaimer […] the
key idea on which the book is based is that all people are creative" (Sanders & Stappers,
2012, p. 8). However, as acknowledged in the same paragraph, this "is a controversial
hypothesis and we are well aware that not everyone believes it to be true".
Idea generation or 'ideation' has been practiced in organizations for six decades under two
key assumptions: first, that all individuals have creative capacity; second, that specific
techniques can transform that potential into action. The book Applied Imagination, written
around the time of Randall's article (Osborn, 1953), marked the beginning of the corporate
use of brainstorming claiming that "the average person can think up twice as many ideas" (p.
229). Today ideation techniques such as brainstorming remain commonly used tool in
business (Kolko, 2015).
There are today different ways in which the premise of universal creativity is challenged.
From a systems view, it is argued that organizations have limits as to the number and degree
of creativity that its members can exercise. Csikszentmihalyi and Epstein (1999) debate the
extent to which “reality puts boundaries on what is needed and what is useful", arguing that
if an organization tries to make "their 25,000 engineers more creative, what happens?
Nothing, because […] you get lots of new ideas, but no one knows which are good and which
are bad" (para. 17). The recent filing for bankruptcy by the innovation platform Quirky (Lohr,
2015) may be cited to illustrate such view.
From a different viewpoint, creativity has been formulated in scales or levels, from an
everyday process akin to learning and personal discovery, to inventions and innovations with
long-term and large-scale impacts (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). Evidently, the lack of a
common definition of creativity prevents consistency in this debate. However, it can be
argued that sixty years after Randall argued against limiting creativity to "a very few in key
decision-making posts" (p. 128), a bias in the attribution of creativity continues to be
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mainstream today, as evidenced by a prominent study inspecting the genetic roots of
creativity and psychosis (Power et al., 2015). A simple but important assumption lies behind
such studies, which most people seem to take at face value (Andiliou & Murphy, 2010), i.e.,
that a population can be divided into creative and non-creative individuals based on their
occupation. Power et al. (2015) define creative people as "those belonging to the national
artistic societies of actors, dancers, musicians, visual artists and writers" (p. 954).
What is often missing from contemporary design discussions is the regulation of knowledge.
Randall refers to ‘conditional thinking’ such as ‘promotion from within’ that can block the
creative process (1955). Kolko (2015) highlights the present importance of risk taking in
organizations, and how the inhibition of knowledge can slow the formation of intellectual
capital. While scholars have attempted to address ways to elicit and share tacit knowledge in
the firm (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995), design studies have often neglected research into how
power and control can regulate creativity.
Lessig's model of intellectual property rights and his modes of regulation and control suggest
possible heuristics to improve creativity (Lessig, 2004). In that model, four modes regulate
knowledge flow: law, markets, architecture, and norms. The concentration of power and
decision making based on a hierarchical management norm is based on the normative
presumption that intellectual capital is the most valuable asset of the modern firm (Lev,
2001).
As a corollary, and to illustrate the unresolved discussion of the feasibility, merit, and
strategies to increase "the creativeness of 500 individuals each by, say, 1%" (Randall, 1955,
p. 121), some scholars studying creative groups argue that in regards to creative capacity "an
organization would prefer 99 bad ideas and 1 outstanding idea to 100 merely good ideas [...]
in the world of innovation, the extremes are what matter, not the average or the norm."
(Girotra et al., 2013, p.1).

A right atmosphere
The second argument, derived logically from the previous one, addresses the influence of
organizational culture on creativity, a topic that has received considerable attention by
scholars in recent decades (Ekvall, 1996; Tesluk et al., 1997; Martins & Terblanche, 2003;
Von Keogh et. al, 2000) –including from a design perspective (Chang & Chiang, 2008; Kumar,
2012; Panuwatwanich et al., 2008; Starostka, 2014). Today innovation capability is an active
research area (Lawson and Samson, 2001), and design has been identified as a contributor to
organizational climates that support innovation (Bertola & Teixeira, 2003; Verganti, 2008;
Battistella et al., 2012). A recent meta-analysis on this topic confirms the hypothesis that a
developmental organizational culture that emphasises an external and a flexibility
orientation is supportive of innovation, yet "a fragmented concept of culture for innovation"
persists in the literature and an inclusion of these findings "into management theory is still
missing" (Büschgens et al., 2013, p. 763).
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Frameworks today provide structure for managers to diagnose and change organizational
culture (Cameron & Quinn, 2005). Managers may choose different strategies depending on
the role of innovation in the long-term objectives of the firm, i.e., hierarchical structures
emphasise "control and an internal orientation", considered apt for "efficiency-oriented
rational cultures" (Büschgens et al., 2013). This tension between creativity and efficiency,
epitomised by Taylor’s theory of ‘scientific management’, is still an issue today. Randall
wrote, “Another hazard to the free flow of information is the insistence that it flow only
through the formal lines of authority as established by the organization chart” (p. 124).
Hierarchical management structures continue to be singled out by a number of authors as a
barrier to innovation while suggesting small autonomous teams to encourage knowledge
creation (Hamel, 2007; Ismail et.al, 2014; Ries, 2011; Von Krogh et.al, 2000).
Studies on team diversity and creativity have proliferated (Horwitz and Horwitz 2007). The
advantage of member heterogeneity for group tasks that demand creativity and innovation
was captured in early experiments by Triandis, Hall and Ewen (1965) and it has been
replicated in numerous studies since. However, negative effects have also been found, i.e.,
when diversity impedes communication or when knowledge or expertise is skewed in the
group. While the findings are inconsistent, a rich picture of team diversity suggests that
different types of heterogeneity demand careful planning as a function of the specific
organizational strategies and task characteristics.
A key element of a creative atmosphere that is reiterated by Randall (1955) relates to "the
correct type of emotional atmosphere [which is] made up of the thoughts and feelings
affecting a groups' operation, is not easily defined and is extremely difficult to develop or
change" (p. 127). Scholars have consistently found support for the hypothesis that positive
affect relates not only to job satisfaction, but also to "how creatively people will think on the
job" (Amabile et al., 2005, p. 368). A recent literature review confirms that positive mood
enhances creativity and supports an interactionist perspective where emotions and
situational factors interact to support creative activity (Davis, 2009). In regards to "relief
from work" (Randall, 1955), vacations seem to at least partially support creativity by
increasing cognitive flexibility, but not original thinking (de Bloom et al., 2014).
Beyond academic research, questions about creativity in organizational culture have
received attention in recent years, as exemplified by the debates on corporate culture in
companies regarded as innovative. This indicates several issues including differing
perceptions of a shared environment, the challenges of shaping culture, and the open
questions on how to support divergent and convergent processes to implement new
initiatives.

Ideas with a maximum number of cross references
Randall (1955) alludes to epistemological factors of organizational creativity underlining the
need to store and process information "with a maximum number of cross references" and to
make information available "both horizontally and vertically, from superiors as well as from
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peers" (p. 122). Concept association has received ample attention in creativity research
(Osborn, 1953), whilst influential standardised tests of creativity are based on associative
reasoning (Mednick, 1962). Analogical reasoning, based on conceptual associations, is not
only considered critical for creative cognition (Ward et al., 1997), but has been characterised
as the core of cognition (Hofstadter & Sander, 2012).
The relation between knowledge, expertise, and creativity has been studied extensively.
Some scholars find support for a linear relation between creativity and knowledge,
suggesting that creative thinking can be explained "by determining the knowledge that the
creative thinker brings to the situation he or she is facing" (Weisberg, 1999, p. 248). Others
have challenged this parsimonious explanation based on experimental studies that show
that the relationship between quantity and quality (originality) in creativity is rather complex
(Rietzschelet al., 2007). How information is structured and what mechanisms are used to
process and match to prior information including cross-indexing and analogy is considered
critical for creative reasoning (Oxman, 1990).
In design, a "T-shaped profile" (able to combine breadth and depth of knowledge and
experiences) is considered beneficial for creativity. However, with the increasing complexity
of problems and the accelerated increase of information, the “burden of knowledge”
perspective claims that further specialization is increasingly required for innovation (Jones,
2009) –as well as teamwork abilities. Randall's (1955) observations about information and
knowledge are framed in relation to enabling people "sense a disturbing element or a
problem" (p. 122). Whilst problem solving has been extensively studied, research on
problem finding, posing, definition, discovery, or identification is more disperse and
inconsistent (Runco, 1994). The ability of management to create the right atmosphere for
knowledge sharing, and creative collaboration are inherent in the on-going discussion of
intellectual capital (Stewart, 2001). A number of researchers have identified this as a
knowledge management problem connecting social capital, pluralistic design, information
technology, and communication within the global enterprise (Hamel, 2007; Von Krogh et al.,
2000).
Overall, a review of 2,013 effect sizes from over one hundred studies shows that the
variables with a large mean effect size on creativity do include workplace conditions,
problem definition, and knowledge retrieval (Ma, 2009).

The big problem
The last point of Randall's article (1955) deals with how organizations manage the
consequences of failure. Risk aversion, uncertainty avoidance, and openness to experience
have been identified as advantageous for creative activity. Kolko (2015) applies the design
process to corporate tolerance for failure in which “employees in every aspect of the
business must realise that they can take social risks without losing face or experiencing
punitive repercussions” (p. 69). Organizations face a range of factors that create uncertainty
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(Jalonen, 2011), most of which have arguably increased significantly since the mid-twentieth
century.
The "investment theory" of creativity (Sternberg et al., 1997) recommends that creative
organizations "buy low and sell high" in "six distinct but interrelated resources: individual
knowledge, intellectual abilities, thinking styles, motivation, personality, and environment"
(p. 9). In this context, "buying low" refers to the high-risk pursuit of new ideas knowing that
"not every new idea is a good creativity investment". In contrast, "selling high" means
finding buyers for new ideas, "convincing them of its worth, and moving on to new projects
when it becomes valued and yields a significant return" (p. 10). Similar to this approach,
studies of entrepreneurial failure recommend pursuing high-variance outcomes since high
failure rates of new initiatives do not matter when "the cost of failing is contained and the
businesses that do succeed enjoy substantial growth" (McGrath, 1999, p. 28).
Randall's "dilemma of management" (1955, p. 127) can be seen six decades later as a
collection of dilemmas beyond the tension between incremental or disruptive growth.
Rather, the management of creativity seems to require balancing a multiplicity of
dimensions, interactions, and moderating conditions. To an extent, the currency of the ideas
presented by Randall sixty years ago is rather high today. The research in these decades has
validated those ideas in general, mainly by unravelling the myriad subtle conditions related
to each of the theses. However, inconclusive findings abound in the research reviews, and to
some extent, the results from research studies have only reinforced the complexity of the
issues and the difficulties to study them applying conventional research methods.
One way forward in the study of creativity in organizations is to reconsider first principles
and examine key components and dynamics of the complex themes involved. The next
section shows how computational simulations can systematically support reasoning about
creativity in teams.

Pumping intuitions about organizational creativity
The previous sections of this paper have elucidated the four core ideas proposed by
(Randall, 1955). The implications of these ideas in modern organizations in full is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, the focus here is on just the first core idea of fostering creativity
in all members of an organization. This can be modelled computationally as a means to
understand the impact of encouraging individuals to be more creative.
The computational modelling approach presented here extends work on agent simulation
(Axelrod, 1997), in particular computational models of creativity and innovation (Watts &
Gilbert, 2014). In such systems, populations of agents consist of two-dimensional lattices
where independent agents follow a shared set of behaviours interacting with adjacent
agents and iteratively building shared outcomes. We apply the original rules in Axelrod's
model of culture dissemination (1997), where agents are initially assigned a set of values and
interact with adjacent neighbours passing one of those values at every turn. In the original
configuration, every agent starts with a random unique set of values, and the population
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gradually converges to a consensus of a single shared (dominant) set of values. In this way
Axelrod demonstrated the self-organizing capacity of a group of individuals to reach
agreement without the need of centralised control.
We introduce three variations to the original model: first, when agents sense total
convergence in their adjacent neighbours, they attempt to introduce a new random value
(with very low probabilities of 0.01% akin the mutation rates of evolutionary systems). This
change is based on an assumption that creative people are less accepting of the status quo.
This assumption is borne out in the literature that shows that creative behaviour is
associated with higher openness to new experiences (Silvia et al., 2009). The simulation
model is therefore modified to introduce 'change agents', thus triggering waves of gradual
convergence and punctuated divergence in the agent group (Sosa & Gero, 2005).
Second, we distinguish between types of agents in the local interaction: whilst in the original
model all agents take a value from a random neighbour at each turn, inspired by recent
studies of creative teams (Elsbach & Flynn, 2013), we experimentally study a range of ratios
between "idea-taking" and "idea-giving" agents in team composition. This could be
considered a challenge to the view that creativity should be universally stimulated. However,
it is an acknowledgement that teams may include a number of “explorer-promoters”
(McCann & Margerison, 1989) who excel both at generating ideas and getting people
enthusiastic about them. In particular product designers collaborating in teams seem more
inclined to "idea-giving" behaviours (offering and promoting their own new ideas) than
"idea-taking" behaviours (soliciting, considering, and incorporating new ideas of others)
(Elsbach and Flynn, 2013). To understand the implications of the number of creative people
in a team, the range of parameters inspected goes from teams where all agents take the
values of neighbouring agents, to teams where all agents pass their values to their
neighbouring agents.
Third, we manipulate the degree of divergence or dissent of change agents –from groups
where agents can only introduce a marginal change (one value in their set of values), to
those where agents are able to introduce radical changes (the entire value set). This can be
linked back to Randall’s idea by considering factors such as the extent to which people can
be encouraged to be more creative, the type of information available to them, or how
failure-tolerant is an organisation.
Some of the basic dynamics that we set to think about with such model include: the extent
to which 'idea-taking' impacts the rate of change in an organization compared to the more
common behaviour of 'idea-giving' that most designers favour (Elsbach & Flynn, 2013); the
effects of accounting for divergent capacities in the composition of creative teams, and the
potential impact of having more radical ideas during ideation in teams. A single dependent
variable is used here, called "revolutions" (rev), which stands for the number of collective
changes of dominant values in a population (Sosa and Connor 2015). When a change agent
introduces a diverging value, and this is adopted by the entire group over time, a 'revolution'
is registered.
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We implement a model with nine agents, ranging from teams with eight idea-taking and one
idea-giving members (i.e., rev_8t1g) to teams with nine idea-giving members (i.e., rev_9g).
Agents have a set of ten traits, following the system description by Axelrod (1997). Degree of
change is implemented by varying the number of traits that change agents can alter when
introducing a diverging value, from only one trait (rev_1trait) to all traits (rev_10traits).
As shown in Figure 1, the results of sweeping the parameters of 'idea-giving' and 'ideataking' agents and the degree of change in the group, show that increasing participation
(rev_9g) has no effect (or may have a negative effect) when dissent is incremental
(rev_1trait), but it has significant effects when dissent is more radical (rev_10traits). In other
words, participation seems to only matter when team members are allowed/able to make
big, bold contributions. It follows that if efforts are put on increasing participation that yields
incremental ideas, not only the levels of group creativity may fail to increase, they may
actually decrease.
This model also suggests diminishing returns for increased group participation, as adding
more 'idea-giving' agents brings a significant increase in group revolutions only when
participation is low, and it slows down thereafter. A corollary of this model is that groups
with lower creative participation (i.e., fewer idea-giving agency) but that make bolder
changes may be able to produce more creative outcomes than groups with higher but more
conservative participation levels.
Group size effects have been analysed extensively in the literature (Stewart 2006). Von
Krogh et. al (2000) argue that there is an optimal size for creative teams, in microcommunities of five to seven people. Opening the idea generation roles to more team
members or simply enabling individuals to make 'bolder' decisions may not be the best
strategies. Instead, our model opens the possibility that the management of creative
collectives needs to create and continuously evaluate a strategy that optimises resources
and achieves the desired outcomes.
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Figure 1. Increasing idea-giving behaviour is beneficial when changes are radical. The vertical axis
plots number of 'revolutions' or group changes, and the horizontal axis shows an increasing
proportion of 'idea-giving' team members. Darker lines indicate more radical or 'bolder' new
ideas.

Conclusions
This paper has revisited an article from 1955 that framed a set of ideas about creativity in
the organization, and which seem rather current six decades later. The four core tenets of
that article are examined here, citing support from the literature. The parallels to
contemporary discourses is uncanny (Kolko, 2015), although today it is understood that a
myriad of subtleties lie beneath such arguments. The results from research studies reinforce
the complexity of the issues at hand and the difficulties to study them applying conventional
research methods.
This paper has proposed to reconsider first principles and to examine key components and
dynamics of the complex themes involved in this topic. In relation to one of Randall’s (1955)
key ideas, it has shown how computational simulations can systematically support reasoning
about creativity in teams by discussing an agent-based simulation of team creativity. In that
study, participation in creative teams is characterised as having 'diminishing returns',
suggesting that enabling some, but not necessarily all, individuals in an organization to
generate more radically new ideas may be more critical than simply opening access to
ideation. Further work will examine this in more depth as well as considering how agentbased simulations can be used to examine the remaining of Randall’s (1955) key ideas.
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Abstract: The history of modern British design is often told though well-known
design icons such as the Mini, red double decker bus and the mini skirt. While these
iconic designs are notable due to their significant contribution they make to the
identity of British design, there is another, untold history that has the potential to
provide insight into the foundations of contemporary design consultancy and design
research. This paper considers the complex interactions between pioneering British
design thinkers, manufacturers, consumers and educators as a means of uncovering
an alternative history of British design, one that examines the culture of designing (its
social history) as well as the artefacts it produced (its material culture). Based on
biographical interviews and initial archival research, the paper profiles five
pioneering design thinkers – Misha Black, Michael Farr, Bruce Archer, James Pilditch,
and Peter Gorb – and discusses their contribution to design across corporate,
consultancy, education and research domains.
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Introduction
The history of design in modern Britain is often told though well-known design icons such as
the Mini, red double decker bus and the mini skirt (Buckley, 2007). While these iconic
designs are notable due to their significant contribution to the identity of British design,
there is another, untold and somewhat neglected history that has the potential to provide
insight into emergence of the consultant designer and the foundations of design research
approaches (Sugg Ryan, 2012).
British design has over the years, been celebrated through “star” designers and the objects
they created. With this in mind, design’s past could be considered as both a social history
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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(e.g. focusing on those who designed) and as a material culture (e.g. focusing on what they
designed). This has, one could argue, prompted a view of design that is understood primarily
through the creation and consumption of artefacts.
While there have been efforts to study and communicate the processes of design e.g. the
thinking behind the artefacts (for example Gregory, 1966; RIBA, 1967; Lawson, 2006), there
is limited work that does so in a more holistic and biographical manner, which brings
together the people behind the design, the processes they used and how they worked, life
events, and the interactions between. These influential, yet often neglected, stories have
shaped design today, and will continue to do so in the future.
The pioneering design thinkers at the centre of our research have contributed to design in
Britain across corporate, consultancy, education and research domains. We propose that
they represent an alternative view of British design, which moves beyond the artefact and
considers people, process, artefacts and interactions – and importantly, the process of
design.
This paper is based on the initial stages of our Design Pioneers research project. Based on
this first phase of contextual research, the paper will identify five pioneering design thinkers,
outlining a brief biography of each. The paper will then define the criteria for pioneering
design thinkers, and then go on to describe the outline research methodology with the
intention of outlining how the remainder of the research will be conducted. Finally the paper
will conclude with a broad discussion of the value of this research and the next steps
proposed.

Designing and legacy
Steve Jobs died in 2011; his legacy is Apple. Bill Moggridge died in 2015; his contribution to
design is understood through IDEO, and the GRiD Compass. We can attempt to understand
the influence these people had on design by looking at the products and organizations they
left behind. But what about those important and pioneering design thinkers whose legacy
isn’t quite as explicit? What about the stories, narratives and interactions behind the
tangible objects and outcomes, or indeed those that aren’t represented in tangible
artefacts? How can we learn from pioneering design thinkers whose work isn’t quite as
visible?
While the Design Pioneers project is still in its early stages, given the nature of the
conference as a forum for discussion and debate, we are keen to share our proposition and
early stage research with the design research community to obtain critique and feedback.
Design Pioneers aims to explore, understand and synthesize the contribution of those we
term pioneering design thinkers, and to distil their legacy for contemporary researchers,
educators and designers. This paper will provide a summary of the early stages of the
research as it stands.
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Moving from objects to intangible to experiences
Design practice has long been understood through products and objects, with an emphasis
on tangible artefacts and outcomes. This developed into study of the processes and methods
of design (Mitchell and Jones, cited in Jones, 1992:ix). Design has since moved into the realm
of intangible services and experiences, as well as strategy and policy (see, for example
Cooper, Junginger and Lockwood, 2011; Galbraith, 2014; Junginger, 2013). This growing
complexity has resulted in attempts to bring clarity and cohesion to design, for example by
(re-)defining the disciplines of design, and forming new educational domains which continue
to evolve and be repurposed in response to this dynamic and changing context. There have
been a number of figureheads which represent these movements in design, which dominate
popular culture. For example, William Morris’ trademark textiles; Charles Rennie
Mackintosh’s contribution as a talented polymath, Sir Alec Isogonic’ design for the Mini,
Mary Quant’s mini-skirt, Kenneth Grange’s contribution to a British product design aesthetic,
and Tim Brown’s popularization of design thinking (Brown, 2008). As Buckley (2007) notes,
“design in modern Britain is marked by indelible icons” but it has also been shaped by the
interactions between designers, manufacturers, retailers and consumers. The stories behind
these interactions are less well known. This research is concerned with the untold stories
shaped by those who are perhaps less well known to the public, but who made a
demonstrable contribution to the professionalization of the consultant designer (in the latter
part of the 20th century) (Baynes, 1967; Blake & Blake, 1969) as well as design research
techniques that are now commonplace in contemporary design practice (Sugg Ryan, 2012).
We assert that pioneers are needed to move forward any discipline. Design is no exception.
While design continues to develop and reimagine itself in the 21st century, the people who
shaped key concepts fundamental to progress are not always the ones who receive all of the
accolades. This is a tension that we are acutely aware of in this research with Woodham
(1983) noting that literature “has tended to favour disproportionately the propagandists”
rather than the originators of ground-breaking ideas.

What is a pioneering design thinker?
The contentious phrase in the heading above may be design thinker. We aren’t positioning
this research as a contribution to design thinking per se; it is rather more about those whose
design thinking was pioneering. We will return to this issue later in the paper but now is
perhaps a timely point to elaborate on the key tenant of this paper, the pioneering design
thinker.
There are various offerings of the word pioneer. For instance, the Oxford English Dictionary
(1989) offers a definition of pioneer as someone who may “open up a road or a terrain”.
Similarly, the Merriam-Webster (2004) dictionary defines a pioneer as “a person who begins
or helps develop something new and prepares the way for others to follow”.
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However, we are not simply concerned simply with pioneering designed artefacts; this
research is focused on pioneering design thinkers. In the context of this research, we define
a pioneering design thinker as someone who:


Initiated, led or implemented a substantial movement or change in design’s social
history or material culture;



Were central to the development of a new process, method, technique or artefact;



Operated effectively across corporate, consultancy, education and research domains.

Part of the value (and challenge) of this research is defining and making these complex
interactions explicit, and developing an effective research methodology for doing so.
Numerous commentators on the history of British design provide a chronological overview
that uses key artefacts as the touch points in the narrative (for example Breward & Wood,
2012; Buckley, 2007; Woodham, 2006). While we acknowledge that artefacts are a central
aspect of material culture, we contend that any contemporary history of design must go
beyond the artefact and embrace the thinking that underpinned its creation and the cultural
context it was created within. The methodology proposed for our research acknowledges
this position and attempts to move beyond material culture – the creation and consumption
of artefacts – as the key source of historical dialogue. Insight into our methodology is
provided later in this paper, in the ‘Outline Methodology’ section.

Who are our Pioneering Design Thinkers?
Based on desk research, initial interviews (n=5), a review of UK design archives and our
existing expertise in the field to date, we have selected five pioneering design thinkers to
place at the centre of this research. They are i) Misha Black, ii) Michael Farr; iii) Bruce
Archer; iv) James Pilditch; and v) Peter Gorb.
The five pioneering design thinkers identified in this paper were selected from criteria
developed from a combination of literature and contextual review. We are aware that these
pioneering design thinkers are all male – and as such informed the somewhat tongue in
cheek title of this paper – we decided that it is appropriate at this stage to base our research
on the data generated from out current selection criteria, rather than include a female
pioneering design thinker as a tokenistic gesture. As the research progresses and we uncover
more about the stories and characters operating at this time, we wholly anticipate being
able to robustly evidence the valuable contribution of additional pioneering design thinkers,
be they male or female. A rich picture is emerging of complex interactions between pioneers
and their contemporaries and the authors have already have identified key contributions
from female design thinkers despite the lack of robust research evidence. For example,
Dorothy Goslett was the Design Research Unit’s Business Manager (the Design Research Unit
(DRU) was established in 1943 and was one of the best-known design consultancies in
Europe in the second half of the 20th century (Blake & Blake, 1969; Woodham, 2006) and
contributed to the understanding that designers increasingly needed business acumen as
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well as creativity and imagination primarily through her book on Professional Practice for
Designers (Goslett, 1961). However, this paper is as much a reflection of the prevailing male
chauvinism in the business world in the UK in the 20th century as it is of a snapshot of the
research project as it currently stands. As additional research data emerges, the list of
pioneering British design thinkers will undoubtedly grow.
Rather than give an in-depth biography of each of the identified pioneering design thinker,
we believe it more useful to provide a summary of their key focus and approach, and explore
how they meet the criteria we have proposed. It is our expectation that we will uncover
more rich insights about their work and life as the research progresses, but provide an
overview of key achievements and associated thinking.

Sir Misha Black OBE (1910-1977)
While Misha Black received very little formal training in design he made a significant
contribution to design in the British. He worked as an industrial designer, interior designer,
exhibition designer and architect and in 1933 he established one of the first design
consultancies in the Britain - forming the Industrial Design Partnership (later called the
Industrial Design Unit). When the Second World War started, he joined the Ministry of
Information and was given the job of principal exhibitions designer. In 1943 he was a
founder member of the Design Research Unit (with Milner Grey, Herbert Read and Marcus
Brumwell) (Cotton, 2010) which anticipated the wide-scale need for design in the
reconstruction of Britain after the Second World War (Julier, 2012) and in its time become
one of the most well regarded design consultancies in the UK and Europe (Blake & Blake,
1969).
Shortly after the end of the war, Black designed the 'Britain Can Make It' exhibition, held at
the Victoria and Albert Museum. The exhibition was intended to boost morale by promoting
the British manufacturing industry that was decimated after the war. Black gained an
international reputation when in 1951 he coordinated the 'upstream' section of the Festival
of Britain. This exhibit promoted good design as a force for social change – a pioneering
concept well ahead of its time – yet one that is commonplace in design today, perhaps
exemplified in the notion of social innovation.
Black believed passionately in good design and was an able promoter of its benefits. He was
a vocal member of every organisation or committee dealing with design. Black became
Professor of Industrial Engineering at the Royal College of Art from 1959 to 1975 (Woodham,
2006) teaching many who would become contemporaries. He was a strong supporter of
design research while at the RCA and was a key proponent in the use of research to enhance
the contribution to, and role of design in, industry. He is still remembered in the annual Sir
Misha Black Memorial Award, given to people for their distinguished contribution to design.

Michael Farr (1924-1993)
Farr’s article “Design Management: Why is it needed now?” appeared in Design in 1965
(Farr, 1965, cited in Cooper et al, 2011:47) and was a seminal text in putting design on the
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business radar – calling upon managers to learn how to manage design. Based on extensive
experience in practice, the article gave raw yet rich insights into the value of design to
business, and drew this together into a clear and precise description of role of the design
manager, and argued a compelling case for why businesses need design. Following this Farr
published Design Management in 1966, widely regarded as the first book on design
management and is seen to this day as a milestone in the design and business interface
(Cooper & Junginger, 2011).
Farr made it his duty to conduct empirical research on the role of design as a business tool,
often using projects conducted by his design practice, which as a result exposed the reality
of how businesses used design. He crafted this understanding into a call to managers to
make the most of this competitive process of design. Farr was news editor of The Architect’s
Journal from 1951-52, editor of Design from 1952-59 and head of the information division of
the Council of Industrial Design from 1960-61. In 1962 Farr established and became
chairman of Michael Farr (Design Integration Ltd), a design management consultancy
(Woodham, 2006), and between 1962 and 1975 they were responsible for over 100
worldwide design projects. Design Integration Ltd “flourished in the 1960s but didn’t make it
beyond the early 1970s, mainly because they were ahead of their time.” (Garland, n.d.).

Bruce Archer CBE (1922-2005)
L[eonard] Bruce Archer was an engineering designer and academic credited with helping to
transform the process of design in the 1960s and regarded as “a highly influential figure in
the design methods movement” (Woodham, 2006). Archer argued that design was not
merely a craft-based skill but should be considered a knowledge based discipline in its own
right, with rigorous methodology and research principles incorporated into the design
process. His initially controversial ideas would become pervasive and influential. From his
initial appointment at the Royal College of Art as research fellow within Misha Black's
Industrial Design (Engineering) research unit, Archer ascended to head his own Department
of Design Research (DDR) for 13 years (1971-84).
Archer was a pioneering design thinker as he gave visibility, credibility and rigour to design
research. Archer's innovative methods were first tested on a project in the 1960s to design
improved equipment for the National Health Service (NHS). One strand of these studies,
Kenneth Agnew's proposal for a hospital bed, culminated in the perfection of Agnew's
design through a rigorous testing process and the inclusion of systems-level analysis and
evidence-based design. The bed went on to become standard issue across the NHS in the UK
from the 1960s.
Archer was pioneering in the way that he gave visibility to design research by demystifying
the process and undertaking externally funded research projects that pioneered an
extensive and systematic methodology (Woodham, 2006). He publicised widely through his
work in Design, the official publication of Council of Industrial Design (which latterly became
the Design Council). He published Systematic Method For Designers in 1965, and the stages
in design research he included are ever present today. Through articles in Design, Archer
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championed concepts which would later be universally understood by designers in nowfamiliar terms including ‘quality assurance’ and 'user-centred research'.

James Pilditch CBE (1929-1995)
Pilditch was a master orator considered to be one of the foremost visionaries and
evangelists of design Britain has produced. His foresight set the course for the development
of the design profession establishing the cornerstones of contemporary design consultancy,
giving a voice to the emergent multidisciplinary design industry in the UK (Julier, 2012).
Brown (2011) asserts that Pilditch “was the first of his generation to link the specific value of
design to economic success … and became convinced that design was vital to Britain's future
growth”.
Pilditch was a tireless campaigner for design's role in business, which he expressed through
articles and books including The Silent Salesman (1961, about packaging), Talks About
Design (1976, about design in business) and I'll be Over in The Morning (1990, about
marketing). His prolific writing and speechmaking set him apart from many of his
contemporaries forging his credentials as a pioneering design thinker. He worked
energetically persuading business leaders for the first time that design was a valuable tool in
improving profits. In response to what he saw as design being a cottage industry in Britain he
set up Allied International Designers (later Aidcom) to realise his vision of “marrying creative
and analytical skills to make design effective; developing a multi-disciplined team with twoand three-dimensional design skills, marketers and business consultants; and working
internationally, learning and transferring experiences and not being financially reliant on one
national economy” (Brown, 2011).
Allied International Designers prospered and after 20 years (in 1979) joined the stock
market, becoming the first quoted design company. Brown (2011) notes that his stylish
speechmaking (delivered with casual aplomb belying hours of careful preparation), and his
membership of many governmental and educational committees.

Peter Gorb (1926-2013)
Peter Gorb was regarded as the pioneer of design management through his work at London
Business School (LBS) where he ran the Institute of Small Business (Cooper et al. 2011). He
was among the first to teach design to managers, and published a seminal text Design
Management: Papers from the London Business School in 1990, based on Design Talks –
public lectures on the subject. He was great friends with James Pilditch (Cooper et al. 2011),
and effortlessly communicated the connection between business, design and management,
and introduced the term Silent Design – design undertaken by non-designers - in an
influential paper with Angela Dumas (1987).
Gorb was an inspirational teacher who during a highly successful business career as a leader
in the Burton Retail Group pioneered design management in stores before moving to
academia at LBS. With the help of Charles Handy, he founded the Design Management Unit
at LBS, a role which led him to become one of the pioneers of design as an integral part of
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successful production, not an add on. He was also instrumental in the creation of Education
for Capability, a manifesto published by the Royal Society of Arts which argued for
vocational skills and training to be accorded the status their value to culture and the
economy they deserved.

Pioneering Design Thinkers
Below, we provide a summary of how our selected rosters of pioneering design thinkers
meet our criteria. While the below table does not attempt to synthesis whole careers into
concise sound bites, we have attempted to underscore key contributions that have
contributed pioneering design thinking.
Black

Farr

Archer

Pilditch

Gorb

Initiated, led or
implemented a
substantial
movement or
change in design’s
social history or
material culture

Co-founded
one of the first
design
consultancies
in the UK;
promoted good
design as a
force for social
change

Embodied the
concept of
design
management
and its
contribution to
industry

Instrumental in
the creation
design as a
knowledge
based activity

Led the
movement
towards
aligning the
specific value
of design to
economic
success

Advocated the
value of
practical,
vocational
education to
design and its
contribution to
business

Were central to
the development
of a new process,
method,
technique or
artefact

Created a
number of
iconic designs
still around
today, e.g.
Westminster
Street Signs,
and designed
‘Britain Can
Make It’
exhibition

Exemplified the
role of the
design
manager and
provided the
first formal
definition of
design
management

Developed
systematic use
of design
research to
enhance the
effectiveness of
design

Founded Allied
International
Designers
which joined
the stock
market in 1979,
becoming the
first quoted
design
company in the
world

Founded the
Design
Management
Unit at London
Business
School, which
led the way of
design as “an
integral part of
successful
production,
rather than a
bolt-on”

Operated
effectively across
corporate,
consultancy,
education and
research domains.

An advocate
for design he
operated
across design
specialisms,
e.g. graphics,
exhibition,
transport,
product

Established one
of the first
design
management
consultancies
in the world
and espoused
the role of
design as a
competitive
business tool

Employed
systematic
design research
methods that
led to the
development
of the Kings
Fund Bed,
which became
the standard
NHS hospital
bed

Was a
passionate and
engaging
speaker and
writer on
design – often
translating the
benefits of
design for
corporate
audiences

Crossed
consultancy
and education,
at the interface
of design and
business.
Inspired design
management
as a career for
young
designers

Table 1: Pioneering Design Thinkers matrix
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It is clear that the above identified pioneering British design thinkers’ represent a snapshot
of the potential roster considered for inclusion in such a study. This is an evolving research
project and the authors recognise additional pioneers could also include leading thinkers
such as Chris Jones (a leading contributor to the design methods movement), Milner Grey,
Herbert Read and Marcus Brumwell (founding members of the Design Research Unit
alongside Misha Black), Alan Topalian (an advocate for the value of effective use of design in
business and leading design management consultant), Naomi Gornick (a leading academic in
design management), Dorothy Goslett (as noted an early proponent of the professional
practice of designers) and Angela Dumas (design management specialist and co-author of
Silent Design with Peter Gorb). Even this list omits key thinkers that may meet our criteria
for pioneering design thinkers on the premise that there is suitable data available in a form
that is suitable to the focus of the project.

Outline methodology
The research methodology for the remainder of the project has been developed in
collaboration with experts in design management, design history and anthropology, to
ensure our approach is appropriate to the context and to the richness of the data available.
We recognise it is crucial to strike a balance between approaching the data with a
predetermined strategy and with identified conceptual framework, but making sure that
new concepts are given the space to emerge.
Our methodology is geared towards the construction of rich narratives emerging initially
from the five selected pioneering British design thinkers and then extending to their
contemporaries. We will do this by a) examining the domains they worked within and
across; b) building a chronology of the time and space they occupied, and c) mapping out the
interactions between these people, places, and events. To do this we will employ d) archival
research which looks at their journals, sketchbooks, notes, archival records and published
work, and enrich this with e) primary research such as life-history interviews with their
contemporaries, colleagues, family, clients and students. We will also consult with a range of
design historians and people influenced by them, to understand a range of broader factors,
such as the design processes they employed, their approach to research, their work ethic,
the people worked with, the values they held dear, their networks, etc. Our aim is to take a
step back in time and understand how these pioneers thought, as all of which are sadly no
longer with us.
A key challenge for our research is the availability of suitable data, be it from primary or
secondary research sources, that are able to provide robust evidence that pioneering design
thinking was undertaken. Some research subjects have considerable archives that are easily
accessible by the public. For example, held by the Royal College of Art, the L. Bruce Archer
archive comprises 34 meticulously organized boxes which comprising diaries,
correspondence, conference proceedings, memoranda, offprints, lecture notes and other
teaching materials. The archive even includes his detailed ‘daily logs’ that provide
description and analysis of his activities. Unfortunately such an archive is the exception to
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the rule and availability of suitable resources for other pioneering design thinkers is much
more problematic.

The value of this research
We contend that this research is valuable for a number of reasons. Firstly, no attempt has
been made to distil and synthesize the contributions of these pioneering design thinkers and
the value of this contribution to British design – particularly in terms of the
professionalization of design consultancy and contemporary design research approaches. As
you will have noticed in the brief biographies, all of our proposed pioneering design thinkers
are sadly no longer with us. We are now at a point in time where the contemporaries of
these pioneering design thinkers are sadly dying, and no attempts have been made to
capture, synthesize and articulate their contribution to the design discipline in an accessible
way and the complex (inter)relationships surrounding their professional and personal lives.
Secondly, we contend that this research presents an alternative view of British design from
both historical and contemporary contexts. This is an alternative view of the British design
process’ and aims to understand the emergence of key design concepts that we are all
familiar with today – such as evidence based user-centred research, systematic design
processes, design as a competitive and strategic business tool, and demonstrating the
economic value of design in business – were pioneered by passionate, intelligent and
creative thinkers.
Finally we believe that this research will be valuable in terms of methodology, as we will be
devising a way of conducting historical design research that could be transferrable to digital
artefacts. In an age of social media and digital capture where data capture is endless, we
contend that there could be false hope that the data is enough, rather than distilling through
the legacy. It is our hope that our approaches could help bring new insights beyond data
capture, into curatorial strategies, narrative construction and presentation. By having to
physically “go” to these archives, and anticipate generating closeness to the data – which
could be useful when considering how to curate other sources of data in the future.

Opening up our next steps…
We acknowledge that this research project is in its early stages, and therefore we would like
to call upon our peers at this DRS conference to provide critique and feedback on the appeal
of this research and its value among the design research community. And beyond. As
authors who have presented at many conferences, including DRS conferences, we felt that
while our research is more embryonic that we have previously submitted for consideration
for conference presentation, we are excited to be able to have a dialogue in the true sense
of the ‘conference’ – a forum for discourse on ‘work in progress’ rather than completed
research. We contend that we have a duty to design and design history to uncover these
hidden stories, and to find a way of making these explicit so that they can be understood,
enjoyed and celebrated. Now and into the future! It is our hope that our approach to
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archival research and constructing narratives will be transferrable in the future, when
everything is digital and there is a dangerous assumption that digital means capture.
As a final reflection on the Design Pioneers research project and our pioneering design
thinkers, we will share you what some may see as an inconsequential anecdote on one of
our pioneering design thinkers uncovered through our initial research interviews Frayling,
2014).
It’s a story about Bruce Archer and his somewhat colorful time in National Service. While
Archer may well have covered himself with glory during his time in National Service, our
story reflects the tenacity and determination that those who knew him declare. One evening
while on guard duty at the main camp gate, Archer’s commanding officer turns up wishing to
gain entrance back to the camp. The commanding officer has enjoyed a few drinks at the
local hostelry and was, shall we say, a little the worst for wear. Unfortunately the
commanding officer didn’t have the required pass to enter the camp and as such was
refused entry. Archer was convinced that his commanding officer was testing him and stood
firm and would not allow him to pass. Despite Archer’s commanding officer protests and
ultimately ordering Archer to let him pass, Archer stuck to his guns. Literally. A scuffle
ensued and somehow the commanding officer was shot in the leg… with Archer’s weapon.
The wound was not life threatening but the commanding officer spent the night in the
infirmary. Archer remained on guard duty on the camp gate! While Archer didn’t receive any
medals for his endeavors, neither was he reprimanded. Archer has a job to do and he was
not distracted from his calling. This is powerful evidence that Archer had great tenacity, or
what some may see as stubbornness, and is an underlying characteristic of pioneering
thinkers, within design and beyond.
As noted earlier, the RCA holds the comprehensive Archer archive but there is not one
mention in the archive of the night Archer shot his commanding officer. While this anecdote
is humorous, it demonstrates an untold story of just one of our pioneering design thinkers.
We contend that these stories must be uncovered and made available for future
generations. While not all will be as colorful as this, the pioneering design thinkers made a
significant contribution to British design and design research. Their stories must be told.
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Abstract: This paper brings together some key research issues in design participation:
Is it possible to develop a computer-based architectural design application which can
be used by completely untutored lay participants in a meaningful design process?
How can the designs created by the participants be objectively compared with other
building designs created to the same brief by professional architects? What are the
implication of design participation as an expression of a wider social and political
process of ‘democratisation’? The research described here is based on a pioneering
project called ‘Computer Aids for Design Participation’ conducted in the 1970’s.
While the computing facilities used in this project would be considered incredibly
primitive by today’s standard, the research methodology, including software design
and empirical studies with participants is still relevant today.
Keywords: Participation; Architecture; Human-Computer-Interaction:

Introduction
In 1971 the Design Research Society under the leadership of Nigel Cross organised a
conference called ‘Design Participation’ which brought together leading policy experts,
design theorists and software developers (Cross 1972). It had already been shown that CAD
systems could be developed for use by professional designers such as architects, but it was
also proposed that the emerging fields of computer aided design and human computer
interaction could be potentially combined to create a computational design system for
design participation.
This idea was pursued by Nigel Cross and Tom Maver (head of the ABACUS research unit at
the University of Strathclyde) in an article published in the Architects Journal (Cross and
Maver 1973). This idea was further supported by John Lansdown, who was the chair of the
civil engineering subcommittee of the UK Science Research Council. As a result of these
discussions a research project into ‘Computer Aids for Design Participation’ was started at
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the ABACUS research unit in 1975. The objectives of this research were three fold: first, to
develop a suitable CAD system for use by lay participants, second to test the usability of this
system with participants and third, to objectively evaluate the quality of the designs
produced by the participants in comparison to equivalent buildings designed by professional
architects.
This project represented a unique empirical study in the field of Design Research, but we
should remember that this work was executed with incredibly primitive interactive
computing systems and before computing became a ubiquitous ‘user experience’. Indeed
for the lay participants who used these design tools, this was most probably their first
experience of computing.

Historical Context
The 1971 Design Research Society’s conference on Design Participation reflected a growing
interest during the preceding decade in a number of key precursors to design participation.
Within this period, the year 1964 emerges as a pivotal moment with the publication of four
seminal texts.
First, the publication of ‘Architecture without Architects’ by Bernard Rudofsky (Rudofsky
1964), which explored the history of vernacular architecture. This suggested that
convenient, adaptable and in many cases highly aesthetic buildings and urban forms could
emerged from an untutored vernacular design process.
Second, in the 1960’s, there were a number of significant architectural practitioners and
theoreticians who articulated what they considered to be the practical, social and political
imperatives for community architecture. This included John Turner, working in Peru
between 1957-1965 (Turner 1972). The advocates of community architecture recognised
that architecture intersects with social policy and therefore inevitably with ideology.
However, they rejected conventional highly interventionist urban (re)development and
associated community disruption. Instead community architects emphasised local activism,
focussing on incremental improvement, building on existing community organisations and
vernacular architectural traditions via self-help initiatives. These ideas were often
characterised as being counter culture, non-conformist and represented a dimension of
idealism and social action which was completely orthogonal to the prevailing architectural
and political ideologies.
Third, the publication of ‘Notes on the Synthesis of Form’, by Christopher Alexander
(Alexander 1964) in which he makes the distinction between ‘unselfconscious’ and ‘selfconscious’ designing. While we don’t know if Alexander, Rudofsky and Turner were aware of
each other’s work, it certainly appears that Alexander supports the contention of Rudofsky
and associated unselfconscious design with societies that design and build their own
buildings, which are often transient or are frequently re-built. He suggested that because the
builder is the building user, the resulting architecture is ‘unselfconsciously’ adapted and ‘fits’
the needs of the user. On the other hand, he associated self-conscious design with the
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establishment of a distinct specialist profession of architects, who develop their own system
of ideas, discourse and criticism. For Alexander, architecture became the self-conscious
expression of the architect. Alexander suggests that these academic and professional
preoccupation are overlaid on and potentially masked the need of the building user.
Fourth, the publication of ‘Plug-in City’ by Peter Cook and the Archigram group (Cook 1964),
which explored the idea of a technological urban service and support structure for flexible
housing units which could be reconfigured to adapt to the changing, even transient needs of
the occupants. The implication was that the occupants would be able to design and
customise their individual units, within the defined constraints of the support system, so
that the overall architectural effect would be the aggregation of the occupants’ designs.
While ‘Plug-in City’ represents a delightfully playful combination of science fiction,
architectural fantasy and cartoon like illustration, it effectively questioned how new
construction technologies combined with new architectural thinking might transform the
social, technical and professional status quo.
Fifth, in 1972 John Harbraken published ‘Supports: an Alternative to Mass Housing’
(Harbraken 1972) in which he advocated building public housing structures with continuous
internal spans so that the spatial arrangement of housing units could be customised to suit
the needs of the individual occupants and potentially allow for reconfiguration for
subsequent occupants. In the UK, architects at the GLC used the ideas of Harbraken in the
PSSHAK project (Rabeneck 1975). PSSHAK stood for “Primary Support Structures and
Housing Assembly Kits”. This was used by the GLC in the design of public housing at
Stamford Hill, Hackney and at Adelaide Road, Camden.
PSSHAK was a system of prefabrication devised by Nick Wilkinson and Nabeel Hamdi, based
on the writings of the Dutch architect Nicholas Habraken and designed for mass housing.
PSSHAK:
“also aimed to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of participatory design
methods in the public sector, the designer acting as ‘skilled enabler’ instead of the
‘expert architect’, approaches that Hamdi and Wilkinson have pursued ever since.
“(Rabeneck 1975)

Sixth, during the 1970’s and 80’s the ‘self-build’ movement developed in the UK, in part by
leading architectural pioneers such as Walter Segal. As Colin Ward has suggested (Ward),
Walter Segal ideas challenged
“the assumption of both regulatory authorities and providers of finance, that a house
should be a full-finished product right from the start, rather than a simple basic
structure that grows over time as needs grow and as labour and income can be spared.
Segal’s achievement was to devise a way of simplifying the process of building so that
it could be undertaken by anyone, cheaply and quickly. He insisted that his was an
approach, not a system, and he made no claims for originality or patents.”

The historical context and pre-cursor research all contribute to the argument for Design
Participation which can be summarised as: First, that the most important aspect of any
building is the satisfaction of the people who use that building. Second, if the role of
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architecture is to balance technical, functional, economic, social and cultural concerns then
the people who use the building are best place to determine this balance.
The key issue is ‘user satisfaction’ or conversely the issue of ‘user dissatisfaction’. We can
further decompose this as:


For most people, the building is not an end in itself, but is an intermediate object
which indirectly may be satisfying because it enables other primary activities.



The lack of user control over the immediate built environment creates a sense of
powerlessness (hence user dissatisfaction).

In summary, it is generally recognised that the value of design participation comes from the
process of participation (the sense of involvement and control) and from intangible aspects
of the building rather than from measurable attributes of the physical building (Broome,
2005, quoting Turner, 1991 and Ward, 1985).

Political Context
What is the political context for ‘design participation’? These is a recognised distinction
between ‘direct’ democracy such as referenda where there is direct participation in a
specific political decision and ‘representative’ democracy where a level of indirection is
introduced [the representatives] between the participants and executive decision making.
Both types of democracy have limitations. On the one hand, Plato criticised the direct
Athenian democracy because he suggested that it followed the citizens' impulses rather than
pursuing the common good and did not allow for the emergence of an effective and
consistent executive. On the other hand, the limitation of representative democracy is that
the decisions of the representative may be influenced by lobbying outside the normal
democratic processes. While participation in a representative democracy is ‘bottom-up’,
once the executive is in place all subsequent decisions can appear to be imposed ‘top-down’.
This may create a feeling of remoteness and powerlessness which is exactly opposite to the
sense of empowerment which democracy is supposed to offer. This is reflected in attitudes
and participation, for example, the Pew Research Center [Pew, 2013] reported that “Trust in
the US federal government” has dropped from 71% in 1958 to 19% in 2013. In the UK
participation in general elections has declined from 83.9% in 1950 to 59.4% in 2001
[Hawkins, Keen and Nakatudde, 2015]. Participation in UK local elections in 2012 was 31.3%.
Against this backdrop of a general decline in political engagement what potential basis might
there be for design participation. One approach is the idea of ‘subsidiarity’. This is:
“an organizing principle that matters ought to be handled by the smallest, lowest or
least centralized competent authority. Political decisions should be taken at a local
level if possible, rather than by a central authority. The Oxford English Dictionary
defines subsidiarity as the idea that a central authority should have a subsidiary
function, performing only those tasks which cannot be performed effectively at a more
immediate or local level” [Subsidiarity, Wikipedia, 2016].
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The operation of the principle of subsidiarity in early 19th century America was studied by
Alexis de Tocqueville in his book “Democracy in America” [Tocqueville 1835, 1840]. He wrote
that:
"Decentralization has, not only an administrative value, but also a civic dimension,
since it increases the opportunities for citizens to take interest in public affairs; it
makes them get accustomed to using freedom. And from the accumulation of these
local, active, pernickety freedoms, is born the most efficient counterweight against the
claims of the central government, even if it were supported by an impersonal,
collective will."

If we replace ‘political decisions’ by ‘design decisions’ then design participation is effectively
the logical application of the principle of subsidiarity to architecture. So how can processes
and institutions be adapted to allow different types of participation for different types or
scope of decisions?
For society to prosper, it has to adapt and adaptation implies change and change may
differentially benefit different stake holders. Uniquely in architecture and other forms of
design we can use computer based modelling and simulation tools to predict many aspects
of such changes in ways which are directly accessible to the stake holders. Giving direct
access to these modelling and simulation tools to those who advocate change and those
who feel disadvantaged by such changes would make two contribution. First, it would help
to resolve specific design decisions by ensuring that the advocates of change had to
demonstrate the benefits to those affected and second, it would extend the democratic
process down to a local level, potentially demonstrating the benefits of participation and
thereby encouraging further participation in other democratic institutions. Therefore
developing the computational technologies for design participation is a key enabler of the
democratisation of design and ‘positive feedback’ from the democratisation of design may
become a way to re-invigorate a boarder engagement with democratic participation.

Design criteria for a software system for design participation
The primary objective of the ‘Computer aids for Design Participation’ project was to create a
computer system to support practical participation. Rather than focusing directly or
exclusively on these practical considerations, it was decided to implement this objective
within the broader goal of creating a computer-based research tool which could be used to
explore how participants design.
We concluded that what was being researched was more than a participant simply drawing
or modelling of a building, but a process of decision making and trade-offs in a highly
complex multi-variate solution space, combining both visual building geometry and other
representations of building requirements and building performance.
Within the overall theme of design participation there is a very important educational subtheme. Essentially, the participatory design software must not only provide an opportunity
for the building users to express their own design intent, the software must in ‘very short
order’ educate the participants how to make design decisions, specifically how to make
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suitable trade-offs between design and performance variables. Therefore, there is an
important educational challenge within the design of participatory software application, that
of guiding the building users to understand design and the consequences of their design
decisions.
Indeed, the conclusion from the Harbraken/Supports research and the Segal/self-build
projects, was that both these approaches offered opportunity for the participant to explore
what we might call ‘design freedom’. Therefore, it was essential that the computer based
participatory design tool presented similar opportunities to explore design freedoms but
additionally also communicated the limits to this freedom. The objective was that the
participants would be able to express their ideas, but not in a way which could be rejected as
unrealistic.
The design of the participatory tools brought together existing research interests in
performance based architectural computing and human computer interaction, namely:
From existing research into the development of computer based architectural design tools:








The advantage of a computer graphic representation of a building is that it provides
facilities for the user to create drawings and models, which require less manual
drafting skills and can be easily edited to create pristine alternative designs. This
enables designers [both professional and lay participants] to experiment with
different layout configurations and to explore trade-offs and the consequence of
different design decisions. There are many additional benefits by representing a
design in a computational form as it provides a direct links to performance analysis
software.
In the design of functional building such as hospitals and schools there may be
complex space allocation rules or circulation requirements. In the design of these
functional building there are other types of trade-offs which have to be made in
addition to the layout issues [mentioned previously]. Certainly for professional
architects [and also by implication for lay participants] there is a need for ‘decision
support’ tools to help the designers make these trade-offs and decisions. Often this
involves dynamically re-computing space related measures as the consequences of
design decisions. This type of instantaneous background re-computation is simply not
possible with manual design method.
Using a computer based participatory design tools, the participant’s design can be
continually evaluated for energy based building performance measures, and these
measures provide important feedback to the participant in a way which is not
possible with conventional design media and ‘manual’ design methods.
As a by-product of the computer graphics system used, both existing professionally
designed buildings and the participants’ designs could be represented in the same
stylised graphical representation. This removed visual cues from the professionally
designs that might otherwise had indicated their original and authorship. This
allowed the professional designs and the participants’ design to be compared
completely ‘blind’.
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From existing research in human computer interaction:







A computer graphics representation of architecture is an important ‘transitional’
representation between ‘man and machine’. It is ‘human-readable’ in that it can be
view and edited as graphics by the designer [professional or lay participant] and it is
‘machine-readable’ in that it can be interrogated and analysed by other software.
A computer based interaction system can provide an adaptive learning environment,
where the participants can develop their skills completely at their own pace, not
forced as might be the case with a conventional tutor-student learning situation.
Simple design rules can be encoded into the system in a form of computerised expert
tutor. The participants can be given advice about the viability or suitability of their
design which they may accept or not without being under any inter-personal
pressure, which might be the case with the presence of profession expert.
The participant’s design activity can be instrumented, for subsequent playback and
analysis.

The PARTIAL design research application
The development of the ‘PARTIAL’ design research application represented the convergence
of on-going research at ABACUS into the development and deployment of professionally
oriented CAD and architectural decision support systems and contemporary research in
human-computer interaction to create task oriented adaptive learning environments (Aish
1977). PARTIAL stood for PARTicipation In Architectural Layout. PARTIAL assumed that
there would be two users. First, a design researcher would define the participatory design
task and who would review and interpret the results of the participants’ design and second,
a number of participants who would create the designs. To support this research workflow,
PARTIAL was in fact organised as a suite of three programs.
PARTIAL 1: this program was used by the researcher to define the design problem, including
the space budget [or architectural program] and any fixed building geometry, for example if
the design task was a conversion or extension to an existing building. The researcher could
also select the different performance measures that would be displayed to the participants,
including the visual characteristics of the performance display, its datum and scale. In
addition the research could select which tutorial and advice options would be available to
the participant.
PARTIAL 2: this program was used by the participant within the context established by the
researcher using PARTIAL 1. The design activity of the participant, how the architectural
layout was created and revised was recorded in a transaction or history file.
PARTIAL 3: this program was used by the researcher to analyse the transaction file, including
being able to display the state of the participant’s design at any moment in the design
history.
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Choice of Building type and Participant
One of the critical decisions in this research project was the choice of building for the
participants to design, and therefore the choice of participants. Many previous examples of
design participation had focussed on housing, but in this project we wanted to move away
from domestic buildings and the associated issues of subjectivity and apply design
participation to a functional building where there is a professional relationship between the
participant and the building owner or institution. At the time of this research and in the
immediate context [the city of Glasgow] there was an ongoing local government program to
build nursery schools. It was therefore decided to use nursery schools as the building type
and nursery school teachers as the design participants. The ensuing design participatory
design sessions harnessed the very immediate and practical concerns of the teachers about
the design of new schools which they might have to teach in. Also the researchers had
access to a set of architect designed schools to act as a reference for the participants’
designs.
In practical terms, the design of a nursey school had to fulfil complex space allocation rules
or ‘space budget’ [this is often called the ‘architectural program’]. Within this ‘space budget’
there were a defined number of rooms of different types. Individual rooms of a particular
type had to be within a defined minimum and maximum area and the total area of all rooms
of a particular type had to be with a defined minimum and maximum area. It was
anticipated that as the participant was designing his building, it would be important to
continuously re-compute the remaining space ‘budget’ yet to be allocated. This was not a
task that the participant could be expected to complete using paper and pencil calculations.
The participant’s space allocation task could be more effectively support by a computer
based recalculation method operating in the background.

The design process
The initial training was in the form of a tutorial where the researcher explained to the
participants the key aspects of the program including drawing, the decision support tools,
and the evaluative tools. Typically the researcher would explain, ‘this is how you draw a
room’ (figure 1), ‘this is how you check that rooms you have drawn form an appropriate
floor layout’ (figure 2), ‘this is how you check that your design is within the space
requirements’ (figure 3), ‘this is how you compare your design with other existing nursery
schools’ (figure 4). One participant interrupted this explanation, turned to the researcher
and said “You can go away now. I am going to design my nursery school”.
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Figure 1. The participant’s initial design sketch
issues

Figure 3. Checking the space allocation
performance

Figure 2. Advising on possible layout

Figure 4. Displaying comparative

Using Partial 3, the researchers were able to replay the history of the participant’s design
process. Figure 5 and 6 show different time points in the design history as the layout of the
school evolved. The initial part of the design process appears to involve the build-up of room
areas, while the subsequent part of the process appears to be focussed on changing the
layout of rooms to improve performance. The researcher can select different points on the
time (x) axis in the design history graphs and recover the participant’s design at these time
points. For example in figure 5 the research has selected time A and B and the corresponding
participant’s designs are displayed in figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 5. Space allocation during the design process
performance

Figure 7. The participant’s design at time A
B

Figure 6. Changes in layout

Figure 8. The participant’s design at time

Case studies
A number of case studies were carried out using PARTIAL with Nursery School teachers as
the design participants (Aish 1979), (Watts and Smith 1979) and (Smith and Watts 1979) .
These included:


Asking participants to rank existing professionally designed nursery schools.



Asking the participants to design their own nursery schools, including some very
detailed recordings of the design protocol used by the participant (figure 9). These
studies demonstrate the number of different design requirements and issues that
the participant is able to manipulate and combine into a single coherent design
solution.
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Group design sessions where a number of participants worked together to combine
their individual designs into a common solution.



Further ranking exercises where the participants ranked all the participants designs
including their own. It is not surprising that in this exercise each participant ranked
their own design first.



A repeat of the ranking exercise after the group of participants had collaborated on a
group design. In this second ranking task, the group design was also included in the
set to be ranked, together with all the individual designs. Interestingly on the re-test,
it was this group design that was consistently ranked first.

“In fact in most cases, the individual considers the eventual group design to be more
acceptable than their own original. This would suggest that cooperative involvement
produces a more satisfactory outcome to the participant”. (Watts and Smith 1979)

Figure 9. A detailed recording of the design protocol used by one of the participants
(Watts and Smith 1979).

Watts and Smith then addressed the question of how to more objectively evaluate the
participants’ design. They selected six designs developed during the previous participation
sessions and six professional designs. These professional designs were redrawn using
PARTIAL so that all the designs were presented in the same stylised graphics as the
participants’ designs with no visual cue to distinguish the professional and participants’
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designs. The two groups were randomly merged into a common set, thus creating a
completely ‘blind’ ranking task.
A group of professional architects, not involved with the design projects were asked to rank
these designs in order of preference and similarly a group of nursery school teachers, not
involved in the participatory project, were also asked to rank the designs. The ‘non-involved’
architects equally ranked the architect designed schools and the participant design schools.
Effectively this meant that in a completely blind test, a group of independent professional
architects could not distinguish the architect designed schools from participant designed
schools. In the same blind test the ‘non-involved’ nursery school teachers consistently
ranked the participant designed schools above the architect designed schools.
“It would appear that the participants were able to produce layout designs which were
as acceptable to [‘non-involved’] architects as those produced by architects using a
comparable brief, and more acceptable to fellow [‘non-involved’] users than those
produced by architects” (Watts and Smith 1979).

Conclusions
There are two conclusions; one about the design research experiments conducted at
ABACUS in the 1970’s and the other about design participation as part of a user-oriented
architectural process.
On the one hand the PARTIAL project at ABACUS stands out as an interesting example of
design research, in that it combined some highly original developments in end-user
interactive computing with the formal testing of the effectiveness of these tools in
architectural design. One of the key aspects of the PARTIAL system was the
‘instrumentation’ of the participants’ design process. As a tool for design research there are
many further aspects of design participation which could be explored with this system that
time and resources did not allow. For example, the potential exists to analyse the
participants design strategies, how different aspects of the design layout were developed or
abandoned or different measures of building performance optimised. Then there were the
fascinating group design sessions, where the potential also exist to monitor negotiations
between the participants and analyse how different features of the various participants’
design were combined.
On the other hand design participation has been a contentious issue in architecture, open to
conflicting assertions about its desirability and practicality. What is interesting about the
findings from the final case study is that we have some objective evidence about the
evaluation of participants’ design that hopefully can raise the debate about design
participation above the level of conflicting opinions.
Whatever our views on design participation it is an example of a wider social and political
process of ‘democratisation’. In this context the use of computational tools by lay
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participants is an important example of the ‘democratisation of technology’, which in turn
has the potential to facilitate the ‘democratisation’ of architectural design.
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Cross and Tom Maver in originating this research, the support of the UK SRC [now the
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1. Introduction: early involvement
My involvement with the Design Research Society included a precarious period when the
Society's very existence was in question and the Society was in danger of being wound up.
During this time we managed to get the Society back on to a firm footing and broke new
ground, firstly embracing the internet which massively improved communications between
members, and secondly we began to co-operate with the Design Societies of East Asia. We
re-established DRS as a learned society with a truly international reach.
It seemed useful to record these experiences for future reference by members. The basis of
the following account was first committed to paper in 2006.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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The Design Research Society (DRS) was founded in 1966, following the Conference on Design
Methods held in London in 1962 (Jones and Thornley). This had brought together many
different people who had recognised that there were methodological similarities across
many fields of design. An international Design Methods movement was spawned that
generated considerable interest. However, this waned quickly when design methods and
computer-based design did not live up to their early promise. The DRS organised meetings in
various locations around the UK and an important series of UK-based international
conferences some of which were very large. I have no direct experience of this early period.
Beginning in 1968, the society issued a quarterly Newsletter. I have a couple of early
examples among DRS material in my possession.
Fionán de Barra, a lecturer who taught me in my undergraduate course in Architecture first
told me about the society in 1968 or 1969. A nephew of the late E. F. O'Doherty – a founder
of DRS, I believe – Fionán was a graduate of the Design Technology MSc course run by J.
Christopher Jones at the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology and
recommended it to me.
I joined the Society about 1977. The late Professor Ted Happold of Bath University, another
founder of DRS, told me that the Society had become inactive at one stage, but remained
comfortably solvent because he had determined that membership subscriptions had to be
paid by Standing Order. These continued to increase the society's bank balance while it was
inactive! Ironically, years later these early Standing Orders would become an administrative
headache.
At that time members used to receive copies of Design Methods and Theories from the
United States. This was just before DRS established its own learned journal, Design Studies,
first published in 1979. The first Editor was Sydney Gregory. Having by then become a
Council member, I recall reports of the discussions with Butterworths who published it.

2. DRS Bath Conference, 1984, ‘The Role of the Designer’
In 1982, Nigel Cross, then Chairman, invited me to organize the society’s next Conference in
1984. I was then a lecturer at Bath University.
By this time the society had started to lose some of its “fizz,” although I did not realize this at
the time and became aware of the fact only gradually. There had been a conference
organising committee, but I had not either the experience or the wisdom to make use of it
other than consulting individuals on an ad hoc basis. I did it all on my own with some advice
from the Treasurer. This really was being thrown in at the deep end. Looking back on it I am
amazed at the amount of responsibility given to me: I was given carte blanche, able to
decide everything from the conference theme to room bookings and how much to charge
participants. DRS Council received progress reports, of course.
I got whatever help I could from Bath University colleagues, notably Dick Reynolds and Ken
Smithies, now both deceased. John Green of the University Accommodation Office, who was
very experienced with conferences, was a great support, offering crucial advice on the
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financial planning side. He even arranged for the rooms we would be using during the
conference to be painted just before the event. John Woodwark of Bath University
suggested that the conference theme should be broad enough to attract the widest possible
range of participants. The theme became “The Role of the Designer.” Robin Jacques
suggested a slogan, “Design Rules OK.” I made a pun on this: “Design Roles UK?” I had help
from my six-year-old daughter, Elinor, who turned this slogan into a graffito which we used
as the logo. My late colleague, Ralph Emmanuel of Bath University provided the aerial photo
of the Royal Crescent and Circus, Bath, which served as the question mark, but I don't think
too many people got the visual joke.

Figure 1 Artwork from the conference publicity brochur

I designed the Call for Papers brochure and had it typeset and printed by the University
printer on a strange machine that we would now call a piece of ‘intermediate technology.’
This was fabulously expensive. I then set about distributing copies of this brochure as widely
as possible world-wide. Some colleagues from Bath University and any DRS Council members
going abroad to other conferences took bundles with them. The Society also had its own
international mailing list from previous conferences, while a kind and helpful person got me
a copy of the mailing list of the Royal College of Art. We soon needed a reprint of the
brochure, which again was ridiculously expensive. I wrote a stimulus paper for Design
Studies at the instigation of the editor, Sydney Gregory (Ó Catháin 1984).
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When the abstracts came in we held a meeting to scrutinise them and decided we had a
viable conference. It was necessary to devise a format for the page layout of the papers to
mail out to the authors. I used a very good example from another conference. However,
when the typed papers eventually came in, a good many people had ignored these very clear
directions. This caused me a lot of grief later when editing the proceedings and, even though
I spent an enormous amount of time on this task using OCR and Ventura Publisher, they
were never published due to competing pressures on my time.
During the conference there was a keynote speaker each day followed by three parallel
sessions. I was fully stretched for the three days of the conference. I don’t believe I attended
a single presentation, apart from my own! People would keep coming to me for information,
even though I had posted directions all over the place, and updated timetables daily. There
was one major hiccough: the General Manager for Product Development and Chief Executive
of GKN Technology had agreed to be a keynote speaker for the last day and he cancelled at
very short notice, leaving me with little or no time to find a substitute. This was a terrible
blow. Fortunately, Professor Ted Happold whom I had already teed up to chair that session
stepped in and saved the day by giving a presentation about his own work. Apart from the
academic paper presentations we had new book displays from Butterworths and Van
Nostrand Reinhold. The late Edward Matchett kindly ran a concurrent live creativity
workshop which in retrospect was perhaps the highlight of the conference.
By all accounts ‘The Role of the Designer’ was quite a successful conference. People
attended from all over the world. It even made a profit. Ken Wallace, who went on to
become Professor of Engineering at Cambridge, wrote afterwards, “It was one of the best
conferences I have attended – such an interesting mix of participants. In particular, I
benefited enormously from the Matchett Workshop.” This was pure DRS!
I was completely exhausted afterwards, and the Society did not have the human resources
to publish the proceedings. This was an indication that the society was on a downward slide,
though we didn’t realize the significance of it at the time. Indeed the fact that a completely
inexperienced young academic had been tasked with organizing an international conference
was another sign. There would not be another international DRS conference for a number of
years, though we remained active in the UK.

3. 1984 – 1994
Soon after this conference I was invited to become (Honorary) Secretary by the incoming
Chairman, Robin Jacques. A very thoughtful person, Robin taught me a lot. Later after
starting to read management books it became clear to me that he had been acting as a
mentor! Robin would offer principles for action for example:
We should always be moving into new areas.
• It is better to ask people to do tasks that further their own self-interest.
• The Chairman drives everything (!)

•
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In retrospect it is clear that by this time many of the earlier protagonists of the Society had
moved on and were no longer active participants. In some cases they had moved up into
more senior positions. In many cases they had become involved with specific research areas
of design research as their subject areas evolved and matured. Others had devoted
themselves to design practice.
Council members felt a strong obligation and commitment to the membership to put on a
regular programme of events. At the time our goal – normally achieved – was four local
meetings per year around the UK at which people would present their research. I should
mention our debt to Myfanwy Truman who was very effective in organising meetings during
this period.
As time went by it appeared that there had been a shift away from the excitement of the
early days, when people from different areas had discovered common methodologies and
shared results with each other, to perhaps a more formal phase which saw people joining to
find out about design research and learn how to do it. Often, they would then move on,
without making much contribution to the work of the Society. While we were happy to
facilitate this learning process, it did mean that the discussions at meetings could sometimes
become repetitive as new participants asked the same questions year after year. We would
recruit a trickle of new members, but the total number – insofar as it could be determined –
remained fairly static. There did not seem to be anything to be done except facilitate this
mainly educational process.
A more serious problem in a voluntary organisation was the fact that occasionally someone
would accept an Honorary Officer role and then do the job badly, or in one case, do
absolutely nothing. I remember the Chairman writing to and exhorting a particular
individual, to no avail. This could be quite debilitating for the Society.
DRS members were typically early adopters of computers. But computerisation brought its
own problems. Maintenance of the membership list was a severe and persistent difficulty.
Sebastian Lera Macmillan, former Treasurer and Chairman once told me that the database
had been re-keyed four times, as it migrated from one academic's computer to another that,
naturally, had incompatible software. Incidentally, when a member first joined, the
membership number allocated would start with two digits recording the year of joining.
Unfortunately, this tacit knowledge was not passed on and at some stage the original
Membership Numbers got “lost in translation”. The total number of members – so far as we
could count them – continued to remain stubbornly static around 300-350. There was
always an ambition to increase the number of members, but this was never achieved in
those days. An enduring difficulty was the fact that many of the early Standing Orders were
untraceable, so that when we wanted to increase the annual subscription we did not know
whom to contact. This left a rather imprecise membership list, where in a significant number
of cases we could not be sure who was still paying a subscription and whose name should be
removed from the list.
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Sometimes it felt that we were running just to stay where we were, but I persevered in my
secretarial task of “facilitating communication between the members of Council,” as one
Chairman put it. In fact I was often called upon for advice by members organising events in
those days. In spite of my feeling of frustration at times at this apparent lack of progress,
there was a very strong sense that the founders of the Society had given us something very
valuable, that had in fact become an institution, and it was important to continue the work
they had started.
By this time there was a track record of twenty years' worth of really interesting and original
research which had been facilitated by the uniquely interdisciplinary nature of the Society.
There was the body of conference proceedings, the run of the Design Studies journal since
1979, and the quarterly DRS Newsletter, more or less unbroken since the 1970s. There was a
definite, if apparently limited, demand for what we were providing. Steve Little once
remarked to me that many of the IT breakthroughs, supposedly made in the nineteennineties, had already been discovered by DRS people in the nineteen-seventies. The same
applied to Computer Aided Design. Some of the pioneers of CAD were members of DRS, for
example Chuck Eastman of Carnegie-Mellon and Tom Maver of Strathclyde. The attraction of
the DRS was always its interdisciplinary nature: one would regularly meet people from all
sorts of disciplines, doing all sorts of interesting work.
We learned some other lessons along the way. After the 1984 conference we had been
unable to muster the manpower to organise another. We on the Council felt this break
keenly. At one stage it was proposed that we employ a professional conference organiser for
the next DRS Conference. We made an agreement that the organiser would share the profits
and he in turn guaranteed no loss to the Society. It seemed like a reasonable deal. Although
a postal strike occurred during the planning period things seemed to be going well. Then one
day we discovered that the professional organiser had cancelled the conference. When I
wrote to enquire why, he simply replied there was not enough interest from DRS members!
From that I learnt that we need to keep control over our own events.
Structural problems made themselves felt during this time. The Society was too small to
afford permanent staff and lacked a 'home' other than the departmental address of the
current Secretary. This contributed to a visibility problem in the pre-internet world: people
complained that you couldn't join the DRS because you couldn't find it! Someone once asked
me at a meeting in London, “Is this the real, original DRS?” I was able to confirm this. We
were punching well above our weight, but at considerable personal cost to a small number
of dedicated people. The difficulties were stated with admirable clarity by Professor Bruce
Archer.
“My own ambition on becoming Chairman of the Design Research Society in 1988 was to try
to secure its future. I had several concerns. First, the membership was too small to provide a
large enough income to mount substantial membership services, or to fund any serious
lobbying. Second, the recruitment of new members was so slow that it was not keeping up
with the natural erosion of the existing membership. Third, the Society had no constantly
attended telephone address at which it could be contacted by enquirers and official bodies.
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“To all these ends, over the past two years, I put a lot of work into trying to develop
affiliations with at least one larger organisation having interests in common with our own.
The two which came to fruition were our loose association with the Chartered Society of
Designers and our more formal affiliation with the British Computer Society.
“…
“The DRS's associations with both of these bodies have been used to good advantage in the
past year, but could, and should be exploited much more fully in the future. So far we have
not made any serious attempts to adapt these connections for the purposes which I
originally had in mind: that is, for mailing, recruitment and public relations.” (Archer 1990).
Towards the end of my time as Secretary the then Chairman tabled a paper on the future of
the Society, laying out several options:
remain as we were (with the attendant difficulties)
• merge with or affiliate to another body such as the Chartered Society of
Designers or British Computer Society (both professional bodies with tens of
thousands of members)
• campaign actively in order to recruit more members
•

He pointed out that the number of members was very small in comparison to the number of
people who might be doing design research and very small indeed in comparison with the
total number of designers. We wondered if there was a natural constituency of a certain
size: after all not every designer could be expected to be interested in an interdisciplinary
society for design research.
I and others were against a merger, arguing that it was better to soldier on, retaining the
Society’s identity and unique role. In the event we formed some affiliations without losing
our identity. Looking back, these alliances do not appear to me to have delivered any great
benefits to the DRS, but at least we survived as an independent organisation.

4. 1994 – 1998
I became Chairman in 1994. Shortly before I took up the position, the outgoing Chairman
had proposed at a Council meeting that the Society be wound up and its assets be used to
fund an annual lecture. He was frustrated – as we all were – by our lack of progress despite
his considerable efforts. The suggestion of winding up the Society was unthinkable to me. I
was determined to put the society back on track if I could. I made Officers' reports top
Agenda items for every Council meeting. If I may be immodest in reporting it, a few years
later Bruce Archer said to me, “You did it. For a while it seemed as if the DRS might stagger a
couple more AGMs but you turned it round.” They were kind words, but did not reflect the
reality: I had learnt that it was crucial to have effective officers and it was their efforts of
course that turned things round. I was blessed by having mostly very competent and
dedicated officers and was always at some pains to give them individual credit at the Annual
General Meetings. In a voluntary society there is not much you can do to reward people’s
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efforts so I used every opportunity to praise the Officers publicly. Although I cannot name
them all here, we all remain in their debt for the continued existence of the Society.
During my time as Chairman significant changes took place in the UK university system and
these were both opportunities and threats for DRS. Firstly, the polytechnics had been
redesignated as universities in 1992. Secondly, the first of a series of system-wide “Research
Assessment Exercises” was introduced in the same year in order to concentrate research
funding on those departments identified as giving the best value for money. It was very
unfair to the newly-designated universities, the vast bulk of whose staff had not been
employed as researchers, though it must be said that a good many DRS members were
employed by polytechnics and were doing excellent research.
It was obvious that the new universities were not going to be funded on the same
comparatively generous basis as the old. This ill-conceived scheme continues to plague the
UK university sector. It has had the effect of concentrating funding in a small number of
departments to the detriment of the sector as a whole. Incidentally, it was apparent that the
DRS had a public persona that was at odds with its sometimes ramshackle reality when we
were invited to nominate people for appropriate subject panels.
Over time the effect this had on DRS was that there was a gradual shift in the make-up of
the Council from the ‘harder’ design areas, in the direction of Art and Design. Lecturers in
these areas had not traditionally done research: they tended to be practitioners. However,
henceforth they needed to be doing it, since their institutions had now been designated as
universities and in future their funding would depend on research performance. This shift
was reflected in the subject matter of the DRS meetings. This opened up the new area of
research by design and gave some new impetus to the Society. The hoped-for big increase in
membership did not happen however. One bonus was that since there were more women
academics in Art and Design, the number of women on Council increased, something I had
been trying to achieve.
Another issue we addressed was the lack of a stable address for the Society that we could
put on our publicity and other literature. This was solved when Bob Jerrard approached
Birmingham Institute of Art and Design (BIAD) in 1995. BIAD then became our address. It is
impossible to exaggerate the importance of a stable postal address in the age before
universal access to the World Wide Web and search engines.
My great goal was to make the Society more international again. In the early days it had had
some very big and successful international conferences. I wanted to see if we could restore
that golden age. Email was essentially free and international as well. When it started to
become more widespread, it seemed to me that it would be highly beneficial to the Society
to make use of it for our communications, particularly since DRS members had always been
among those at the forefront of such developments. We began to use email routinely for
announcements to those members who had the facility. We started to save money on
postage, and a great deal of envelope stuffing on the part of event organisers.
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Meanwhile, the DRS quarterly newsletter Design Research was an important part of the
society’s output, and was well thought of by members and outsiders. Some libraries
subscribed to it. The Newsletter would go for long periods without serious problems until
the departure of the Editor precipitated a crisis. The society owes a great debt to those
unsung editors, especially Necdet Teymur who edited it for years.
In 1995 I inaugurated the interactive ‘Design Research’ email discussion list on MAILBASE
(later JISCMAIL). David Durling later converted this into the non-interactive monthly 'DRS
News' which eventually reached thousands of people worldwide. We were able to send
paper copies of this document out to people who were not on line when we could not find a
replacement Newsletter Editor. Remembering the notable “wheelchair of my aunt” on-line
discussion on MAILBASE in particular and feeling that it fulfilled a definite need I later
reintroduced an interactive discussion list called 'DRS' which is still in existence. These
developments were truly revolutionary in how they allowed members to communicate
instantly. Our later use of the world-wide web did not seem nearly so much of a
breakthrough. I still regret the unfortunate loss of the URL “drs.org.uk” which we had been
using, due to failure to keep up the payment.
As already mentioned, we had been plagued over many years by an inability to keep reliable
membership records. Over the years we had accreted many extra names. Newsletters and
other mailings were going to people who were not interested in them. This was costing
volunteers’ time and a lot of money in postage. It seemed clear that we could not make
progress if we could not set ourselves goals and be able to see where we were. The
Treasurer John Langrish and, especially, the then Membership Secretary, Bob Jerrard made
great progress in bringing this problem under control. A separate problem we faced was the
day-to-day maintenance of the membership database. The Membership Secretary, Bob
Jerrard proposed that we provide a modest sum annually to pay for a secretary’s time at
BIAD. Council was very happy to try this out and it worked very well. Mindful of the data
disasters of the past we also made an arrangement whereby the Bob would occasionally
post me a floppy disc containing a backup copy of the member database for safe keeping on
the neighbouring island. Those backups were never needed.
We always had to be very careful about money and Council agreed we would always aim to
make a small profit or break even with every event, while meeting the speakers’ expenses.
As a result of careful husbanding all round and judicious use of facilities offered by the
various Universities, such as free rooms for meetings, the Society was in a much stronger
state financially at the end of my time as Chairman. It is fair to say that we solved most of
the tasks we set ourselves and DRS was once again in good heart and ready for a new
adventure.

5. The East Asian Conferences
In 1998 at the DRS 'Quantum Leap' conference in Birmingham, a society member, John
Shackleton, introduced himself to me and told me that he was working at a Japanese
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university. Ever on the lookout for opportunities I rather optimistically asked him if he would
organise a DRS conference in Japan, definitely casting my bread upon the waters! He replied,
“I don’t know about organising one, but there is a conference coming up.” He introduced me
to his boss, Professor Kazuo Sugiyama, of Chiba University, Tokyo, who turned out to be the
Chairman of the Japanese Society for the Science of Design, and also Chairman of the
organising committee for the upcoming conference. I proposed to him that we collaborate
on organising an international conference. The encounter was a classic case of win-win. I
wanted to extend our DRS reach internationally; Sugiyama was equally interested in making
his conference more international, i.e. to reach outside of South-East Asia. He seemed
delighted to link up with the Design Research Society! He emailed me soon after, in October
1998, with a firm proposal for collaboration between our societies. Since it marks a historic
moment for DRS it is appended here. (Appendix).
To make a long story short, we in DRS agreed to sponsor the ‘4th Asian Design Conference
1999’ along with the Design Societies of Japan, Taiwan and Korea. DRS was asked to provide
academic referees from Europe. I organised these, providing about a dozen people. By then
my time as Chairman had come to an end.
A good number of DRS members, including myself, presented papers. I was invited to
address the conference on behalf of DRS, and also had the honour of representing DRS on a
panel that included the designer of the Japanese Bullet Train (Shinkansen) and other
luminaries. This collaboration was such a success that we repeated the formula two years
later for the ‘5th adc’ at Seoul, Korea. Again DRS members including myself presented papers
and I was again invited to address the conference on behalf of DRS.
The series has continued every second year, with DRS organising its own conference in the
intervening years. In 2003, at the ‘6th adc’ in Tsukuba, Japan, we agreed to form an
international umbrella organisation to be called the "International Association of Societies of
Design Research (IASDR)". The next conference was to be held two years later in Taiwan.
That conference’s website stated, “The IASDR's first conference will thus be titled
'International Design Congress—IASDR 2005' to truly reflect the scope and current state of
development.” This IASDR series has continued to the present day. I continue to be involved
as a referee.
At that conference in October 2005, in Douliou, Taiwan, I was reminiscing with Professor
Sugiyama about our first meeting in England in 1998 and he remarked that our meeting was
really the start of the IASDR. He said it should all be written down. So I have done so!

6. Postscript
The above is mostly a view from the inside. Looking outwards, one may speculate that
Operations Research developed during the Second World War was an impetus for the
Design Methods movement in Europe and in the United States. Equally, Japan and East Asia
had their great period of expansion in its aftermath. The period covered here saw the
massive increase of exports to the West from Asian countries of consumer products and
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automobiles, accompanied by the concurrent reduction of manufacturing in the US and
Europe as jobs were “exported”. There is a significant difference in design practice between
Japan and the UK: Japanese companies used in-house designers, while British companies
tended to use consultants. This explains the much shorter time-to-market of Japanese
products. There was not so much interest in design in UK industry as there was in Japan. It
was certainly not considered a science in the UK. This attitude may have had a negative
affect on recruitment of members. The Society may have been out of phase with British
industry during the bad times alluded to above. However, one may conclude that the DRS
approach turned out to be a fruitful one.

7. Appendix: Email from Kazuo Sugiyama
Date: Wed, 7 Oct 1998 14:23:08 +0900 (JST)
To: cs.ocathain
From: sugiyama@design.ti.chiba-u.ac.jp (Kazuo Sugiyama)
Subject: collaboration with the DRS
Dear Professor
I am writing to you following our introduction at the recent 'Quantum Leap' conference, and
your suggestion regarding some collaboration with the DRS on a future conference in Japan.
As I think was mentioned in discussion with John Shackleton, the Japanese Society for the
Science of Design has been involved in organising a number of joint conferences in Asia, the
last in Korea last year and the next is about to be held in Taiwan at the end of this month.
The JSSD is now beginning to plan next year's international conference, which is scheduled
to be held around this time next year in Japan. This may present an excellent opportunity for
collaboration on the lines you suggest.
I understand that the DRS has, in the past, organised a 'DRS day' in the context of other
conferences, however I am unsure whether this would be the best approach in this case. At
this stage, what I had in mind was that the JSSD would essentially take responsibility for the
general organisation (simply from the practical point that the venue is to be Japan), and that
all the societies involved would be represented on the technical committee responsible for
refereeing and selection of papers, (which will be required to be in English). It is expected
that the Korean and Taiwanese societies will be involved as before, and we would welcome
the participation of the DRS.
I look forward to your response on this matter, and would welcome any suggestions you
may feel are appropriate.
Yours sincerely,
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Professor Kazuo Sugiyama
Chairman of the Program Committee
4th Asian International Design on Design Science
Department of Design and Architecture
Faculty of Engineering
Chiba University
1-33 Yayoi-cho
Inage-ku
Chiba-shi 263-8522
Japan
Chiba University
sugiyama@design.ti.chiba-u.ac.jp
TEL +81-43-290-3102
FAX +81-43-290-3121
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A friend pulls up his sleeve and proudly shows you his new watch. He wants to know your
opinion. From the eager look on his face, you can easily tell that he wants you to say one
thing and one thing only - “it’s beautiful”.
The term aesthetics derives from the Ancient Greek aisthetikos, meaning sensory perception
or knowledge derived through the senses. Only in the eighteenth century it acquired its
current meaning when it was appropriated by Alexander Baumgarten, who used it to denote
sensory delight and the pleasure we derive from the senses (Goldman 2001). Hence,
aesthetics became tightly connected to the notion of beauty. The situation sketched out
above illustrates that aesthetics do matter for product design. It hardly needs explaining that
we experience sensory pleasure in reaction to products. Admittedly, a watch is a special
case. As a fashionable accessory, apart from indicating the time, looking good is often
considered one of its main purposes. Still, this should not be taken to imply that an aesthetic
response is restricted to a particular class of ‘aestheticized’ products. Just think of
toothbrushes and the enormous range of colours in which they come. Or, by contrast, the
limited set of tones available for power tools. One will have a hard time finding a sander in
bright pink. The reason is quite simple – it just would not look right.
In view of the aforementioned, though, it is rather surprising that aesthetics received scant
attention in the domain of product design until quite recently. Historically, the study of
aesthetics was a philosophical endeavour that focused on art in particular. For long, its goal
was to establish the formal rules that apply to (good) art. This started to change when
Gustav Theodor Fechner published his Vorschule der Ästhetik (1876), in which he argued for
the use of scientific method in the study of aesthetics. He thereby initiated the so-called
empirical aesthetics. This branch of psychology flourished from the 1960’s onwards, when it
was picked up by Daniel Berlyne (1971) and the many scholars following his footsteps. The
focus was still very much – if not exclusively – on art. However, in trying to account for the
aesthetic pleasure evoked by art, empirical aesthetics developed an interest mainly for
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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artworks’ structural features (colour, composition, complexity, …) and the way those are
received, as opposed to their symbolic features. In doing so, it moved away quite
considerably from the art historian point of view that is characterized by attention primarily
for stylistic periods and artistic vision. In fact, by concentrating mainly on perceptual and
cognitive processes involved in artistic encounters, by no means the insights of empirical
aesthetics were applicable exclusively to art.
As a consequence, when attention started to burgeon for aesthetics in relation to product
design in the 1990’s, much inspiration was taken from empirical aesthetics. Concepts that
had become well-established in the study of artworks (like unity, complexity, …) could
fruitfully be employed to enhance the understanding of why certain products are considered
beautiful. Especially the concepts of typicality and novelty turned out to be of particular
salience, as they could be called upon to substantiate the design principle of Most Advanced
Yet Acceptable (or MAYA in short), originally coined by American design icon Raymond
Loewy (1951).
Moreover, whereas artworks are often made to gratify a single or a limited range of senses,
the engagement with products – as objects of use – is almost by definition multisensory in
nature. Undeniably, scholarly attention for aesthetics has traditionally focused
disproportionately on the visual domain, but the other senses are no less capable of
providing us with pleasurable experiences. In this vein, one might simply think of the gentle
rhythm of keys being tapped on a classic IBM keyboard. Or, let us consider the use of a car.
Although its visual lines may be quite striking, these are only a small part of the impression it
makes on us. There is the feeling of the seats, the steering wheel, the pedals and the clutch.
There is the sound of the engine purring or revving. There is the famously characteristic ‘new
car scent’ (although, admittedly, it may lose its appeal after a while). What is more, the
various actions one has to perform when driving combine into an integrated sensation that
in itself may or may not be pleasurable, indicating that we may even be able to get sensory
delight from interaction with products as such. This is also exemplified by the intuitive
operation of smart phones or tablet computers. Given the many ways in which we engage
with products and the various forms of sensory pleasure they afford, the study of design
aesthetics has urged researchers to break away from an overly exclusive preoccupation with
the visual domain.
The incorporation of aesthetics into the agenda of studies on design did not remain
restricted to understanding the sensory pleasure evoked by products in itself either. In
contrast to the arts, where the maxim ‘art for art’s sake’ stands strong, products generally
serve a practical function and need to be used. Moreover, usually they are produced to be
sold on the market, so they need to attract attention from consumers. Therefore, the study
of design aesthetics has extended to establish its applied relevance in domains such as
ergonomics and marketing.
As a result, design aesthetics has become a vibrant, versatile and steadily expanding domain
of research. The present additional theme cannot do justice to the enormous variety of the
field (for example, the majority of the papers included here still focus on visual aesthetics in
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particular), but it does offer an interesting selection that is indicative of the ways in which
design aesthetics research progresses. There are academically oriented papers, reporting on
theory-driven (experimental) research, as well as applied research and research-throughdesign approaches. Some of these are concerned explicitly with understanding aesthetics,
others tackle aesthetics more indirectly. In the following lines, we will briefly introduce the
papers to be presented.
In ‘The beauty of balance – an empirical integration of the unified model of aesthetics for
product design’ we elaborate on the Unified Model of Aesthetics as introduced by Hekkert
(2014). Throughout a large-scale international project (project UMA), this model was
developed to integrate various insights from empirical aesthetics into a coherent theoretical
framework with reference to design. As its point of departure, it posits that aesthetic
pleasure derives from the way our senses have evolved to accommodate the conflicting
needs for safety and accomplishment. As a consequence, we experience beauty when a
balance is struck between conflicting tendencies – unity and variety, typicality and novelty
and connectedness and autonomy. Although these balances have been substantiated
individually in the course of project UMA, in the present contribution we study their
combined effect. Hence, as project UMA is coming to a close, we tie the model together.
In ‘Measuring design typicality – a comparison of objective and subjective approaches’
Stefan Mayer and Jan Landwehr focus on typicality in particular, but present a novel take on
the subject. As typicality is commonly studied through subjective ratings, they set out to
develop a series of objective measures, based on the idea that a typical design can be
conceived of as the average of various designs belonging to a certain product category – cars
in their study. Using inventive procedures, they come up with four ways to establish a
particular car’s resemblance to the visual average of the cars in their sample. They then
compare these measures to subjective typicality ratings, but also study the extent to which
these measures can account for aesthetic liking and car sales. In doing so, they skilfully
illustrate the relevance of aesthetics (and its determinants) for businesses, but also they
provide designers with a straightforward means to establish a design’s typicality, without the
need for time and money consuming marketing research.
As the counterpart of typicality, novelty is at stake in ‘Most Advanced Yet Acceptable – a
case of referential form-driven meaning innovation’. Using a research-through-design
procedure, Seong Geun Lee, James Self and Ekatarina Andrietc study in which ways a
product’s shape may be innovated within the bounds of acceptability. For this purpose, they
study how people react when a bowl is altered with or without respect to some of the
archetypal forms of that product category. Although the study is explorative, these findings
give way to the insight that some formal features are more decisive for a product’s typicality
and that these should be left intact by form innovations in order to remain acceptable.
Ana Cadavid, Stefany Ruiz-Córdoba and Jorge Maya also present a research-through-design
approach, but their project is quite ambitious indeed. In ‘Extracting design aesthetic
heuristics from scientific literature’ they try to develop a method to provide designers with
hands-on guidelines to aesthetically improve product designs, which they exemplify for the
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aesthetic principles of peak shift and unexpectedness. Although their suggested approach is
arguably not yet fully mature, their message is unmistakably pertinent. They recognize that
it is sheer impossible for designers to be aware of the many aesthetic principles that have
been documented in the literature and that much can be gained from increased awareness.
In that way, the authors remind us that the goal of research on design aesthetics is
ultimately to improve the aesthetic quality of product design.
Laura Graf and Jan Landwehr go beyond the aesthetic effects of a design itself and also take
into account the context in which it is presented. In ‘Putting product design in context:
consumer responses to design fluency as a function of presentation context’ they
experimentally study the aesthetic appreciation of designs in usual as compared to unusual
contexts. By relating this to the fluency with which a design can be processed, they develop
a highly nuanced perspective on the liking of products. The implications of this are important
– the way a product should be introduced to the market depends on its design features.
Both Li-Chen Ou and Peiyou Cheng and Ruth Mugge move away from overarching aesthetic
principles to address the effects of particular design features. In ‘A comparison between
colour preference and colour harmony – taking athletic shoe design as an example’ Ou looks
at participants’ ratings of liking and harmony for an enormous number of experimentally
manipulated colour combinations in two types of trainers. In doing so, he introduces a
promising method to study use of colour on realistic stimuli, rather than colour patches,
which is arguably of great value in the domain of design, where the effect of particular
characteristics depends heavily on the type of product and user.
From their part, Cheng and Mugge focus on another product feature. In ‘The value of
transparency for designing product innovations’ they study why and how to use transparent
materials in products. For this purpose, the authors qualitatively compare experienced
designers’ views on the intended effects of transparency to the way it is perceived by users.
They thus illustrate that functional considerations need not stand in the way of pleasant
product experiences.
The final two papers take a broader approach towards aesthetics, both using researchthrough-design. Thomas Van Rompay and Geke Ludden recognize the beneficial effects of
nature on people’s feelings of well-being and in ‘Creating novel encounters with nature:
approaches and design explorations’ they present three ways to apply natural themes to
designed artefacts. Interestingly, they do not merely consider literal applications, but also
more abstracted references to nature.
As packaging can have a substantial impact on how a product is received, Markus Joutsela
and Virpi Roto look at how it can be developed to have certain intended experiential effects
on users in ‘Introducing experience goals into packaging design’. In particular, by focusing on
how design teams interpret and put into practice design briefs, Joutsela and Roto trace the
process from the company that commissions a package design to the way it is experienced
by likely customers.
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As will be clear by now, the papers in this additional theme represent a considerable range
in topics and methods. We are confident that this will provide a view on the domain of
design aesthetics that is not only varied, but also inspiring, thereby furthering the interest in
Aesthetic Pleasure in Design.
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Abstract: Design typicality plays a major role in consumers’ reactions towards a
product. Hence, assessing a product design’s typicality is vital to predicting
consumers’ responses to a design. However, directly asking people for their
subjective typicality experience may yield a biased measure as the rating arguably
contains the overall aesthetic impression of the product. Against this background, we
introduce four unbiased objective measures of design typicality (two based on
feature points and two based on grids) and demonstrate their capability of capturing
the subjective typicality experience. We validate the proposed measures in the
context of automobile designs with ratings of aesthetic liking, processing fluency, and
cumulative sales data by analysing 77 car models from four segments ranging from
subcompact cars to SUVs. Our findings endorse the general notion that objective
measures should be included in product design research; and the proposed objective
approaches provide convenient means to easily assess design typicality.
Keywords: car design; aesthetic liking; design typicality; processing fluency

Introduction
Visual typicality is a general principle of product design aesthetics, and ample research
suggests that humans prefer prototypical designs over atypical ones (e.g., Hekkert, Snelders,
& van Wieringen, 2003; Veryzer & Hutchinson, 1998). The link between aesthetic
preferences and typicality has been demonstrated in various domains such as faces (Langlois
& Roggman, 1990), visual patterns (Martindale & Moore, 1988; Winkielman, Halberstadt,
Fazendeiro, & Catty, 2006), paintings (Purcell, 1993), and automobile designs (Landwehr,
Labroo, & Herrmann, 2011; Landwehr, Wentzel, & Herrmann, 2013). Typicality also plays an
important role in the trendiness of a product (Blijlevens, Mugge, Ye, & Schoormans, 2013)
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and in the evaluation of fit between product and the context of product presentation
(Blijlevens, Gemser, & Mugge, 2012).
However, studies establishing associations between typicality and aesthetic preferences
have been criticized based on potential circularity in their relation (Boselie, 1995). In
particular, if participants are asked to rate the most typical products they may simply choose
the most beautiful ones (Hekkert et al., 2003). Hence, if one is interested in the true
typicality of a product, directly asking people about their typicality perception may yield a
biased measure because the answer is partly driven by the overall aesthetic impression, as it
captures the response towards the stimulus instead of the typicality of the stimulus itself. An
unbiased measure of design typicality, in contrast, would optimally capture solely the
stimulus’ typicality.
The purpose of this research is to introduce such objective, unbiased measures of design
typicality and to compare them against subjective typicality ratings. We show that objective
measures are able to capture the subjective typicality experience. Furthermore, we validate
the proposed measures in the context of automobile designs from four segments, ranging
from subcompact cars to SUVs, using ratings of aesthetic liking, processing fluency, and
cumulative sales data. In doings so, we contribute to the field of product design research by
providing algorithmic, objective approaches to assess design typicality that can be used from
the very first step of the design process.

Theoretical background
When people are forming first impressions, they prefer prototypical stimuli. This “beauty-inaverageness” effect was initially reported for facial processing where Langlois and Roggman
(1990) found that people prefer an average face that was created as a morph of all faces in a
sample over any individual face in the sample. As an explanation for this preference served
the reproductive fitness that is associated with prototypicality (Rhodes & Tremewan, 1996).
However, subsequent studies demonstrated that this effect also holds true for stimuli that
are not associated with a reproductive advantage. Halberstadt and Rhodes (2000), for
example, showed that prototypical drawings of dogs and birds and photos of wristwatches
were perceived as more attractive than less typical ones. This relationship between typicality
and attractiveness is also reflected in ratings of aesthetic liking, defined as “the sensation
that results from the perception of attractiveness (or unattractiveness) in products” (Crilly,
Moultrie, & Clarkson, 2004, p. 552). Landwehr and colleagues (2013), for instance, found
higher ratings of aesthetic liking for typical car designs at low level of exposure. They further
showed that this positive effect of typicality also affects car sales and that the underlying
psychological mechanism is processing fluency.
One of the most influential explanations for a positive effect of typicality is based on the
concept of processing fluency (Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004; Winkielman et al.,
2006). Fluency refers to the cognitive ease that people experience when processing a
stimulus (Schwarz, 2004). A key prediction of processing fluency theory is that the ease of
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processing a stimulus determines the aesthetic response towards the stimulus (Reber et al.,
2004) because higher fluency and hence easier processing is inherently positive and
experienced as gut-level positive affect (Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). Provided that the
positive feeling is not attributed to a different source, higher fluency will thus result in higher
aesthetic liking (Winkielman, Schwarz, Fazendeiro, & Reber, 2003).
Importantly, research on fluency has shown that the experience of fluency can be
determined by core characteristics of a stimulus that are nonspecific to its content (Reber et
al., 2004). People can, for example, process stimuli that are high in symmetry, figure-ground
contrast, and visual clarity more efficiently, resulting in feelings of fluency (Reber et al.,
2004). Research linking typicality to fluency suggests that prototypical stimuli result in higher
fluency because typical designs enable a quicker and more efficient visual categorization of
the product due to the similarity to the visual traces stored in people’s visual memory. This
has been demonstrated, for example, by Winkielman and colleagues (2006) using random
dot patterns. They found that prototypical patterns are classified more efficiently and recruit
fewer neural resources.
Against this background, we examine the relationship among design typicality, processing
fluency, and aesthetic liking of consumers using 3D models of cars. In accordance with
previous studies on car models, we argue that consumers will experience greater fluency
when processing typical rather than atypical designs and will interpret the fluency signal as
their aesthetic liking.

Objective measurement of design typicality
In order to capture all possible aspects of typicality, we compared four objective measures
of design typicality. In line with previous research on prototypicality (Langlois & Roggman,
1990), we consider a prototype as possessing the average values of the visual features of a
specific category. Thus, all four measures follow the general idea that the prototype is a
representation of the common characteristics of all designs within a category. Therefore, a
car’s design is typical if the distance to the prototype’s design is low, and atypical if the
distance to the prototype’s design is high. The specific calculation of the prototype and the
distance measure, however, differs between the four measures. Two are based on feature
points, two are based on a grid that is placed over the image.

3.1 Feature point-based measures
The two feature point-based measures rely on the identification of characteristic design
features. The first approach applies an established measure that has been used in prior
studies on the typicality of car designs (Landwehr et al., 2011, 2013) and is based on
techniques originally developed in the context of research on facial attractiveness (Langlois
& Roggman, 1990). In particular, predefined characteristic feature points (e.g., vertex of
headlights) are manually set for each image, followed by a visually averaged representation
(i.e., a morph) of all products within a product category. The objective typicality measure is
created based on the Euclidean distances between each of the feature points of a particular
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car and the corresponding feature points of the morph. We use this approach (subsequently
referred to as manually coded feature point measure) as the first of four objective design
typicality measures.
The second approach follows the same idea of characteristic feature points. However, in
contrast to manually coding the feature points, we use a new, algorithmic approach based
on perceptual image hashing (Monga & Evans, 2006). The advantage of this new approach is
that feature points do not have to be set manually but are found automatically based on
corners and high curvature points using wavelet based feature detection. This particular way
of automatically finding feature points enables us to quickly analyse even large sets of
product designs. Once the feature points are found, the distance between the identified sets
of feature points of different stimuli is calculated using a Hausdorff-like distance measure
(Huttenlocher, Klanderman, & Rucklidge, 1993). We subsequently call this approach
algorithmic coded feature point measure.

3.2 Grid-based measures
The two grid-based measures are computationally very simple and do not rely on
characteristic feature points, hence they are also applicable to less standardized shapes. In
both approaches, we rely on the key idea of perceptual image hashing to reduce an image to
its perceptually relevant parts. In particular, we first partition the image into grid cells and
calculate the average grey value within each grid. We repeat this procedure for all images
and create average grid cells over all images to construe a morphed grid prototype (i.e., a
cross-blended image). The typicality of a particular image is then simply the correlation of
the greyscale values of its grid with the greyscale values of the morph’s grid.
We use two versions of the above grid approach. For the first version, we vary the grid size
from a 2x2 grid up to the full pixel information to capture all levels of visual typicality (coarse
structures, finer details). Typicality is calculated as the average across the typicality values
over all grids (subsequently referred to as grid measure). For the second version, we only
use the full pixel resolution and calculate typicality simply as the correlation of the greyscale
image with the mean image (subsequently referred to as grid measure at full resolution).

Study setup
We apply the proposed measures to a database consisting of automobile designs from four
segments ranging from subcompact cars to SUVs, and compare them to subjectively rated
design typicality. As outcomes, we use ratings of aesthetic liking, processing fluency, and
cumulative sales.

4.1 Car model database
We use standardized images from a database of greyscale 3D car models as stimulus
material. Overall, the database includes 77 cars from 4 segments. In particular, the stimuli
consisted of 17 images of subcompact car models, 26 images of compact car models, 17
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images of mid-size car models, and 17 images of SUV models. The different objective
measurements of typicality were applied to the images at their original resolution without
any modifications.
The database further includes subjective ratings of aesthetic liking, subjective fluency, and
subjective typicality of the car models based on a sample of 365 people. The ratings were
accessible at the level of the car models (averaged over all individual ratings) as well as at
the individual level of a person.

4.2 Sales data
Twelve months (January–December 2013) of officially recorded car sales registration data
were obtained from the German Federal Motor Transport Authority (Kraftfahrt Bundesamt,
KBA). Overall, 1,409,412 cars were sold in the subcompact car, compact car, mid-size car,
and SUV segments in the German market in 2013. Of the 77 3D car models, 58 had the exact
design of the cars sold in Germany in 2013. Sales data of these 58 models cover 75.93% of all
sales within the four segments in 2013 (subcompact cars: 63.87%, compact cars: 83.89%,
mid-size cars: 89.77%, SUVs: 54.19%).

Results
All measured variables are z-standardized per car segment to exclude between segment
variance from further analyses, since we are only interested in the general relationship
between visual typicality and measures of preferences instead of absolute differences
between different car segments. To make the subjective typicality measure comparable to
the objective typicality measures, we used the aggregated subjective evaluations per
stimulus for all analyses (i.e., the image-wise means across all evaluations), unless noted
otherwise.

5.1 Correlation of typicality measures
Figure 1 shows the correlation matrix heatmap of all five typicality measures for the 77 car
models. Except from the manually coded feature point measure, all objective typicality
measures correlate significantly with subjectively rated design typicality scores. The grid
measure at full resolution has the highest correlation with the subjective typicality measure.
Both the feature point measures as well as the grid measure are not correlated to each
other and seem to capture different aspects of typicality.
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Figure 1 Correlation matrix heatmap for the typicality measures (see text for an explanation of the
different measures).

5.2 Predicting sales, liking, and fluency with typicality
For the cumulative sales data, we ran five ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions at the
individual image level, predicting sales from typicality. Each OLS regression tests a different
typicality measure. Figure 2 visually summarizes the results. Subjectively rated typicality is
significantly related to sales. Yet, the grid measure of typicality performs almost as good and
is marginally related to sales. Both feature point measures and the full resolution grid
measure are not significantly associated with sales.
To analyse the liking and fluency ratings of the car models, we chose a Linear Mixed-Model
(LMM, Fitzmaurice, Laird, & Ware, 2004) approach, since the database contains both ratings
also at the individual level of a person. To analyse the data, we relied on the lme()-function
of the nlme library (Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2013) of the software R
(R Core Team, 2013). We again ran five models (one for every typicality measure) for both
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liking and fluency with random intercepts per participant, as the car models were nested
within the participants.
For aesthetic liking, the models yield significant positive effects of typicality for all but the
algorithmic feature point measure (Figure 3). In particular, the strongest effect can be found
for the subjective typicality measure, followed by the manually coded feature point
measure, the grid measure at full resolution, and the grid measure.
Fluency experience, on the other hand, is only associated with the subjective typicality
measure and both grid measures (Figure 4). However, the predictive strength are higher for
the subjectively rated typicality measure than the grid measure(s).

Figure 2 Results (visually simplified) for the prediction of cumulative sales from the five typicality
measures. Each arrow represents the result of a distinct OLS regression with the respective
typicality measure as predictor. A higher number of plus signs denotes a higher predictive
power.
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Figure 3 Results (visually simplified) for the prediction of aesthetic liking from the five typicality
measures. Each arrow represents the result of a distinct LMM regression with the respective
typicality measure as predictor. A higher number of plus signs denotes a higher predictive
power.
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Figure 4 Results (visually simplified) for the prediction of processing fluency from the five typicality
measures. Each arrow represents the result of a distinct LMM regression with the respective
typicality measure as predictor. A higher number of plus signs denotes a higher predictive
power.

Discussion
Design typicality has strong effects on aesthetic evaluations of consumers. Hence, assessing
a product design’s typicality plays a key role in predicting consumers’ responses to a design.
However, directly asking people for their subjective typicality experience may yield a biased
measure as the rating arguably contains the overall aesthetic impression of the product.
Although this can be useful for predictions, this approach may not be used as an unbiased
measure of a design’s typicality.
Therefore, the aim of this research was to examine whether unbiased objective measures of
design typicality can capture a subjective typicality experience and predict outcomes of
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typicality. In doing so, we are the first to provide several objective measures of design
typicality, and to compare them against subjective typicality as well as to provide evidence
of their predictive strength regarding processing fluency, aesthetic liking, and sales. To this
end, we first looked at the correlations of the objective measures with the subjectively
reported typicality experience. Results show that the proposed objective typicality measures
substantially correlate with the subjective measure. Admittedly, the correlations are not
tremendously high. However, we used the arguably biased subjectively measure to
benchmark the proposed unbiased measures. In consequence, the fact that the subjective
measure possibly contains more than typicality could explain the rather modest correlation
with an unbiased measure.
To overcome this objection and further assess the suitability of the objective measures, we
further estimated a series of regression models predicting sales, aesthetic liking, and
processing fluency with each of the four objective measures as well as the subjective
measure. We find that besides the subjective measure, especially the grid measure
significantly predicts car sales, aesthetic liking, and processing fluency, albeit having partly
only marginal significance. However, as we tested only 77 car models, the measures could
have performed better if the study design had sufficient power; this modification is
advisable for future research. The found positive effects of typicality is well in line with
established theory and prior research (Landwehr et al., 2011; Reber et al., 2004). Thus, as a
recommendation, if your goal is to econometrically model the effect of (pure) typicality, it
seems adequate to use the unbiased grid measure, thereby avoiding the reversed causality
problem.
Our research assumed that findings from face research can be transferred to product design
(Langlois & Roggman, 1990). In particular, we anticipated that typicality can be conceived as
proximity to an average. Yet, this presumption doesn’t necessarily have to be true, as
measures that compute the representation of a prototype as the average of a given set of
designs heavily depend on the specifics of the designs that were selected for the set.
Subjectively perceived typicality, on the other hand, could be influenced by designs that are
not part of the selected set of designs, changing the point of reference. Our findings,
however, give reason to embrace the notion of averageness. Since we operationalized four
different measures in this way with conclusive results regarding subjectively rated typicality,
aesthetic liking, and processing fluency, it seems to be legitimate to compute objective
typicality as the proximity to an average over a given set of designs
Still, some limitations have to be discussed. First of all, the question arises of how well the
objective measures are suited in products where features and shapes are diverse and do not
follow common grounds. It is to be expected that especially the two feature point-based
measures are prone to errors in such situations. Further research also should address
whether the visibility of explicit brand identifiers as well as the perspective used for the
stimuli do have an impact on typicality measurements.
Overall, our findings demonstrate the possibility to use algorithmic, objective measures of
design typicality to predict consumers’ aesthetic preferences. The proposed measures can
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help designers either to assess the typicality of a newly created design, or to predict
consumers’ responses to a given design. Fortunately, the proposed grid measure that
performs best is easy to understand and implement, allowing for an application in a wide
range of contexts. Our research thereby contributes to the product design community by
providing algorithmic, objective approaches to assess design typicality that can be used from
the very first step of the design process. Finally, our findings endorse the general notion that
objective measures should be included in product design research due to their robust
capability of quantifying aesthetics.
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Abstract: Adopting a research-through-design approach we report a study to
examine how radical departures from archetypal product form influence product
meaning. We then consider implications for product acceptability. To achieve this we
employ form theory to drive the design of three conceptual products. The three
concepts were then prototyped and used as stimuli to gather participant responses
to radical departures in product form from a dominant archetype. Results indicated
the necessity of balance between typicality and novelty of form to achieve more
acceptable meaning innovations. Specifically, results showed a requirement for
maintaining inherent archetypal form characteristics and qualities, while at the same
time providing opportunities for meaning change through radically novel form
compositions, axis and balance. This approach to form-driven meaning change we
tentatively term Referential Form-driven Meaning Innovation (RFMI). Implications for
the application of the RFMI approach both in practice and as conceptual departure
point for further studies are finally discussed.
Keywords: Meaning Innovation, Form Aesthetic, Product Characteristics

Introduction
The Oxford English dictionary defines innovation as, ‘something new or different’ and ‘the act
of innovating; introduction of new things or methods’ (OED: Oxford English Dictionary, 2015).
Innovation is concerned with newness and the yet to be seen or known. As such the process
of innovating new ideas and concepts is of particular importance to design. This is because
the aim of design can be described as the transformation of existing products and services
into preferred products and services (Simon, 1996). Although a definition of design is often
debated with the resulting difficulty in reaching consensus, for the purposes of our
investigation of radical form innovation and implications for acceptability, the Simon (ibid)
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definition is a useful starting point in understanding the role and importance of design-driven
innovation. This is because taking the Simon (op cit) definition in hand we can then
understand the role of innovation as providing a means to reach the preferred state
described in the definition. This also relates to Nelson and Stolterman’s (2012) notion of an
ultimate particular. As design problems are ill-defined and open ended (Rittel & Webber,
1973), the designer’s goal is not to reach a single correct solution or truth, as is the case in
the natural sciences for example (see also Archer (1995; 1979)). Instead the designer must
draw towards an ultimate particular; a best solution given a developing understanding of the
design problem.
Thus, a definition of innovation as centred upon the new or different has clear parallels to
the Simon (1996) definition of design. Both design and innovation are concerned with
change, with change being more or less radical in its approach to the new. Implicit in both is
the desire for a positive change (innovation) or preferred difference (design). In the current
paper we focus upon how radical form innovation, defined as a conspicuous form-driven
departure from the product archetype, may influence product acceptability. That is, how do
radical departures from a product’s archetypical form influence its meaning and what
implications does this have for its ability to be accepted, so standing a greater chance of
being seen as both new and preferred?

Design Innovation
Design innovation appears to entail some kind of synthesis between the new and a desirable
preferred. This then brings to mind Loewy’s ("Raymond loewy Biography," 2015) MAYA
(Most Advanced Yet Acceptable) dictum. This simplification of innovation in design, although
indicative of a tension between the advanced and acceptable, is also problematic in its
inability to clearly explain both constructs as they relate to the overarching aim of design:
transforming the existing into the preferred; acceptable for whom, in which context and at
what time? To answer these questions it is thus important to contextualise design innovation
as existing within and driven by user needs and satisfaction (Rampino, 2011), rather than
advanced technical solutions alone. While we do not deny the role of technology as driver for
innovation, the current study focused upon the former to consider how radical form
innovation may implicate product meaning and acceptability. Although form and technical
function can be seen as inseparable sides of the same coin (Crilly, 2010), we see form
aesthetic as particularly critical to meaning change, and so focus upon an analysis of form as
driver of change, with potential implications for acceptability. As such we interpret the MAYA
principles as most advanced in meaning yet acceptable.
Building upon the Simon (1996) definition of design, and considering our focus upon user
acceptability, the current study’s examination of product form innovation also takes
inspiration from Krippendoff’s (2008) definition of industrial design as the creative activity
that lends form and meaning to industrially manufactured objects. Thus, the relationship
between form and meaning is well expressed within this definition. We extend this to
innovation in meaning driven by radical form departures from the product archetype. Taking
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this approach to the analysis of product form innovation we subscribe to Verganti’s (2008;
2009) notion of Design-driven Innovation as innovating the meaning of a product. The
product’s meaning, as experienced by the user, becomes a driver for innovation. As an
example the Italian company Alessi radically changed the meaning of a kitchen utensil,
through radical departures in form aesthetic, from pure functional tool to a playful product,
leveraging the users’ affective response (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Meaning-driven innovation from Alessi

As a result of innovating the meaning of their products Alessi were able to achieve rapid
market success. We do not however deny the importance of technology or market driven
innovation. Indeed, as Verganti (ibid) proclaims, innovation in meaning must necessarily live
alongside forces of market-pull and technology push. However, given the scope of our
current investigation as concerned with the relationship between radical form innovation
and acceptability, we see the construct of meaning change as providing potential for
underpinning an investigation of the influence of product form departures from archetypical
design. This is because form aesthetic is a critical driver of emotional response. That is, form
is often subjective, relying upon interpretation of design aesthetic. As such it is important to
the user’s interpretation of both meaning and acceptability.
Thus, if we define innovation as concerned with the new and design aimed at transformation
to a preferred state, form appears critical to the user’s assessment of product meaning and
acceptance. This then returns us to the central thesis of design-driven innovation in meaning
(Verganti op cit); its relation to and dependence upon issues of diffusion and adoption within
a user group when labelling anything as innovative (Erlhoff & Marshall, 2008).
The current study’s examination of acceptability of radical form innovation explores how
radical form-driven departures from an archetypal design influence product meaning. We
define radical form innovation as an attempt to innovate the meaning of a product through
departures from the product archetype. We then examine the implications of these
departures for acceptability. We conclude by providing insights into how form may best be
leveraged to provide opportunities for the synthesis of the often contradictory requirements
of meaning innovation and acceptability.
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Product Form Innovation
Taking a definition of design innovation as transformation to a preferred or more appropriate
state, the current study focuses upon the relationship between form innovation and meaning
change to explore implications for transformation to a acceptable preferred.
To help define the space within which form locates as influence on innovative design, we
adopt Rampino’s (2011) notion of a form-lever as driver for innovation. Contrasting the form
lever with mode of use (function) and technology, and taking a definition of innovation as
radical changes in meaning (R Verganti, 2008), Rampino (ibid) defines form driven innovation
as, ‘considering the product’s morphological attributes in order to define a new form
(figurative level) and a new language (meaning level)’ (Rampino, 2011, p8). This approach
may then result in aesthetic innovation, which is related to both the appearance of external
form and the form’s recognition as differentiated from existing products of the same
category.
Rampino’s (ibid) description of both form-driven innovation and the potential for its
influence upon meaning change are particularly useful to the current study for two reasons.
First, it clearly defines a category of innovation apart from the technical or functional.
Second, as with the current investigation, Rampino (op cit) is interested in the potential for
radical form innovations to implicate meaning change, with a particular emphasis on the
implications of form innovation that departs from the product archetype. However, before
we appropriate form-driven innovation as construct for examining acceptability it is worth
pausing to explore the notion of form and how form may relate to acceptability in the
context of design innovation.
Form, as posited by Erlhoff and Marshall (2008), is the visual shape of content. That is, form
has physical material properties, but also is experienced as such; the context of form. This is
discussed in terms of the Platonic concepts of the World of Being and the World of
Becoming. The former describes the material properties of the natural world; fixed and
constant truths in the best interests of the scientific tradition. In contrast the World of
Becoming involves interpretation of these material entities. This separation of the material
and its connotation has also been defined as, for example, expression and impression
(Hallnas, 2011), which draws upon semiotic theory in notions of sign and signifier;
denotation and connotation (Chandler, 2002). What all this has in common however, is a
separation of entity (and its material properties as existing outside) and the critical role
interpretation plays in constructing an understanding of form (the self). If we adopt a
definition of innovation as acceptable newness and the goal of design as appropriate
transformation (of products, systems and services) this later aspect of form as constructed
expression and interpretation is of particular interest to our aims here.
Thus, form as purveyor of meaning in its ability to evoke aesthetic response is fundamental
to design practice in its potential for innovative meaning change. If design is described as
concerned with the ways in which users understand and project meanings onto the products
they appropriate and use (R Verganti, 2008), then understanding form’s role in meaning
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innovation is fundamental to product success. This is because the potential of form as driver
for interpretation can also influence assessment of technical or objective design
characteristics, resulting in, for example, reduced acceptability (Hoegg & Alba, 2011). As such
care is required in a form-driven approach to meaning innovation. Too radical a form may
result in the unacceptable. Likewise, too moderate a change may also be perceived as less
stimulating in terms of the projection of new meaning. This is because the user may both
value novelty and stimulation, but at the same time require reassurance expressed through
familiarity (Celhay and Trinquecoste, 2015). Interestingly, Hung and Chen’s (2012) study of
novelty as driver for aesthetic preference in product design indicated the way in which
typicality and novelty appeared as two distinctly separate constructs, each inhibiting the
influence of the other.
This then brings us neatly back to a discussion of the typical and novel in relation to form and
meaning; most advanced yet acceptable. Verganti (2008) discusses the constructs of both
product archetype and dominant design, with the former indicative of an established typical
form language as related to a product category (i.e. a chair’s four legs, seat and back). In
contrast, dominant design is described as closer to design icon (Hung and Chen op cit); a
design that wins acclaim and attracts imitation from competitors due to its established
authority (i.e. the iPhone from Apple Inc).
Related to this, Hekkert et al’s (2003) analysis of the MAYA principle also indicated how a
combination of novelty and typicality was best placed to provide opportunities for
acceptability. Likewise, the current study indicates the interactive effect of novel form with
reference to the form archetype as best placed to satisfy the stimulation of novelty
grounded by sufficient reference to the familiar.
The relationship between typical and novel is also taken up by Celhay and Trinquecoste
(2015) in their analysis of user response to atypical designs. Results indicated a relationship
between radical innovation and typical design. In the case of radical innovations and new
product categories, users appeared to prefer more typical or archetypal designs. In contrast,
novel or atypical designs were preferred in more incremental innovation. This then also
suggests acceptability depended upon product category, with more established products
providing greater opportunities for meaning innovation. The current study’s choice of
product stimuli (tableware) is based upon the assumption that the product’s well established
category provided greater opportunity for participants to focus upon radical and atypical
form departures from the product archetype in pursuit of new meanings, rather than
emergent technical aspects.

Research Aims
This paper presents a study aimed at examining the influence of form upon meaning
innovation. The work presented here explores how product form innovation may influence
product acceptability and implications for design-driven meaning innovation. With these
research aims, we address the following two research questions.
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 Do radical departures from archetypal product form influence product
meaning?
 What are the implications of radical form-driven meaning innovation for
product acceptability?

Research Methods
4.1 Research-through-Design
In order to control and specify the manipulation of form away from the product archetype,
the authors adopted a research-through-design approach. This provided opportunities to
underpin the design of product stimuli with form theory. We were thus in a position to better
examine how differing approaches to radical form design, as defined by specific form
manipulation (i.e. axis, form type, proportion) influenced product meaning and acceptability.
For the purposes of our investigation it was decided the choice of product should be based
upon our aims of exploring form as influence upon acceptability. As such, tableware was
chosen as a product category that both leveraged form as driver for product personality and
constituted an establish product type. Within this category, table bowl was chosen as a
product that would be familiar to our participants. Familiarity was important in our
examination of departures from product archetype as archetypal status is achieved through
both past experiences and recognition that a particular form does or does not embody an
archetypal design.
As mentioned above, design work made use of form theory as anchor for conceptual design
ideation. In particular we drew upon Rowena Kostellow’s (Hannah, 2002) universal theory of
form aesthetic. Through a series of exercises first undertaken at Pratt Institute, New York,
Hannah (ibid) describes a set of fundamental and universal elements and principles of form.
Included in these rich descriptions is a repertoire of form types that include both rectilinear
and curvilinear forms. The former describes a category of form defined through parallel lines,
right angles, mass, plan and line-like forms. The later form compositions are concerned with
the integration of geometric primitives including cone, sphere, hemisphere, cylinder and
ovoid. Through a combination of two or more of these individual elements, paying attention
to position and axis, a designer may create a composition of forms, each with its individual
character, but each lending to the other to create a complete whole. Through this process
differing form characteristics may be expressed; stable, balanced, dynamic, static etc (Figure
2).
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Figure 2 Example curvilinear/rectilinear form composition. From Hannah (2002)

Figure 3 illustrates some of the design ideation work produced during our research-throughdesign approach. The final three design concepts (A, B and C) were embodied and expressed
through three high fidelity prototypes using digital modelling and printing processes. The
design prototypes were finished using simulate identical pure white surfaces to limit the
effect of material differences and focus participant assessment upon differentiation in form.

Figure 3 Research-through-design concept ideation sheets

Drawing upon Kostellow’s theory of form, we adopted the concepts of rectilinear and
curvilinear; stability and balance to drive the development of three product concepts. A first
design (Design A) followed the product archetype of a curvilinear form with tapered sides
narrower at the base and wider at the top.
A second concept (Design B) aimed to depart from the product archetype (Design A) in terms
of its curvilinear design, with strong vertical axis creating an impression of both greater
dynamic movement and precarious balance (Figure 4, Design B). A third (Design C) was
produced to be entirely rectilinear in design, expressing stability of form while constituting a
clear departure from the archetypal design (A).

Figure 4 Final three design concepts (A, B and C) as prototype stimuli
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4.2 Participants
A total 50 college students from various majors participated in an experiment to examine
the influence of radical form departures from the product archetype upon acceptability
(n=50). Twenty-eight participants were male, and twenty-two were female, with an age
range between 19 to 35 and an average of 23.8 years.

4.3 Design Stimuli & Data Collection
The three prototypes expressing the form designs (Table 1, A, B and C) were used as stimuli
to gather data related to acceptability. As such, the three concepts acted as vehicles through
which acceptability could be measured and compared between Design A (Archetypal form),
Design B (Curvilinear/precarious balance) and Design C (rectilinear stability).
Table 1 Design stimuli code and each description embedded characteristics
Description

Design

Form Characteristics

A Product Archetype

Archetypal design. Bowl form

B Curvilinear Form

Curvilinear design, Precarious balance, Rising curved axis

C Rectilinear Form

Rectilinear design, Dependent balance, Straight vertical axis

The evaluation of each concept was conducted in four phases. Each phase consisted of two
sets of semantic differential scales (SDs). In choosing the two sets we drew upon the work of
Khalaj and Owen (2014), and the notions of Qualities of Form (QF, Figure 5) and Design
Personality Characteristics (DPC, Figure 6). QF was used to evaluate the participants visceral
(Norman, 2004) response to form aesthetic. DPC SDs were employed to explore responses to
the more figurative personalities of the three concepts; their meanings as expressed through
their form.
Responses were then examined to explore any relationships between radical form
departures and product acceptability. The advantage of using the two sets of SD scales (SD
and DPC) was that they provide two concepts to measure response to the form stimuli
rather than one (Khalaj et al, 2014). In the current study acceptability was derived from
responses to the two SD scales in terms of where responses fell between the two bipolar of
each pair, using Likert-scale questions to record response. However, as not all pairs indicated
a clear positive/negative dichotomy, only pairs with dichotomous adjectives were used in
the assessment degree of acceptability (F1 Elegant-Inelegant, F4 Innovative-Imitative, H1
Interesting-boring, H2 Attractive-repulsive, H5 Mature-Immature, H8 Friendly-Unfriendly,
and H10 Extraordinary-Ordinary).
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As a result, it was found that those bipolar pairs without a clear positive/negative
dichotomous relationship were less suited in the assessment of the participants’
acceptability of the product form stimuli.

Figure 5 Survey sheet showing 9 SD scale design quality of form (QF) bipolar. From Khalaj and Pedgley
(2014)

Figure 6 Survey sheet showing 10 SD scale design personality (DPC) bipolar. From Khalaj and Owain
(2014)
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4.4 Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a dedicated lab space environment at the researchers’
institution, with the three design stimuli (A, B, C) arranged on a table in front of the
participants (Figure 4). At the start of each session the design concepts were covered to
prevent exposure prior to the administration of the 19 SD scale response questions.
First, participants were provided with information on the study’s aims and their rights and
obligations as research subjects. They were then provided instructions on how to complete
the 19 SD scale responses during their assessment of the three design concepts. Each of the
three concepts was then revealed in turn and the SD scales presented in Figures 5 and 6
provided to the participants to complete. Participants repeated this process three times
(once for each of the concepts A, B and C). The order of participant concept evaluation was
randomised to limit order effect. During concept evaluation, participants were free to handle
and interact with the prototype designs in any way they wished. There was no time
limitation provided; participants were free to take as long or as short a time as they wanted
to complete the SD scale response questions. Session times ranged from 15 to 28 minutes.
At the end of each session a single open-ended question was provided to the participants:
Which form do you think is the most novel and why? SD scale responses to the 19 questions
were finally archived for later statistical analysis.

5 Results
5.1 Product Personality & Influence of Radical Form
A One-way ANOVA test was run to examine if there was any significant differences between
the participants responses to designs A, B and C in terms of the 19 SD response items. Results
showed that the three different designs had a significant effect upon how participants
responded to all bar one of the SD scales (Table 2, F (2, 147), p < .05).
Table 2 Significant effect of design upon participant responses
Label

F

w

p

Inelegant-elegant (F1)

11.872

0.126604667

.000

Geometric-Organic (F2)

4.064

0.039246648

.019

Plane-Ornate (F3)

10.871

0.116309048

.000

Imitative-Innovative (F4)

11.065

0.118316268

.000

Large-Compact (F5)

3.617

0.033722785

.029

Asymmetrical-Symmetrical (F6)

5.270

0.053871047

.006

Complex-Simple (F7)

10.701

0.072394546

.000

Static-Dynamic (F8)

6.853

0.114534988

.001

Hard-Soft (F9)

24.442

0.238132885

.000

Boring-Interesting (H1)

13.627

0.144095275

.000

Repulsive-Attractive (H2)

3.344

0.030307883

.038
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Masculine-Feminine (H3)

14.117

0.148862486

.000

Noisy-Quiet (H4)

9.051

0.09693784

.000

Immature-Mature (H5)

8.670

0.092776368

.000

Calm-Exiting (H6)

2.203

0.015790027

.114

Submissive-Aggressive (H7)

9.538

0.102203332

.000

Unfriendly-friendly (H8)

4.360

0.042874992

.014

Nostalgic-Futuristic (H9)

8.817

0.094385033

.000

Ordinary-Extraordinary (H10)

9.446

0.101217322

.000

These results indicated that the three designs (A Archetype, B Curvilinear, C Rectilinear) were
all understood as embodying significantly different form and personality characteristics when
presented to the participants for evaluation. That is, the result indicated the radical form
departures from the product archetype (B Curvilinear, C Rectilinear) significantly influenced
the meaning of the three designs.

4.2 Concept Comparisons
In order to examine how individual differences between the three concept designs may have
influenced participant acceptability, t-tests were conducted with designs A, B and C as
independent variables and the 19 SD responses (9 QF and 10 DPC) as dependent variables.
Table 3 shows comparative results between the three possible comparison combinations (A
archetype - B curvilinear; B curvilinear - C rectilinear; A archetype - C rectilinear).
Table 3 Comparative results of t-test
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4.2.1 ARC HETYPE (A) AND CURVILI NEAR (B)
The comparative analysis of the archetypal design (A) and curvilinear design (B) showed
significant differences between three of the QF response items and four DPC response items.
Significant differences between the three QF questions are further illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Box charts showing significant differences between Inelegant-Elegant (F1, left),
Asymmetrical-Symmetrical (F6, centre) and Complex-Simple (F7, right)

Participants responses showed that the curvilinear design (B) was seen to be significantly
more elegant (M = 1.10, SE = 0.135, t (98) = -4.396), asymmetrical (M = .20, SE = .178, t (98) =
1.136) and simple (M = .46, SE = .160, t (98) = -.620) compared to the archetypal design (A).
In contrast, the product archetype (A) was seen to be more symmetrical (M = .52, SE = .218, t
(98) = 1.136), inelegant (M = .12, SE = .178, t (98) = -4.396) and complex (M = .30, SE = .203, t
(98) = -.620). These results indicated that, in terms of design form, participants may have
found the curvilinear design (B) more appealing (elegant) than the product archetype. If so,
the results indicate participants’ preference for the curvilinear design (B); indicating their
acceptability of the product form. However, although significant differences were found
between the assessment of the bipolar asymmetry-symmetry (F6) and complex-simple (F7),
it is unclear if these significant differences influenced acceptability as neither of the two
bipolar pairs (F6, F7) have a clearly negative/positive dichotomy. Table 4 summarises results
for the three significantly different QF SD bipolar (response indicating potential acceptability
in bold).
Table 4 Differences in quality of form (QF) assessment between designs A and B
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Figure 8 Box charts showing significant differences between Masculine-Feminine (H3), Noisy-Quiet
(H4), Unfriendly-Friendly (H8), Ordinary-Extraordinary (H10).

Of the 10 DPCs, results showed significant differences in four of the 10 response items
(Figure 8, Masculine-Feminine (H3), Noisy-Quiet (H4), Unfriendly-Friendly (H8), OrdinaryExtraordinary (H10).
Participants assessed design B (Curvilinear) as significantly more feminine (M = .90, SE = .135,
t(98) = -3.273) and quiet (M = .60, SE = .131, t(98) = -.820), while design A was evaluated as
significantly more masculine (M = .16, SE = .182, t(98) = -3.273) and noisy (M = .42, SE = .176,
t(98) = -.820). However, the curvilinear design (B) was seen to be more unfriendly (M = .08,
SE = .148, t(98) = .337) compared to the product archetype (A). The curvilinear design (B) was
also assessed to be significantly more extraordinary (M = .62, SE = .159, t(98) = -3.191) as
compared with design A. Table 5 summarises the results.
Table 5 Differences in design personality characteristics (DPCs) between designs A and B.
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As indicated in Table 5, the product archetype was seen to be significantly more masculine
compared to the femininity of the curvilinear design. However, as these two bipolar
adjectives do not provide a clear positive/negative dichotomy, it is unclear if this result may
have influenced acceptability. However, as design B was assessed to be significantly quitter
compared to the noise of the product archetype (A), this result may have indicated
comparative preference for the curvilinear design. The extraordinary result, compared to the
ordinary archetypal design also indicated a preference for the radical form departure of
design B, again indicating its acceptability. Design B was also assessed as being significantly
more unfriendly than the product archetype (A). This contradictory result appeared
inconclusive as to the acceptability of the radical form departure of design B in terms design
personality characteristics. That is, although two of the significant bipolar responses (Noisyquiet, extraordinary-ordinary) indicated preference for the curvilinear design (B), the pair
unfriendly-friendly indicated preference for the product archetype.
4.2.2 CURVI LINEAR (B) AN D RECT ILINEAR (C)
Next we ran t-tests to examine significant differences between design concept B (curvilinear)
and design C (rectilinear). In terms of differences in response to the 9 QF SD responses, three
proved to be statistically significant (Inelegant-Elegant (F1), Static-Dynamic (F8), Hard- Soft
(F9)). Figure 9 illustrates the three significant differences in response.

Figure 9 Box charts showing significant differences between Inelegant-Elegant (F1, left), StaticDynamic (F8, centre) and Hard-Soft (F9, right).

As seen in Figure 9, the curvilinear design (B) was assessed as significantly more elegant
compared to the rectilinear concept (C). It was also assessed to be more dynamic and soft
compared with the rectilinear concept B. Table 6 summarises these results.
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Table 6 Differences in quality of form between B Curvilinear Form and C Rectilinear Form

The curvilinear form departure from product archetype was assessed more positively than
the rectilinear design in terms of QF characteristics. This thus indicated the curvilinear form
was more acceptable than the rectilinear design. That is, a curvilinear departure from the
product archetype was seen to be more appropriate compared to the rectilinear design.
Comparing design personality characteristics (DPCs) between the curvilinear concept (B) and
rectilinear design (C) five of the 10 differences in SD scale responses were found to be
statistically significant (Figure 10, Boring-Interesting (H1), Masculine-Feminine (H3), NoisyQuiet (H4), Immature-Mature (H5), Unfriendly-Friendly (H8))(Figure 10).

Figure 10 Box charts showing significant differences between Boring-Interesting (H1), MasculineFeminine (H3), Noisy-Quiet (H4), Immature-Mature (H5), Unfriendly-Friendly (H8).

The curvilinear design B was assessed as significantly more interesting (M = .92, SE = .159,
t(98) = 1.535), compared with design C, which was assessed as being significantly more
boring (M = .54, SE = .190, t(98) = 1.535). Results also indicated the participants assessed the
curvilinear design B as significantly more feminine (M = .90, SE = .135, t(98) = 5.512), quiet (M
= .60, SE = .131, t(98) = 4.212) and mature (M = .54, SE = .143, t(98) = 3.878) compared to the
rectilinear concept C. Finally, design B was also assessed as significantly more friendly (M =
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.08, SE = .148, t(98) = 2.440) compared to the rectilinear design C. Table 7 summarises these
results.
Table 7 Differences in personality characteristics between B Curvilinear Form and C Rectilinear Form

As indicated in Table 7, the curvilinear form departure appeared to be significantly more
interesting, mature and friendly compared to the rectilinear form design C. This indicated
participants assessed the design personality characteristics of design B more positively
against design C. This may again have indicated the curvilinear form departure of design B
was more acceptable than the rectilinear approach taken in the design of concept C. In terms
of the two further personality characteristic bipolar pairs identified as significantly different
between designs B and C (Masculine-Feminine (H3), Noisy-Quiet (H4), it is less clear if these
may indicate differences in acceptability as neither has a clearly positive/negative dichotomy.
4.2.3 ARC HETYPE (A) AND RECT ILINEAR (C)

Figure 11 Box chart showing significant differences between Geometric-Organic (F2)

From the 9 QF and 10 DPC SDs, only the personality characteristic Geometric-Organic (F2)
was found to be significantly different between the product archetype (A) and rectilinear
form departure (C). Figure 11 illustrates this result as a box-plot.
The statistical analysis showed that the participants assessed the archetypal design (A) as
significantly more organic (M = -.36, SE = .193, t(98) = .335), compared to the rectilinear
concept (C), which was rated as significantly more geometric (M = -.46, SE = .227, t(98) =
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.335). However, due to the SD bipolar inability to express a clearly positive/negative
dichotomy (Geometric-Organic (F2)), the result could not be inferred to suggest differences
in the perceived acceptability of the rectilinear design C compared to the product archetype
A.

Discussion & Conclusions
The study reported in this paper aimed to examine if radical departures from archetypal
product form influence product acceptability and to reflect upon the potential implications
for form-driven meaning innovation.
In our research-through-design approach, three product stimuli (design A product archetype,
design B curvilinear form, design C rectilinear form) were assessed by a sample of 50
participants through 19 bipolar five-item SD (Semantic Differential) scales. The 19 SD scale
questions gathered data to indicate participant response to the form and personality of the
three design stimuli. A One-way ANOVA test was run to examine if differences in participant
responses gathered through the 19 SDs were statistically significant. Results showed that the
three designs had a significant effect upon how participants responded to 18 of the 19 SD
scale questions. This result indicated the two radical form departures from the product
archetype (Design B curvilinear and C rectilinear form) significantly influenced how
participants assessed both the form and product personality of the three designs, indicating
their influence upon meaning change.
In order to further examine if comparative differences between the three designs (A, B and C)
influenced acceptability, t-tests were conducted for each of the 19 SD scale responses (9
Design Quality of Form and 10 Design Personality Characteristics). Results were then
compared between three comparative combinations: design A product archetype and design
B curvilinear form; design B curvilinear form and design C rectilinear form; design A product
archetype and design C rectilinear Form.
In terms of comparative differences between the product archetype (design A) and the
curvilinear design (B), three design quality of form (Inelegant-Elegant (F1), AsymmetricalSymmetrical (F6), Complex-Simple (F7)) and four product personality characteristics
(Masculine-Feminine (H3), Noisy-Quiet (H4), Unfriendly-Friendly (H8), OrdinaryExtraordinary (H10)) were found to be significantly different. Of the three significantly
different design form attribute results, the more clearly dichotomous result of inelegant
(design A, product archetype) and elegant (design B curvilinear form) suggested how the
form of the radically curvilinear design departure may have influenced form acceptability. For
the participants it appeared the strongly vertical, precariously balanced form of the
curvilinear design was seen as more elegant than the product archetype, indicating increased
acceptability. As the product archetype is also a curvilinear form, this result suggested a
similar approach (in terms basic geometric primitives), but with strong departures in terms
axis and balance, may have provided a radical yet more acceptable form aesthetic.
Supporting this observation, further results comparing design B curvilinear form and design C
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rectilinear form also indicated significant differences between the participants’ assessment
of product form elegance; the curvilinear form B being assessed as significantly more elegant
than the rectilinear form C. There was no significant difference in the participants’ response
to the elegance of the product archetype (A) compared to the rectilinear form design (C).
In the comparative analysis of design B (curvilinear form) and design C (rectilinear form) SD
scale responses Static-Dynamic (F8) and Hard-Soft (F9) were found to be significantly
different. This may again indicate how the two approaches to radical form departures from
the product archetype may have influenced design acceptability, with the curvilinear form
seen as more dynamic and softer. In contrast the rectilinear design (C) was assessed to be
significantly more static and harder. These results appeared to indicate the participants’
acceptability of the curvilinear design’s (B) approach to radical form departure from product
archetype. It appears the axis of the curvilinear form (B) were interpreted as more dynamic
compared to the rectilinear design’s more austere approach to radical form change. That is,
the curvilinear design’s approach to form departure: radical axis and balance, but similarity in
inherent qualities of curvilinear forms, was seen as more acceptable through reference to the
curvilinear form of the product archetype (A).
In terms assessment of product personality characteristics between the three designs, all
significant differences were found between design A product archetype and design B
curvilinear form, and design B curvilinear form and design C rectilinear Form. The result for
the SD Noisy-Quiet (H4) showed participants assessed the curvilinear design (B) as
significantly quieter than both the product archetype (design A) and the rectilinear design
(C). However, while results for the SD Unfriendly-Friendly (H8) showed participants assessed
the curvilinear design (B) as friendlier than the rectilinear form (C), results also indicated how
the participants also saw the archetypal design (A) as significantly more friendly compared to
the curvilinear form. These results may indicate the acceptability of the curvilinear departure
from product archetype, but only when compared to a rectilinear departure. In contrast,
when compared to the archetypal product acceptability appears to have been compromised.
Further evidence of this phenomenon was found in the result that when the curvilinear
design (B) was examined against the product characteristics of the rectilinear design (C) two
further significant results were identified (Boring-Interesting (H1) and Immature-Mature
(H5)), with the curvilinear design (B) assessed as significantly more interesting and mature
compared to the rectilinear form departure (C).
Finally, only the curvilinear design (B) was seen as significantly more extraordinary (OrdinaryExtraordinary (H10)) compared to the product archetype (A). In fact, only a single,
unsurprisingly significant result was found between the rectilinear design (C) and the product
archetype (A); Geometric-Organic (F2). This may have indicated the acceptability of the
rectilinear form, in that no significant difference was found between the rectilinear approach
and product archetype (A). However, considering the eight significant differences across
product form attributes and product characteristics between the curvilinear design (B) and
rectilinear approach (C), we discount this interpretation of findings. Instead we suggest these
results indicated how the rectilinear design (C) lacked the ability to stimuli participant
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response compared to the curvilinear design (B). That is, with reference to the MAYA dictum,
the rectilinear form departure may not have been ‘advanced’ enough in its departure from
the product archetype, where advanced is defined as much by user interaction and
assessment as by the product’s inherent form characteristics alone. In contrast, the
curvilinear approach appeared to attract more positive response, both in terms product form
and characteristics, when compared with both the rectilinear design (C) and product
archetype (A).
What implications do these results have for form as leverage for meaning innovation and
acceptability? As discussed in the paper’s introduction, a definition of innovation is founded
upon the concept of newness. Paralleling this requirement, design can be described as
appropriate transformations into preferred states (Simon, 1996). As such innovation provides
the potential for design to be valued as new and innovative only if the solution is seen to also
be appropriate to the product, its use, function and context. Due to this last, but critical
context specific requirement for innovative appropriateness, understanding what is or is not
appropriate relies heavily upon subjective interpretation; or the product’s meaning (Norman,
2004; R Verganti, 2008). Within this we have shown how radical, but specifically defined
(employing a research-through-design approach and underpinned by form theory),
departures from the typological product form have influenced how different form departures
are assessed.
In terms of meaning innovation driven by radical departures from the form archetype, the
results presented in this study have indicated the potential for form to provide opportunities
for both acceptability (or appropriate transformation into the preferred) and meaning
change (innovative newness). Participant responses have indicated that an approach which
references the fundamental form elements of the product archetype (curvilinear design) may
provide opportunities to satisfy the user’s requirement for typicality as a kind of reassurance.
However, an ability to at the same time provide novelty and newness (as seen in the
curvilinear approach in terms dynamic axis and balance) in a departure from the archetype
has potential to provide opportunities for novel meaning change, but at the same time be
acceptably so in terms the assessment of appropriate transformation. These findings thus
agree with Hung and Chen’s (2012) study of novelty as driver for aesthetic preference in
product design, indicating how typicality and novelty must co-exist in a tension to provide
the most opportune foundations for form-driven innovation. Results are also in line with
Hekket et al (2003) who indicate a necessary interaction between novelty and typicality as
providing the greatest opportunity for innovative acceptability.
As such our study’s contribution comes from the insightful observation that, in order for
designers to leverage form as driver for meaning innovation, references to archetypical
design provide opportunities to increase product acceptability when the essential qualities of
the archetypal form are in some way expressed in the form departure. This approach to
bridging the typicality/novelty divide we thus tentatively term Referential Form-driven
Meaning Innovation (RFMI).
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However, this initial explorative study does not provide a clear link between RFMI and
successful form-driven meaning innovation. This is because, as mentioned above, meaning
and its relationship to both form and design innovation is highly context specific, relying
greatly on individual interpretation, which in itself is founded upon cultural and social frames
of reference. Moreover, although results are interpreted as acceptability of form-driven innovation,
it is unclear how or in what ways these findings relate to actual aesthetic preference or pleasure
derived from interaction with the product form stimuli.
More work is now required to understand how RFMI may be appropriated and applied to the
design of various products, experiences and services across different contexts, cultures and
social environments. For example, how does RFMI relate to different product types and
categories (i.e. interaction design, technology-driven, HCI) and differing contexts and
experiences (domestic, public, private)? How does the RFMI approach relate to use and
product function? We believe answers to these questions have the potential to provide
designers new tools and methods to assist in pursuit of form-driven meaning innovation.
Continued work in this area will also help to develop a rich corpus of knowledge and
understanding related to the critical importance form continues to play as driver for both
appropriate transformation and innovative new meanings and experiences.
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Abstract: Product aesthetics is affected by around 50 variables. These variables
interact to shape the user’s aesthetic feeling. During the aesthetic design (AED), the
designer only use their intuition and is not aware of most of these variables, taking
into account some Gestalt laws and absolute standards of beauty (Golden
Proportion). Due to the complex nature of AED, a heuristic approach seems the most
appropriate to support this task. This paper describes a method for Aesthetic
heuristics extraction from Scientific Literature comprising a protocol for literature
selection, extraction and classification of the heuristics. The extraction method is in
turn based on modern heuristics. We applied the protocol to extract the aesthetic
heuristics of the aesthetic variables “Peak-shift” and “unexpected”. The heuristics
were translated to an understandable language for the designers and subsequently
used in re-designing a pepper mill.
Keywords: Aesthetic, Design, Heuristics.

Introduction to aesthetic experience: its relationship with the user
experience
Aesthetics plays a fundamental role in product design (Bürdek 2005); (Hekkert 2015); (Ulrich,
Eppinger 2006). This is the discipline that studies the aesthetic experience (Levinson 2003).
Following Crilly et al., (2004). We use the terms Product-Aesthetics, first, relating to “what
the product presents to the senses”, and secondly, by Aesthetic-Experience, we mean “the
pleasure attained from sensory perception of the product” (Hekkert and Leder 2008). This
definition separates aesthetic experience from others types of experience (Hekkert 2006).
Since the 80’s, it is known that if consumers have to choose between two products with
similar price and function, they will choose the most attractive one (Kottler and Rath 1984);
Nussbaum 1988). Bloch (1995) gives three reasons why a product with an attractive and
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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appealing Product-Aesthetics may support a successful product: First, in saturated markets
appropriated product-aesthetics is noticed by consumers, leading to render competitors
obsolete or considered as mere copies. Second, a product with an appropriated productaesthetics makes a good first impression concerning also other product attributes. Productaesthetics would then enrich our lives by providing sensory pleasure, i.e., a good aestheticexperience (Bloch 1995). Third, a product with good product-aesthetics is not easily
discarded, and we could become attached to it; this favours to buy again products with the
same brand (Mugge, et al 2011).
That is why a poor understanding of the needs and aspirations of the user, resulting in
inadequate aesthetics is one of the main factors for the failure of products on the market
(Cooper 2001). Consequently, it is necessary a structured and systematic management of
aesthetics in the design process to get a product of higher aesthetic-assessment i.e., a more
attractive and beautiful product for the user (da Silva, et al 2013), making that the product
fulfil important aspirations and values of the person (Dell'Era and Verganti 2007); (Crilly, et
al 2004, 2009).
We define the Aesthetic Design Process, ADP, as all the design activities aiming to get
certain aesthetic-assessment, resulting from the interaction with the product. This
assessment must fulfil the user, designer and company´s aesthetic requirements. Clearly,
ADP could be affected by the design of the functionality and usability of the product;
however, in this paper we are interested only in the aesthetics bases on the product´s
appearance. It is by manipulating the geometric form, shape, materials, sounds and all the
other physical variables affecting the human senses that the designer make up a productaesthetics to obtain a user´s intended aesthetic-experience. The aesthetic-experience
depends on four groups of variables explained below.

1.1 Variables influencing the aesthetic experience
Different studies have contributed to the construction of a general scientific and systematic
framework about the aesthetic-experience composed of about 50 variables comprising four
groups: absolute standards of beauty, perceptual, cognitive and socio-cultural (Hekkert
2008, 2015); (Crozier 1994); (Berlyne 1966); (Crilly, et al 2004); (Bloch 1995) (Bloch, et al
2010); (Veryzer 1993, 1999); (Kӧhler 1992); (Padovan 1999), (Schofield 2011); (Wittkower
1960); (Arnheim 1974, 1988).
Hekkert and Leder (2008) argue that designers must stick to these principles or rules unless
there is a reason to not do so. If designers do not use them, is because they want to highlight
the product as different or unique, must produce a special message or want to generate a
particular response to the user (Hekkert and Leder 2008). However, although there are
reasons to do not use the rules, Hekkert and Leder (2008) argue that "the careful application
of the rules is a way to ensure product acceptance and appreciation", p 282. This is
important in projects of high financial risk such as automotive design, where loses are high.
Table 1 presents an overview of the names and bibliography of some variables belonging to
the four groups.
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Absolute standards of beauty
This group of about 10 variables comprises absolute standards of beauty imposed
historically from art, architecture and philosophy. For example, the application of golden
ratio (1:1.61) proportion would make a beautiful product. These standards are actually
variables because some of them are not well defined or applied consistently. For instance,
the golden ratio proportion is commonly applied with values near, but not exactly, to 1:1,
61. See figure 1.

Figure 1 Although cigarette boxes are commonly cited as presenting golden-ratio proportion, this
sample of famous brands actually present proportions of 1:1,56, 1:1,53 and 1:1,59.
Perceptual variables
This group of around 15 variables share the same human biological functional basis,
belonging to perception are form. They are studied from the psychology of perception,
psychophysics and psychology of aesthetics. Some variables are from Gestalt psychology,
describing how humans organize visual elements in groups or wholes to create a perceptual
order and understanding what we see, looking for patterns to see relations (Kӧhler 1992).
There are other aesthetic perceptual variables not considered in Gestalt psychology, but
studied from other psychology branches. For instance peak shift refers to the inclination of
some animals to respond positively to exaggerated stimuli beyond the threshold at which
they are normally used to respond to. Figure 2, left, shows how an exaggerated colour
stimulus, a highly saturated and luminous colour, might explain why we would assess
positively the aesthetics of the decorative ceramic pot rabbit: we are not used to ceramic
pot rabbits with such colours.
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Figure 2 Left: Example of the peak shift variable; middle: the Juiciy Salif lemon squeezer as an

example of mere exposure, right: a Converse® sneaker.

Cognitive variables
These variables, around 14, are determined by the way the user processes information
obtained from an aesthetic artefact (Wilson and Keil 2009). For these variables, knowledge,
experience and recurring information structures are important (Hekkert and Leder 2008).
One example is the Mere exposure phenomenon, Zajonc (1968): the frequency of exposure
to a stimulus increases its aesthetic appreciation (Hekkert and Leder 2008). Figure 2, middle,
shows the Juicy Salif lemon squeezer by Philip Stark. Although its forms are very uncommon
to a juicer, presumably, it became quickly a 1990’s design icon and commercial success for
Alessi, fostered by its recurrent appearances in specialized and large public media (Snelders
and Lloyd 2003).
Cultural/social/ individual variables
This category includes four variables depending on cultural and social aspects affecting the
individual. To illustrate, let’s see the congruency with personality variable. Kim, Sung (2013)
and Ling (2010) argue that such congruency explains the user’s aesthetic preference for a
product which physical characteristics or attributes match or express their own personality
traits. For example, in Figure 2, right, we have the traditional Converse sneakers. This brand
is intended for uncomplicated people, lovers of style and customization. Most of the brand is
acquired by people who love Rock, Metal, Punk, Ska and skaters and BMX amateur (Murison
2008). According to this variable they would find their sneakers attractive and beautiful
because its simple, classical, against fashion appearance.
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Table 1 Some examples of the four groups of variables explaining AesthExp.
Absolute standards of
beauty

Perceptual
Variables

Cognitive variables

Cultural-socialindividual variables

Good proportion
(Padovan 1999, Scholfield
1958, Wittkower 1960).
Balance (Arnheim 1984,
Dondis, 1973, McManus
et al 2011).
Harmony (Hutcheson,
Levinson 2003).
Hue (Gao 2007, Granger
1955, Becker 2009)

Gestalt Laws:
similarity,
symmetry,
proximity etc.
(Desolneux,
Kӧhler 1992,
Arnheim, 1954;
McWhinnie 1986,
Beaumont 1985)
Peak-shift
(Martindale,
1999,
Ramachandran,
Hirstein 1999)
Contrast (Kӧhler
1992; Arnheim
1954,)

Complexity (Nadal,
McWhinnie, 1969,
Creusen et al 2010,)
Originality (Snelders,
Hekkert 1999,
Hekkert, 1995, Tyagi,
2013)
Identifiability (Cila
2013, Abbott et al
2009)
Mere exposure
(Bornstein, 1989,
Moreland, Zajonc
1982, Hekkert 1995,
Whitfield 1983)

Cultural standards and
values (Nisbett et al
2001, Hofstede 1980,
Balcetis, Lassiter,
2010)
Congruency with
personality (Kim, Sung
2013, Eysenck 1972,
Lin 2010, Chamorro et
al 2009)
Connectedness (Drost
2013)

1.2 TWO strategies for the Aesthetic Design Process, ADP and some issues
related
Two strategies are discernible for ADP: manual and computer based. The manual strategy
ADP has been based on manual 2D drawing and creating 3D physical models and prototypes
(French 1996); (Wallschlaeger, et al 1992). It has been present all throughout the history of
design, requiring just a designer and tools for drawing or constructing mock-ups or models.
Hekkert and Leder (2008) argue that the intuition that has traditionally guided the ADP:
“Designers do not need to know the principles to apply them; they intuitively design
accordingly, since the principles are as much part of their creative nature as they are of
the observer’s aesthetic perception. As Ramachandran and Hirstein (1999) claim for
artists, these rules or principles are ‘a set of heuristics that artists either consciously or
unconsciously deploy to optimally titillate the visual areas of the brain”

The computer based strategy requires different amounts of human intervention and a deep
knowledge of Product-Aesthetics, aesthetic-experience and aesthetic-assessment (Bentley
Corne, 2002); (Galanter 2012). Besides, the elusive and fuzzy character of the aestheticexperience (Shimamura 2012) and the complexity of aesthetic-assessment (Galanter 2012);
(Kozbelt, Kaufman 2014), (Tinio, Smith 2014) makes that formalizing this knowledge to
translate into operative software requires relatively high complex mathematical techniques,
such as artificial neural-networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic and the like. Most
computer aesthetics endeavours remain in research labs and experimental artistic fields,
with little application in the real practice of product design. Therefore, we are not further
interested in this strategy.
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In the figure 3 we focused on the manual strategies, we show the classification of these
heuristics: tacit when is used by the designer’s intuition or explicit when they are articulated
and used in a deliberated manner.

Figure 3 Classification of aesthetic heuristics according to their tacit or explicit nature

1.3 The use of heuristics in design
Pahl and Beitz (2008) consider that most design methods are of heuristic nature. Following
the bounded rationality framework, time, knowledge and other resources are scant, so the
heuristics are seen as useful cognitive processes necessary to make decisions and solve
problems that cannot be handled only by logic and probability (Gigerenzer 1999). Thus, it is
suggested that to understand the real world decisions differently (i.e. the design process as a
decision-making process), heuristics are a psychologically adequate notion (Gigerenzer
1999). The use of heuristics can provide designers rules to support the design process to
arrive to a solution that is reasonably close to the best possible answer or optimal solution
(Nisbett and Ross 1982), (Yilmaz 2010) while disposing of limited time and knowledge to
work on it (Gigerenzer 1999). Therefore, heuristics provide designers with cognitive
strategies, which allow them to “jump” to a new solution spaces, seeing the same elements
already known but offering new ideas and solutions (Yilmaz 2010). In brief, the
methodological use of heuristics respond to the real conditions of the ADP in many
companies where low costs, high quality and low time to market is required for the design
process.
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Tacit Heuristics used by intuition
In the ADP the designer usually has great freedom to use tacit heuristics to create aesthetic
products. These heuristics are draw from three sources. First, they are rooted in
evolutionary and biological mechanisms (Voland and Grammer 2003). Biological evolution
has endowed us with cognitive-affective-perceptive mechanisms to automatically prefer
some properties in things that we recognize as having higher aesthetic value (Voland and
Grammer 2003). Secondly, these heuristics are formed through years of academic education
and professional experience (Woelfel 2013). In design schools’ workshops, the learning by
doing method is extensively applied to learn to design the aesthetic variables of a product
(see Hannah (2002)).
Therefore, the student has to get a result with certain product-aesthetics (for instance, to be
balanced and well proportionated) and adjust it if inadequate. This, supported by the
teacher cycle, is iterated many times. We believe that this teaching method does not favour
this aesthetic-heuristics to emerge and to be articulated remaining tacit for designers. The
third source, is during professional practice, where many of the aesthetic rules can emerge,
serendipitously, and be applied. However, professional practice shows that usually this nonarticulated knowledge is not capitalized. These heuristics are prone to be forgotten. In
conclusion, even if widely used, we consider these heuristics as of unreliable nature due to
their uncertain availability process.
These explicit aesthetic-heuristics have three sources. First, they can be obtained by the
designers themselves from their own practice in two ways: by deliberate introspectionreflection or, sometimes, they are found in a serendipitous way. Differently to the intuitive
used heuristics, these aesthetic-heuristics are articulated, and somehow capitalized: they
constitute partly the aesthetic know-how of designers or companies. A problem with these
heuristics is that they are hardly available because companies keep them secret to remain
competitive. Second, we can find aesthetic-heuristic tools-rules that have been posited by
design scholars in a deliberate manner from their own practice and from aestheticsarchitecture-arts-design literature. These are some examples of literature which comprise
around 15 variables to support the ADP: (Albers 2006); (Ashford 1969); (Bevlin 1970, 1994);
(Block, Atterberry 1989); (Bowers 1999); (Bürdek 2005); (Fisher 1984, 2007); (Hambidge
1920); (Hannah 2002); (Leborg 2006); (Lewalski 1988); (Lidwell, et al 2010); (Mayall 1968);
(Quarante 1994); (Sherin 2011); (Wallschlaeger, et al 1992); (Wong 1993). Most of these
heuristics belong to Gestalt variables and to absolute standards of beauty. Even if the
amount of textbooks on the subject is impressive, they fail to provide guidance on when and
how apply those heuristics (Michalewicz and Fogel 2004). The problem with these heuristics
is that the literature is large but the heuristics are actually scant because they only represent
a fraction of the 50 variables influencing the aesthetic-experience. Therefore there are over
30 variables influencing the aesthetic-experience that designers are not aware of. In other
words, if the designer is not aware of the existence and effect of all aesthetic-variables on
the ADP, there will be a poor control over them or they even would not be included in the
product design (Otto, Wood 2000). The third category of heuristics is those extracted
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deliberately by researchers on the subject. These heuristics allows designers to have more
aesthetics’ design possibilities, than they have by their intuition.
To the date no study has reported an attempt to make a repertoire of heuristics of all
Aesthetic-Variables and make them available to the designers in a way that they can
understand and be able to apply to ADP. Therefore, the specific problem treated in this
publication is how to propose a method to extract aesthetic heuristics from scientific
literature.
In the remaining of this paper, in section 1.5 we will review the state of the art of methods
to extract design heuristics; in section-2, we propose a systematic method to extract them
from the scientific literature and in section-3, apply it and show some examples of its results.

1.5. State of the art: Design Heuristic extraction methods
Three ways to extract design-heuristics were found: the study of designers design process,
the analysis of award-winning products and systematic literature review. The study of
designers made for (Ramirez 2014), is based on finding and extracting strategies that expert
designers used in their design process. 30 expert designers participated through interviews,
observations of their social and personal world and also, observations of their experience at
different levels (Ramirez 2014): designers often used their intuition and tacit knowledge
acquired through their years of experience. According to Ramirez (2014), the observation
and verbalization methods are not sufficient to extract the design strategies of the
designers, because designers use some implicit strategies that they cannot express through
interviews.
Yilmaz (2010) extracted design-heuristics from the Analysis of 400 design award-winning
products. She identified some key features; as functionality, form, user-interaction and
physical states. Subsequently, she performed a content analysis of the needs, design criteria,
and the design solution of the products. These were grouped by similar features and finally
compared between them to extract the heuristics. The characteristics found in these studies
were grouped and compared, to find common patterns that were finally expressed as 77
design-heuristics (Yilmaz 2014), with only 3 of them being aesthetic heuristics.
The third study found to extract heuristics is based on the extraction of visual designheuristics (or principles) using a literature review method (Kimball 2013). 47 Publications
between 1904 and 2011 were chosen on visual-design, web-design, graphic-design and
typography topics. 198 design principles were obtained (balance, contrast, repetition,
rhythm, etc.). 38 principles, the most frequent, were chosen as the most representative.
After revision of these three strategies to extract design heuristics, we decided that the
extraction of heuristics from scientific literature (Kimball 2013) is the most adequate method
to our heuristics extraction. By using a systematic scientific literature review on aesthetic on
a sound and reliable basis, enriching in this way the traditional heuristics found in art,
architecture and design textbooks. We might approach to the aesthetics variables from
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different cognitive and affective disciplines, besides neuro-aesthetics enriching in this way
the content of the heuristics not just by studies that come from art, architecture or design,
which are the base of the existing methods for the APD.

Method for extracting Aesthetic Design Heuristics from Scientific
Literature
First at all, we wanted to check if it was possible to extract aesthetic design heuristics only by
reading the texts and extract them when we identified one heuristic, and doing this
exhaustively to guarantee that most of the heuristics were extracted. This extraction had an
exploratory intention because the conditions for this process were unknown. After that, the
question would be to analyse if Kimball’s (2013) method can be used as such or if it needed
to be adapted to our particular research conditions.
The method should comply with time constraints and not requiring specialized knowledge.
Consequently, computational methods to recognize heuristics inside texts were dismissed.
Only a manual approach was feasible.
The method proposed for performing the aesthetic-heuristics extraction is made up of two
methodological elements complementing each other: first, the systematic literature review
method, currently used in the field of medicine (Spotted, et al 2009) and Systems
Engineering (Torres 2014) which is applied to find and select the literature most pertinent
among huge knowledge bases; and second, the implementation of meta-heuristics to
support the identification, choosing and extraction of the heuristics. Meta-heuristics are
universally valid and applicable heuristics that allow finding agile solutions (Gigerenzer 1999)
because they possess a fast (quick to apply) and frugal (simple and plain) character. They
had to be flexible enough to be applied to texts with different technical jargon. Four metaheuristics are proposed to be used in the methodology.
1) Recognition Heuristic: If there are two objects and only one of those is recognized, the
familiar object has a higher value and therefore must be taken as the most accurate
decision.
2) Minimalist Heuristic (minimum intuition): Useful when you cannot use the recognition
heuristic, i.e. when the two objects are recognized. Therefore, take the decision in which
exists a minimal intuition to be the most accurate decision.
3) Take the last: When you only have an intuition about which way to go or a landmark, but
it is unknown if option is more valid than another. You must then start with the option
that was discarded before stopping the last search.
4) Take the best: "ignore the rest": Choose the most valid option that has not yet been
tried.
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2.1 Protocol of the Method to extract aesthetic design heuristics
The method consists of three main phases. See Figure 3. The Aesthetic Variable peak shift
will be used as example to demonstrate the process.

Figure 4 Main phases of the method

Phase 1:
Reading comprehensive frameworks on aesthetics:
Since the works of Berlyne, much more scientific studies on aesthetics have become
available. However, to the best of our knowledge, the first systematic framework of
aesthetics in product design was published by Hekkert, Leder (2008) and updated and
enlarged by Hekkert (2014). These two chapters contain a comprehensive view of all design
aesthetics variables affecting the AesthExp. We used them to have a general Knowledge
before starting the search. Reading Leder (2011) and Hekkert (2006) complemented this
process.
Systematic method of literature review
To assure the validity and reliability of the proposed method, a systematic approach of
literature review was chosen to identify, assess and interpret relevant information about a
particular research problem. A literature review should have a review protocol that specifies
the research question, a search strategy to help to detect the relevant literature and
inclusion and exclusion criteria (Kitchenham 2004).
The protocol steps are:
1. Define a literature search question: Identify the problem of search through the
formulation of a question with clear and precise terms. This clarifies the main
components of search and aid to direct it. For instance: How to apply peak shift in
product Design?
2. Define Research Databases: Three databases were selected, Scopus, Web of Science and
Google Scholar
3. Keywords definition: Defined according to the comprehensive framework on aesthetics
and prior knowledge of each design Aesthetic-Variable; used to compose Boolean
equations to seek the potentially relevant literature through selected search functions in
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the databases. Keywords should include the name of the design Aesthetic-Variable, the
word aesthetics and its synonyms and other words that are relevant to each variable.
For example:
We took some words of the text like keywords: “Martindale (1990) and Ramachandran and
Hirstein (1999) consider the peak shift principle a prominent principle underlying our
AesthExp”. “Reviews the peak-shift literature in relation to operant and classical
conditioning procedures, errorless discrimination training, and physiological studies. Results
indicate that peak shift is a reliable behavioural phenomenon affected by stimulus
dimension, positive-negative stimulus separation, training procedure, and testing
procedure” (Purtle, 1973). “Because of peak shift, female birds that prefer to mate with
males with bright rather than dull plumage will show even greater preference for males with
supernormal or above-average brightness.” (Martindale 1990; p. 47).
We identified these keywords, for instance:
Variable: Peak shift, Design, aesthetics, Product, Beauty, perceptions.
Concepts: Stimulus, phenomenon, Evolution.
Disciplines: Psychology, evolutionary psychology, art, Neuroaesthetics, Ethology.
Main authors: (Martindale 1986), (Hekkert and Ledder 2008), (Ramachandran, et al 1999),
(Purtle 1973).
4. Inclusion Criteria Search: Should be established to identify scientific literature texts that
are directly related to the question and research objective. A text is selected if it satisfies all
the inclusion criteria, as specified below.
 Text in English
 Belong to at least one of the subject areas: psychology, design, art,
neuroaesthetics, social sciences, engineering and behavioural sciences.
 Must be related to the previously keywords defined.
For peak shift, the scientific literature must be in English and be related to at least one of
these fields: Psychology, arts and humanities, Social sciences, Engineering and others related
with the topic.
5. Selection Process: For the aesthetic-heuristics extraction, the minimalist heuristic is used
(Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). It consists in identifying and selecting the articles whose titles
contain the name of the aesthetic-variable and synonyms or words of the search equation.
Once the filter is applied, articles written by authors that the researchers can recognize are
selected, using the minimal recognition heuristic (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). If the use of
the recognition and minimum intuition heuristic was not valid, we proceeded to filter by
authors who have more articles in relation to the search topic.
Finally, the selected articles in the previous point are summarized and studied. We only took
into account those studies that exposed aesthetic design variables. The process is illustrated
below:
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Table 2 Boolean equations and search results
Equation

Result

Peak shift + Aesthetic

Ramachandran, Hirstein (1999). The science of art: A
neurological theory of aesthetic experience. Journal of
consciousness Studies, 6(6-7), 15-51.
Martindale, C. (1999). Peak shift, Prototypicality and
aesthetic preference. Journal of Consciousness Studies, 6(67), 52-54.

Peak shift + Design

No results

Peak shift + Perceptual

This equation gave 16 papers as result. We proceed to apply
the inclusion criteria. Related areas: Neuroaesthetics,
Psychology, Art and humanities. Keywords: Peak shift.
Results after applying the inclusion criteria:
Verzijden et al., (2007). Song discrimination learning in zebra
finches induces highly divergent responses to novel songs.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London B: Biological
Sciences, 274(1607), 295-301.
Bornstein (1974). Perceptual generalization: a note on the
peak shift.
Weiss, Weissman (1992). Generalization peak shift for
autoshaped and operant key pecks. Journal of the
experimental analysis of behavior, 57(2), 127.

This method for the literature review is the result of an iterative search which provided the
required steps for a systematic and organized of literature review.
6. Saturation Point: reached when the research through the application of search equations
shows results redundant with those found previously; i.e., no new results. The searching
should then stop.
7. Application of the heuristics supported by an expert: in cases where the information
obtained from the proposed method is not enough, i.e. the method does not yield the
expected results or specific questions arise, we proceeded to consult an expert on
aesthetics, to provide the most relevant sources and clarify the doubts.

Results
Equation 1 search (“peak shift” and “aesthetic”) in SCOPUS yields two articles: Martindale
(1999), Ramachandran, Hirstein, W. (1999). The extraction of aesthetic-heuristics from the
paper “The Science of Art: A Neurological Theory of Aesthetic Experience (Ramachandran
and Hirstein 1999)” is shown below:
“If a rat is rewarded for discriminating a rectangle from a square, it will respond even
more vigorously to a rectangle that is longer and skinnier than the prototype”
“The artist can generate caricatures by exploiting the peak shift effect along
dimensions other than form space, e.g., in ‘colour space’ or ‘motion space’”
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“Furthermore, just as one can speak of a peak shift principle along very abstract
dimensions, contrast can also emerge in dimensions other than luminance or colour”.

Since the extracted aesthetics heuristics are in psychological jargon, they were difficult to
recognize and understand to not trained people. Therefore they had to be translated into a
more understandable language for product designers in order to be effectively used in the
design process.
For the translation process, first we understood and analyse the main message of the
original aesthetic design heuristic. Then we took some words or general ideas of the original
heuristic and develop a “translated heuristic” as rules or guidelines using product designers’
jargon. For example:

Redesign Process using Peak shift variable:
The first two authors made some examples of a redesign of a pepper mill to illustrate how
these aesthetic-heuristics can affect the aesthetic design process and examine their
usefulness during the concept creation. They designed with the aid of some of Peak shift
heuristics with the purpose to call the attention of the user; exaggerating strongly stimulus
like colours (hot colours, fluorescent colours), or shape (big/large shape) or texture (rough,
Spiky, slimy, Porous).
The results are presented in the Figures 5 and 6 as example:

Figure 5 Redesign of the product using a parametric 3D modeller and Rendering Software
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Figure 6 Redesign of the product using a parametric 3D modeller and Rendering Software

Redesign Process using unexpected variable:
After obtained a set of heuristics from the aesthetic design variables that were extracted by
using the extraction method proposed in this paper, one of them was used by an
undergraduate product design engineering student to prove the usefulness of the heuristic.
For this case the student used a heuristic from the aesthetic design variable: unexpected for
redesign a pepper mill. Unexpected variable refers to a product that generates surprise or
amazement experience and elicits aesthetic experience (Ramírez 2014). To design surprising
products could be done by generating changes in materials, colours, shapes, or move away
from the familiar characteristics or even using familiar aspects in different context (Ramírez
2014).
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The result are presented in the figure 7 as example
Heuristic: Move away the familiar elements (characteristics) of the product, in order to elicit
surprise
Design 1

This product aims to create
surprise through fear: Its shape is
typically, delicate and geometric
(familiar elements); however on
the top there is a blood flowing
which creates the scary sensation
to call the attention and curiosity
of the users.

Design 2

The product generates surprise
through its components: The
designer takes elements of a
different product category (tea
infuser); in this case the cap
simulates a tea bag, which is a
completely isolated but is
interesting and create an
amazement experience.

Design 3

Surprise through
visual effects: The
shape of this design
is difficult to
understand at first
sight, but the
product begins to be
interesting when the
user can understand
the shape, the use
and the function. In
this case the pepper
mill simulates a
Moebius strip.

Figure 7 Redesign of the product using a parametric 3D modeller and Rendering Software

As the example demonstrates, each heuristic gives the designer the possibility to create
quickly and effortlessly a different product applying the peak shift aesthetic-variable. The
student expressed that the heuristic process was easy and understandable. The creative
process for generating new ideas was also easier and faster because the peak-shift and
unexpected aesthetic-heuristics provided well-defined directions to explore the productaesthetics. These directions are not arbitrary; on the contrary, they are meaningful because
it is known that they influence the aesthetic-experience. We believe that these heuristics
allow getting very different ideas, and could facilitate solving design problem without
blocking the creativity.
The product aesthetic results are diverse and are focused on visual form. However, it is
important to take care of some characteristics on the redesign process, for example,
architecture and functional parts and principles, because they can alter other aesthetic
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variables present in the original product. For that reason, in each redesign ideas we did not
change those characteristic of the product.

Conclusions
According to the literature review for the extraction of design aesthetic heuristics, the
exhaustive extraction process was not the best way to perform an aesthetic-heuristic
extraction, because, it did not guide in a systematic way the researcher. So we cannot
ensure that the information found under that method was the most appropriate considering
the time restrictions. Also, the researchers lacked of criteria to know when to stop the
search. All in all, the process was very slow and giving the impression of going nowhere.
Consequently, the combination of a systematic literature review and the fast and frugal
heuristics were the most appropriate way to extract the aesthetic heuristics: it allows
considering a large number of variables and different discipline jargon in a short period of
time, as was our case.
After using the first phase of the method, it was found that there are two steps that are
essential to have a successful search result. First, the prior knowledge of the topic that is
going to be searched is the conceptual base of the researcher that will allow him to use the
fast and frugal heuristics more effectively. Secondly, the clarity of the formulation of the
literature search question, which ensures a successfully search.
After the application of the search equation in Scopus, WoS and Google Scholar, we found
that the latter, allowed us accessing to different scientific journal, conferences and existing
books providing the most representative and relevant result for each Aesthetic-Variable in
this research.
The example suggests how design creativity can be increased by using aesthetic design
heuristic, because as said, the designer´s intuition resources are limited, so heuristics can
support designers to design different ideas without much cognitive effort. We believe that,
provided we have heuristics extracted from the whole repertoire of aesthetic variables, the
richness of different product aesthetic could be dramatically improved.
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Abstract: Existing research has well established that the fluency of mentally
processing a design is an important determinant of consumers’ aesthetic liking. Yet,
to date, most studies have assessed consumers’ reactions to design fluency in
isolation, i.e., irrespective of the context in which the design is presented. In reality,
however, consumers usually perceive a design in a context. Against this background,
this research examines how a design’s fluency and the visual context in which it is
presented interact to affect aesthetic liking of bikes, chairs and lamps. To this end,
we experimentally manipulate design typicality as an operationalization of design
fluency and the usualness of an advertisement’s background as an operationalization
of presentation context. The pattern of results suggests that the effect of design
fluency on aesthetic liking differs in unusual versus usual presentation contexts,
which is in accordance with a dual process model of fluency-based aesthetic
preferences.
Keywords: aesthetic liking, design fluency, product presentation, advertising

Introduction
In recent years, the study of when and why consumers are affected by aesthetic product
design has become a fertile field of research (e.g., Hekkert, Snelders, & van Wieringen, 2003;
Landwehr, Labroo, & Herrmann, 2011; Landwehr, Wentzel, & Herrmann, 2013; Veryzer &
Hutchinson, 2013). One particularly important theoretical account to explain the principles
determining aesthetic responses to product design is the fluency framework (Reber,
Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004). The framework’s key tenet is that aesthetic liking is
grounded in a perceiver’s processing dynamics, i.e., in the fluency or ease with which a
design can be processed. While existing research provides valuable insights on the
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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determinants of fluency effects regarding the product design, e.g., design typicality and
symmetry (Landwehr et al., 2013; Wurtz, Reber, & Zimmermann, 2008), it has largely
ignored that the context in which a design is embedded may also have an impact on fluencybased aesthetic preferences. The present research therefore investigates how a design’s
presentation context interacts with design fluency in affecting aesthetic liking.
Considering the role of context is important in the light of a recent advancement of the
fluency framework, called the Pleasure-Interest Model of Aesthetic Liking; i.e., the “PIA
Model” (Graf & Landwehr, 2015). The PIA Model is a dual-process model of fluency-based
aesthetics; it distinguishes between fluency-based aesthetic responses that are grounded in
automatic, stimulus-driven processing and those that result from more controlled,
perceiver-driven processing. Importantly, the model predicts different preference patterns
for design fluency across the two types of processing. Because presentation contexts are
likely to differ in the degree to which they address these two processing styles, fluencybased aesthetic preferences should be affected by the way a product is presented to
consumers.
Overall, this research makes at least three contributions to the product design literature.
First, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to analyse how the context in which
a product is visually embedded interacts with design fluency in affecting aesthetic liking. The
results of an empirical study in the domain of bikes, chairs, and lamps give indication for an
interaction between design fluency and presentation context with respect to aesthetic
appreciation. That is, design fluency has a positive effect on aesthetic liking both in an
unusual and in a usual presentation context, but the shape of the slope differs between the
presentation contexts: in an unusual context it is steeper at the lower end of the fluency
spectrum, while in a usual context it is steeper at the higher end of the fluency spectrum. In
addition, we show that in line with existing research (Landwehr et al., 2013), design
typicality is a stimulus-inherent determinant of design fluency, and people prefer more
typical designs because of the ease with which a typical design can be processed.
Second, this research contributes to a more realistic and thorough understanding of the
determinants of aesthetic appreciation of product design, since consumers in real life hardly
ever judge the aesthetics of a product in isolation, but always in a specific context (Blijlevens,
Gemser, & Mugge, 2012; Bloch, 1995). That is, we show that the context in which consumers
experience a product influences its aesthetic appreciation, over and above the fluency of the
design itself. In this regard, we do not only provide support for the notion that fluency is a
key construct in explaining aesthetic appreciation (Reber et al., 2004) but our results also
endorse the recently introduced PIA Model (Graf & Landwehr, 2015), according to which a
design’s fluency interacts with a perceiver’s processing style in affecting aesthetic liking.
Finally, our research has direct managerial relevance, as it suggests that a design’s success
depends not only on the design itself, but also on how the design is marketed to consumers.
Put differently, managers should be well aware of the fact that the way a design is marketed
affects its aesthetic appreciation. In the interest of a design’s success, product designers and
product managers should therefore work conjointly.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the theoretical section we shortly
introduce the key tenets of the processing fluency framework. After, we will summarize the
key idea of the PIA Model (Graf & Landwehr, 2015) to predict an interactive effect of design
fluency and presentation context on aesthetic liking. In the empirical section we report the
results of a pre-study where we attest the notion that design typicality is a determinant of a
design’s fluency, and that typical designs are liked more. After, we report an experimental
study that tests our main hypothesis on the interaction between presentation context and
design fluency. Lastly, we discuss our results and provide theoretical as well as practical
implications of our research.

Conceptual Development
In 2004, Reber and colleagues introduced a theoretical account on aesthetic pleasure that
has gained considerable attention in the scientific community. Their framework explains
aesthetic pleasure based on a single underlying mechanism, i.e., processing fluency, which
describes the subjective experience of ease or difficulty with which a person can process an
object. The model’s key propositions can be summarized as follows. First, objects vary in the
fluency with which they can be processed as a function of stimulus characteristics such as
symmetry (Wurtz et al., 2008), contrast and clarity (Reber, Winkielman, & Schwarz, 1998), or
typicality (Landwehr et al., 2011, 2013; Winkielman, Halberstadt, Fazendeiro, & Catty, 2006).
Second, processing fluency is inherently positive and experienced as gut-level positive affect
(Winkielman & Cacioppo 2001). Finally, provided that the positive feeling is not attributed to
a different source, a person will interpret it as representing his or her disposition toward the
stimulus, leading the person to aesthetically like the object (Reber et al., 2004; Winkielman,
Schwarz, Fazendeiro, & Reber, 2003).
While the traditional fluency account explains a wide array of empirical phenomena and has
been supported both in the domain of psychological aesthetics (e.g., Albrecht & Carbon,
2014; Belke, Leder, Strobach, & Carbon, 2010) and in the field of product design (e.g.,
Landwehr et al., 2011, 2013), it is restricted to gut-level aesthetic responses that accrue
from automatic, rather passive stimulus processing (Graf & Landwehr, 2015). Other streams
of research, by contrast, argue that people may also interact actively with objects and
conceptualize aesthetic liking as resulting from a person’s active elaboration of the object
(Armstrong & Detweiler-Bedell, 2008; Carbon & Leder, 2005). To integrate these two
approaches, the PIA Model proposes a dual-process perspective on fluency-based aesthetic
liking (Graf & Landwehr, 2015). The main idea of the model is to augment the automatic,
gut-level response with a deliberate, controlled response level. Automatic processing follows
the prediction made by the traditional fluency account and implies that the more fluently
the design, the higher aesthetic appreciation. In contrast, during controlled processing
people wish to experience cognitive stimulation; accordingly, they prefer designs for which
they experience cognitive stimulation. Thus, because a design’s initial fluency is assumed to
be related to stimulation affordance such that the more fluent the design, the lower the
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potential for cognitive stimulation, automatic and controlled processing predict different
preference patterns for design fluency.
To explain when people will adopt which of the two processing styles, the PIA Model
suggests that a person’s overall motivation to process a stimulus in a controlled manner is a
combination of a perceiver-intrinsic and stimulus-intrinsic motivational trigger. On the
perceiver-level, the need to better understand the stimulus is assumed to trigger processing
motivation. Put differently, the desire to learn more about a stimulus implies a high
motivation to process controlled. Regarding the stimulus, lower levels of stimulus fluency
are proposed to promote high processing motivation (Alter, Oppenheimer, Epley, & Eyre,
2007).
In this research, we argue that the context surrounding a design can serve as an implicit
trigger of the perceiver-intrinsic motivation to engage in elaborated processing. More
precisely, we propose that because an unusual presentation context will irritate the
perceiver by attracting attention through its unusualness, a desire to better understand the
stimulus will be provoked. Thus, an unusual, compared to a usual presentation context will
trigger processing motivation, thus initiating controlled processing. Notably, our idea of
stimulus decontextualization as a means to induce more elaborate processing is similar to
the idea of a ready-made in art, where an everyday object is separated from its usual
context and put into an unusual representation context to evoke a more elaborative
processing style that goes beyond simple object recognition (Gerger, Leder, & Kremer,
2014).
Based on these arguments, we further hypothesize that because peoples’ processing style
and thus their preference for cognitive stimulation differs across presentation contexts, the
positive effect of design fluency on liking will be differently pronounced for a usual
compared to an unusual presentation context. To test this hypothesis, we consider three
levels of design fluency that differ in their cognitive stimulation affordance—disfluent
designs, fluent designs, and medium fluent designs. We suggest that the increase of
aesthetic liking from a disfluent design to a medium fluent design will be more pronounced
in an unusual context. This is because within this fluency range, a design cognitively
stimulates the perceiver, and people cherish cognitive stimulation in a controlled processing
mode but not on an automatic processing level. Second, we propose that the increase of
liking for a fluent design relative to a medium fluent design will be less strong in an unusual
presentation context. More precisely, because within this fluency range a design provides
only little elaboration potential, the preference increase on a controlled processing level is
less than on an automatic processing level.

Pre-study: Design Fluency
The purpose of the pre-study is to establish a set of target stimuli (i.e., product designs that
are disfluent, medium fluent and highly fluent) that allow us to test our main hypothesis on
the interaction between design fluency and presentation context. We operationalize fluency
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by design typicality because a design’s typicality is a particularly important determinant of
consumers’ aesthetic response (Landwehr et al., 2011, 2013), and typicality has been shown
to affect fluency (Winkielman et al., 2006). Moreover, this study aims to demonstrate that
because design typicality is a stimulus-intrinsic determinant of processing fluency, the
positive relationship between design typicality and aesthetic liking is mediated by processing
fluency.

3.1 Design and Stimuli
We use a 3x4x3 mixed factorial experimental design where the first factor is a withinsubjects manipulation of design typicality (i.e., our operationalization of fluency; typicality
low, typicality medium, typicality high), the second factor is a between-subjects
manipulation of the measured aesthetic response (i.e., fluency, liking, typicality, novelty),
and the last is a within-subjects replication factor of product type (bikes, chairs, lamps). For
each typicality level, we employ six operationalizations; thus, our final stimulus set includes
54 stimuli, thereof 18 are bikes, 18 chairs, and 18 lamps; each of these groups of 18 stimuli
partition into 6 untypical, 6 medium typical and 6 typical stimuli. The stimuli are coloured
pictures of bikes, chairs, and lamps and are freely available on the Internet; they were
selected and allocated to the three typicality levels by one of the researchers of this study
according to short discussions with product design experts. Because typicality and novelty
have been shown to be highly negatively correlated (Hekkert et al., 2003), we also assess the
design’s novelty.

3.2 Procedure
Stimuli belonging to one product category were consecutively presented to participants in
one block, while the order in which stimuli were presented both within one category and
across all categories was randomized. Participants were asked to evaluate each stimulus on
a visual analogue scale with 101 points on one of the four dependent variables. More
specifically, we measured aesthetic liking with one item “How much do you like the
product’s design?” on a scale ranging from not at all to very much (Landwehr et al., 2013).
The item to capture fluency asked “How easy or difficult is it to study the product’s design?,”
measured on a scale ranging from very difficult to very easy (Chang, 2013; Novemsky, Dhar,
Schwarz, & Simonson, 2007). Typicality was assessed by the statement “I perceive this
product’s design to be,” measured on a scale ranging from not at all typical to very typical
(Blijlevens, Carbon, Mugge, & Schoormans, 2012), and novelty was assessed with the item “I
perceive the bike’s [lamp’s; chair’s] design to be” [not at all original versus very original]
(Hekkert et al., 2003). Finally, we obtained participants’ expertise and interest in the
respective product category, as well as their Centrality of Visual Product Aesthetics (CVPA;
Bloch, Brunel, & Arnold, 2013) as control variables.
We recruited our participants using Amazon MTurk. Overall, a sample of 160 subjects
participated in this study (49.4% = female, mean age = 26.66); 38 participants rated the
fluency of the designs, 41 participants rated how much they like the designs, 40 participants
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evaluated the typicality of the designs, and 41 participants assessed the novelty of the
designs.

3.3 Results
In all subsequent analyses, we averaged the ratings on the dependent measures (fluency,
liking, typicality, novelty) across the different operationalizations per typicality level within
each product category.
In a first instance, we analysed whether our manipulation of design typicality was successful,
i.e., whether our manipulation of typicality is reflected in participants’ typicality perceptions,
respectively inversely in participants’ novelty perceptions. In addition, we assessed the
effectiveness of our operationalization of fluency by typicality, and we assessed whether the
typicality manipulation affects aesthetic liking. Because the design of our study features a
repeated measures structure for the key independent variable (i.e., three different levels of
typicality), the most suitable method to analyse the data is a repeated measures ANOVA
(RM-ANOVA), which we conducted separately for the four dependent variables as well as for
the three different product categories, which merely served as replications.
For all dependent variables and all stimulus categories, the mean scores for the dependent
variables are statistically different across the three typicality conditions (p < .001).
Furthermore, LSD post hoc contrasts between the factor levels are all significant (p < .01). To
control for individual differences in the CVPA (for the whole sample, α > .846), we
additionally conducted Mixed-ANOVAs, were we included CVPA as a between-subjects
factor by dividing the sample into two groups at the median of the CVPA scale. The results
show that also when including a between-subjects factor controlling for CVPA, the effect of
design typicality on typicality perceptions, novelty perceptions, fluency, and liking remains
robust in all three product categories. In the same vein, we also included product category
interest and product category expertise as between-subjects factor in the ANOVA; the highly
significant effect of typicality on all four dependent variables again remains stable. Overall,
the results of the RM-ANOVAs imply that the manipulation of typicality was successful, and
it approves the operationalization of design fluency by design typicality. Moreover, we find a
significant effect of typicality on aesthetic liking, which attests the practical relevance of
studying typicality-driven fluency effects.

Main study: Design Fluency and Presentation Context
4.1 Design and Stimuli
The aim of the main study is to investigate how design fluency interacts with a design’s
presentation context. The set-up of the study is a 3 (fluency: low, medium, high) x 2
(presentation context: nonfit, fit) x 3 (product type: bike, chair, lamp) x mixed factorial
design, where fluency is included as a within-subjects factor, context as a between-subjects
factor and product type as a within-subjects replication factor.
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For the target stimulus material, we draw on the pre-study. Based on the typicality ratings of
the stimuli in the pre-study, we selected two stimuli per fluency manipulation and product
category; in the low typical condition we selected two stimuli that were closest to a rating of
10 on the subjective typicality scale, in the medium typical condition we selected two stimuli
that were closest to a rating of 50 on the subjective typicality scale, and in the high fluency
condition those that were closest to a rating of 90. For the manipulation of context fit we
created for each product category two different backgrounds depicting either a usage
context that fits with the product or a usage context that does not fit. For instance, a chair
was either depicted next to a wardrobe (context fit) or at the park (context nonfit) (Figure 1).
We framed our stimuli as advertisements by including a brand name and the brand’s web
address (constant across all stimuli).

Figure 1 Exemplary Experimental Stimuli.

4.2 Procedure
On the first page of our online survey, participants were told a cover story that they will be
shown various products within the same standard advertisement of a fictitious brand.
Participants were then randomly assigned to one of the six between-subjects conditions,
and they were asked to evaluate how much they like each product’s design in a random
order [not at all / very much]. Importantly, the instructions between the two presentation
context conditions were exactly the same; the only difference between the two conditions
was the background picture surrounding the product stimuli. Finally, we gathered
participants’ expertise and interest in the respective product category, as well as their CVPA
as control variables.
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We again obtained our participants via Amazon MTurk (54.6% = female, mean age = 25.89).
Overall, a sample of 304 subjects participated in this study, thereof 51 subjects rated bikes
surrounded by a usual context (i.e., context fit), 51 rated bikes surrounded by a unusual
context (i.e., context nonfit), 48 rated chairs surrounded by a usual context, 52 rated chairs
surrounded by a unusual context, 53 rated lamps surrounded by a usual context and 49
rated lamps surrounded by a unusual context.

4.3 Results
At the outset, we averaged the ratings of the liking ratings across the two
operationalizations per fluency level within each product category. Based on these values,
we removed two outlier participants from our analyses because their liking ratings for the
highly typical stimuli were more than 1.5 times away from the interquartile range. Figure 2
shows the effects of the experimental manipulations of design typicality and context on
aesthetic liking. As the descriptive analysis of the mean liking ratings across the experimental
conditions indicate, the untypical and the highly typical stimuli are evaluated better when
presented in a usual context. Aesthetic liking for the medium typical stimuli, by contrast, is
higher when the presentation context is unusual compared to usual. Overall, this pattern of
results indicates that the profile of liking ratings for different levels of design fluency differs
as a function of presentation context.

Figure 2 Effects of the experimental manipulations of design typicality and context on aesthetic
liking. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval of the means.

General Discussion
The intent of this research was to examine how product design fluency interacts with a
design’s visual presentation context, in particular, the usualness of the presentation context.
To test this notion, we conducted an empirical study focusing on bikes, chairs and lamps as
stimuli and using design typicality as an operationalization of fluency. The pattern of results
tend to support our hypothesis that design fluency and presentation context interact. More
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specifically, while aesthetic liking appears to increase with design fluency both in a usual and
in an unusual presentation context, this increase is in an unusual context more pronounced
at lower levels of fluency and less pronounced at higher levels of fluency as compared to a
usual context.
Although we cannot provide empirical evidence for the underlying processes, the preference
patterns we find are in accordance with the main predictions of the PIA Model, a dualprocess model of fluency-based aesthetics (Graf & Landwehr, 2015). That is, at low levels of
design fluency, a fluency increase elicits a stronger positive effect on aesthetic liking under
controlled processing (as opposed to under automatic processing) because people under
controlled processing are cognitively stimulated by the designs, thus experiencing aesthetic
interest. In contrast, when the fluency level from which the fluency increase takes place is
already medium fluent, the positive effect is less pronounced on a controlled processing
level because people are only marginally cognitively stimulated.
Admittedly, the interaction between design fluency and presentation context that we find is
rather small. However, as the pre-study shows, the product stimuli do not only represent
very strong manipulations of fluency, they are also highly predictive of aesthetic liking.
Compared to that, our manipulation of context was only very subtle. The combination of
these two factors implies that it is perfectly reasonable that the effect is not overly
pronounced. In fact, it would be interesting to see whether the same context manipulation
interacts to a greater extent with fluency when using a less strong fluency manipulation. In
this regard, another interesting question would be to examine whether the interaction
effect holds robust in other product categories.
The results of this research offer several managerial implications. Most importantly, it
sensitizes managers and designers to conjointly consider the design and the context in which
the design will be presented and marketed to consumers. While we operationalize the
context as the usage scenario in which a design is visually presented within an
advertisement, there may be many other levels on which the context surrounding the
product can play a role. That is, the positioning, the whole advertising campaign or
communication strategy on the level of the product, the designer or firm may all be
contextual factors that affect how consumers process the design and thus a design’s success.
Importantly, not only the visual configuration of the context may play a role, but also
content related factors. In addition, the findings of this research are particularly important
when design constraints (e.g., technical, function, ergonomic, or regulatory constraints)
(Bloch, 1995) or positioning issues prevent a purely stimulus based optimization of design
fluency and hence aesthetic appreciation. Put differently, when aesthetic appreciation is
rather low because of low levels of design fluency, aligning the presentation context with the
fluency of the design may be an effective means to increase aesthetic appreciation. In a
related vein, our research is of high importance when launching new products. That is, to
the extent that novelty often implies atypicality and thus low levels of design fluency
(Landwehr et al., 2013), a fluency compatible presentation context respectively marketing
campaign can become a crucial determinant of product launch success.
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In sum, this research contributes to the product design literature by examining fluencybased aesthetic preferences in a realistic consumer behaviour context. In doing so, it shows
the relevance of the fluency construct in research on aesthetic preferences of product
design. At the same time it suggests that future research on fluency-based aesthetic
preferences should make an effort to take into account contextual factors that affect
consumers’ processing of product design to fully understand consumers’ aesthetic responses
to products.
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Abstract: Transparency is frequently used in product innovations for its special visual
impacts and unique characteristic of providing more information. Providing effective
information is crucial for consumers’ adoptions of product innovations. Yet, how the
information provided through transparency influences consumer response has not
been investigated so far. This study aims to fill in this gap by investigating the
application of transparency in product innovations from designers’ and consumers’
perspectives. Through in-depth interviews with experienced designers (N=6), five
design intentions of using transparency in product innovations are identified:
influence look and feel, communicate information regarding product operations,
demonstrate technology, show working process, and influence consumer experience.
To validate these findings and explore consumer response, in-depth consumer
interviews were conducted (N=13). Results revealed that these design intentions are
fulfilled. Moreover, consumers mentioned more specific experience triggered by
transparency: a sense of achievement, engagement, control, relief and discomfort.
Keywords: consumer response; design intentions; product innovations; transparency.

Introduction
Transparency is frequently used to embody product innovations. Product innovation refers
to a product that is launched into the market with novel elements (Chandy & Prabhu, 2011)
and can be divided into incrementally and really new products. Incrementally new products
(INPs) are innovations that are based on current technology. Really new products (RNPs) are
innovations that adopted totally new technology (Garcia & Calantone, 2002). Developing
product innovations is associated with high risks (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987) because
consumers often show resistance to adopting product innovations (Ram & Sheth, 1989).
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As the success of product innovations largely depends on consumer adoption (Hauser, Tellis,
& Griffin, 2006), it is essential to consider how designers could stimulate consumers’
adoption of product innovations. Prior research has demonstrated the value of product
appearance on influencing consumer response to product innovations. For instance, a
typical product appearance can improve consumers’ attitudes through reducing learning
cost of product innovations (Mugge & Dahl, 2013). A complex product appearance can
enhance consumers’ comprehension of product innovations because it provides a state of
congruence between the really new functions and the product’s appearance (Cheng &
Mugge, 2015). However, besides typicality and visual complexity, there may be other
factors that could potentially influence consumer response. Specifically, transparency of the
materials that embody product innovations is such an interesting factor. For example,
transparent covers are used in the Acti-Fry of Tefal. The transparent parts can draw more
attentions and demonstrate the effectiveness of products (Lockton, Harrison, & Stanton,
2010). However, how consumers respond to such transparency remains unexplored. This
study aims to fill this gap.

Transparency
Transparency refers to the physical property of letting light go through the surface without
scattering. Depending on how much light can go through the surface, transparency can be
further divided into four-level ranges: opaque, translucent, transparent, and water-clear or
optical quality (Ashby & Johnson, 2013). Opaque materials completely block lights, while
transparent materials allow light to pass. As a result, consumers can see the situation
underneath the transparent materials clearly. Translucent materials allow consumers to see
the underlying situation in a blurry way. This study specifically focuses on embodying
product innovations with transparent and translucent materials. The optical quality is not
covered because it is mainly used for optical instruments.
Due to the special visual effects, translucent and transparent materials are often used in
embodying products. Previous studies have explored the symbolic meanings associated with
transparent materials in products. Consumers tend to relate transparency with sexiness
(Karana, Hekkert, & Kandachar, 2009) and trendiness (Blijlevens, Mugge, Ye, & Schoormans,
2013). Moreover, prior research has concluded that the meaning attributed to products is
not only influenced by the sensorial properties of materials (e.g., transparency), but also
depends on the product category (Karana et al., 2009). For instance, a transparent teapot is
not considered to be novel or trendy, while a transparent toaster is (Blijlevens et al., 2013).
In addition to associated symbolic meanings, one unique characteristic of transparency used
in product innovations is that it allows consumers to see the internal situation underneath
the product covers. In other words, products with transparency provide more information
to consumers, in comparison to product with opaque materials. As a prior study has
identified the lack of information as one of the barriers for consumers’ resistance to product
innovations (Ram & Sheth, 1989), the more information allowed by transparency could
make a profound influence on consumer response, and consequently, on consumers’
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adoption of product innovations. For example, to embody the innovative technology of
rapid air frying, Philips Airfryer (HD9220) uses opaque materials while Tefal Actifry
(AL800040) uses a transparent cover that allows consumers to see how food are fried and
whether the food is ready or not. Seeing how food is fried may influence consumers’
comprehension of the fryer as well as their aesthetic experiences. Whether and how the
additional information influences consumer response are still unknown. With an emphasis
on the role of transparency for embodying product innovations, this study aims to explore
how the additional information provided by transparency influences consumer response to
the embodied product innovations.
Two studies were conducted to understand the role of transparency in product innovations.
Study 1 was conducted from a designer’s perspective and aimed to understand the design
intentions of using transparency in product innovations. Because material selections are
influenced by multiple factors, including sensorial properties, intangible characteristics and
technical properties (Karana, Hekkert, & Kandachar, 2008), the choice of certain materials
(e.g., transparent materials) can be considered a compromise of different factors. The
application of transparency can thus be driven by different intentions (Crilly, Moultrie, &
Clarkson, 2009). Therefore, it is necessary to investigate what intentions underlie designers’
choice for transparency in product innovations. Study 2 further examined consumer
response to transparency in product innovations, with the aim of validating the findings
from study 1. Study 2 also attempted to extend findings from study 1 through
understanding how transparency influences consumer response to product innovations.
By investigating both designers’ and consumers’ perspectives on transparency we contribute
to the research on relating design intentions of designers to interpretations of consumers
(Crilly, Good, Matravers, & Clarkson, 2008). As consumers differ strongly from designers in
terms of expertise and interactions with products, consumer response may deviate from
design intentions (Crilly et al., 2008). The success of design largely depends on the extent to
which consumer response correspond to design intentions (Crilly et al., 2009). Previous
studies have compared the differences between designers’ intentions and consumer
response quantitatively (Ahmed & Boelskifte, 2006; Hsu, Chuang, & Chang, 2000; Khalaj &
Pedgley, 2014). In contrast, we will take a qualitative approach, which will provide
additional insights into why certain design intentions are formed and why consumers form
inferences in certain ways.

Study 1: Design Intentions of Applying Transparency in Product
Innovations
3.1 Method
Participants
In-depth interviews were conducted with six experienced industrial designers. All
participants had multiple years of practical experience (ranging from 10 to 20 years) with
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designing consumer durables. Through their expertise, they were equipped with the
knowledge to explain how different materials are selected to fulfill certain intentions.
Stimuli
Through extensive Internet research, more than 100 products were collected, which partly
or fully used transparent or translucent materials. The initial set of product examples was
firstly reduced by deleting similar product innovations. Next, because the focus of this study
was on understanding the application of transparency in product innovations, all selected
product examples incorporated either incrementally or really new technology that can
complicate consumers’ comprehension of the product and its benefits. For instance, a
transparent chair was not selected because such an innovation is unlikely to cause
difficulties in consumers’ comprehension of the product. Consequently, 32 products from a
diverse range of product categories were included as final stimuli (see appendix). Some of
them were more mature products, while some were still in a conceptual stage. For some
examples (e.g., No. 21), transparency was a standard feature, while it was an innovative
feature for others (e.g., No. 20). The inclusion of different kinds of product examples
allowed us to explore the different possible ways of applying transparency in product
innovations.
Stimuli were presented as cards including picture(s) of the product in colour and the name of
the product category. The size and quality of the pictures were standardized. The brand
logo was digitally removed. If a product example was very innovative, and potentially
unfamiliar to participants, the key features were listed as well.
Procedure
Participants were invited to an enclosed meeting room individually. The interviews started
with the warm-up question “during designing, when would you consider using transparent
materials in product design?” In further probing questions, participants were triggered to
talk about the different purposes and intentions of using transparency. Subsequently,
participants were asked to do a categorization task. Stimuli were presented to them in
random order. They were asked to categorize all 32 stimuli into different groups based on
the underlying intentions of using transparency in these designs. After they finished the
categorization, they were asked to label each category with an explicit name that illustrated
the different intentions. They were also asked to explain this name and why certain stimuli
belonged to the same group. During this process, participants were allowed to make
changes in their categorization. The final categorizations were photographed. The complete
interview took 50-120 minutes. After the categorization task, participants were asked to
indicate other interesting examples of applying transparency.

3.2 Results
It took some revisions and refinements for participants to make the final categorizations.
For some stimuli, participants mentioned that they were not sure about designers’
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intentions of using transparency. They considered them designers’ personal choices, or the
decisions made by manufacturing availability.
All interviews were recorded and fully transcribed. A content analysis was conducted by
using the software ATLAS.ti. First, participants gave the general opinions of transparency.
They explained the different visual impacts created by transparency: “there is a spectrum,
you can have something really milky, crystal, and also there are colours involved” and the
unique characteristic of transparency was see-through, which allowed more information and
showed something. When discussing the intentions of applying transparency in product
innovations, participants mentioned multiple reasons of using transparency. Specifically,
participants stressed that because using transparency would increase the manufacturing
cost, there should be strong motivations of using it during designing. In some cases, when
product functionality required see-through, using transparency was the only choice, such as
a display and camera: “Here, this one [No. 24] is purely protection. It needs to protect the
camera inside, and it has to be transparent to make the camera work.” In addition, other
considerations included manufacturing availability, cost consideration, and alignments with
brand strategy.
Next, by categorizing product examples, more insights were collected in terms of specific
design intentions of using transparency in product innovations. Five different intentions
emerged from the analysis: influence look and feel, communicate information regarding
product operation, demonstrate technology, show working process, and influence consumer
experience.
Influence look and feel
Transparency can create different visual impacts for product innovations. Participants
mentioned that transparency can enhance the aesthetic values of products, through
improving aesthetic richness, breaking the monolithic look of a product, and creating
contrasts. By using transparency, designers expected that products looked interesting,
fancy, trendy, and modern. One more reason of using transparency was that it had not been
used in the product category thus far. Then, using it could make the product novel.
Furthermore, participants would use transparency to express the symbolic meaning of the
product, as mentioned by one participant in No. 20, “They are more showing the nature of
the product itself … some products related to power, to air, to greenness.”
Communicate information regarding product operation
Communicating information regarding product operation was one benefit of using
transparency that most participants mentioned during the interviews. Specifically, the
communication of information regarding the product’s operation included the following
aspects: 1) communication of the product’s operation mode; 2) communication of
immediate feedback regarding the product’s operation; and 3) communication of the
outcome of the product’s operation. Through communicating these three types of
information, participants expected the products to be more usable and interactive.
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In terms of communication of the product’s operation mode, the underlying design intention
entailed informing consumers whether the product is working or not: “It [No.18] tells you
that I am working, I am in the process.” One more important design intention was to
communicate immediate feedback regarding the product’s operation, including whether the
product had done its work or not and how much work had been done. Through
communicating the immediate feedback, the intention was to provide suggestions on how
to further use the product, as mentioned concerning No. 5, “You get information. When
you’re ironing, you get wrinkles. If you are ironing again, it makes it even worse. With this,
you can make the process better.” Providing immediate feedback aimed to allow consumers
to use the product in a customized way, which was expected to have a positive influence on
consumer experience, as one participant explained No. 21 “If you have this toaster… you get
your bread out just at the time that looks right for you.” Another design intention of using
transparency was to communicate the outcome of product operation, as one participant
explained “We need users to see through what is being operated... the result of operation”
(No. 11).
Demonstrate technology
Products often compete on technological performance (Crilly et al., 2009). Designers
considered using transparency as a way to demonstrate the adopted technology. Two kinds
of technology demonstrations were identified. When the technology is common, designers
use transparency to indicate this is a new version, as with No. 8 “try to show some novelty.
They try to demonstrate their technology, but actually, they don't have really powerful
functionality to make them transparent.” When the adopted technology is very innovative,
applying transparency can be an effective way to highlight the innovativeness of the
advanced technology:
“[When] some new technology or powerful technology inside the product, you want to
show. Using a transparent part is a way to show that you have something new, a
powerful processor in the case of PC [No. 10]; a powerful suction system in the case of
Dyson [No. 12]”.

To demonstrate technology through transparency, transparent parts show the internal
components to consumers. Companies need to pay additional efforts and costs to design
the internal components to make them look organized and attractive to consumers, as
expressed by one participant “This is their strategy [to show the internal structure] … it is
expensive. If you want to people to see, it means that the internal components should look
beautiful (No. 12).” Thus, exposing internal components through transparency can also
become a way for companies to demonstrate their technological abilities.
Show working process
Another design intention of applying transparency in product innovations was to directly
show consumers the working process of mechanical components within the product. By
showing the working process, designers expected that this can facilitate consumers’
comprehension of products, especially for products with innovative functions, “By looking at
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this area, you know what is going [to be] inside ... by seeing it, users can understand.” Using
transparency can also allow users to see the process of transformation, which may enrich
users’ experience:
“It tries to show the whole process of making ice coffee. Using transparency is great …
[it can] also have [an] ultimate effect on people to see the fun part of it, to enjoy” (No.
25).

Showing the working process of products relates to the design intentions Communicate
information regarding product operation and Demonstrate technology. When consumers
see the working process, they will also gain immediate feedback of the product operation
and probably form perceptions on the effectiveness of adopted technology. However, we
considered showing working process as an independent design intention because
participants’ primary intention was to facilitate consumers’ comprehension, which was
different from the intentions of demonstrating technology and communicating information
regarding product operation. During interviews, participants highlighted the difference of
showing the working process as a different intention: “this is the most typical one [No. 25] …
this is absolutely about showing the whole process … These ones [No. 11, 28] are purely
getting to know, being informed”.
Influence consumer experience
Participants considered transparency as a way to influence consumer experience.
Specifically, designers intended using transparency to influence users’ experience in the
following way: trigger emotional experience, enrich consumer experience, and project novel
experience.
Participants mentioned that transparency was one way to trigger emotional experience,
“This [No. 32] is about creating emotional experience. Transparency is an access … insert of
emotional experience.” Participants expected that consumers will have an intimate
experience. Transparency can also create a rich experience. For instance, in the case of
stove (No. 20) and toaster (No. 31), using transparency triggers consumers’ visual
experience, as expressed by one participant “Those three are intangible value, they gave
richer user experience. So only by looking at how it works, it can create a feeling of “oh, it is
beautiful” ”. In addition, transparency can project a new experience. When transparency
was never used in the product category, using transparency can be a good way to project a
new experience, as expressed by one participant: “although it [No. 23] looks like No.10 …
but at that time, it is totally revolutionary. Because designers really want to deliver [an]
artistic statement, we would like to use another perspective to see personal computers.”

3.3 Discussion of Study 1
In Study 1, we provided an overview of five different design intentions of using transparency
in product innovations. This overview can guide designers while embodying product
innovations to make more informed decisions of using transparency. A limitation of study 1
was the exclusive focus on designers’ intentions. Because designers and consumers perceive
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products differently (Blijlevens, Creusen, & Schoormans, 2009), it would be biased to only
consider designers’ intentions and their expected consumer experience without exploring
consumers’ actual experience. Study 2 aimed to validate the findings from study 1 by
examining whether consumers understand designers’ intentions and to extend the findings
by exploring how consumers respond to transparency in product innovations.

Study 2: Consumer Response to Transparency in Product
Innovations
4.1 Method
Participants
In-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 13 consumers (6 male, 7 female;
mean age=34.15). Because age was considered to influence consumers’ acceptance of
product innovations (Loudon & Bitta, 1993), we selected consumers who are younger than
55 years old as participants.
Stimuli
To make the interview feasible for participants, 16 product examples were selected as
stimuli materials in study 2 (see Appendix). These stimuli were selected from the 32 stimuli
used in study 1. Based on study 1, product examples that were considered as designers’
personal choices were excluded. From each design intention, the most typical product
examples were selected. The selected product examples covered different product
categories, and differed in innovativeness level.
Procedure
First, participants were presented with the 16 product examples and asked to talk about
their general opinions and feelings towards these products. All stimuli were randomly
presented to participants. The first part aimed to familiarize consumers with these
products. One general question was proposed “how do you feel about this product in
general?” followed by a probe question, with the focus on product design “what do you
think about the design of this product?” In the second part, participants were specifically
asked about their opinions and feelings towards the transparent parts in the products. They
were asked “how do you feel about the transparent parts in this product?” and “could you
think of several pros and cons of involving transparent parts in this product?” The
interviews took 40-90 minutes.

4.2 Results and Discussions on Study 2
All consumer interviews were fully transcribed and analysed using ATLAS.ti. Five themes
emerged from the data analysis: more aesthetically appealing, better ease of use, more
effective, better comprehension, and rich experience. One of the goals of study 2 was to
examine whether consumers could read the information that designers intended to express.
This objective was met satisfactorily. Although consumers understandably took a different
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perspective on the value of transparency, we could easily relate five consumer themes to
the uncovered design intentions in study 1. Another goal of study 2 was to extend the
findings through further understanding how consumers respond to transparency in product
innovations. This was achieved through exploring new insights provided by consumers in
terms of why they thought that transparency created certain feelings.
More aesthetically appealing
With respect to transparency in product innovations, participants firstly mentioned how
they felt about the looks of the transparent parts. Participants reported the transparent
parts were attractive in general and thus influenced their aesthetic experiences. The
symbolic meanings they mentioned included: nice-looking, high-end, cool, novel, unique,
light, thick, fashionable, etc. These described feelings corresponded to the design intention:
influence look and feel.
Better ease of use
With regard to the design intention Communicating information regarding product
operation, participants were able to read information regarding product operation through
the transparent parts. Participants mentioned that transparency allowed them to see the
current situation, see outcomes of and changes during product operation, which allowed
them to operate the product in a customized way. As designers expected, consumers
claimed that seeing the information regarding product operation made them feel that the
products were easy to use, “I feel it is good. For soy milk maker [No.6] … it is better to see
the situation inside. It is convenient for preparation.” Consumers also mentioned that
products with transparency were easy to maintain, because transparency reminded them to
clean the product frequently and enabled them to easily detect problems: “[for] the coffee
makers [No.25] … I can monitor: whether the filter should be changed? Is any part blocked?”
Providing information is crucial for consumers’ adoption of innovations (Ram & Sheth, 1989).
Talke and Snelders (2013) demonstrated that technical information is the most effective to
influence consumers’ adoption when it is delivered in a detailed, tangible and specific
manner. Corresponding to this finding, our results show that using transparency is an
effective way of communicating technical information. Through transparency, consumers
can gain positive perceptions of product innovations, such as easy to use or maintain, which
positively influences consumers’ adoption of product innovations.
More effective
Corresponding to the design intention Demonstrating technology, participants reported that
they tended to perceive products with transparency to have better performance than
products with opaque covers. Consumers mentioned that seeing the internal components
of products made them feel that the products were more high-end and expensive, because
the requirements of products seemed to exceed the product appearance. As one participant
expressed: “it will improve the position of the products in my mind … I would feel that the
product not only pays attention to its look.”
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As relative advantage relates to consumers’ adoption of innovations positively (Rogers,
1995), designers often use product appearance to highlight the underlying technology and
demonstrate the effectiveness of product performance (Crilly et al., 2009). Previous studies
have explored that a novel product appearance (Mugge & Schoormans, 2012) and designing
products with a business-like personality (Mugge, 2011) can demonstrate product’s
performance. Our results suggest that designers can also consider using transparent covers
to demonstrate product performance and thereby increase the product’s relative advantage.
Better comprehension
Consistent with the design intention Showing the working process, participants confirmed
that they gained better comprehension through seeing the product’s working process,
because it was direct and intuitive: “It helps me [to] understand the function to some
degree. It is very intuitive … if [a] salesman introduces this product to me, I understand it as
soon as I see it.” Especially for RNPs (e.g., No. 24), seeing how the product functions can
help consumers to imagine how the new technology worked and identify the advantages of
the product, which can improve comprehension.
The importance of increasing consumers’ comprehension of product innovations has been
highlighted in prior research (Reinders, Frambach, & Schoormans, 2010; Talke &
Heidenreich, 2014). Recently, the role of product appearance, and specifically the effect of
visual complexity, on consumers’ comprehension of product innovations has been
demonstrated (Cheng & Mugge, 2015). Our results extend this stream of research by
showing that seeing how the product functions through transparency is one more way to
improve consumers’ comprehension.
Rich experience
Designers intended to use transparency to trigger emotional experience, enrich consumer
experience and project novel experience. These intentions were successfully recognized. In
study 2, participants mentioned some additional experiences that were triggered by
transparency: a sense of engagement, a sense of achievement, a sense of control, a sense of
relief and a sense of discomfort, which contributed to consumers’ aesthetic experiences.
When seeing how the product functions, participants had a sense of engagement because
they were involved in the process, as expressed by one participant:
“It [ordinary coffee maker] feels like a black box. I only know I should put coffee beans
or [a] capsule inside and coffee will come out automatically … This coffee maker makes
me see the whole process very clearly…I feel a strong feeling of engagement. I feel like
I made this coffee by my hands.”

As consumers were more involved in the coffee making process, they gained a sense of
achievement because they were involved in the making process: “I feel [I] can see coffee
going down drop by drop into drinks, I have a sense of achievement.”
When seeing the working process of products, participants mentioned that they had a sense
of control: “while cooking, people need to see inside to cook delicious things, because you
can control … to see if anything is not good, to stop immediately (No. 24).” In addition,
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seeing internal product components can make consumers feel relieved. The importance of a
sense of relief for RNPs was pointed out by participants, “it is a fryer, using new technology
… If it uses [an] opaque cover, as frying requires a very high temperature, I am worried that
it will explode … By making it into [a] transparent [cover], I feel it is safe, I feel relieved.” As
a result, consumers tended to consider the product and the brand as more trustable.
Consumers also reported some concerns of using transparent parts, which led to a sense of
discomfort. The most frequently mentioned concern was vulnerability. Participants
mentioned that they felt these products would easily break down and wear out, as one
participant mentioned in No. 32 “I feel there should be one base, or something under the
light … [otherwise] it will be very easy to break down and very easy to wear out.” When
products dealt with high temperature (e.g., No. 16, 20, 24), participants were also worried
about whether transparent materials were safe enough. However, one interesting finding
was that vulnerability was not always related with negative experiences. It could bring a
positive experience when used properly. For example, in the case of the light (No. 32) and
coffee maker (No. 25), participants mentioned “I feel [that] the vulnerable glass makes me
treasure it more. The crystal plastic or glass would feel great.”
Summarizing, our results reveal different consumer experiences triggered by transparency
(i.e., a sense of engagement, achievement, control, relief, discomfort). Although
experiences mentioned by consumers corresponded to the design intention of influence
consumer experience, it also related to other design intentions. For example, in the case of
the coffee maker (No. 25), a sense of engagement that consumers reported was evoked
through seeing how the coffee was made. In other words, although the design intention of
influencing consumer experience was prominent, other design intentions (e.g., communicate
immediate feedback regarding product’s operation and show the working process) are also
involved to jointly trigger consumer experience.

5. General Discussion and Conclusion
In line with prior research (Cheng & Mugge, 2015; Mugge & Dahl, 2013), the present
research explored the role of product appearance for influencing consumer responses to
product innovations. Specifically, this research extends previous studies by focusing on the
value of transparency for product innovations. Five design intentions were identified:
influence look and feel, communicate information regarding product operation,
demonstrate technology, show working process and influence consumer experience.
Results from consumer interviews validated the findings from the designer interviews.
Consumers formed various inferences about transparency in product innovations: more
aesthetically appealing, better ease of use, more effective, better comprehension, and rich
experience (i.e., a sense of engagement, achievement, control, relief and discomfort).
Findings from the designers’ and consumers’ perspectives indicated the value of
transparency in product innovations. Transparency in product innovations contributes to
consumers’ aesthetic experiences by making product appearances more appealing and by
triggering a rich experience. Moreover, transparency can facilitate consumers’
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comprehension and trigger consumers’ product perception of ease of use and performance
quality. Figure 1 provides an overview of our findings.

Figure 1. Relating design intentions and consumer responses to transparent parts in product
innovations

For designers, it is important to focus on the design intention that is most prominent for the
specific situation at hand. The uncovered design intentions weigh differently in different
product categories. For instance, for product innovations driven by high technology (e.g.,
No. 24), the primary intention can be showing the working process to facilitate consumers’
comprehension. Along with this primary intention, other intentions are selected, such as
communicating immediate feedback and demonstrating the innovative technology. In
contrast, for innovative products driven by meaning changes (e.g., No, 25), the primary role
of transparency can be in reflecting the meaning of product innovations. While designing,
designers need to consider the type of product innovations and what consumer experience
should be triggered.
There are different possible opportunities for future research. Firstly, because this study
focused on the unique characteristic of transparency of providing more information, we
selected a broad range of product examples. These product examples presented different
levels of information. Among these product examples, some products included detailed
technical information, while others included only limited information. It is possible that a
high level of detailed information will confuse consumers, while a low level of detailed
information is insufficiently effective to convince consumers (Fernbach, Sloman, Louis, &
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Shube, 2013). It would be interesting for future research to seek for an optimal level of
presenting information through transparency. Secondly, this research focused on exploring
the value of transparency, including the use of transparent and translucent materials in
product innovations. However, the difference between transparent and translucent was not
investigated because consumers were not able to articulate these differences during
interviews. It could be interesting for future research to explore differences between both.
Thirdly, this research followed a qualitative approach, to provide an overview of the roles of
transparency for product innovations. However, it is likely that the uncovered consumers’
perceptions are related to each other. For instance, a sense of control can contribute to
consumers’ enhanced comprehension. Future research could investigate these
relationships, which would improve our understanding of the underlying mechanisms of
how transparency influences consumer response.
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Appendix: Stimuli Used in Study 1 and Study 2
All the stimuli were used in study 1. The following stimuli were used in study 2: 4, 6, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 31, 32.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13
14
15

Product Examples
Concept design of
future smart phone
Concept design of air
cleaner
Concept design of
USB memory stick
Essential oil diffuser
IRON 725: Concept
design of iron
Deer DR-021: soy milk
maker
Konstruktor
transparent
collector’s edition
Lomo camera (display
only)
YANX wireless
Bluetooth game
controller
NiZHi TT-028: mini
digital portable
speaker
In Win TOU
aluminium frame PC
chassis
Philips FC6130:
handheld vacuum
cleaner
Dyson DC 58:
handheld vacuum
cleaner
Vicks V750: warm
mist humidifier
Dyson humidifier
Concept design of
tablet

Source
http://www.yankodesign.com/2009/08/18/phonethat-shames-the-weather-bureau/
https://www.behance.net/gallery/17624391/AirPurifierhttp://mac_fun.prosite.com/584/1007/gallery/funn
y-usb-memory-stick-concepts
http://zaq.com/dew/
http://www.yankodesign.com/2009/01/12/seethru-iron/
http://www.diytrade.com/china/pd/5758693/Soy_
Milk_Maker.html
http://shop.lomography.com/en/konstruktortransparent

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B015S8MPW
Y/ref=s9_hps_bw_g63_i7
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00CBD65W
G/ref=s9_dcbhz_bw_d0_g422_i1_sh
http://www.techspot.com/review/794-in-win-tou/

http://www.philips.co.in/c-p/FC6130_01/minivachandheld-vacuum-cleaner
http://www.dyson.co.uk/vacuumcleaners/handheld.aspx
http://vicks.com/en-us/shop-products/humidifierssteam-inhalers/v750-warm-mist-humidifier
http://www.dyson.com/airtreatment/humidifiers.aspx
http://www.gizmocrazed.com/2013/02/thisstunning-ipad-concept-features-an-all-transparent-
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16
17

18

19
20

Concept design of
television
Electrolux Green AC:
concept design of air
conditioner
Dyson CR01 memory
silver: washing
machine
Breville Crystal Clear:
electrical kettle
Hase Asmara stove

21

Magimix vision
toaster

22

Tefal ActiFry Family
AH900233

23

Apple Mac G3:
personal computer
displayer
OZAKI O!care wireless
camera
Biduhaev cold brew
system coffee dripper
Stylepie EVE lonizer
power bank
Lexon Flow FM radio

24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32

body/
http://www.yankodesign.com/2011/02/03/lookcarefully-it%E2%80%99s-a-transparent-tv/
https://www.behance.net/gallery/1157281/GreenAC-Electrolux
http://www.dyson.co.uk/support/cr01/cro1memory-silver
http://www.brevilleusa.com/the-crystal-clear.html
http://www.boudrie-kachels-haarden.nl/haseasmara.html
http://www.magimix.com/usacanada/products/BREAKFAST/Toaster/VisionToaster/
http://www.tefal.com/Cookingappliances/Fryers/ActiFry/ActiFryFamily/p/1500635312
http://iphoneclub.hu/cikk/a-regi-idok-iphone-ja

http://ozakiverse.com.cn/products/iphone_5_5s/oc
are-ir001
http://www.biduhaev.com/
http://www.style-pie.com/products.html#8

http://www.lexon-design.com/la94g5-flowgris.html
kMix KMX51G
http://www.kenwoodworld.com/enKenwood kitchen
int/products/kmix/kmix-kitchen-machines/kmixmachine
stand-mixer-kmx51g
Philips grind and brew http://www.philips.nl/c-p/HD7765_00/grind-brewcoffee maker
koffiezetapparaat
Harman Kardon
http://www.harmankardon.com/computerSoundSticks III
speakers/SOUNDSTICKS+III.html
Philips SalonDry
http://www.philips.co.in/c-p/HP4940_00/salondryhairdryer
hairdryer
Philips LivingColors
http://www.p4c.philips.com/cgiGeneration 2
bin/dcbint/cpindex.pl?slg=en&scy=us&ctn=6914360
48
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Abstract: A psychophysical experiment was conducted using athletic shoes as an
example to study colour preference and colour harmony. A total of 404 test images
were generated from two original shoe images, one from Nike and the other from
Adidas, each manipulated by varying the two-colour combination of the shoe design,
including the main colour of the shoe and the logo colour. Twenty observers
participated in the experiment. Each observer was asked to rate the shoe images
using two semantic scales: like/dislike and harmonious/disharmonious. The
experimental results show that the colour preference rating relied strongly on the
main colour of the shoe regardless of the logo colour, while the colour harmony
rating was affected not only by hue similarity but also lightness difference between
the main colour and the logo colour.
Keywords: colour preference; colour harmony; shoe design

Introduction
Colour preference and colour harmony are considered the most essential factors in the
design of colour combinations. While the relationship between these two attributes has
been extensively studied, most existing studies have used abstract, contextless colour
patches as the stimuli in the experiments. It is still unclear whether the findings of such
research can be generalised to real-world product design. To address this issue, athletic
shoes, commonly seen and used in our everyday activities, were studied in terms of colour
preference and colour harmony in the present research using psychophysical methods.
Outcomes of this study can enable us to better understand the essence of colour
combination theories, as well as how the theories can be applied in design practice.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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1.1 Existing studies of colour preference
The arguably most influential theory of colour preference is the evolutionary perspective of
colour preference proposed by Humphrey (1971). Based on his findings regarding rhesus
monkeys’ behaviour, Humphrey asserted that human reactions to colour were innate, with a
common, consistent pattern shared by individuals, and that such consistency was a result of
evolution for biological survival. The theory seemed to agree with Eysenck’s notable article
(1941) in which he found Caucasian and other races shared the same rankings of colour
preference – blue being the most preferred, followed by red, green and purple; the least
preferred colours being orange and yellow.
Nevertheless, several studies have shown evidence of strong impacts of cultural context or
individual experience on colour preference, such as research by Garth (1922), Choungourian
(1968) and Ou et al. (2004a-c, 2012). Crozier (1996) argued that people from different
cultures have different colour associations and thus they have different colour preference
responses.
More recently, Palmer and Schloss (2010) proposed a theory relating colour preference and
object preference, asserting that people liked colours associated with objects they liked (e.g.
clear sky and clean water), and disliked colours associated with objects they disliked (e.g.
rotten food and biological waste products). Since the extent to which people like a
particular object depends on individual experiences, the theory seemed to be able to explain
why colour preference ratings differed across different cultural contexts (Schloss and
Palmer, 2011; Taylor and Franklin, 2012).
Note, however, that these studies were all based on colour patches. Norman and Scott
(1952) have pointed out that studies using colour patches as the stimuli did not measure
observer responses to colours, but to colour patches. Little is known as to whether findings
of such research can be generalised to real-world applications.

1.2 Existing studies of colour harmony
Colour harmony is a complex issue and contains a wide variety of factors such as area,
association and configuration (Burchett, 2002). There have been centuries of investigations
into this area, with diverse theories and findings such as the three types of harmonies
“powerful”, “soft” and “splendid” as classified by Goethe (1810); the two categories of
harmonies, “similarity” and “contrast”, as shown in Chevreul’s studies (1839); the “order”
concept of harmony as demonstrated by the “ring star” in the Ostwald colour system
(Ostwald, 1916); the “balance” principle as illustrated by Munsell using his colour solid
(Munsell, 1921); the colour-difference-related harmony model as proposed by Moon and
Spencer (1944a-c); the contrast-based theory as claimed by Itten (1961); the “aesthetic
uniformity” of colour space as demonstrated in the Coloroid system (Nemcsics, 1980); and
the Natural Colour System (NCS) in which colours are specified in a more designer-friendly
way (Hård et al., 1996a-b). Despite the diversity of theories regarding colour harmony, a
number of “principles” seem to be shared in common, such as complementary, equal hue,
equal chroma and equal lightness.
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A recent development in colour harmony research took advantage of technologies in the CIE
colorimetry (2004) and psychophysical scaling methods for measuring and modelling
harmony in terms of visual response to combinations of colour patches (Ou and Luo, 2006;
Lee et al., 2009; Szabó et al., 2010). A basic assumption for such an approach is that the
harmony response is consistent, predictable and can be quantified as a function of colour
appearance values, such as hue, lightness and chroma. A predictive model of two-colour
harmony has been developed on the basis of psychophysical findings (Ou and Luo, 2006):






Equal hue – Colours having the same hue (or similar in hue) tend to appear
harmonious.
Equal chroma – Colours having the same chroma (or similar in chroma) tend to
create harmony.
Unequal lightness values – Small lightness variations between the constituent
colours in a colour pair may reduce the harmony of that pair.
High lightness – The higher the lightness value of each constituent colour in a colour
pair, the more likely it is that this pair will appear harmonious.
Hue preference – Among various hues, blue is the one most likely to create
harmony; red is the least likely to do so.

Some of these findings agree well with conventional harmony principles, such as equal hue
and equal chroma. Some were supported by recent empirical studies conducted by other
researchers, such as equal chroma, unequal lightness values and the high lightness. Note,
however, these empirical findings were all based on colour patches. It is unclear whether
the observer responses to colour patches can be generalised to real-world applications.

1.3 Aims of the study
Psychophysical studies have shown high correlation between colour preference and colour
harmony for contextless colour patches (e.g. Ou et al., 2004c). Little is known, however, as
to whether the close correlation between these two scales can also be found in real-world
design applications. To address this issue, the present study took athletic shoes as an
example to compare colour preference and colour harmony.

Methods
A psychophysical experiment was conducted using 404 recoloured images of athletic shoes
as the stimuli, presented on a calibrated computer display situated in a darkened room.
These images were generated from two original shoe images, one from Nike and the other
from Adidas, each manipulated by varying the two-colour combinations of the shoe design,
including the main colour of the shoe and the logo colour. Each of the two original shoe
images were recoloured using 202 colour combinations, consisting of 152 pairs selected
from CIELAB space to cover a wide variety of hue, lightness and chroma, and 50 colour pairs
selected from real athletic shoes currently available on the market.
For each shoe image, two areas were recoloured according to the following definitions:
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1) the “logo colour” – the logo shown on the shoe, such as the Nike tick and the Adidas
stripes.
2) the “main colour” – the main body of the shoe.
Figure 1 shows examples of the test images where the purple areas represent the logo
colour and the green areas the main colour. The light grey areas shown in Figure 1 remained
the same in colour for all test images.

Figure 1 Examples of test images generated on the basis of Nike (left) and Adidas (right) shoes

To select test colours for the logo colours and the main colours, a colour survey was carried
out regarding real athletic shoes on the market. The selected colours were then used to
recolour shoe images as the stimuli using MathWorks MATLAB software.
Eight main colours were selected, containing 4 hues, each having 2 lightness levels. The 8
main colours were saturated red (SR), light red (LR), saturated yellow (SY), dark yellow (DY),
light blue (LB), dark blue (DB), light purple (LP) and dark purple (DP). Figure 2 (a) shows the
8 main colours used in this study.
Twenty logo colours were selected, consisting of 4 “tones”: saturated (S), light (L), muted
(M) and dark (D). Each tone contained 5 hues, red (R), yellow (Y), green (G), blue (B) and
purple (P), as shown in Figure 2 (b).

S

(a)

M

L

D

(b)

Figure 2 Colour samples used in this study: (a) 8 main colours and (b) 20 logo colours

The 404 test images were presented individually in random order using a calibrated
computer display situated in a darkened room. A total of 20 Taiwanese observers with
normal colour vision (10 males and 10 females) participated in the study. The experiment
was conducted using the categorical judgement method (Torgerson, 1958) to evaluate
colour preference and colour harmony for each stimulus. With a viewing distance of 60
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centimetres, each observer was asked to rate the shoe images using two 6-step semantic
scales: like/dislike and harmonious/disharmonious. For instance, the
harmonious/disharmonious scale contained “very disharmonious”, “disharmonious”,
“slightly disharmonious”, “slightly harmonious”, “harmonious” and “very harmonious”.
In this study, colour preference and colour harmony were defined as follows:



Colour preference (in terms of like/dislike) means how much the observer liked the
combination of the logo colour and the main colour.
Colour harmony (in terms of harmonious/disharmonious) means how well the logo
colour and the main colour went together.

Results
3.1 Colour preference for athletic shoes
Figure 3 shows the mean preference ratings for the hue of logo colour plotted against the
hue of main colour. According to the graph, colour preference seemed to be determined
mainly by the main colour. The blue shoes (i.e. the shoes with a blue as the main colour)
were liked the most by the observers, while the dark yellow shoes the least. Shoes with a
blue logo tended to have high preference ratings, especially when the main colour was also
blue.

Preference ratings

Recent findings of colour preference indicate that the most liked colour being blue and the
least liked colour being dark yellow (e.g. Palmer and Schloss, 2010). The present
experimental results seem to support this finding, i.e. blue shoes were the most liked, and
the yellow shoes the least liked. The findings do not seem to be affected by the hue
difference between main colour and logo colour, as demonstrated in Figure 4.

Figure 3 Mean preference of each hue of logo colour plotted against hue of main colour
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Figure 4 Mean preference ratings plotted against hue difference between main colour and logo
colour

Preference ratings

Figure 5 shows that colour preference was mainly affected by the main colour, blue shoes
being most liked and yellow shoes being least liked. The lightness of logo colour seems to
have a small impact: light logo colours tended to result in high preference, while dark logo
colours tended to result in low preference.

Figure 5 Mean preference ratings of each logo lightness plotted against main colour

3.2 Colour harmony for athletic shoes

Harmony ratings

As Figure 6 shows, the perceived colour harmony was not only affected by logo colours, but
it was also influenced by the main colour of the shoe. It is clear that when the logo colour
and the main colour share the same hue, the harmony value tends to be higher than when
logo colour and the main colour have different hues.

Figure 6 Mean harmony of each hue of logo colour plotted against hue of main colour
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Harmony ratings

Recent findings of colour harmony indicate that the smaller the hue difference is between
two component colours, the more harmonious the colour pair tends to appear (e.g. Ou and
Luo, 2006). This was tested using the present colour harmony data. The results are shown
in Figure 7, indicating good agreement with the “principle” of hue similarity.

Figure 7 Mean harmony ratings plotted against hue difference between main colour and logo colour

Harmony ratings

Regarding the effect of lightness, as Figure 8 shows, there seems to be an interaction
between the lightness of logo colour and the main colour, which results in a complex
relationship between perceived colour harmony and the lightness of individual colours in an
athletic shoe.

Figure 8 Mean harmony ratings of each logo lightness plotted against main colour

3.3 Colour preference vs. colour harmony
As a direct comparison between colour preference and colour harmony, Figures 9 (a) and (b)
show scatter graphs of colour harmony ploted against colour preference for Nike and Adidas
images, respectivey. Although the correlation coefficients 0.57 and 0.58, for Nike and
Adidas respectively, were both statistically significant with the p values of 0.007 for Nike and
0.009 for Adidas, the two scales, colour preferece and colour harmony, stand for less than
34% of the total variance of each other, indicating weak correlation between the two scales.
This result seems to suggest large differences between colour preferece and colour
harmony.
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Colour preference and colour harmony were first compared by looking into the interaction
between main colour and logo color in terms of hue, as demonstrated in Figures 3 and 6.
For colour preference, the hue of logo seems to be the dominant factor, i.e. shoes with blue
logos being liked most, and shoes with purple logos the least liked. For colour harmony, on
the other hand, there seems to be interaction between logo colour and the main colour.
When the logo colour and the main colour share the same hue, the harmony value tends to
be higher than when logo colour and the main colour have different hues.
As Figures 4 and 7 demonstrate, the difference is clearer in the hue effects between colour
preference and colour harmony. For colour preference, shoes with blue as main colours
were most liked, but shoes with the dark yellow as main colours were least liked. These
findings do not seem to be affected by the hue difference between main colour and logo
colour. For colour harmony, on the other hand, the smaller the hue difference is between
two component colours, the more harmonious the colour pair tends to appear.
Regarding the lightness effect, the perceived colour preference was mainly affected by the
main colour, e.g. blue shoes being most liked and yellow shoes being least liked, as Figure 5
demonstrates. For colour harmony, on the other hand, there seems to be an interaction
between the lightness of logo colour and the main colour, which results in a complex
relationship between perceived colour harmony and the lightness of a component colour in
a shoe, as shown in Figure 8. Such a complex interaction cannot be found in colour
preference.
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Figure 9 Comparison of observer responses between colour preference and colour harmony for (a)
Nike images and (b) Adidas images
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3.4 Gender difference
For colour preference, as Figure 10 (a) shows, male observers tended to like blue shoes, or
shoes with a blue logo. On the other hand, female observers tended to like both blue and
pink shoes, or shoes with either a blue or pink logo. Both gender groups disliked yellow
shoes and dark yellow shoes.
For colour harmony, on the other hand, the two gender groups are highly correlated with
each other, as demonstrated in Figure 10 (b). Both male and female observers found the
shoes harmonious when the main colour and logo colour shared the same hue. Both gender
groups found the shoes disharmonious when the main colour and logo colour had a large
hue difference.
Comparing Figures 10 (a) and (b), it is clear that gender difference was larger for colour
preference than for colour harmony, as demonstrated by difference in correlation
coefficient between the two gender groups, i.e. R = 0.63 for colour preference and R = 0.83
for colour harmony.

R=0.63

Female

Female

R=0.83

male

male

(a)

(b)

Figure 10 Comparison of observer responses between the two genders in terms of (a) colour
preference and (b) colour harmony

Conclusion
This study compared colour preference and colour harmony using 404 athletic shoe images
as the stimuli, assessed by 20 observers in a psychophysical experiment. The experimental
results show the following findings:


For colour preference, the dominant factor was the main colour of the shoe. The
logo colour had little impact on colour preference.
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For colour harmony, the smaller hue difference between the main colour and the
logo colour, the more harmonious.
There was weak correlation between colour preference and colour harmony, as
demonstrated in Figures 9 (a) and (b), with a correlation coefficient of 0.57 for Nike
and 0.58 for Adidas.
Regarding the effect of gender, it is clear from Figures 10 (a) and (b) that the gender
difference was larger for colour preference than for colour harmony.
Regarding the gender difference in colour preference, male observers tended to like
blue shoes, or shoes with a blue logo. Female observers tended to like both blue
and pink shoes, or shoes with either a blue or pink logo.

These findings seem to suggest that in designing athletic shoes, to make the colour design
more likable to the consumers, attention should be paid to the main colour, rather than the
colour combination of the main colour and the logo colour. Normally, there are a specific
set of “standard” colours for a brand logo. Results of the present study seem to suggest that
it is safe to leave the logo colour what it was originally designed for the brand, regardless of
the main colour in the shoe design.
Note, however, that the present study used only 20 observers. Although several existing
studies in related areas (e.g. Szabó et al., 2010; Ou et al., 2004a-c, 2012) have suggested that
a sample size of 20 was sufficient to indicate a clear psychophysical tendency, it is strongly
advised that more samples be used in future studies to verify findings described here.
Other factors that may also influence colour preference and colour harmony in product
design should also be considered in future studies, such as the observer’s age, cultural
background, the type of product and the functionality in each design element.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported in part by the Ministry of Science and
Technology, Taiwan (MOST 104-2218-E-011-015).
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Abstract: Nature has been a source of inspiration in many ways, ranging from
conceptualizations of nature as a source of aesthetic delight to nature as a ‘healing
force’. So far, however, insights into which characteristics underlie these diverse
effects are lacking, and consequently, nature-inspired design approaches are often
limited to ‘copying’ visual aspects of nature in either a concrete or more abstract
manner. Recently however, insights from (environmental and health) psychology,
fuelled by developments in (multi-sensory) technology, have paved the way for
nature-based design approaches which go beyond (merely visual) imitation. In this
paper, we will report on these insights and propose three nature-based design
approaches with accompanying design cases.
Keywords: nature; creativity; multi-sensory design; interaction

Introduction
Wherever we go, we see examples of nature-based designs. Whether it is Goldberg’s treeinspired skyscraper (Marina City; see Figure 1, left panel), a poster or wallpaper of an endless
ocean view, or a curtain in a hospital representing ‘green’ (see Figure 1, right panel), clearly
nature is a universal source of inspiration, creativity and aesthetic delight. Sometimes the
resemblance is immediately apparent, as when nature is ‘used’ in a ‘copy-like’ direct
manner, at other times natural elements inspire more creative, abstract designs (e.g.,
compare the curtain and skyscraper in Figure 1). In still other cases, fine-grained patterns
(for instance observed in pieces of tree bark) may be used to design for pleasurable tactile
interactions (see mobile phone cover; Figure 1, middle panel). In this paper, we will
elaborate on three nature-based design approaches and illustrate these with student-design
cases.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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1.1 Nature’s charms
Arguably, part of nature’s appeal is rooted in the deep-seated feeling that nature is not just
pretty but also healing and wholesome, and for a good reason, as research from the last two
decades has testified to a wide range of beneficial effects nature can have, which extend
beyond appreciation or aesthetic delight to include wellbeing, mood, healing processes,
sustainable behavior, and creativity (e.g., Jones 2013; Kaplan & Kaplan 1989; Ulrich 1984;
Van den Berg et al. 2014; Zelenski, Dopko, & Capaldi 2015). For instance, Ulrich’s classic
study (1984) documented records on recovery of patients either assigned to a room with a
window view of a natural setting or to a similar room with windows facing a brick-building
wall. Interestingly, the former had shorter postoperative hospital stays, received fewer
negative evaluative comments in nurses' notes, and took fewer potent analgesics. Further
underlining the wide range of positive effects enacted by nature, a recent study showed that
nature may also promote environmentally sustainable behavior (Zelenski et al 2015).

Figure 1 Examples of nature-based designs

However, access to nature is often limited, either because ‘green’ settings in urbanized
regions are scarce but also because for some, access to nature is troublesome due to
mobility constraints or job demands. Furthermore, in settings such as care centers and
hospitals, bringing in nature may not be an option due to hygiene or related concerns.
Interestingly, research indicates that representations of nature (such as videos and pictures)
might also go some ways towards providing nature’s benefits (i.e., indirect interactions;
Keniger, Gaston, Irvine, & Fuller 2013). For instance, Beukeboom, Langeveld, and TanjaDijkstra (2012) showed that patients in a hospital waiting room reported lower levels of
experienced stress when either exposed to real plants or to posters of plants, compared to
patients with neither plants nor visualizations present in the waiting room. On the other
hand, visualizations are static and do not respond to user input. In addition, they are mostly
targeted at the visual sense only. This is where design and technology come in, as they
provide the means for creating encounters that are both engaging and wholesome.
As a matter of fact, ambient and tangible technologies that allow for rich interaction are
increasingly common in people’s home environments. Sometimes, these devices have been
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developed with aspects of nature in mind. For instance, Philips’ wake-up light sets the stage
for a natural and pleasurable waking ritual by mimicking sunrise. As another example,
consider visualizations and soundscapes using ambient technology aimed at relaxation,
mindfulness and wellbeing (e.g., users creating soundscapes through different ways of
breathing; Vidyarthi & Riecke 2014), and which also allow for targeting of multiple senses
(e.g., vision and sound combined).
In short, the benefits of nature are generally agreed upon and technologies that allow for
novel nature-based design approaches are available. However, insights into what it is exactly
‘in’ natural stimuli that is so beneficial are lacking. When considering that ‘nature’
encompasses an endless number of objects (trees, rocks) and processes (sunrise, ripples in
the water) on different (‘micro’ and ‘macro’) levels of experience (compare witnessing a
sunset above an ocean versus getting lost in patterns perceived in pieces of tree bark), it
becomes all too clear that such insights are very much needed.
On a more general (psychological) level, however, factors have been proposed which go
some way toward offering a source of inspiration and guidelines for designers. In the next
section, we will briefly review this literature.

Theoretical background
In their seminal work on nature experience, Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) propose four factors
that attract people, driven by needs for understanding and exploration, to natural scenes:
mystery, complexity, legibility and coherence, suggesting that people simultaneously
entertain needs for safety and control (understanding) and for new experiences
(exploration). Especially the ‘mystery’ component has been linked to nature’s potential to
elicit wonder and fascination by engaging the mind and its capacities for imagination
(Szolosi, Watson, & Ruddell 2014).
With respect to the ‘why’ of nature, several researchers have stressed nature’s potential to
restore energy and direct attention (e.g., attention restoration theory; Kaplan & Kaplan
1989). In line with this proposal, Berman et al. (2008) showed that participants who enjoyed
a walk in nature, as opposed to participants who took a walk in an urban environment,
performed better on a cognitively demanding task afterwards suggesting that nature might
indeed ‘replenish’. In a similar study, Gidlow et al. (2016) showed that taking a walk in
nature enhanced cognitive performance for at least thirty minutes after leaving the natural
setting.
But why does nature replenish and inspire positive affect? One of the things put forward by
research and theorizing is the fact that nature is full of stimuli (e.g., natural objects such as
trees, clouds and soil) and patterns (e.g., light-shadow contrasts), which allow for endless
exploration, whereas it is at the same time experienced as a very coherent entity that does
not demand exploration (i.e., attention) for its unity to be grasped. It is this key
characteristic that has been labelled ‘soft fascination’ (Kaplan & Kaplan 1989). Szolosi et al.
(2014) showed that nature imagery high on ‘mystery’ (i.e., scenes that give the impression
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that there is more to explore if one were to go into the setting) enhanced recognition
performance when compared to images perceived as low in mystery. Importantly, follow-up
analyses showed that the effect mystery had on recognition performance occurred through
perceptions of fascination.
In line with this emphasis on nature’s potential for inducing effortless (soft) fascination, a
recent study by Berman et al. (2014) showed that natural stimuli are, amongst others,
defined by a low occurrence of straight edges. Similarly, an explorative study involving
designers (Lockyer & Bartram 2012) identified alterations in path curvature as powerful
means to evoke positive affect, stating that wavy and fluid motions are more organic and
engaging. These combined findings suggest that at least part of nature’s charms relates to its
unpredictable (fascinating) character which finds expression in non-straight, organic (as
opposed to predictable, straight) shapes and movements. As such, natural environments
contrast clearly with the more structured, geometric and static designs characterizing the
built environment.
Having sketched the beneficial effects of nature and having highlighted some features of
natural stimuli (on both a micro and a macro level) that might be of particular importance,
next we will discuss nature-inspired (student) design projects that have been undertaken at
the University of Twente. As a starting point, we have used two loosely-defined approaches
(based on analyses of existing nature-based designs) plus an additional approach inspired by
research insights. Additionally, students engaged in field trips (and reporting thereof) to
better understand how designers can ‘design with nature’.

Three approaches to design with nature
Based on analyses of existing nature-based designs, academic research into nature’s
benefits, and field reports of students, three design approaches and corresponding foci are
proposed.
The first macro-level approach corresponds to many existing nature-based designs in which
objects (see Figure 1) or processes observed in nature (e.g., Philips’ wake-up light) are
copied in a more concrete or abstract manner. The second approach departs from a microlevel and focuses on low-level features apparent in natural stimuli such as pieces of tree bark
or soil. The third research-based approach takes its inspiration from recent findings into
nature’s workings and seeks to make actionable such insights for designers.
Regardless of the design approach and corresponding focus, in all cases presented, the
students involved not only departed from the insights presented (during lectures and via
papers from the social sciences and design research), but importantly were also instructed
to make a field trip themselves and observe and report on the facets of nature they
considered most inspiring. Thus in the cases described next, students were not restricted to
one specific approach. Nonetheless, we feel the cases do illustrate how these different
approaches to nature-inspired design may be of interest to designers.
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3.1 First approach: Holistic macro-level approach
Natural objects such as trees, plants, and leaves are among the objects we may encounter
during a field trip and from which designers may take inspiration with respect to, for
instance, furniture design. For instance, the Japanese designer Masanori Umeda modelled
many of his chairs after flowers. The ‘brainstorm’ table (designed to facilitate creativity
sessions; see Figure 2) was based on the shape outline of leaves and their nerves through
which the different parts are connected. Additionally, starting points were found in
commonly accepted notions that associations with nature and movement (dynamic
postures) are important antecedents of creative thinking (Jones 2013).

Figure 2 Brainstorm, Marie-Luise Peters, Josip Vukoja, Danny Wilmink, Jibing Wu)

These starting points motivated the quite literal copying of a leaf’s outline which facilitates
different (standing) positions around the table (varying in terms of orientation, interpersonal
distance, etc.) thereby contributing to the sought dynamic and natural character conducive
to brainstorming. As for the nerves, it is important to realize that depending on the stage of
a session, interconnectivity between individuals around the table might be more or less
desirable. For instance, in an initial phase (explorative phase of innovation), focus might be
on gathering as many ideas as possible (at the individual level), whereas at a later stage
(exploitative phase of innovation), working as a team on one specific train of thought might
take center stage. In order to respond to these different needs, the LED-light embedded
nerves (modelled after the nerves of a leaf) may become more or less visually salient by
adjusting light intensity and/or hue levels of embedded LED-strips.
As an example of a design project based on a dynamic process or series of patterns observed
in nature, consider the lighting device presented in Figure 3. This device was developed with
patients in mind, who have to spend three to five hours a day (several days a week) in a
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passive, lying position. During these sessions, boredom and a general feeling of being out of
control readily take center stage.
The design basically consists of a light source and a water reservoir, which create reflections
varying in appearance depending on direction and speed of movement, and distance
between device and the surface on which the ripples are projected. The idea originated from
observing light reflected on (moving) water and the intricate circular patterns (ripples) that
result. These patterns allow the mind to wander and as such provide a very welcome
distraction by presenting a fascinating spectacle. Furthermore, the desire to grant the
patient a sense of control was incorporated by allowing the patient to gently sway the
device and adjust its height, thereby creating variations in the ripples projected.

Figure 3 Lighting Device (Julian Claus, Cyriel Dreissen, Ruben van den Hout, Loret Nijmeijer)

3.2 Second approach: “Zooming in”, micro-level approach
Our second approach addresses nature encounters as they occur when we zoom in and
focus on fine-grained structures and details that may be easily overlooked (or which cannot
be perceived) when our focus is more global and holistic. Consider a tree for instance; from a
distance we may pay attention to its overall shape, movement of its branches, or shadows
cast on the grass below. Up close, however, a new world of lines, textures and hues opens
up as when we zoom in on such features as they manifest themselves in pieces of tree bark.
From this more fine-grained level, our second approach departs.
This micro-level approach was at the core of a design exploration by Industrial Design
Engineering student Valerie Mencke who studied how the rich and dynamic characteristics
of nature could be used as a source of inspiration to design a relaxation corner for an office
environment. She started by gathering natural stimuli for all the senses and analyzed this
collection to eventually define a desired experience for every modality (e.g., an experience
of ‘fresh flow’). As an example of this analysis, Figure 4 shows a visual collage in which
patterns prevalent in a diverse range of natural stimuli were gathered.
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Figure 4 Micro-level (visual) collage of natural elements

The final design of the relaxation corner consists of a set of benches with small cushions and
a centerpiece in the shape of an egg (Figure 5). Multiple elements have been used that can
be reordered at will but yet create a coherent whole when put together. The different
elements offer unpredictable output (for example, a sound can be heard when someone sits
on the benches and a scent can be released from the egg), and by their shape and sensory
output allow (and stimulate) people to interact with them. For example, the round shape of
the egg invites people to push it over, after which it will return to its original upright
position. In this way, the relaxation corner aims to allow people to explore (as they would do
in nature) and offers them an episode of (soft) fascination. A working prototype of one of
the benches and the egg will be used in an experimental setting to evaluate its effects.
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Figure 5 Prototype (Valerie Mencke)

As the micro-level approach is arguably somewhat more removed from everyday
perception, the continuum concrete/abstract is important here as well, thus ‘When do
people still recognize more fine-grained structures as ‘natural’ when applied in designed
objects such as, for instance, desk covers or prints?’
As argued before, this question is highly relevant as current solutions oftentimes involve a
direct translation (copying) of natural elements. For designers, it is arguably more interesting
to transform concrete visual or tactile patterns observed in nature into more abstract
designs. However, the question then becomes ‘When is a nature-based abstract design still
recognizable? In order to explore this very specific question, a student of Industrial Design
Engineering (Nienke Vos) felt inspired by pieces of tree bark and from there developed series
of visual and tactile samples with varying levels of detail, abstractness, etc. Examples of such
series are presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Tree-bark patterns (Nienke Vos)
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Subsequently, she presented these stimuli (in different orders) to people asking them to
indicate at which point they recognized the source of the design. Doing so allowed her to
decide on the level of abstractness, seeking a balance between maximum abstractness and
recognition. Additionally, this procedure revealed which low-level features are essential for
recognition. In her case, the fine-grained structure (Figure 6) turned out to be most
essential. Interestingly, this finding concurs with recent findings showing that a high edge
density (i.e., presence of in intricate structure), in addition to a low straight edge density
(few to none straight, geometric lines and planes) is essential with respect to both
recognition and appreciation (Berman et al. 2014).

3.3 Third approach: Research-based approach
Our final approach can be characterized as research-driven and can be considered a
continuation of the second approach. That is, the recognition study conducted there brought
to the fore elements that are not essential for recognition to occur (color in the tree bark
project) versus elements that are essential (high edge density/fine-grained structural
features). As suggested, such findings concur with previous research also testifying to the
importance of non-straight edge density, corroborating the intuition that straight lines and
shapes are rare in nature.
Arguably, it is this aspect, which, amongst others, contributes to nature’s unpredictable and
thus fascinating character. Inspired by this notion, a student at the communication science
department at our university (Tineke Jol) conducted a study in which she explored the
extent to which nature’s unpredictable (mysterious) character contributes to creativity. In
addition, she explored the effects of spaciousness in nature as spaciousness has been linked
previously to self-expression and creativity (Meyers-Levy & Zhu 2007; Okken, Van Rompay,
& Pruyn 2014).
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Fig
ure 7 Forests and parks varying in spaciousness and unpredictability

In order to examine the potential of these factors, she first conducted a large-scale pretest in
which she had people rate to what extent they considered a large scale of nature images
(comprising wild forests and parks) as spacious and mysterious. Based on this pretest, she
created 4 conditions (+ one additional control condition comprising urban scenery);
unpredictable-open (Figure 7; top row), unpredictable-closed (second row), predictableopen (third row), predictable-closed (fourth row).
The subsequent main study took place among 120 high school students (13-15 years of age)
who completed a drawing-based creativity test (Urban, 2005). It is widely used as a holistic,
non-verbal measure of creative potential. The task starts out from a sheet including five
graphical elements inside a rectangular frame and one element outside the frame (see
Figure 8). Participants are instructed to make a drawing(s) using the elements or fragments
any way they choose to (see Figure 8 for example drawings). Fourteen criteria are used to
evaluate the drawings. Amongst others, they are evaluated on the extent to which drawings
extend beyond the ‘frame’ presented, incorporate the element outside of the frame, and on
whether drawings incorporate stereotypical elements (e.g., concrete objects such as a tree,
house or sun). On each criteria, a maximum score of thee or six points can be obtained.
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Subsequently the scores across the 14 dimensions are added up in order to arrive at a final
creative performance score.

Figure 8 Example drawings (left panel: low creativity; right panel: high creativity)

While completing this test, a slide show (with the respective images for each condition) was
presented (and on ‘repeat’) till the end of the test. (Note that the participants participated in
one of the four conditions only). Analysis of means showed that the condition containing
visualizations both high on unpredictability and high on spaciousness outperformed all other
conditions (all p’s < .001). The differences amongst the remaining condition were nonsignificant (all p’s > .10).
These findings suggest that the constructs ‘open’ (spaciousness) and ‘unpredictable’
(mystery) are important antecedents of creativity (especially when combined). From a
designers’ point of view, such findings are highly relevant as they provide starting points
without in any way limiting designers’ creativity. After all, constructs such as ‘unpredictable’
and ‘open’ can be related to design in numerous ways, again varying in terms of abstractness
(compare for instance a spacious, abstract Mondriaan painting with a graphic rendition of an
open forest).

Conclusion and discussion
In this paper we proposed three ways of ‘working’ with nature that go beyond mere copying
and that allow for exploration of the rich and multisensory characteristics of nature. In
addition, in most cases the benefits of nature were studied in the context of a specific
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domain involving people with specific needs and with specific behaviors and types of
wellbeing in mind.
Although presented as three approaches, clearly they are highly intertwined. For instance, a
phenomenon that grabs one’s attention from a distance (e.g., the outlines of an ancient
tree; approach 1) may subsequently prompt one to get closer and study its surface texture
from up close, opening up a new vista of lines, hues, textures, etc. (micro-level dimension;
approach 2).
Likewise, a scene in which a tree figures in an open field may grab one’s attention for its
spatial quality, perhaps inspiring a sense of freedom or endlessness. On subsequent nature
trips, scenes involving elements of spaciousness may be purposefully sought out as they
have proven to instill desirable qualities on previous encounters. Hence, in this final
example, nature is approached with a specific idea of what type of interaction one is looking
for (similar to how based on the findings from the research reported in approach 3; a
designer may start out from the idea of creating a nature-based design both open and
mysterious in character).
With respect to our third approach then, and in our search for ways to make scientific
insights actionable for designers, one could consider design workshops in which designers
either depart from ‘nature’ presented in a global, macro-level manner (corresponding to
approach 1) versus designers who (additionally) are presented with in-depth pinpointing of
essential features (e.g., cut-outs of specific features or patterns). One could then study
effects of both instruction sets on designers’ evaluations of the design process and perhaps
on the effectiveness of their designs (i.e., are designs more ‘effective’ when more specific
starting points are available on the outset?).
Another very intriguing question relates to the dimension abstract-concrete. For instance, do
designs devoid of concrete natural content but which do embody a high degree of
spaciousness and mystery still ‘work’ or should they be recognized as representations of
nature in order to provide the benefits discussed. The answer to this question may be
different depending on the modalities the design is presented through. With respect to
sound for instance, clearly we can distinguish between concrete (e.g., the sound of wind
through leaves) and abstract (e.g., more ambient) sounds, but what are features or patterns
which sound should embody in order to come across as natural, and how can these be used
in more abstract sound designs?
Clearly, the cases presented here are just starting points of an ongoing project. In our
opinion, they most of all testify to the potential of combining design methods, technology,
psychology, and first-hand observations ‘in the wild’. The importance of this latter aspect
may sound all too obvious from a designers’ point of view, but also from a research point of
view, such first-hand observations are important for taking experimental studies addressing
specific nature features and their effects to the next level (especially when realizing that
besides the few studies cited in this paper, experimental research pinpointing specific nature
essentials are non-existent). Finally, it would be very interesting to study effects of specific
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nature elements as a function of people’s needs or concerns. For instance, would more
arousing nature visualizations high on mystery ‘work better’ for patients in hospitals
suffering from boredom (and thus in need of stimulation) compared to patients in recovery
and in need of tranquility (and do the latter respond better to a more predictable, open
landscape?). In addition to self-report measures indicative of (psycho-social) wellbeing, such
studies could also incorporate behavioral responses (e.g., restlessness or task performance)
and physiological measures indicative of arousal such as heart rate and galvanic skin
response.
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Abstract: Consumer experiences are an increasingly important driving force for
commerce, affecting also packaging design. Yet, experience design for packages is
rarely studied. Specifically, there is a gap in research regarding the integration of
experiential goals, Xgoals, into the packaging design process. Open questions include
how to describe Xgoals in design briefs when package design is outsourced, how to
deal with changes during the design process, and how to evaluate whether the
delivered design evokes the intended experience in the target audience. In this
explorative paper we present three package design cases in which Xgoals were
integrated into the design briefs. The cases cover the process from brief formation to
design and experience evaluation of the resulting packages. We analyse the process
of integrating experience goals into the package design process, and provide topics
for future research.
Keywords: Xgoals; packaging design; brief; design for experience

Introduction
Traditionally, the relationship between a package and its consumer focuses on the point of
purchase, since packaging is seen as “the silent salesman” (Pilditch 1961). Today, the role of
packaging design has expanded from the basic functions of containing, preserving,
protecting, identifying, marketing and brand building towards providing meaningful
experiences (Underwood 2003). Although basic usability improvements have become a
norm in packaging design, good user experience consists not only of the pragmatic usability
but also of the emotional, non-instrumental aspects of the design. While there are many
good examples of experiential packages on the market, the experiential aspects of packaging
design are still rarely studied by scholars.
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Product manufacturing companies commission package designs usually from a team of
designers (external or in-house). The tasks and objectives for the packaging design are
defined in a design brief which is then regarded as a guiding document for the design
process. It determines the design direction, boundary conditions as well as specifications for
the expected outcome. There is lack of research on how to address consumer-packaging
interaction or experience goals (Xgoals) in a packaging design brief and the subsequent
design process.
Our present research studied the packaging design process, specifically in cases where
packaging design is outsourced. It focused on both the first impression at the point of sale
and the package interaction. The main research question was “How to integrate experience
goals into the package design process?”, and the specific questions were the following: how
to describe Xgoals in design briefs, how do packaging design teams interpret briefs during
the design process, and how to evaluate whether the delivered design evokes the intended
experience in the target audience. Since the problems related to expressing experiential
goals in a packaging design brief are not yet well defined, we took an exploratory approach
to study realistic means of integrating Xgoals into the brief in different company cases. Reallife design cases are necessary when studying briefing, as many external realities affect both
the brief and the design process.
This paper presents three cases in which an experience-driven brief was developed
collaboratively with brand owners, packaging design professionals and researchers, based on
experience insights from consumers in the intended target group. The briefs were given to
multidisciplinary design teams, unfamiliar with the case prior to receiving the assignment.
During the design process the teams were interviewed about their use of the brief and
implementation of the Xgoals. The experiential qualities of the resulting packaging
prototypes were then evaluated by the consumers of the case-specific target group.

Related research
2.1 Packaging as a source of experience
Bloch (1995) discussed the impact of good design on user experiences already in 1995:
“The physical form or design of a product is an unquestioned determinant of its
marketplace success. A good design attracts consumers to a product, communicates
to them, and adds value to the product by increasing the quality of the usage
experiences associated with it.” -Bloch (1995)

Appearance and visual communication of the packaging differentiates a product from
competition and influences consumer choice (Creusen & Schoormans 2005). Seeing a
package creates impressions and results in associations in consumers’ minds even before the
consumers have actual experiences about the product, i.e., the packaging design builds
expectations for the product. Packaging communication does not only happen at the point
of sale, but continues at the consumer’s home after the purchase is made (Ampuero & Vila
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2006). Packaging is a marketing medium voluntarily selected by consumers to be brought
into their homes.
In summary, packaging is an effective tool for communication between the brand and the
consumer. A proper focus on the package experience can result in improved product and
brand experiences in the target audience. The packaging designer’s role is to facilitate this
communication process from the brand to its consumer. The designer composes aesthetic
entities using design elements and styles that he or she believes will (best) communicate the
appropriate message about the brand and product.

2.2 Packaging design process
According to Orth & Malkewitz (2008), package design can be seen as a result of an
intentional process where the designer has chosen and blended various elements into a
holistic design in order to achieve a particular sensory effect. The appearance of a package
can be constructed in numerous ways, but in order to create a successful and engaging
design, the designer needs to have an awareness of what is important for the product’s
intended audience, as well as which aesthetic and stylistic choices might work for the target
group (Rundh 2009). The design objectives are usually outlined in a brief provided by the
client (Phillips 2004), but the means to actually accomplish the objectives, to convey and
communicate intended ideas, meanings and messages are usually left for the designer to
choose (Björklund 2013).
Briefing is also said to be a process of framing a shared view between the client and
designer(s). It is important in order to develop a mutual understanding of what the project
is about and to create an actionable view. (Paton & Dorst 2011) According to Hey et al.
(2007), such a shared view ideally includes a description of the desired goal(s), a selection of
relevant and prioritized features, the problem scope, solution scope and projected value(s).
The brief also addresses resource constraints (Hey, Joyce, & Beckman, 2007). The brief can
be (expressed/presented) in various formats, and according to Phillips (2004), there is no
single format for a good design brief, as the preferred format depends on the company, case
and the situation.

2.3 Experience goals
Although user and customer experiences are considered important for business, there is a
lack of research in the area of experiential design of packaging. Traditionally, pragmatic
aspects such as production cost, standards compliance, utility and usability override the
experiential (also known as emotional or non-instrumental) aspects of product design.
According to Hassenzahl (2003), both pragmatic and hedonic aspects of product use can be
found in the user experience (UX). Experience-driven design typically focuses on the noninstrumental aspects of experience, meaning that the design goal is not so much utilitarian
as experiential (Hekkert et al. 2003). While much of the packaging design research has
approached experiences from the needs of the company, experience design focuses more
on the person who interacts with the package. As discussed in Lu & Roto (2014), it is not
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new that design requirements include experiential goals, but more can be done to ensure
that the emotional aspects are not forgotten in the pressure of the pragmatic or merely
functional requirements.
As experiencing is personal, it is practically impossible to force people to have specific
experiences, but designers can facilitate the emergence of particular experiences by using an
approach called design for experiences (Sanders & Dandavate 1999). Kaasinen et al. (2015)
introduce the concept of user experience (UX) goals and specify five different sources for
collecting insight and inspiration for goal-setting: Brand, Theory, Empathy, Technology, and
Vision. We adopted the idea of UX goals, but since packaging combines user, customer, and
brand experiences, we prefer to use a more generic term experience goal, or Xgoal in short.
In our study, Xgoals address the intended emotional experience of interacting with a product
packaging. For instance, a pleasant surprise was used as an Xgoal in two of the design cases
presented in this study, but the designers’ strategies for designing for such an experience
can vary. Pragmatic requirements of packaging are outside the scope of this study. As can
be seen in Kaasinen et al. (2015), defining good Xgoals is not a straightforward task, but
requires expertise. Not all companies have dedicated UX or CX experts, especially the
companies that outsource package design. Yet, companies should give guidance to
designers as part of the design brief. Specifically, we investigate how to integrate Xgoals
into the package design process through the design brief.

Package design cases
This paper presents three case studies where Xgoals were integrated into the packaging
design processes of three different products, each for a different company. The case
companies varied in size, age, product offerings, markets, as well as their experience in
briefing designers.
Case 1: A confectionery manufacturer commissioned a new packaging concept for wrapped
chocolates. The packaging is expected be casual, small and simple but versatile enough to
suit different chocolate brands for year-round casual gift giving. The target group is men and
women aged 20-35. As experiential aims, the package is expected to delight and surprise,
demonstrate thoughtfulness and be somehow special or different. Stylistically, the
packaging should convey quality, yet be casual enough for modest gifting. The company is a
traditional one with a strong brand and local market dominance in the category.
Case 2: A corrugated cardboard manufacturer commissioned a gift packaging design for
e-commerce based delivery; a combined delivery (transport) and gift box that from the
experiential side would offer a unique personal experience and would delight and surprise
the receiver. The package should be interesting and memorable and accommodate/suit
many occasions. It is expected to promote high quality and delightful functionality to its
users. As functional requirements, it should be easy to open and close as well as reuse or
recycle later. The target group is frequent users of e-commerce services in their 20s and
30s.
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Case 3: A food company commissioned a redesign of a vacuum-packed single meal package
previously consisting of a tray, plastic film and cardboard sleeve. The packed food is
traditional and high quality, made with real ingredients and it has no additives. The main
goal was to help the product to stand out from its competitors while reducing the plastic
look of the package. As emotional goals, the packaging should communicate the homecooked feel of the product, convey trueness, deliciousness and reliability. The design should
equally appeal to elderly people, younger single consumers, and families with young
children.

Process overview
In our paper, we examine experience design in three packaging design cases (part of a
research project). The explorative process is separated into successive stages described as
follows:

4.1 Packaging Design Needs
As a starting point, the companies provided a rough “preliminary packaging design brief”
which was based on a recognized need in the company. Two of the case companies wanted
to create a completely new packaging concept, while one company wanted to redesign an
existing package to better suit their current targets. Each case had a different target group
and a specified market. The design had to consider fit-for-product materials, markets and
comply with technical production specifications. At this point the case descriptions were not
very detailed, but included basic information about the product and the company’s needstate along with some objectives and design requirements. These preliminary briefs
provided outlines for developing experience-enhanced briefs at a later stage.

4.2 Consumer insight and experiences
Following Kaasinen et al.’s (2015) approach, we collected relevant understanding about
users and context of use prior to any experience goal setting. Before the start of the actual
packaging design process, consumers from each case-specific target group participated in a
small survey collecting information about the consumers’ wishes, needs, expectations and
experiences related to the product and its packaging. Experience descriptions were
collected with open-ended questions which covered issues such as motivation to use a
product/packaging, typical context of use, product selection criteria, as well as descriptions
of an ideal package and opening experience. Three different scales were used for measuring
experiences related to appearance, packaging interaction, and brand image. The scales
were AttrakDiff2 (Hassenzahl et al. 2004), Interaction Vocabulary (Lenz et al. 2013), and the
brand personality measure by Geuens et al. (2009). The AttrakDiff2 scale contains measures
for pragmatic and hedonic user experience, including appearance measures. The Interaction
vocabulary was used to measure package interaction experience, which in our cases was
focused on the opening experience. The brand personality measure collected data on
packaging-generated brand perceptions/beliefs. The AttrakDiff2 and Interaction vocabulary
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scales were modified to include only the best-fitting (easily comprehended) questions for
packaging research after pre-testing them with some consumers and common packaging
samples.

4.3 Analysing consumer insight
The collected data was analysed by using summative content analysis for the qualitative
answers, while descriptive statistics were applied to the quantitative scales. To enable easy
interpretation of the quantitative results, visual “experience profiles” were created depicting
the mean values for each scale. A summary of the results was given to the brand owners
who were then asked to select among the findings three most significant or relevant user
experience-related results to be used as additional consumer-inspired Xgoals in the
packaging design brief.

4.4 Co-designing an experience-enhanced brief
The authors organized a co-design workshop about briefing in order to explore the best way
of integrating the consumer-inspired Xgoals into the case-specific design briefs. Participants
of the workshop were the brand owners and packaging design professionals invited from
various companies and design agencies. The brand owners’ briefing experience varied from
relatively inexperienced to very experienced. The purpose was also to exchange knowledge
about various briefing practices, experiences and challenges related to briefing from both
brand owners and design practitioners’ point of view. The facilitators presented various
alternative briefing formats as inspirational material to encourage discussion about different
ways of briefing. A summary of the survey results, the Xgoals chosen in the previous phase,
and the preliminary briefs were presented as source material for developing an experienceenhanced design brief.

4.5 Finalizing the experience-enhanced briefs
After the workshop, the experience-enhanced design briefs were finalized and approved by
the brand owners in a format fitting the company’s own briefing culture. As various well
working briefing practices and formats exist, we decided not to force companies to use any
single one format. Briefing practices are company and culture specific, and according to
Phillips (2004): “There is no single correct or preferred format for a design brief.” All three
briefs were formatted for PowerPoint presentations, but the Xgoals were treated differently.
In one approach, the Xgoals were treated as a part of a list of objectives, in another the
Xgoals were linked to the target group description and values, and in a third approach the
Xgoals were scattered in different parts of the briefs’ overall narrative.

4.6 Creating an outsourced design team
As packaging design involves a wide range of considerations from materials, engineering,
ergonomics, and sustainability to visual communication and branding, it is rarely the
responsibility of a single person. For this project, multidisciplinary project teams were
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created for each case from university students who had applied for an interdisciplinary
packaging design Master’s course at the Aalto University. Students from various programs
applied by submitting motivation letters six months prior to the course start, and a limited
number of students with different backgrounds was selected in order to form diverse but
functional project teams with varying level of experience with briefing and potential to
manage the design challenge at hand. The teams consisted of six students, ranging in
background from industrial design, graphic design, product and packaging design, material
technology, engineering, sustainability to business studies. Each project team was customcreated by the course staff in order to match the team’s background competences to the
assumed case-specific requirements.

4.7 Briefing the design teams
The brand owners presented the design briefs to the project teams (previously unfamiliar
with the case) at the beginning of a three-month packaging design course, and the students
had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss details with their client. Each team worked
with a different company and thus a different packaging design brief. Besides the
PowerPoint presentation, some clients offered additional information to the students in the
form of separate technical specifications, or templates; or additional information regarding
the target group. The students met with their clients a few weeks after the initial briefing to
verify that they had understood the brief correctly, to present their initial project plan, and
to collect feedback. The project plan outlined various steps and milestones in the intended
process. One student acted as the project manager and contact person in the team,
presenting and discussing progress reports with the client at different stages during the
project. The teams were expected to create an iteratively developed packaging design
based on the brief, resulting in a physical prototype (a printed, functional packaging mockup) and a project report.

4.8 Studying brief comprehension and implementation of Xgoals
Immediately after the briefing, the teams participated in a small survey on first impressions
and the most difficult thing to understand in the brief. The students also rated different
qualities of the brief on a scale of 1–7. Later during the design process, the teams were
interviewed in groups about using the briefs, Xgoals and design challenges that they
encountered. The results are presented in Chapter 5.

4.9 Delivering the results
The new packaging concepts and prototypes were presented to the companies by means of
an oral presentation supported by a visual presentation depicting and justifying the design
solution. Physical mock-ups were also shown. In addition, each design team produced a
project report addressing the design issues in more detail. The final presentation materials
and project reports were analysed (with content analysis) to see whether and how the
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Xgoals described in the brief were addressed in the work descriptions, and to see how the
project teams justified and communicated their design solutions.

4.10 Consumer evaluations
The new packaging designs were assessed in a lab by consumers representing the target
group of each product. The high fidelity prototypes were professionally printed on the final
materials, but were not yet optimized for smooth interaction. The consumers examined the
physical prototype in their hands and answered a survey measuring the experience.
Experience descriptions were collected with open-ended qualitative questions addressing
first impression, visual communication and opening experience, and by using the same three
semantic scales as used in the first phase (AttrakDiff2, Interaction Vocabulary, and Brand
Personality). This provided information on whether the design conveyed to its audience the
intended experiences outlined in the brief.

Results
From design practitioners’ point of view, we examined the use of Xgoals in the design
process from three perspectives. Firstly, the project team reported their first impressions of
the brief. Secondly, we interviewed the teams to collect feedback on the brief and use of
Xgoals in the design process. Thirdly, the final presentations and project reports were
analysed for notions of Xgoals. After this, the new prototypes were studied within the target
group to observe the actual experiences consumers had with the packaging. The results
were then compared to the Xgoals mentioned in the brief.

5.1 First impressions of the briefs
Based on the first impressions, the students rated qualities of the brief on a scale of 1–7
(strongly disagree – strongly agree) in terms of how the brief was interpreted. Table 1
presents the results based on the average ratings in each team. All briefs were rated as clear
and understandable as well as rather user-driven, production-driven, and designer-friendly;
and they also addressed the end users’ intended experiences.
Table 1 Design teams’ first impressions of the qualities of the brief
Brief

Clear

Inspiring

User-driven

Productiondriven

Designerfriendly

Considers
UX

Confectionary

6,5

7,0

6,5

6,3

5,5

6,5

E-commerce

6,0

5,6

5,6

5,2

5,8

6,2

Ready meal

5,6

3,2

4,0

5,0

4,2

5,5

The questionnaire also asked the students to report what was difficult to understand in the
brief. Most of the responses referred to information that was not related to the Xgoals.
Two students in different teams reported that it was difficult to distinguish between the
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primary and secondary requirements in the brief, which may have applied to the Xgoals as
well.

5.2 Design team feedback of the project
The design teams were interviewed two weeks before the delivery dates of the finished
design concepts and prototypes. The members of each team were asked to reflect on the
brief and describe how it was used in the design process. The interpretation and
implementation of Xgoals was also discussed.
All briefs were considered clear in general, but some Xgoals were considered more
actionable than others. The Xgoals were integrated into the briefs as expressions of the kind
of experience, effect or interpretation the design should enable. In some briefs the goals
were presented as requirement or wish lists, and in others the goals were hidden in a more
narrative format. The concreteness of the Xgoals and abstraction levels were considered to
have an impact on how easy they are to understand and act upon in the design process, as
stated in the following quotes from the interviews.
“Ecological, branded, delightful experience… are big words that can be understood in a
million different ways” (PD-5)
“To change user behavior. To make people buy more gifts to each other. It’s kind of a
big target!” (PD-1)
“In our case, experience goals were easy to understand because they were physical
ones and not abstract ones. They are physically seen.” (ED-3)

The balance between the goals and restrictions was also discussed. How can goals be
adequately achieved with a number of restrictions and limited means?
”They (descriptions in the brief) were clear. The terms are really easy, they want this
and this and this, and you would know what to do. But then you have these
restrictions with production and colors and brands, and then it is kind of a lot to take in
and still meet the target.” (PD-1)

In addition to the written brief, clear and frequent communication was considered
important throughout the project, in order to have an adequate shared understanding of the
expectations and limitations. Clients might have relevant tacit knowledge (Polanyi 1966),
hidden expectations, and ideas about the case that are not explicitly communicated, i.e.,
things they have seen somewhere and like but that are left unspoken. If there are
expectations that are not explicitly communicated, designers need to work out a solution
that is either aligned with the clients’ (hidden) expectations or convince the client about
another, hopefully better solution.
”The most difficult thing (in briefs) is that… nobody (referring to client) has a
completely open mind when they go to a designer. Like they already have a thing in
their head and they are giving you ideas on how you should do something for them
and they are hoping that we would somehow end up with that result. But then you
end up with something else, completely different, but still nice, and they are just
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surprised that it can be so different… We can’t read their minds but sometimes I wish I
could.” (PD-1)

The volatile nature of design projects was also mentioned. It is not uncommon in design
projects that the focus shifts during the process as both designers and clients realize and
learn more, see new opportunities to reframe the original problem in a new way while
iteratively working towards the goal. In one of the cases the client decided to expand the
target group from the original brief.
”When you start a project in a company, things still tend to keep developing and
sometimes it is a scheduling issue that you go ahead and start a project without really
thinking about what you actually want... it is not uncommon that things change in the
process.” (GD-3)
”I don’t even think that the client would have been able to tell us in the beginning,
even if we had asked, because I think their thoughts have also kind of evolved
throughout the process.” (GD-3)

The design process and solution are influenced by the information that the design team has
on the target group and the context of use.
“The eating experience and opening of the package (was considered important)
especially for the elderly, because in the beginning that was the focus, but I think we
still have kept that although the focus group has changed. If it is easy to use for
grandmas, it is easy to use for everybody.” (GD-1)

5.3 User evaluation of packaging prototypes
To see how the experiential qualities of the prototypes align with the Xgoals of the brief, the
prototypes (Figures 1–3) were evaluated by consumers representing case-specific target
groups. For each case, 30 prototypes were manufactured by a print house. Figures 1–3
present the package prototypes created by the teams. A marketing company was used to
recruit 77 participants representing the target groups of the three products.
The evaluation took place in a lab-like environment, with 1–4 subjects at a time. Each
participant had their own packaging prototype placed on a table, next to a computer with a
survey. Each participant interacted with the prototype and evaluated related experiences
individually and following the order specified in the survey. No interaction between
participants was allowed, and visibility to the other testers was blocked. Experiences
expressed in the participants’ own words were first collected with open-ended questions
regarding the first impression, visual appearance, and opening experience (for results, see
Table 2). The first impression and appearance related questions were asked before opening
the package, so the inside aesthetics of the prototype did not affect the appearance
evaluations. In addition, qualitative information on the ideal context of use was collected.
AttrakDiff2 (Hassenzahl et al. 2004), Interaction Vocabulary (Lenz et al. 2013) and brand
personality (Geuens et al. 2009) scales were used to observe how the prototypes performed
in terms of some quantifiable general (not case-specific) packaging-related experiential
criteria. Scale-related data are excluded from our paper, as they are not core data related to
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the integration of Xgoals into the design briefs. The results from the Interaction Vocabulary
scale are reported in Joutsela et al. (in press).

Figure 1 Chocolate package.

Figure 2 E-commerce package.
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Figure 3 Ready meal package.

5.4 Addressing experience goals in different phases
Table 2 depicts in three columns how references to experiences are present in the different
stages. The first column describes (emotional) Xgoals mentioned by the companies in the
briefs, the second column describes targeted experiences mentioned by the designers in the
final presentation or project report, and the third column describes the most frequent
experiences spontaneously mentioned by the actual users in the evaluation phase of the
prototype. The user experience descriptions summed up in the third column were collected
with three qualitative questions: the first impression, visual appearance, and opening
experience. If a description was mentioned in more than one of the questions, i.e. delightful
both in terms of appearance and opening experience, only the question that had a higher
frequency of the experience is reported. Note that in Case 1: Chocolate packaging, 12 of 34
test subjects could neither understand nor operate the unorthodox (surprising) telescopic
opening mechanism of the packaging, and these subjects actually ended up breaking the
packaging by forcing up something that remotely resembled dust flaps at the top of the
package. We decided to exclude these 12 descriptions of the opening experience from the
analysis, since the experience results address a different type of opening mechanism and
structure.
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Table 2 Experiences from briefs to consumer evaluation.
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Conclusions
We have reported a study of three packaging design cases where Xgoals were integrated
into the package design brief. Each case was tackled by an interdisciplinary project team on
a packaging design course. The packaging design assignments came from real needs of real
companies, who also set strict requirements for production feasibility. We learned that
describing Xgoals as part of the brief is beneficial for the packaging design, but it is not
simple. After analysing the brief formation process, studying the project teams using the
briefs, and evaluating the resulting packaging designs, we can make the conclusions and
answer our research questions as follows.
The primary research question was how to integrate Xgoals into the packaging design
process. Our original idea of having a separate section or a unified format for Xgoals was
found unrealistic, as companies have different briefing cultures, and as various brief formats
are known to work. For the companies, it was most natural to integrate the Xgoals into the
existing sections of the briefs. In the three cases under examination, each brief was
designed differently and Xgoals were placed in different sections, depending on the brief
(i.e. in the overview description, assignment definition, project objectives, experience
objectives, target group description, and in a description of values to be addressed.)
Integrating the Xgoals into these sections helps to convey a more coherent story of the
client’s vision.
Related to the primary question, we investigated three specific research questions. The first
question was how to describe the Xgoals in the design brief. Based on the experience gained
in the study, a list of standardized experience adjectives followed by an importance scale
was considered too general. Since package designers want to create unique experiences,
the format of an Xgoal should allow expressing unique experiential qualities that have the
potential to differentiate the package on the market. In other words, the brand owners
preferred qualitative experience descriptions over quantitative scales when specifying
Xgoals. In the three resulting briefs, the Xgoals were described as adjectives (descriptors) or
sentences that depict the desired experience in a more narrative format.
In addition to the Xgoals descriptions in the design brief, discussion between the client and
the design team was needed to establish a shared understanding of the reasons behind and
the specific nuances of the Xgoals. In two out of three cases, the assignment partially shifted
during the packaging design phase as the parties’ knowledge of the case and focus of the
project developed. We conclude that the brief should be in a flexible format to allow easy
updates.
The next secondary research question was concerned with how the brief and its Xgoals were
interpreted and used by the project team during the design process. In the examined cases,
the team members did not experience difficulties understanding the goals, but several
students would have liked to have a more distinct differentiation between primary and
secondary requirements in general. The briefs in our three cases under examination
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suffered to some extent from too many objectives and Xgoals, and it might have been
beneficial to pick e.g. three primary Xgoals and list others as secondary.
During the course, the student teams used various methods for developing, expanding,
specifying and sharing the concept idea, involving its experiential aspects. Various mood
boards and concept maps, personas and scenarios were used to help build a shared
understanding of the intended users, their values and motivations as well as the context of
use. Student teams worked iteratively. They generated several ideas, sketches and mockups to be internally assessed against the perceived requirements in the brief. The teams
also presented their work in different stages to the client to collect feedback.
The final research question was how to evaluate whether the delivered design evokes the
intended experience in the target audience. Despite some problems with smoothly opening
and closing a package, the respondents spontaneously reported many of the intended
experiences. Therefore, we conclude that open-ended questions such as “What kind of a
first impression do you get of the package” can be used to see whether the experiences are
realized. The most demanding task is the analysis of the open-ended questions, as it
requires identifying semantic similarities of the terms used. The quantitative scales we used
turned out to be too generic for testing whether the intended experiences were realized.

6.1 Future research
Our study raised many questions to be tackled in future research. Firstly, what formats are
currently in use for Xgoal descriptions? We have not located any publications summarizing
the different formats used for stating experiential goals, i.e. design goals that focus on
emotional or non-instrumental aspects of UX, in a design brief. Comparison of the
understandability and expressiveness of the different formats would be useful for briefing
professionals.
Secondly, what kind of guidance would help inexperienced briefers describe Xgoals? In the
packaging industry, not all companies can use professionals in defining a design brief, and
the design assignment is often stated verbally in discussions. When the Xgoals are not
formally defined, there is a risk that the intended experiences are not realized in the
packaging design, although the subcontractor has performed the agreed job. Future
research should address this risk and give guidance on stating experience goals in a
measurable format.
Thirdly, how to evaluate experiences as early as possible in the design process? When the
Xgoals are stated in a measurable format and reaching the target experiences is a must, the
design agency wants to verify that the design work is progressing in the right direction as
early as possible in the design process. However, early evaluation of experiences is
challenging (Roto et al. 2009). Our study also faced difficulties in evaluating packaging
prototypes, even when the prototypes were close to final. Production related issues, such as
minor changes in the grades or stiffness of material can contribute to how easy or difficult a
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package structure is to use and interact with. We support the call by Roto et al. (2009) for
more research on early evaluation of experiences.
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Abstract: The Unified Model of Aesthetics provides a comprehensive theory on
aesthetics of product design. It posits that aesthetic appreciation derives from the
reconciliation of the needs for safety and accomplishment, which manifests itself
through the principles of unity-in-variety, most-advanced-yet-acceptable and
autonomous-yet-connected. The present study considers the empirical integration of
these principles, using a survey that scrutinizes aesthetic preferences of 300
respondents for 20 products. The principles are scrutinized separately, after which
we conduct an integrated test to examine their combined effect and relative
importance for aesthetic appreciation. We find that the perceptual qualities of unity
and variety strongly affect aesthetic appreciation, but the typicality of a design
becomes of little importance when taking into account perceptual and social
measures.
Keywords: design aesthetics; Unified Model of Aesthetics; safety and accomplishment
needs; aesthetic principles

Introduction
As the understanding of aesthetics grew, so did the number of factors deemed relevant for
aesthetic appreciation. Within psychology the branch of empirical aesthetics initially
focused on objects’ structural, perceptual features (e.g. Boselie & Leeuwenburg, 1985;
Cupchik & Berlyne 1971), but gradually it broadened its scope to aspects of a more cognitive
nature – like an object’s (proto-)typicality and meaning (i.a. Bornstein 1989; Leder, Carbon &
Ripsas 2006; Whitfield 1983). Additionally, research in social psychology and sociology has
substantiated the social significance of aesthetic preferences (Temme 1992; Bourdieu 1993).
Hence, although much insight has been gained, paying heed to the intricately complex and
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multidimensional nature of the aesthetic experience, the domain leaves a rather fragmented
impression. Moreover, individual strands of research have identified a number of
mechanisms to account for observed aesthetic preferences, but a more general theoretical
foundation has so far been largely lacking. Therefore, much can be gained in the domain of
object aesthetics from a more comprehensive, fundamental theoretical framework.
In this paper, we will elaborate and empirically test a framework that manages to reconcile
diverse factors salient for product design aesthetics – the Unified Model of Aesthetics,
originally coined by Hekkert (2006).

Safety and accomplishment
The Unified Model of Aesthetics (UMA) starts off from the so-called by-product hypothesis,
which traces the aesthetic sensitivity back to evolutionary adaptation (Hekkert & Leder
2008; Johnston 2003). The success of our species has depended on its adaptation to varying
circumstances. This has entailed reconciling two conflicting urges. On the one hand, we seek
safety. Partly, we survive by staying out of harm’s way. On the other hand, though, we
need to take some risk as well. To find food and places that could provide shelter, our
species had to be able to take initiative with uncertain outcome. Therefore, a need for
accomplishment has evolved to balance out the need for safety.
Instrumental to fulfilling these urges are our faculties. They provide information about our
environment and thereby enable us to identify possible threats and opportunities. As fluent
processing of this information thus entails an evolutionary advantage, it is assumed that we
have developed an ability to derive pleasure from this sense-making process – an aesthetic
sense. The pleasure it provides is disinterested. In contrast to emotions, which allow us to
evaluate the beneficial or harmful nature of a situation, aesthetic delight is evoked by
perceiving in itself and serves no immediate practical function. In that sense, the aesthetic
experience can be defined as pleasure that emanates exclusively from sensory-motor
understanding as such (Hekkert & Leder 2008; Hekkert 2014).
As the aesthetic sense is a by-product of the faculties that allow us to make sense of our
surroundings, it is likely to be triggered primarily in those situations that are conducive to
the functioning of these faculties. In other words, the aesthetic experience will be a function
of the extent to which a stimulus can be processed smoothly in line with evolutionary needs.
It will be determined by the extent to which the senses are able to identify prospects for
both safety and accomplishment. Hence, the aesthetic pleasure evoked by a stimulus
depends on the perceived balance it strikes between these conflicting urges (Hekkert 2014).
However, as indicated above, the aesthetic experience is a highly complex process, where
factors of a perceptual, cognitive as well as social nature come into play. Although different
principles can be seen to operate at these levels of stimulus processing, we argue that these
can effectively be traced back to evolutionary needs. Therefore, UMA accommodates for
multiple dimensions that are considered different manifestations of the fundamental
balance between safety and accomplishment.
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2.1 Perceptual unity-in-variety
People tend to value perceptual input to be orderly and coherent. By presumably allowing
easy and efficient perceptual processing unity increases aesthetic pleasure. This is most
evident in the operation of the Gestalt laws, as documented by behavioural psychology.
Stimuli that display symmetry, continuity, closure, repetition, … are found to make a
coherent impression, and – for that reason – they are liked more (Arnheim 1971;
Wagemans, et al 2012).
However, as our environment is made up from diverse elements, our senses have evolved
precisely to cope with this variety of information. If perceptual input would be overly
unified, they would get dulled (Berlyne 1971; Biederman & Vessel 2006). Therefore, we like
some challenge in the form of variety to counterbalance unity, if only to enable us to
perceive discrete entities. Thus, on the perceptual level, we derive aesthetic pleasure from
stimuli that fulfil our need for both unity and variety.

2.2 Cognitive typicality and novelty
Cognitive processing entails recognizing and meaningfully categorizing perceptual input. To
do this we rely on previous experiences. Encounters with similar stimuli provide a frame of
reference, so higher similarity allows for smoother processing. In this vein, psychological
research has established that appreciation rises with the sheer frequency of confronting a
particular stimulus – a mechanism that has come to be known as the ‘mere exposure effect’
(Zajonc 1968). Moreover, as we have to categorize the things we perceive, stimuli that are
clear exemplars of a category can be processed more easily, which again drives appreciation
(Whitfield 1983). In other words, we value a degree of typicality as this increases
recognisability.
On the other hand, stimuli that are somewhat unfamiliar are liked as well for enabling us to
learn and enrich our experience (Bornstein 1989). Similar to the account about the
evolution of the senses on the perceptual level, Biederman and Vessel (2006) argue that this
is due to our brain having adapted to cope with new, atypical information. Hence, some
degree of novelty offers a counterbalance to the tedium that may be caused by overly
typical stimuli. Illustrating the balance between typicality and novelty, Biederman and
Vessel (2006) find higher levels of appreciation for novel stimuli, but only on the condition
that observers are able to recognise what they are seeing. In the domain of product design,
this balance has been subsumed under the acronym MAYA – aesthetic appreciation will be
highest for designs that manage to be Most Advanced, Yet Acceptable (Hekkert, Snelders &
Van Wieringen 2003). In practice, it would seem to imply that we tend to like products that
we can easily recognise (say, as a drill hammer, a television set or a car), but that offer a new
take on such type of products.

2.3 Social connectedness and autonomy
Apart from the perceptual and cognitive impressions they make on us, often objects also
carry some social meaning. Although this applies to any object for which preference can be
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unfolded, it is particularly salient for consumer products (and the way they are designed).
Through expressions of liking, they get associated with certain groups of people. They come
to symbolize a group identity and this in turn is likely to affect aesthetic appreciation
(Markus & Kitayama 1991).
Again the reasons may be rooted in our species’ evolution. Belonging to a group can be
assumed to be beneficial because of increased reproductive possibilities and the pooling of
resources. Group membership provides a level of security that could not be reached by
individuals on their own (Axelrod & Hamilton 1981). Herein lies the reason why we have
evolved to find objects that symbolize group membership aesthetically attractive.
However, within the safe confines of the group, we benefit from standing out to some
extent. From an evolutionary perspective, this can be explained in the sense that group
members individually need to attract mates or make sure that they have their share of the
resources. For that reason, we are likely to have incorporated a need to assert our
autonomy. Thus, we aesthetically value objects that symbolize uniqueness from our
reference group. This is also in line with sociological arguments on the use of cultural taste
as a way to assert social status (Bourdieu 1984).
In sum, on the social level, our aesthetic experience of objects may be determined by the
extent to which they signal both connectedness and autonomy.

Figure 1 Unified Model of Aesthetics – Safety and accomplishment needs on the perceptual,
cognitive and social level of stimulus processing

Unifying the unified model
In figure 1 it can be seen how a single set of conflicting needs for safety and accomplishment
is instantiated through different principles on various levels entailed in the processing of
stimuli (like designed objects). In the present study, our aim is to empirically establish the
effects on aesthetic appreciation proposed by UMA. This is specified throughout a number
of hypotheses.
Although the principles constituting the three levels of UMA have individually been tried and
tested in the course of various studies (i.a. Post, Blijlevens & Hekkert 2012 ; Blijlevens &
Hekkert 2014; Thurgood, Hekkert & Blijlevens 2014), we will test whether these effects can
be replicated on our data. Therefore, the first hypothesis is as follows.
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Hypothesis 1
At separate levels conflicting qualities, although negatively related, both increase aesthetic
appreciation.
The strength of UMA lies in the fact that it goes beyond a unidimensional explanation of
aesthetic appreciation. The various levels it comprises exert an effect on aesthetic
appreciation in combination. As the principles of UMA refer to different aspects of the
product experience and therefore to different qualities of the product, they are expected to
have a unique effect on aesthetic appreciation. This means that we do not expect any of the
levels to entirely comprise any of the others. Therefore, taking into account three levels will
provide a better explanation for aesthetic appreciation than only accounting for a single or
two levels. As a consequence, the main goal of this study can be captured by the following
hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2
The various levels of UMA contribute independently to the aesthetic appreciation of
products.
However, this does not necessarily imply that no overlap could occur. On the contrary, it is
to be expected that the added value of the levels declines. The reason for this is quite
straightforward. If unity, typicality and connectedness are to be considered instantiations
on various levels of a single underlying need for safety, it makes sense to assume that they
are interrelated. For example, it is imaginable that the elements comprising a familiar (and
therefore typical) design get firmly associated. As a consequence, they may come to be
considered as making up a more unified whole. Likewise, the urge for accomplishment is
assumed to manifest itself through the valuation of variety, novelty as well as autonomy.
Hence, on that side too some overlap is likely to occur. For instance, novel designs may
express a higher degree of autonomy, whereas typical designs could be considered as
generally more socially safe.
Hypothesis 3
The net effect of a level decreases when taking into account qualities at the other levels.
The preceding hypotheses are tested through a survey in which respondents are requested
to evaluate a set of products on aesthetic quality as well as the factors accounted for by
UMA. In the following section we will address the methodological specificities of the
research design.
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Methodology
4.1 Stimuli
The data for the present analyses were collected in the course of a survey in which images of
products were presented to respondents. The stimuli were taken from prior research
conducted on distinct levels of UMA (Post, Blijlevens & Hekkert 2012 ; Blijlevens & Hekkert
2014; Thurgood, Hekkert & Blijlevens 2014). The set consists of images of twenty products
belonging to five product categories (1. bicycles, 2. sunglasses, 3. dining tables, 4. espresso
makers, 5. table lamps – four products per category). The product categories were chosen
to obtain a broad enough range of products – comprising electrical appliances, fashionable
accessories, furniture and vehicles. Particular products were selected that had previously
garnered high, moderate as well as low levels of aesthetic appreciation and varying scores
on the principles under scrutiny in the studies they were taken from. This was done
exclusively to ensure sufficient dispersion on the variables under scrutiny. By no means the
results of prior studies were considered as some form of pre-test to validate the stimuli.

4.2 Operationalization of UMA
Participants were requested to rate the stimuli on a number of items referring to aesthetic
appreciation and the various principles comprised by UMA. These items were presented in
the form of statements, to which the participants could indicate their level of agreement on
a seven-point scale (1= ‘fully disagree’, 7= ‘fully agree’ – intermediate scores were not
labelled). The following items were used.
Aesthetic appreciation
 This product is pleasing to see.
 The design of this product is beautiful.
 This product has an attractive design.
Unity
 The product is unified.
 The product is coherent.
Variety
 The product conveys variety.
 The product is rich in elements.

Typicality
 The design is typical for this kind of product.
 This is a standard design for this type of product.
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Novelty
 This product is original.
 The design of this product is novel.
Connectedness
 The design of this product makes me feel connected to people like me.
 People like me own this or a highly similar product.
Autonomy
 This product design helps me to be unique in reference to people like me.
 The design of this product helps me to distinguish myself from others.
The statements on aesthetic appreciation, unity, variety, novelty and typicality were taken
from a battery of items that has been validated to measure these concepts (Blijlevens, et al
2014). The items on autonomy and connectedness were adapted from a study establishing
the effect of social considerations on aesthetic appreciation (Blijlevens & Hekkert 2014).
For the purpose of analysis, variables were calculated by averaging the scores on the items
referring to a particular concept.
We should stress that the results from the study at hand are based on subjective evaluations
from its participants. We have not systematically manipulated the stimuli to a certain effect.
We expect relations between aesthetic appreciation and the principles of unity-in-variety,
MAYA and connected-yet-unique to manifest themselves mainly on an individual level, so it
would make little sense to attempt to objectify certain product characteristics.

4.3 Sample and data collection
The survey was administered through the crowdsourcing platform Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk. Given the nature of the research question, we did not consider the lack of control over
participants in this sampling frame to be an issue. We do not formulate specific
expectations concerning subjects’ background characteristics, we merely needed sufficient
heterogeneity in terms of age and expertise (for this reason we preferred an online sample
over a student sample). Moreover, a growing body of literature vouches for the response
quality of this platform for psychological research (for more information on the operation
and quality of data collection on Amazon Mechanical Turk, we kindly refer the reader to
Buhrmester, Kwang & Gosling 2011; Paolacci, Chandler & Ipeirotis 2010). To further ensure
data quality, we built in a number of attention checks. Respondents who failed these, could
not finish the survey. Also, it could only be taken from a desktop or laptop computer to
ensure adequate viewing conditions and it was only accessible for people located in the
United States. This was done to avoid effects of varying cultural sensitivities (Hekkert &
Leder 2008). Although we are well aware that the United States are culturally quite
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heterogeneous, we do assume that people living in this country are aware of similar
aesthetic norms and have access to similar products.
The order of the stimuli was randomized between respondents to rule out effects of
sequence. Per stimulus, respondents saw an image of a product together with the list of
statements on a single web page. For their convenience, the image was repeated
underneath the list of items. The items were presented in a randomized order as well.
Before evaluating the stimuli, the respondents had to grant their informed consent, after
which they could indicate their age and sex. To get acquainted with the procedure, they had
to rate a trial product. This product was a watch and therefore did not belong to any of the
product categories involved in the actual study. The data obtained from this trial were left
out of the analyses.
In this way, we recruited a sample of 300 individual participants (43.3% female – mean age
33.22, SD=9.65), who were paid 4.00 USD (which was considered a fair amount in view of
the effort required).

Results
5.1 Identifying UMA patterns
As a first step of the analyses, we calculated Pearson’s correlations among the principles and
aesthetic appreciation. Inspection of the coefficients leaves a mixed impression. As
expected, typicality and novelty are negatively related. However, unity and variety show a
merely mild – although significant – negative correlation. Rather unexpectedly, autonomy
and connectedness show a mild positive correlation. Also, contrary to the other principles, it
is interesting to note that typicality appears to be negatively related to aesthetic
appreciation.
To get some additional insight on these findings, regression analyses were conducted for the
distinct levels proposed by UMA. These may also serve as a point of reference for analyses
comprising multiple levels. For a proper estimation of fixed effects, we have to account for
the fact that individual respondents have rated multiple products and individual products
have been rated by multiple respondents. Hence, data are nested in two ways. Therefore,
the regression analyses were conducted using cross-classified multilevel models, including
random intercepts for both stimuli and respondents.
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Table 2 Correlations of UMA principles and aesthetic appreciation

Aesthetic
Unity
Variety

Aesthetic

Unity

Variety

Typicality Novelty

Connectedness

Autonomy

1

0.32***

0.55***

-0.15***

0.42***

0.32***

0.48***

1

-0.05***

0.37***

-0.15***

0.40***

-0.02

1

-0.52***

0.74***

0.05***

0.71***

1

-0.70***

0.38***

-0.53***

1

-0.08***

0.73***

1

0.14***

Typicality
Novelty
Connectedness

1

Autonomy
*** p<0.001

On the perceptual level, both unity and variety bear a positive effect on the aesthetic score
attributed to product designs (unity b=0.46, p<0.001, variety b=0.52, p<0.001). Variance in
random intercepts is significant at alpha=0.01, meaning that average scores that were
attributed differ between respondents and between particular stimuli. In multilevel
analyses, calculating R2 as an indication of goodness-of-fit is quite uncommon as its
interpretation is not straightforward. However, to obtain an idea of the proportion of
2

the residual error of a model containing both fixed and random effects and a model
containing only random effects (as proposed by Xu 2003). We thus find that 34% of variance
in aesthetic appreciation is explained by the fixed effects of unity and variety. These findings
can also be visualized by plotting the average scores of individual products on unity and
variety. The position of a particular design is indicated by its score on aesthetic appreciation.

Figure 2 Average scores of stimuli on unity and variety
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In the graph one can easily recognize a negative relation between the principles.
Interestingly, the highest scores can be found in the top right. This is in line with UMA
propositions, because it implies that a maximization of both unity and variety leads to high
aesthetic scores.
On the cognitive plain, consistent with the theory of UMA, both typicality (b=0.14, p<0.001)
and novelty (b=0.43, p<0.001) significantly and positively contribute to aesthetic
appreciation. However, given the negative correlation found earlier between typicality and
aesthetic appreciation, it is quite remarkable that the effect now turns out positive. We
seem to be encountering an instance of statistical suppression – given the strong negative
correlation between novelty and typicality, a part of the large positive effect of novelty on
aesthetic appreciation is translated into a negative effect running through typicality. As the
effect is larger than that of typicality, the simple correlation between typicality and the
aesthetic score becomes negative. However, when controlled for the effects of novelty, the
net impact of typicality does turn out to be positive. Hence, the MAYA principle is
corroborated by these findings, as products are liked to be novel, while maintaining some
typicality.
Again, variance in random intercepts for both stimuli and participants is significant (p<0.01),
2 as before tells
indicating that the
us that 12% of variance can be attributed to fixed effects of typicality and novelty.
When presented graphically on the level of individual products, again the negative relation
between typicality and novelty is striking. The linear shape of the relation seems to suggest
that typicality and novelty are merely opposite poles on a single scale. By contrast, the
regression analysis indicates that typicality does positively contribute to aesthetic
appreciation independently. When inspecting this graph, it should however be borne in
mind that scores are aggregated on the stimulus level. Such an aggregation in a sense
objectifies stimulus features as it uses an average of the scores from various respondents,
neglecting interpersonal differences. Therefore, although a graphical presentation of
averages may offer some insight, it should be interpreted with caution, bearing in mind its
inherent limitations.
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Figure 3 Average scores of stimuli on typicality and novelty

These analyses were repeated once more for the principles assumed to be at play at the
social level. Multilevel regression analysis again renders significant positive effects of
connectedness (0.34, p<0.001) and autonomy (0.39, p<0.001) on aesthetic appreciation.
Once more, variance in random intercepts for stimuli and respondents is significant at
2 indicates that 28% of variance is explained by the fixed effects of the model.
The graphical presentation of the individual products shows a negative relation between
connectedness and autonomy, which seems to be at odds with the mild positive correlation
reported earlier. A possible explanation for this is that connectedness and autonomy are in
fact related in a curvilinear way. Hence, the positive correlation may have been an artefact
of a curvilinear relation being estimated by a linear function. The high scores on aesthetic
appreciation are again situated in the top right, indicating the expected effect on aesthetic
liking of a maximization of both connectedness and autonomy.
In sum, these initial explorations of the data seem to largely lend support to the theory
proposed by UMA, with positive effects on aesthetic appreciation of both conflicting
qualities that constitute the individual levels. Also, pairs of conflicting qualities are related
negatively, as indicated by correlations or graphical presentation.
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Figure 4 Average scores of stimuli on connectedness and autonomy

5.2 Combining UMA principles
To assess the combined effect of the principles constituting UMA, a multilevel regression
analysis was conducted of aesthetic appreciation on unity, variety, typicality, novelty,
connectedness and autonomy, again accounting for random intercepts for individual
2 we find that fixed effects of this model account
for 42% of variance in aesthetic appreciation. The combined model thus explains a
substantially larger proportion of variance as compared to the models containing only pairs
of variables from a single level. However, even without looking at parameter estimates, the
proportion of explained variance already gives an indication that the effects of UMA
principles will not be additive. That is to say, the increase in explained variance is not as big
as would be expected if effects of principles would not overlap. The parameter estimates
are reported in the table below.
It is striking that the effect of typicality diminishes and no longer reaches significance as a
result of accounting for variables at the other levels of UMA. A series of hierarchical
regression analyses (not reported) indicates that this is due to both the inclusion of unity at
the perceptual level and connectedness at the social level, as both variables account for
about half of the original effect of typicality.
The other variables in UMA do maintain a more substantial positive effect on aesthetic
appreciation, but the effects decrease considerably when compared to the analyses where
only variables belonging to a single level were included. Stated differently, there is a
substantial overlap between the principles contained in the model. The various principles
do add to aesthetic appreciation in their own right, but their added value decreases. It is
apparent, though, that the variables at the perceptual level (unity and variety) remain the
strongest. It would seem that for a design to be aesthetically pleasing, the degree of unity
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and variety it features is a lot more decisive than whether it is novel or bears social
significance.
Table 3 Multilevel regression effects on aesthetic appreciation scores
Fixed effects
Independent variables

B

Std. Error

t

(intercept)

-0.59

(0.13)

-4.694 ***

unity

0.36

(0.01)

25.983 ***

variety

0.33

(0.01)

22.892 ***

typicality

0.02

(0.01)

1.533

novelty

0.10

(0.01)

7.203 ***

connectedness

0.22

(0.01)

18.080 ***

autonomy

0.16

(0.01)

12.362 ***

Random effects
Variance

Std. Error

residual

0.97

0.02

53.206 ***

intercept (participant)

0.27

0.03

10.033 ***

intercept (stimulus)

0.07

0.02

3.002 **

*p<0.05

Wald Z

**p<0.01 ***p<0.001

Discussion
By and large, the present study corroborates the Unified Model of Aesthetics. However,
regarding the relative weight of various dimensions of product experience, these results are
particularly insightful. Although a decrease in effect sizes was expected as a result of
controlling the levels for one another, the impact on typicality is quite striking. When
controlled for other qualities, a product’s typicality becomes irrelevant. People do
appreciate typical products (as indicated by the uncontrolled effect), but mainly for making a
unified impression and being socially safe. By contrast, they do like a level of unfamiliarity in
a design and this is not just due to other – social or perceptual – reasons. Given the fact that
the effect of typicality has been documented extensively before, these results are interesting
and warrant further attention.
Also, the large effects of perceptual qualities are worth noting. For designers this finding
may be quite instructive. Compared to social significance and cognitive processing, where
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complex processes of categorization come into play, manipulation of perceptual features like
unity and variety is arguably more straightforward. Thus, it may be possible to make
substantial improvements to a design’s aesthetic quality by just focusing on the balance
between unity and variety.
Although these findings do expand our understanding of how the aesthetic experience is
affected by various dimensions, much work has still to be done. For one, in the frame of this
paper we could not go into differences between product categories. We could imagine,
though, that certain design aspects become more or less salient depending on the type of
product that is being considered. Therefore, in follow-up analyses, we will account for
product category to see whether the observed effects hold independently of product type or
whether they are determined by characteristics that are category-specific.
Second, these findings were based on subjective ratings by respondents. It is therefore
possible that some relations between UMA principles and aesthetic appreciation mainly hold
subjectively. To illustrate, although the needs for connectedness and autonomy affect the
aesthetic liking, different people may very well experience that these needs are fulfilled by
different products. Moreover, it is conceivable that this differs depending on the level that
is being considered, for it might be expected that the experience of perceptual features is
more stable across people than cognitive or social meaning is. In future research, we should
thus also explore the extent to which preferences are stable over respondents, as this is
highly relevant to the applicability of these principles for designers. That is to say, qualities
that are experienced similarly by various people can be optimized to a particular aesthetic
effect. By contrast, for those qualities that are experienced in a substantially different way
by various people, it will be a lot harder to determine how they should be optimized
aesthetically.

Conclusion
In the present study our aim was to test the Unified Model of Aesthetics empirically. The
model posits that aesthetic appreciation of an object – and of a designed product in
particular – is a function of it displaying perceptual unity-in-variety, of it being typical, yet
novel (or MAYA) and of it symbolizing both social connectedness and autonomy. Throughout
a series of multilevel regression analyses, we found that conflicting qualities at separate
levels have an impact on aesthetic appreciation. These findings are in line with previous
research on UMA. Thus, the first hypothesis is corroborated.
Although the principles of UMA are manifestations of a single set of conflicting urges, they
effectively refer to distinct product characteristics and are therefore expected to have an
independent effect on aesthetic appreciation. As proposed by the second hypothesis, we
found that they do – the principles comprised by UMA have unique effects on aesthetic
appreciation. However, these effects decrease when controlled for one another, as was
expected by the third hypothesis. The perceptual qualities of unity and variety maintain the
largest effect. By contrast, whether a design is considered typical turns out to be
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unimportant for aesthetic appreciation when controlled for qualities at the perceptual and
social level. This finding could be interpreted in the sense that typicality does contribute to
the aesthetic quality of product design, but mainly if it displays sufficient unity and it signals
similarity to a social reference group. If these conditions are not met by a design in the eyes
of a perceiver, typicality hardly adds aesthetically. We do derive added pleasure from the
cognitive processing of a product, but primarily if we experience it to be novel.
Acknowledgment: Paul Hekkert was supported by the MAGW VICI grant number 45310-004 from The Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO).
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“But the world of design has been badly served by its intellectual leaders, who have
failed to develop their subject in its own terms.” (Cross, 1982)

This quote from Nigel Cross is an important starting point for this theme: great progress has
been made since Archer’s call to provide an intellectual foundation for design as a discipline
in itself (Archer, 1979), but there are fundamental theoretical and epistemic issues that have
remained largely unchallenged since they were first proposed (Cross, 1999, 2007). Many of
these issues surround consideration of knowledge and its application in design processes,
but are also confounded by cultural trends that orientate views towards that knowledge.
Almost 20 years after the call for a foundation of design knowledge, Cross repeated one of
the original aims, thus highlighting the lack of progress in certain key areas:
“We have to be able to demonstrate that standards of rigour in our intellectual culture
at least match those of the others.” (Cross, 2001)

Today, 15 years on from this quote, there remains no independent, epistemic basis to
establish design as a recognisably independent discipline, or even identification of
epistemological tendencies that have stronger relevancies to design processes than others.
First and second generation design studies, as well as studies of creativity in other
disciplines, clearly identified the types of thinking applied in design as divergent or
convergent (Jones, 1973; Rowe 1987). The same thinking structure has been called ideate
and evaluate (Basadur & Head 2001), imaginative and logical (Lawson 2006), generation and
exploration (Finke et al 1992) and the generation of variety and the reduction of variety
(Rittel 1984). While these are associated with methods, they do not address a position or
attitude towards knowledge. This is an epistemology position; a theory of knowledge
includes how it is used in design through its scope, its particular methods and its validation.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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Each of these three areas – scope, method and validation – are associated but can also be
considered separately. There are a series of questions that arise in doing so such as: What
happens when we start to consider design knowledge as layered, operational, effective or
framed? Are design epistemological tendencies necessarily rational and how might they
relate to issues of fiction or other human constructions of meaning? How does the source of
knowledge (episteme) relate to validity of knowledge (relevance) and the application of
knowledge (method)? What does repeatability of knowledge mean and what is an
acceptable threshold of acceptance to make that knowledge justifiable?
These questions relate to a ‘state of the art’ which is a major motivation for this DRS special
theme.

A ‘constructed’ epistemology
In the quotation above, Cross (1982) was lamenting that many designers were being
seduced by scientific methods and approaches – that the reductionist program in design,
developed in the preceding decades, was having such an influence 35 years later. The
reductionist program in design and design science advocated by Simon (1996) is still
apparent, albeit slightly changed (e.g. Papalambros, 2015) but the underlying schisms
originally constructed have yet to be dealt with fully and constructively.
The seemingly endless debate on whether science is design or design can be science is
perhaps a symptom of this continuing lack of foundation (For an example, see Farrell &
Hooker, 2012; Galle & Kroes, 2014; Farrell & Hooker, 2015). But such debates have
significantly influenced the conceptual structures of design knowledge. For example, early
formulations of design as a form of knowledge relied on contrasts and comparisons of
design with the arts and science (see Cross (1982) for the clearest articulation of this). A
duality such as this is powerful rhetoric and easily understood in theory and practice – but
the justifiable basis for it has not really progressed since its original stating. It raises the
question of whether art and science are useful organizational ideas with respect to design
and, at the very least, that the wider debate around them as knowledge categories must be
engaged.
There have been attempts to move away from such dualities, for example ‘intuition’ versus
‘rationality’ (Coyne & Snodgrass, 1996; Poldma, 2015), but the structural legacy of design
knowledge constructed ‘in contrast to…’ remains and is perhaps now a barrier to framing
any other paradigm of design epistemology.
One of the motivations for this theme is in response to such debates and structures – that
their continuation might be in part due to the lack of clarity of a foundation to design as a
discipline with known relationships to epistemological tendencies. Perhaps, just as argued by
Glynn (1985), it is time to consider whether design can genuinely stand on its own
epistemologically. If not this, then at least to communicate clearly its own structure(s) to
those pursuing its resolutions. Certainly, design cannot continue to simply rely on
comparison and contrast to other subjects.
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‘Good enough’ knowledge
Besides the foundational or theoretical issues, there are practical matters that are affected
by such dualities and schisms. Returning to the Cross quote (1982), those “badly served”
include students, practitioners, researchers, teachers, as well as clients, users, the general
public etc. – i.e. pretty much everyone involved in design. This begs the question who
benefits from keeping design processes and esoteric knowledge, which tends to enforce the
science versus art duality, which has become a staple of claiming ideological territories
within design cliques. The former stance reinforces a normative, logical or scientific
approach but has produced reductive models that are insufficient to explain design, leading
to some of the most widely adopted but unsuccessful examples of design processes.
Conversely, a relativist, idiosyncratic and subjective approach is also insufficient as it has led
to some of the most obfuscate theories and ideas in design – many of which are personal
expressions and non-transferable in that state. Considering these poles as the only
possibilities also opens up a larger question – how is it that we have come to consider art
and science to represent all knowledge in all applications across Western culture?
In between such dualities are most design practitioners, teachers and researchers; in that
“messy space between people and things’ (Koskinen et al., 2011). And in that space, design
is hard enough without making it harder by applying esoteric theories inappropriately or by
simplifying to such an extent that it is no longer functional or recognisable as design. Those
practising in this messy space are (currently) without a sound, simply articulated epistemic
basis to allow them to articulate such a pragmatic position – this is arguably the epistemic
space that should be considered by design research.
To clarify, this is not a call for some theoretical or practice position on design, but for a clear
basis for the construction of such knowledge. It’s not acceptable to simply say things without
some basis and it’s certainly not acceptable to then pass such opinion off as knowledge.
Instead, could we not ask when certain types of knowledge are used in design and in what
capacity is it useful, relevant and operational? When is hard, quantitative data used and
what are its limits? When does narrative or fiction become relevant (Coulton et al, this
session), how does it intersect with other types of knowledge and how are these translated
into particular design disciplinary outcomes? When are human ergonomics or human
mythology considered? What modality of communication operates within design and how is
this manifested (Godin, this session)? How does social meaning or cultural expression
become clearly identified and how does it create defensible positions for a designer? How
does visual-based content structure knowledge, allowing decisions and judgements to
operate and be made (Harland & Craib, this session)?
If we look at tendencies within epistemology, we find that each of these questions introduce
an attitude about how knowledge is constructed as relevant, what filters to apply and how it
becomes structured for use by methods (Plowright, 2014).
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The subject(s) of design
As with the problem of science versus art, a particular paradigm has emerged to frame
thinking over the past decades. One of the central claims made by Cross in support of a
separate and distinct design epistemology was this:
“What designers know about especially is the ‘artificial world’ - the human-made world
of artefacts. What they know how to do especially is the proposing of additions to and
changes to the artificial world.” (Cross, 2001)

This specific area of design research remains under-represented, as shown in the paper
Mapping design knowledge: 36 years of Design Studies in this theme. Ironically, then, the
theoretical and academic are over-represented but have yet to establish any specific claim
whilst practice and material research are under-represented but may remain the hope of
many original design researchers
We have, quite naturally as academics, taken an academic and logocentric approach to
knowledge as a reaction to the lack of rigour in design practice knowledge itself. For
example, Parsons (2016) argues, after Galle, that at the heart of design there lies an inherent
epistemological contradiction: the process of designing is inherently uncertain and
unpredictable. But this argument relies entirely on a tradition of logical (almost positivist)
philosophy that is not necessarily relevant to a design epistemology. Our dominant logical
tendencies were acquired through Enlightenment philosophy and at a time when truth was
considered to be an absolute and achievable conclusion, as well as being bound to a
determinist version of progress bound to technical development rather than social justice.
However, it could also be that rationalism is often misapplied or misconstrued in design or
that design methods look only to a clear line of causation rather than absolute repeatability
and factual defensiveness. Design knowledge is not necessarily about knowing what only the
final outcome is but (importantly) about the construction of the conditions under which the
outcome should be judged. Such judgement relies on factors of human nature and the
dynamic between people and the practices that generate these outcomes (Poldma, 2013;
Poldma 2015).
But this does not mean that previous traditions can be ignored or that no rigour is required
as this falls into common errors of interpretation as those found in siding only on the side of
extreme logic or only on the side of romantic imagination. As with the contra-reaction to the
science of design, the rejection of formal logics or philosophy should not be a rejection of
any rationality at all. It is not acceptable to simply say that design is difficult and then
generate philosophies that rely on belief and rhetoric. Similarly, it’s not acceptable to invoke
metaphysics, epiphenomena or ‘wonder tissue’ (Dennett, 2013) and treat them as if they
were some rational application of knowledge applicable only to design. It might be a
question of enquiry into definitions and the specific adaptation rather than the formulation
of manifestos that attempts a reductive, unified theory.
As with the messy space of practice, some middle ground needs to be reached. Design
research, if it is to exist independently of other research domains, has to be rigorous and
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consistent - but the basis upon which such rigour is constructed is not necessarily the same
as other disciplines. The issue of ‘where’ design knowledge might reside, raised by Cross 30
years ago, must be tackled.

Internal conversations
As has been seen with the science versus art debate, there tend to be repeated and
recurrent themes in design research. One reason for this has already been presented but
another more prosaic possibility exists – we are perhaps have less of a tradition and body of
knowledge as other subjects or have yet to ‘mature’ in terms of establishing this knowledge.
For example, Beck and Chiapello (this conference) identify the lack of critical engagement
with Schön’s work and this may reflect the vacuum of work prior to this period – perhaps a
relief that there were emerging ideas and evidence that supported the views held by many
practitioners and design researchers.
Part of this lack of criticality perhaps comes from design practice itself – the purpose of
design is a particular outcome and the satisfaction of that outcome does not rely solely on
extrinsic or objective criteria – it also has typological, historical, socio-cultural and situational
content to address. Design has a tradition of using whatever knowledge is useful to the
purpose in hand which raises the issue of relevance over absolute truth as a criteria of
judgement (Plowright, 2014). Such knowledge is often assessed and applied on the basis of
its utility, not veracity but traditional academic practice requires the latter more than the
former. It is only relatively recently that research practices and outputs could be thought of
in a similar way – that the non-objective could be treated as seriously as the purely
objective. This does, of course, lead to problems and discussions of what is valid or
acceptable knowledge as other disciplines, such as social sciences and human geography,
have struggled with for decades. Many of the same issues that arise in these domains are
relevant to design (e.g. representation; the role of the observer; interrelations between
people and technology; etc.) and the lack of deeper interaction between these domains is
noteworthy. As before, this is perhaps a test for any independent design epistemology – that
it not only maintains its own rigour and validity, but that it may also contribute to other
domains as a knowledge form in its own right.
What this means, and the framing of the discussion for this session, is that while we can ask
complex questions and maintain an attitude that design is too complex and too human to
understand, no development will likely occur until there is clarity to examining three aspects
of epistemology: namely 1) the scope of knowledge (i.e. sources) found in design disciplines
and if these are shared or divergent, 2) methods as representations of larger and persistent
underlying thinking structures along with either alignment to types of approaches and
knowledge (i.e. fiction, memory, sensory, visual, etc) and 3) clarity of validation criteria,
understanding its relationship to other types of knowledge.
Acknowledgements: The authors wish to acknowledge the contributions of reviewers
for this theme.
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Abstract: This paper examines the nature of design research, knowledge and theory,
as revealed through an overview of the areas of interest that make up published
writing on design, specifically that published in Design Studies, since its first
publication in 1979. The research proposes a taxonomy of design knowledge
addressing the objects, processes and practices of design and consumption. This is
used as the basis to trace the history and development of design ideas and design
writing over the following 36 years through classifying the issues that are central to
the published papers published in Design Studies, and quantifying the changes of
emphasis in design topics over that period.
The paper offers proposals for the areas within which design theory resides, suggests
that until a mature design epistemology evolves the concept of epistemics is a more
appropriate term and reflects on the relationship between design research,
knowledge, theory and practice.
Keywords: design research; design knowledge; design theory; epistemology

Introduction
This paper intends to map design knowledge as a basis for informing three separate but
interlinked strands of research.
Firstly, it responds to this conference’s call to explore ‘what has changed over the last 50
years in the field of design research?’. Taking Design Studies as an exemplar of published
design writing, it plots the shifts and interests in design research and knowledge over the 36
years to 2015. First published in 1979, Design Studies is the longest published academic
design journal written in English, thus providing a rich and longitudinal source of material
from which to undertake such a mapping exercise.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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Secondly, the original research was undertaken as part of the designing and consuming
project – expressing design knowledge for academics from other disciplines. Here, the
stimulus was the potential for theoretical development at the interface of science and
technology studies, design and the sociology of consumption.
Creative cross-fertilisation between these fields promised to enrich and extend the
understanding of the relation between design and consumption and the dynamics of both.
The theory of science and technology studies and the sociology of consumption were well
defined, with a canon presenting accepted conventions. Indeed, some of the established
concepts in those areas, such as ‘assembly’, ‘appropriation’, ‘scripting’ and ‘normalisation’
matched with concepts from design and have been published elsewhere (Ingram et al, 2007,
Shove et al, 2007).
At the time of the study, the researchers felt that in comparison, generally accepted, or
published, concepts from design theory were few and the body of literature small (Annable,
2007).
The third and final strand is the increasing need for design researchers to evidence nonacademic impact. For example, the UK Research Excellence Framework (REF2014, 2012)
required case studies demonstrating the impact of research on its external environment. The
outcome of design research should be a product or process that is then used by a target
group to improve the user experience or provide other benefits. In exploring the impact of
design, there is a need to understand what design knowledge is in order to create
mechanisms for transfer and exploitation. The impact from design is explored further by
Burns et al (2014).
Therefore, this mapping exercise should provide a basis for a conversation across academic
subject boundaries. It also needs to be uncomplicated in order to promote use of design
knowledge in a non-academic context. Thus, the basic understanding of what the knowledge
is may allow the development of better constructed boundary objects for transfer into the
wider world.
In addition to these strands of research there is a surprising paucity of literature regarding
what the actual constituents of design knowledge are. Notable exceptions are the work of
Cross in 1982 and 1999, following that of Archer in 1981. Both are used as basis of a design
taxonomy in this work.
In discussing the design literature and research in 1981 Archer notes that there is a ‘limited
range of topics’. He goes on:
“The British journal Design Studies was published by IPC in cooperation with the
Design Research Society partly as a response to these limitations, but this journal is
only half-way into its second year at the time of writing, so that it is a little soon to be
able to judge from the 40 or so articles published there what will be the boundaries
and centres of interest of Design Research reflected by it.”
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It is the intention of this paper, 34 years on, to explore the articles now published and reflect
on what their issues, concerns, findings and conclusions say about 50 years of design
knowledge.

Building a taxonomy of design knowledge
In this research two assumptions have been made:
 In common with other areas, design research generates knowledge and out of
that published knowledge comes theory.
 Design journals reflect the interests and priorities of their constituencies,
providing a path along which to trace the development and evolution of design
ideas.
In order to map this evolution a framework or taxonomy is needed through which published
works may be categorised. Given that design covers many fields, eg, architecture, fashion,
graphics, product and software, as well as many interests, such as process, pedagogy, user
centred design and the philosophy of design, the literature was scanned for an existing
taxonomy of design knowledge. With no definitive version available, this work has
developed its own, informed by the work of Archer (1981) and Cross (1982, 1999).
In 1981, in his paper for the Portsmouth Conference Design: science: method, Archer
describes the work of the then Department of Design Research at the Royal College of Art,
London, UK. In examining the titles of the studies of his fellow researchers, Archer posits 10
areas of design research. These are given in Figure 1.
He then reduces these to three:
 Design phenomenology to include design history, taxonomy and technology;
 Design praxiology including design modelling and metrology; and
 Design philosophy to include design axiology, espistemology and pedagogy.
Archer (1981)
In 1999, Cross states:
“Our concern in design research has to be the development, articulation and
communication of design knowledge. Our axiom has to be that there are forms of
knowledge peculiar to the awareness and ability of a designer.
“Where do we look for this knowledge? I believe that it has three sources: people,
processes and products.”

He then proposes a taxonomy of design research comprising:
 design epistemology – study of designerly ways of knowing;
 design praxiology – study of the practices and processes of design;
 design phenomology – study of the form and configuration of artefacts;
Cross (1999).
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1. Design history: the study of what is the case, and how things came to be the way they
are, in the design area.
2. Design taxonomy: the study of the classification of phenomena in the design area.
3. Design technology: the study of the principles underlying the operations of the things
and systems comprising designs.
4. Design praxiology: the study of the nature of design activity, its organisation and its
apparatus.
5. Design modelling: the study of the human capacity for the cognitive modelling,
externalisation and communication of design ideas.
6. Design metrology: the study of measurement in relation to design phenomena, with
special emphasis on the handling of non-quantitative data.
7. Design axiology: the study of worth in the design area, with special regard to the
relations between technical, economic, moral, social and aesthetic values.
8. Design philosophy: the study of the logic of disclosure on matters of concern in the
design area.
9. Design epistemology: the study of the nature and validity of ways of knowing,
believing and feeling in the design area.
10. Design pedagogy: the study of the principles and practice of education in the matter
of concern to the design area.

Figure 1 – The 10 areas of design knowledge Archer (1981)

The usefulness of this proposal lies in the suggestion that there is formal knowledge
structure. Here, we suggest, a coherent theory of design (epistemology) is posited alongside
the more tacit knowledge embedded in design practice and the products of that practice.
Therefore Cross’s definition of design praxiology has been adopted for this study. Added to
his definition of design phenomenology is the study of artefacts in use and the symbolic
meanings that are ascribed to them.
However, the phrase ‘design epistemology’ suggests formal knowledge structures in the
field of design and a well-articulated epistemology would be an indication of design having
reached maturity as an established academic discipline.
Therefore, ‘epistemics’ is suggested and used as a more appropriate alternative for an
emerging academic discipline.
The final categories of knowledge used for the mapping exercise were based on the above
and augmented following an initial attempt at categorisation. The resulting and final
taxonomy is as follows.
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Design praxiology: the study of the practice and processes of design, including its
organisation and apparatus and design activity. Includes: design process; design process
models (external); modelling (prototyping); metrology (study of measurement in relation to
design phenomena and an emphasis on handling of non-quantitative data); case studies and
reflective practice; design management; concept design.
Design phenomenology: the study of the form and configuration of artefacts, their use and
symbolic meanings. Includes: technology and implications of new technology on design;
design morphology (theoretical studies of development of form and shape); semantics and
syntax of form; efficiency and economy in product design; relationships between form and
context (including ergonomics and user-centred design); environmental design (including
sustainability and design for recycling design for mass customisation.
Design epistemics: the study of design knowledge, and the construction of formal models of
the processes - perceptual, intellectual and linguistic - by which design knowledge and
understanding are achieved and communicated. Includes: design discourse (overviews,
philosophy of design, design methodology, history and research); design language; axiology:
study of worth (values) including their origin, nature, and classification (this includes
technical, economic, moral, social, aesthetic, hedonic and prudential values); design thinking
(including cognitive modelling of internal design processes); design ability (theories and
reflections on nature of, including creativity); social aspects of design (including
collaboration); pedagogy (design education and how people learn to design)

Methodology
Having established a design knowledge taxonomy, the work moved to categorising all the
published research articles in Design Studies. As described above design knowledge is
generated by design research and out of that published knowledge comes theory. Design
Studies was chosen as representative of all forms of design research, and the longest
established of the design journals of note.
From its website [http://www.journals.elsevier.com/design-studies/]
“Design Studies is a leading international academic journal focused on developing
understanding of design processes. It studies design activity across all domains of
application, including engineering and product design, architectural and urban design,
computer artefacts and systems design. It therefore provides an interdisciplinary
forum for the analysis, development and discussion of fundamental aspects of design
activity, from cognition and methodology to values and philosophy.”

All the Design Studies research papers, including title, abstract and key words, were read and
classified according to the authors’ explicit focus, or the researchers’ interpretation where
the central focus was less explicit.
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Figure 2 The design knowledge taxonomy

The classification attempted to elicit the new knowledge contained within each paper. For
example, if concerned with methodologies for teaching aspects of professional practice
based on extensive case studies of a particular designer, a paper would be judged to be
concerned with pedagogical matters (classed as design epistemics). If the case studies were
previously unpublished, it would also be categorised as design practice (classed under
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praxiology). Thus, if appropriate, some papers were assigned to more than one classification,
so that the total percentages of papers can exceed 100% in the charts given below.
This work took place in two distinct phases. The first was that undertaken for the original
design and consuming project and covered the period 1979 to 2005. This work was written
up, but has not been published previously. However, it did inform other outputs from the
project, eg, Ingram et al (2007), Shove et al (2007).
The second part of the research covered the period 2006 to 2015. This was undertaken by a
different researcher from the first part of the work – possibly forming a discontinuity in the
results. However, the latter researcher had been involved in a peripheral role with the
original work and was familiar with its working practices and methods. Additionally, the
original research notes and papers have been studied by the later researcher, in order to
minimise differences and discrepancies.
Each volume of Design Studies was analysed separately in order to provide a year-by-year
breakdown of popular topics. Additionally, the special issues were listed to provide another
source for analysis.
The findings and results from the analysis are presented in the following section.

Findings
Figure 3 shows the breakdown of the papers from Design Studies over the period 1979 to
2015 according to the three main categories of design epistemics; design praxiology and
design phenomenology.
This shows that overall design epistemics, or the study of design knowledge, has been the
most popular topic of discussion, with design praxiology a close second for many years, but
in the last three years it has dropped off markedly. Design phenomenology, including the
study of the form and configuration of artefacts, has received far less attention from design
researchers than the other two subjects. The emphasis is on discourse about how designers
think and what they do. This drive towards understanding design, its theory and its practice,
may reflect the relative youth of design as an area of academic study and may illustrate the
eagerness for a more developed intellectual culture in design. Whatever the case, the data
suggest that design epistemics and design praxiology have attracted considerably more
attention from design researchers than have the objects that designers produce.
A more detailed breakdown is provided in Figures 4, 5 and 6. These show the top two topics
for each year since 1979.
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Figure 3 Tracking the focus of interest: Design Studies 1979-2015

In undertaking the classification of the research papers published in Design Studies, it was
found to be relatively easy to determine which overall category a paper fell into, but much
harder to determine its specific location. So, for example, a paper about working in teams
based on a study of student behaviours would be categorised as design epistemics, but then
deciding if it contributed to design thinking, social practices in design, pegdagogy, and/or
design research methods could be more difficult. Although, the research methodology
allowed papers to be attributed to more than one category, this was not always useful in
measuring the popularity or significance of individual topics. It was also noted that often the
keywords chosen by the authors were not those most appropriate to the content of the
paper. Additionally, words could be used to mean different things. For example, in Design
Studies, design thinking refers to cognitive processes. Outside of design research it usually
describes an aspect of design management relating to idea creation and selection.
The apparent predominance of epistemics may be explained by the desire to provide a
theoretical grounding in papers that start from a phenomenological or praxiological
perspective. It is to be expected that academic journals encourage even the most casespecific of accounts to connect to more generalised theory.
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Most of the praxiology papers are more concerned with design practice than user practices.
The object and the user together seem under-represented in the mass of design writing that
has been approximated into the categories above.

Figure 4 Two most popular topics each year: Design Studies 1979 – 1993
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Figure 5 Two most popular topics each year: Design Studies 1994 – 2005
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Figure 6 Two most popular topics each year: Design Studies 2006 – 2015
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The changing interests in design can also be found in the special issues of Design Studies,
which addressed what were seen as the key topics in design over the period under review:
Table 1 Design Issues – special issues 1983 onwards
Topic

Year vol:issue

Designing for behaviour

1983 4:2

Information technology

1984 5:2

Case studies

1993 14:4

Analysing design activity

1995 16:2

Design cognition and computation

1996 17:4

Descriptive models of design

1997 18:4

Ethnography and engineering

2000 21:4

Collaboration

2000 21:3

Common Ground (design research)

2003 24:6

Design expertise

2004 25:5

Digital design

2006 27:3

Participatory design

2007 28:3

Interaction design and creative practice (software
systems to support creative work)

2008 29:6

Design thinking (from Design Thinking Research
Symposium 2007)

2009 30:2

Software design (from workshop Studying
professional software Design 2010)

2010 31:6

Interpreting design thinking (from Design
Thinking Research Symposium 2010)

2011 32:6

Studying design in practice

2012 33:6

Articulating design thinking (from Design Thinking
Research Symposium 2012)

2013 34:4

This shows a strong focus on design thinking, mirrored unsurprisingly in the top two topics
for each year. This is a sub category of epistemics, so contributing to the predominance of
this area in the mapping exercise.
As stated by Cross (2015) the focus of Design Studies “is on studies concerned with the
process of designing”. Thus, the journal publishes research that provides “new insight into or
knowledge about the design process, or assists new development of the processes of
designing”, Cross (2015). This focus is reflected in the findings, but they may indicate other
features as discussed below.
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Discussion
So, to what extent can design theory be mapped? Do the categories of design knowledge
provide a basis for a more comprehensive classification of design theory? What light does
this mapping exercise throw upon the relationship between research, knowledge, theory
and practice in the field of design? Is there a clear picture of the development of design
knowledge over the last 50 years? Do the findings above provide any insights regarding
multi-disciplinary design or its impact in a non-academic arena?
The first area to explore is why design epistemics is seen as more popular than design
praxiology or design phenemonology. With its focus on ‘designerly ways of knowing’ (Cross,
1999) including the philosophy of design and design thinking, it is likely that this is seen as
the more academic route and more likely to meet the requirements of research funding and
research assessment exercises, eg, REF2014 (2012).
Indeed, the influence of the research councils in promoting targeted research agendas
through funding initiatives with resultant increases in the number of publications in those
areas can be observed in published work. Tracking these past influences could be the subject
of future work.
In their work in undertaking a bibliometric analysis of Design Studies over the period 1996 to
2010, Chai and Xaio (2012) find the two most common areas are design process and design
cognition (part of design thinking). As discussed above, design thinking has been prevalent in
the map of Design Studies, particularly being featured in a number of special issues.
However, design processes have not been covered much at all in last 10 years.
Another explanation for the predominance of epistemics may lay in the tacit nature of much
design knowledge. Design activity is largely based on a collection of craft skills relying on
know-how rather than explicit, formal methodological rules. Equally, design generates
artefacts that are an embodiment of knowledge from many sources. Tacit knowledge, then,
is a relatively large portion of all design knowledge. Interpretation of design practice and
products in order to draw out the tacit is a major source of theoretical constructs.
Therefore, designers might be expected to be more interested in the objects that they
design, and, as Cross (1982, 1999) discusses, important design knowledge is contained
within objects, in terms of attributes, exemplars for future iterations of the design, materials
and forms.
The relatively few papers that can be classed as design phenomenology suggests that either
this knowledge has not been made as explicit as other types, or that the authors are not
designers and so publish in areas other than design research. Further, it is possible that
designers do not see their practice based work as research and so do not publish in
academic journals.
As stated in the introduction to this paper, there is an assumption underpinning the exercise
that, as in other areas, research generates knowledge and that out of published knowledge
comes theory. In turn, theory forms the basis for the education and hence professional
practice of both design practitioners and researchers. However, it is recognised that in
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design the use of theory as a basis for professional practice is not as clear as in some other
subjects. Due to much knowledge being tacit, while there a linkage between research,
knowledge, theory and practice can be detected, the linkage is not linear, and practice,
rather than being driven by theory, is itself the driver.
Indeed, much of the design theory that exists is derived from the results of research that
seeks to explain design practice. To the extent that design theory does influence design
practice, the influence has largely been indirect, through the structuring of design education,
rather than by its conscious adoption by practitioners.
In adopting and adapting Cross’s categories, this work supports the notion that product
design theory can be developed from design practice based on tacit knowledge, either
through reflection on the design practice by the practitioner or through protocol analysis.
However, the research/knowledge/theory/practice relationship is far from transparent.
Designing is an activity that is focused on generating new things. At times, novelty that
challenges assumptions and values, whether at a level of concept or detail of execution, can
be a measure of success. In this drive towards creation of the new, the following of
precedent, respect for convention and adherence to theoretical rules are less important
than in some other professions such as law, medicine or engineering. When compared with
more academic subjects, including sociology, the linkage between research, knowledge,
theory and practice is dominated by practice and efforts to understand it.
Product design is driven by a hunger for new, commercially successful products. Designers
work at the intersections of interest groups and stakeholders, juggling complex conflicting
requirements in the quest for realisable, intelligible concepts. Even the most mundane of
everyday products is a nexus of technological, social, financial and ethical systems, and
designers will consciously balance aspects of these whilst unconsciously accommodating
others.
In conducting the mapping exercise of Design Studies a number of topics were notably
absent. Of particular note are design management and the interests of the user, expressed
in terms such as user-centred design, interaction design and user experience design. This is
probably due to a number of specialist journals where these topics predominate.
The paper focuses on categorising papers published in Design Studies according to a
taxonomy of design knowledge. This provides a prima facia representative expression of
design research concerns over 36 years. The categories were found useful for differentiating
between publications and organisations on the basis of their focus and for tracking shifting
patterns of interest. Further, the need to generate sub-categories helped in identifying areas
of like and unlike when compared to theories in social science.
Tacit design knowledge is bound up in both designed products and the design practices that
produce them. In that existing products have a major role in defining the starting point for
new design activity, they are boundary objects that facilitate dialogue between designers,
consumers and manufacturers. At different stages of design process, drawings, models and
prototypes are boundary objects between functions within the manufacturing organisation.
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At all stages of design process, artefacts embody the knowledge of the organisation. The
concept of tacit knowledge embodied in artefacts is more than a neat way to approach
theory. It is the stuff upon which business is built, recognised through the patents and
design registrations that assign ownership of the intellectual property (the knowledge) that
the artefacts represent. In his study of knowledge boundaries in new product development,
Carlile refers to Bourdieu (1977) and Lave (1988), when describing knowledge as localized,
embedded and invested in practice (Carlile, 2002). These boundary objects are crucial in
transferring design knowledge, to result in impact, Burns et al (2014). However, it is not clear
that academic design research encourages their study or codification.

Conclusions
The research has found that a development of the terms proposed by Cross and Archer
provides a useful basis for categorising design research, knowledge and theory. Using the
categories to classify papers published in Design Studies gives some insight into how the
overall field of design theory has changed and developed over the last 50 years.
Design has a relatively short history of academic writing and to fill this gap design writers
and theorists have traditionally used other disciplines as a source of ideas that they can
apply to design practice and design thinking. These imported ideas are from a range of
disciplines, including the social sciences and management. The mapping of design theory is
one step in the other direction.
As for the relationship between research, knowledge, theory and practice, there is a case to
be made that whereas in sociology (and many other disciplines) practice follows theory,
which in turn is based on the knowledge that comes from research, the same linkage is not
found in design. Here, it is more generally the case that design practice takes little notice of
theory. Theory is built on knowledge that comes out of research, but research is largely
driven by a desire to make explicit the tacit knowledge that is embedded in design practice
and the outcomes of that practice. Design practice, in drawing principally on tacit
knowledge, largely bypasses a formal acknowledgement of theory.
Further work could map design knowledge as exhibited by other journals, such as, Design
Issues and The Design Journal, that published in books and that discussed at the numerous
design conferences over the last 50 years.
As stated by Bruce (1981)
“Whilst Design Research can, and does, enjoy the unifying characteristics of being
‘systematic enquiry whose goal is knowledge of, or in, the area of human experience,
skill and understanding that reflects man’s concern with the enhancement of order,
utility, value and meaning in his habitat’, it is nevertheless even less reasonable to
regard it as a single discipline than it is to regard scientific enquiry or literary
scholarship as a single discipline. The sub-disciplines which go to make it up will no
doubt continue to expand, divide and reform over time, in the way that science and
scholarship have expanded, divide and reformed.”
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This work has shown how those sub-divisions have fared over the last 36 years. The next
decades will prove interesting to see how things develop going forward.
Acknowledgements: the original work for this paper was funded through the
ESRC/AHRC research project ‘Designing and Consuming: Objects, Practices and
Processes’ (award no. RES-154-25-0011).
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Abstract: There is a seductive logic in Abelson's 1979 paper Differences between
belief and knowledge systems. This seduction comes in the form of an implicit
promise that the formulation of a working epistemological address to the problems
raised in the paper will give us a toolset that will blow away the fog of belief from the
human landscape. This paper proposes that the very dynamism that makes the
human landscape a swamp of wicked problems makes Abelson's conjecture –
however true they may be on a meta scale – an unproductive addition to the
designers toolbox. It proposes that middle-range theories offer productive addresses
to the complex systems and wicked problems that define our world.
Keywords: Design, Epistemology, Complexity, Systems

Introduction
This paper will address the topic of why a design epistemology is a beautiful and desirable
thing, but in the case of communication design (graphics, illustration, typography, HCI/UX,
etc.) the processes of cultural formation render it less useful than might be hoped for.
Rendering any effective communications design epistemology as a small and local thing. A
thing that needs to be refreshed through active processes of research with those people
who use our products.
In his 1979 paper Abelson is looking for some species of absolute truth, an epistemological
value shared across all groupings: his consensuallity (Abelson, 1979, p.356-7). While he
makes a clear case for his logic in terms of the development of artificial intelligence this
meta-truth has less utility than might be hoped for in the case of designers who need to
access a contingent truth. That is to say the truth of the user: the culturally mediated truth
of the those whose worlds we are engaging with.
That designers adopt this responsive stance is not a simple matter of politeness, some
gentlemanly code of good manners for the designer to adopt so as not to upset the user.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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Rather, it is is a necessary function for effective transmission and reception of meaning. This
stance is an emergent function of Second Order information flows (e.g. Second Order
Cybernetics. Glanville, Von Foerster, et. al. ), which is to say the observer interferes with the
observed by their mere presence. Designers must know their users to make this a fruitful
change, while understanding that a successful change now changes the conditions for any
future intervention. Design interventions handled without a cognisance of the user's lives
will at best at best produce minor changes of behaviour, while at worst be met with
incomprehension. Which connects with the simple truth that people are bound, at a very
real biological and perceptual level, by the universe created from their cultural conditioning
(Dennett's Homoncular Functionism, Dennett, 2014, p.93-95). Accepting this position
creates a logic where the 'truth' of one culture may be completely 'false' for another, or
more dangerously, completely unknowable.
This will start to sound like a post-modern apologia for the position where all truth is equally
valid: but it is not. This paper proposes that the Wicked Problems observed by Rittel are a
very real symptom of culture composed of sets of interwoven, dynamic and self-organising
human choices true within their own worlds but false in others: which is to say a Complex
Adaptive System (CAS) showing Emergent Behaviour. Taking this position allows for the
observed vitality and novelty of the cultures we inhabit, while at the same time explaining
that for the inhabitants this culture it exhibits Epistemological (capital 'E') features of truth. 1
Far from being beyond the epistemological pale, such systems are already proposed in social
systems and their interactions: Goldman's W-knowledge or Mansell and Silverstone's Middle
Range Theories to name two. This paper is not speaking against epistemology, but is
promoting an epistemology that is fit for purpose as a design tool (Downs, 1, p.2009).
in talking about a fit for purpose design tool we're really talking about, at least from the
viewpoint of a communication designer, is the devising of a systematic approach to
validating truth about heterogeneous meaning for diverse cultures, for groups of people
outside the design team (a basic problem in communication, what Abelson calls Existence
beliefs). So while Abelson is (to be unkind) engaging in positivist modernist games in looking
for a godlike perch from which to observe the fall of the sparrow, and the fine arts wish to
occupy a realm of chaotic flux where there are no meta-narratives, this paper argues that for
reasons stemming from the genesis of culture (in Complex Adaptive Systems) that Abelson's
holistic epistemology, while not impossible, is not in itself a useful enterprise for designers.
By contrast a middle range epistemology while 'not totally satisfying' (Abelson, 1979, p.362)
is actually pretty useful in finding solutions that are meaningful for the people we co-design
with.

1

Unless otherwise stated the author is treating knowledge as being those of the pre-Gettier values of Justified True Belief.
Post-Gettier epistemological conversations on the subject are unresolved and the proper domain of philosophers not
designers. See Mansell & Silverstone, Merton, Goldstein, etc. for a discussion on the value of Middle-Range Theories.
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Not true, but useful.
The author of this paper works in an art school of a quite traditional British model (which is
to say more William Morris than Bauhaus or Vhkutmas). Arts theorists are systemically
dominant in setting the philosophical agendas that practitioners research and teach from, as
such the use of the word 'Truth' is something of an anathema.
The game at play, in such institutions, is the post-modern ironic one where truth is absent,
meaning is negotiated and there are no meta-narratives. Which if one were to take at face
value would leave graphic and communication design in a parlous state (the author has the
work of David Carson in mind, but that may be unkind). Designers inhabiting a world where
communication, if it were to happen, happens only erratically and not entirely in the way it
was designed to do.
Communication Design (to borrow Gui Bonsieppe's term covering Graphics, Illustrations,
etc.) is the child of the modernist upwelling of the late 19th and early 20th century. Finding
its voice in the intensely systemic work of people like Muller-Brockman, Tschichold and
Rockwell, and operating in a quasi-scientific manner where particular arrangements of form
or treatments of type where considered to be inherently optimal for factual reasons. It was a
field that had truth on its side. As Krippendorff (2004: 43) puts it, these modernist values, '…
brought forth a technology that was believed to develop autonomously and progress
naturally towards a better world for all the people that contributed to it.'
The exposure of the field to other cultures, times and places eroded these values, and leaves
a subject where practitioners are trapped between the Scylla of modernist dogmatism and
the Charybdis churning post-modern flux. We are a field in urgent need of working truths.
Beyond such practical concerns as the design of an illustration or street sign this debate is, in
philosophical terms, problematic. On the one hand we might call on Wittgenstein's ghost to
supply a rejection of the notion of personal languages (Candlish and Wrisley, 2014)1 or on
the other we might look to Dennett's Intentionality (Dennett, 1971, p.87). 2 What can't be
argued is that across a spectrum composed of more or less effective levels of
communication, communication does happen.3 Post-modernists tacitly admit this state.
Žižek (2006, p.16-17) notes in a discussion of Lacan's notion of partial truth that even the
design of a toilet is culturally constructed to meet a culture's worldview, '…none of these
versions (of toilets) can be accounted for in purely utilitarian terms: a certain ideological
pereception of how the subject should relate to the unpleasant excrement that comes from
within our body is clearly discernible in it (the design).' If we find the acceptance of the idea
of partial truths and local rightness, in the works of post-modernists like Lacan and Žižek,
then that would seem to indicate that considering this position has some utility.
This leaves both the Abelson agenda; of a TRUTH, universally acknowledged; and the
opposing post-modern position, of less use than might be hoped for designers at work in the
1

e.g.. A lack of shared symbols deprives the author of the ability to even frame the context of their own private language.
e.g. Communication is possible because we hold internal models of the minds of external agents.
3 It seems cheeky to make the point that argument is only possible because communications happen.
2
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field. Abelson 1979 carries an internal logic derived from within it's own domain of
knowledge (the development of AI systems, from the ground up first working principles: a
methodology that has been overtaken by evolutionary, heuristic learning systems), however
the logic applied in the paper is not a very human logic. It is an exclusive logic that demands
ways before means. Krippendorf writing in 1969, observed that it was not possible to predict
a design and it's nature was retrodictive. He points out that in design problems it is not
possible to predict the solutions; or even the full set of stages leading to the solution; but
that in retrospect the design process was always a logical set of steps:
'The introspective operation (a communication, including a designed one) provides a
symbolic projection backward, so to speak, from an ultimate goal or objective to
alternative acts of communication available at the present. This operation has
therefore been named “retrodiction.” Communication praxiologies might thus be said
to retrodictively justify their objects,…' (Krippendorff, 1969, p.115)

Which suggests that a design epistemology is not in a position to be predictive, but that
there must be some form of truth that provides the user a position from which to recognise
success at the end. This un-epistemic lack of clarity at the beginning of a job is not an
unexamined proposition. Rittel's Wicked Problem Theory suggests that the notion of social
truths that are contingent (while be real and pressing to those inhabiting the world bounded
by that truth), fluid and amenable to modification and intervention. The interplay of
Complexity Theory and Wicked Problem Theory is addressed later in the paper.
For an epistemology of visual culture to offer a viable support for graphic communications
work it must account for the playful innovation of functional elements, by users (including
designers who, let us not forget, are still users), elements that other users can still regard as
meaningful and true, (i.e. signs that are not rendered meaningless by personal playfulness)
(see Kuhn, 2009). This paper proposes that emergent effects arising from the very
complexity of the large scale systems of interwoven feedback loops and agent choice that is
Culture. Which can, on one scale, offer the observed ceaselessly churning cauldron of
creativity that is the cultural world, while on the other scale offer the framework of meaning
that feels as personal and true as a loved one's smile. An epistemology dealing with
communication design needs to address truth on the level of the user.1

What is Complex and what is Emergence?
In the proceeding paragraph the terms 'emergent' and 'complex' are used, and they are used
as specific technical terms from the domain of mathematics (and latterly computing, physics,
biology, planning, engineering, social sciences, etc.). Terms which, while emerging from a
positivist paradigm, are specifically constructivist in effect.
1

It has been suggested that there is a difference between technical and social problems in Visual Communication design, a
suggestion which, while having a good deal of logic behind it, is countered by the work of Idhe (Multi-stable Design) and
Latour (Instrumentality). Idhe and Latour propose that technologies find social relevance, often against their original design
intent, which in turn lead to development cycles that are downwardly casual on social systems playing host to the
technology. An argument which is a form of address to the debate started by Elizabeth Eisenstein and The Printing Press as
an Agent of Social Change, and another example of Complex Adaptive Systems and Emergent effects.
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The study of Complex Adaptive Systems and the Emergence phenomena it creates have
grown from a common realisation in the later part of the 20th century that the whole was
not only often greater than the sum of its parts but often possesses an entirely different
nature. A ‘difference’ that has the power to downwardly affect the individual parts that
compose this novel system. For example the neurons in your head being effected by ideas
they conjure for others or the people voting in an election being effected by the government
they elect.
Consider the difference between systems that are merely complicated and those that are
truly complex. An airliner is complicated, the Boeing 747 has something like 6,000,000 parts
(Boeing.com, 2015) but the interactions of those parts is known and predictable. They are
components with known and invariant functions. As such, the function of the parts in the
whole is well described, the effect of the parts on the system is deterministic: this is a
complicated system: but not complex. When you start to add interactions with other
external systems (e.g. weather), which are themselves the end result of complex systems,
and humans agents (with differing motivations and agendas) the combination of the plane,
the weather and the agents becomes a complex system. It shows the potential for novelty
(add pilots and the plane takes off), add passengers and it produces profit which has a
downwardly casual effect on the other components of the system, it goes places (changes its
state) and it makes changes to the dynamic of the complex system it inhabits (e.g. creates
wake turbulence and contrails). This is now a complex dynamic system.
Much the same can be said of the social world, and by extension the cultural (Cilliers,
Maturana, Luhman, Keller, etc.), and by further extension the visual cultural. As visual
communication designers we can see that a completely viable design solution, tested by
time, with an impeccable pedigree can fail as society changes or it is applied in a new
technical environment (Downs 2007 and 2009 for a discussion on emergent typographic
changes). The conditions that supported the existing conditions of epistemological rightness
have changed and invalidated a previously 'right' solution. Krixpendorf's retrodiction shows
us the error of assuming a previously functional epistemological order is still correct.
Not that this is a particularly new interpretation of the problem. This question of order
arising spontaniously from disorder without authorship is Adam Smith's Invisible Hand
played out on the world, it is David Hume's Copy Principle simultaneously extended across
heterogeneous populations. This is an old set of arguments that has recently, through
mathematical models run on increasingly fast computers, found new relevance. (see,
Goldstein 1999 for a history). The question might be simply rendered as: How do individuals
keep up with the endless mutation in culture? How do they understand the changes that
happen beyond their sight, so that when the change comes into view it is comprehensible
and right? Complexity theory offers us a model of this change that is consistent with
observed social phenomena (Latour 2007, Keller 1994) and with design practice.
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What is Complex and what is Emergence?
In the proceeding paragraph the terms 'emergent' and 'complex' are used, and they are used
as specific technical terms from the domain of mathematics (and latterly computing, physics,
biology, planning, engineering, social sciences, etc.). Terms which, while emerging from a
positivist paradigm, are specifically constructivist in effect.
The study of Complex Adaptive Systems and the Emergence phenomena it creates have
grown from a common realisation in the later part of the 20th century that the whole was
not only often greater than the sum of its parts but often possesses an entirely different
nature. A ‘difference’ that has the power to downwardly affect the individual parts that
compose this novel system. For example the neurons in your head being effected by ideas
they conjure for others or the people voting in an election being effected by the government
they elect.
Consider the difference between systems that are merely complicated and those that are
truly complex. An airliner is complicated, the Boeing 747 has something like 6,000,000 parts
(Boeing.com, 2015) but the interactions of those parts is known and predictable. They are
components with known and invariant functions. As such, the function of the parts in the
whole is well described, the effect of the parts on the system is deterministic: this is a
complicated system: but not complex. When you start to add interactions with other
external systems (e.g. weather), which are themselves the end result of complex systems,
and humans agents (with differing motivations and agendas) the combination of the plane,
the weather and the agents becomes a complex system. It shows the potential for novelty
(add pilots and the plane takes off), add passengers and it produces profit which has a
downwardly casual effect on the other components of the system, it goes places (changes its
state) and it makes changes to the dynamic of the complex system it inhabits (e.g. creates
wake turbulence and contrails). This is now a complex dynamic system.
Much the same can be said of the social world, and by extension the cultural (Cilliers,
Maturana, Luhman, Keller, etc.), and by further extension the visual cultural. As visual
communication designers we can see that a completely viable design solution, tested by
time, with an impeccable pedigree can fail as society changes or it is applied in a new
technical environment (Downs 2007 and 2009 for a discussion on emergent typographic
changes). The conditions that supported the existing conditions of epistemological rightness
have changed and invalidated a previously 'right' solution. Krixpendorf's retrodiction shows
us the error of assuming a previously functional epistemological order is still correct.
Not that this is a particularly new interpretation of the problem. This question of order
arising spontaniously from disorder without authorship is Adam Smith's Invisible Hand
played out on the world, it is David Hume's Copy Principle simultaneously extended across
heterogeneous populations. This is an old set of arguments that has recently, through
mathematical models run on increasingly fast computers, found new relevance. (see,
Goldstein 1999 for a history). The question might be simply rendered as: How do individuals
keep up with the endless mutation in culture? How do they understand the changes that
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happen beyond their sight, so that when the change comes into view it is comprehensible
and right? Complexity theory offers us a model of this change that is consistent with
observed social phenomena (Latour 2007, Keller 1994) and with design practice.

Not right or wrong, but good enough1
Much of what historically seemed like the inescapable logic of graphic design (epistemology
played out in the world) is the logic of a past culture and production ecology. Where once
there existed an inescapable bag of 'good design' rules that we could rely on to function for
'everyone' we find ourselves in the position of having to design in the dialect of a specific
user group: not just the formal graphic language of that culture (e.g. Manga and Kawii in
Japan) but the local one (is your Manga Shōnen or Yuri?). '…communication arises in the
concurrent unfolding of communication constructions, simultaneously held by its
participants', inter-twining communication practices.' (Krippendorff, 1994, p.85)
The earlier logic of design truths has become heavily eroded by technically mediated social
changes that have degraded the worth of simpler all embracing epistemologies (or
'functionalist design criteria' as Krippendorff would have it):
'These developments, obviously supported by current technology, now radically
undermine functionalist design criteria, the validity of mechanistic/causal explanations
of human behaviour and the role of experts in these traditional domains.'
(Krippendorff, 2004, p.44).

Successful communication happens through the existence of a common ground between
both parties; in this case a designer and user; with a common set of 'dependencies'.
(Wittgenstein via Candlish & Wrisley (2014), Krippendorff (1994)). Dependencies are
conditions that must be fulfilled if an operation is to proceed to its next stage. In complexity
theory this framing of what might come next by what has come before is called 'Sensitivity
to Initial Conditions' (see below). This sensitivity explains why a working design will have to
acknowledge its own past; e.g. the chain of signification from which it arises, the design
processes it uses, its institutional and contextual aptness; but is very unlikely to function in
exactly the same way as its ancestor (because the ancestor is now part of the current
design's initial conditions and therefor the dependancies are not the same). Perhaps failing
where the ancestor became a standard of good design. The past becomes an index but not a
proof.

1

This process of designers searching for a working, as opposed to perfect, solution has a degree of equivalency to the
notion of Satisficing (as used in fields like Economics and Information Sciences) which acknowledges that social agents will
often compromise the desire for a perfect best of class solution that is either; distant, unachievable, or currently
unknowable; for one that is merely good enough or fit for a task in hand. Simon (1971, p.71) has defined Satisficing as that
process of decision making 'through which an individual decides when an alternative approach or solution is sufficient to
meet the individuals’ desired goals rather than pursue the perfect approach'. There is a much longer argument to be had as
to whether Satisficing is compatible with Wicked Problem theory, as that theory explicitly points out that there are no
optimum formulations to a problem, and strongly implies that all solutions are contingent on both the designer’s worldview and the user’s lived experience. See Ritchey, 2005/ revised 2013.
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This is acknowledged by Middle Range Theories (Mansell and Silverstone) and W-Knowledge
where institutional information is counted as knowledge within a specific institution because
it meets (locally), the epistemological conditions of knowledge, without achieving Abelson's
global qualities. Designer's don't need a full view of total truth (though that would be useful)
in order to function as designers, but they absolutely require a view of the dependencies of
the user group. When thinking of design we need something, 'close enough to observed data
to be incorporated in propositions that permit empirical testing.' (Merton, 1968, p.39)
Reflecting on the value of W-knowledge in everyday life Goldman states:1
'A second and more important reason is that people's dominant epistemic goal, I think,
is to obtain true belief, plain and simple. They want to be informed (have true belief)
rather than misinformed or uninformed.… But the rationale for getting such evidence
is to get true belief.' (Goldman, 2003, p.24)

We can see this in action in design jobs. The user and the designer, sharing some common
cultural frameworks, will approach any task of coding or decoding a design requiring that
common dependencies be met in order for communication to happen. So when Chan (2009)
describes the work done in Australia, through public information campaigns intended to
raise awareness of HIV/Aids, he notes that the graphic languages applied:
'tend to address the risk of infection in a manner which informs rather than invokes
fear, shock or taboo.… This locates government funded HIV/AIDS intervention
programmes in a morally charged arena open to public criticism and scrutiny on
promiscuity, sexuality, and substance abuse.' (Chan, 2009, p.3586)

This scrutiny left the designers working for government funded initiatives working with a
reduced set of viable semantic elements at their disposal, elements that failed to meet the
target users dependencies for communication. Whereas other groups designing from within
the Gay community had the freedom to design for the dependencies of the user.
'Graphics designed and produced by nongovernment organisations (NGO) or
community-based organisations (CBO) for specific populations, e.g. gay men, are more
likely to use images and language appropriate for the target group, and contrast
sharply with generic images and messages used in national campaign materials for
mainstream society produced by the health authorities.' (Chan, 2008, p.3586)

At the end of his study Chan states:
'Generic health messages which are translated from the dominant vocabulary more
often than not fail to resonate with audiences from different cultural backgrounds.
Similarly, the use of imagery requires considerable understanding and sensitivity
towards the cultural experience and expectations of the community.' (Chan, 2009,
p.3593)

Communication designers of all kinds are trained to understand the requirement for
semantically meaningful content. Complexity and emergence give us a mechanism that
explains how meaning happens; explaining not only the co-evolution of meaning between
1

Goldman's epistemological formulation has Strong (S) knowledge which is an epistemological absolute contrasted with
Weak (W) knowledge, which is knowledge that is sufficient for the specific task at hand.
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user and creative, but also the appearance of novel meaning is a persistent, normal, and yet,
completely unpredictable feature of the system of graphic languages. It explains meaning
without godlike authorship, widely spread across the whole group of participants: designer
and users.

Complex and Emergent
In the early days of the Twentieth Century it must have seemed that Bertrand Russell had
good reasons to suppose that by knowing and naming the parts of a whole we could know
the its nature.
'We may say that this is the characteristic merit of analysis as practised in science: it
enables us to arrive at a structure such that the properties of the complex can be
inferred from those of the parts.1 And it enables us to arrive at laws which are
permanent, not merely temporary and approximate. This is an ideal, only partially
verified as yet; but the degree of verification is abundantly sufficient to justify science
in constructing the world out of minute units.' (Russell, 1992, p.285-286)

This quote has a special relevance because in the footnotes that accompany it Russell
specifically (negatively) addresses the concept of Emergence.
'Dr C. D. Broad, in The Mind and its Place in Nature, lays stress upon what he calls
“emergent” properties of complexes—i.e. such as cannot be inferred from the
properties and relations of the parts. I believe that “emergent” properties represent
merely scientific incompleteness, which would not exist in the ideal physics. It is
difficult to advance any conclusive argument on either side as to the ultimate
character of apparently “emergent” properties, but I think my view is supported by
such examples as the explanation of chemistry in terms of physics by means of the
Rutherford-Bohr theory of atomic structure.' (ibid)

Russell was wrong. Given a complex enough system, especially one that interacts with other
systems, unexpected things will happen.1 Things that will make absolute sense if we
retrospectively unpack the chain of events supporting their genesis, but which are not
predictable. This property is called emergence.
There are several standard features of Complex Adaptive Systems. Chan (2001, p.3-6)
identifies the following:
1. Distributed Control. There is no master plan inherent in a CAS. There is no leader or
controller. The control comes from the overall behaviour of the sum of the agents
in the system.
2. Connectivity. The elements in the system affect each other. The system which is the
paper you are reading: thought, language, page, type, language, image functioning
as a whole where the disparate elements don't.
3. Co-evolution. The actions of system elements affect change in the other system
elements. These interactions affect the total system, causing changes in the future

1

See The Law of Truly Large Numbers.
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behaviour of system's agents. E.g. Users respond to a design, and this response
causes an evolution in all future possible designs.
4. Sensitive Dependence on Initial Conditions. Small changes in the initial conditions of
the system have large effects down the line: this is the butterfly effect of pop
culture. This sensitivity to initial states is one of the reasons why CAS' are
essentially unpredictable. This sensitivity doesn’t deny elements of determinism,
but recognises that the determinisms may be negated or amplified by other parts
of the system. So a fine piece of craft (image making or typography) may not make
the appropriate connections with the intended user.
5. Emergent Order. Individual elements forge an order without central control: e.g.
atoms forming molecules, forming proteins, forming organisms.
6. The phenomena of 'Far From Equilibrium'. Chan (2001, p6) offers this definition of
'Far From Equilibrium':
'In 1989, Nicolis and Prigogine showed that when a physical or chemical system is
pushed away from equilibrium, it could survive and thrive. If the system remains at
equilibrium, it will die. The “far from equilibrium” phenomenon illustrates how
systems that are forced to explore their space of possibilities will create different
structures and new patterns of relationships.'

Complex Adaptive Systems have been suggested as the common model for a diverse range
of systems defined by the interrelationship of multiple elements (Langton, Holland,
Kauffmann, etc.). Langton notes, 'When you peel everything back they end up looking the
same. You can literally map one model into another.' The diversity of medium hides the
commonality of function.
Studies of communications as CAS' have generated the following features specific to
communications operations: 're-inforcement learning, self-organisation, selection, coevolution through structural coupling, and level formation.' (Steels, 2000, p.1) Figure 1
shows a mapping of CASs to visual cultural operations and the technical means that support
them.
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Figure 1:Figure 1 shows a mapping of CASs to visual cultural operations and the technical means that
support them

The 'Emergent Order' mentioned above is a physical reality which when described seems
unfeasible, too good to be true and some species of snake oil. Physist Doyne Farmer
describing Emergence stated, 'It’s not magic...but it feels like magic.' (Farmer, quoted in
Waldrop, 1992, p.279). Our intrinsic life experience seems to tell us that order is hard to
achieve, the result of labour and is unnatural. But when we consider that we experience our
lives with evolved (not designed) sense organs, consider our lives with collections of neurons
that have self-organised to become us, see weather patterns play across the globe without
direction, in an atmosphere that shouldn't chemically exist (Prigogine's far from
equilibrium), we can see that self-organised Emergent Order is very much part of our world
(see, Waldrop, Maturana & Varela, Langton, Holland, et. al.)
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There are many competing definitions of Emergence ranging from the brief, 'much coming
from little' (Holland, 1998, p.17) to the wildly conflicting. For clarity I will be using Jeffrey
Goldstein's definition: from the inaugural issue of the journal Emergence, as quoted in
Corning (2002, p.7): partly because it is widely and positively cited, but mostly because it is
both coherent and clear. Goldstein defines the following characteristics as Emergence:
'(1) radical novelty (features not previously observed in the system); (2) coherence or
correlation (meaning integrated wholes that maintain themselves over some period of
time); (3) A global or macro “level” (i.e., there is some property of “wholeness”); (4) it
is the product of a dynamical process (it evolves); and (5) it is “ostensive” — it can be
perceived.' (ibid)
Corning notes that, 'For good measure, Goldstein throws in supervenience —
downward causation'. (ibid)

For example in a communication design context:
1. The radical novelty is the difference in form and effect between the parts and the
sum of those parts operating together. The configuration of the components
forming El Lissitzky's Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge (Figure. 2) demonstrate
radical novelty not observed by any other formulation of these elements.

Figure 2: The individual elements that compose the Poster individually show none of the effective
qualities that the composed whole does.

2. Once established these elements (and this formulation of the elements) is coherent
(a discrete thing with a wholeness) with the ability to hold itself together over
time. The coherence of Beat the Whites… is retained across the years.
3. We can see the macro level of 'wholeness' in this poster because we can identify it
as itself, and not as a collection of elements, even though the elements are clearly
present the whole is there too. It is itself and not something other. (Figure. 3 Even
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thought the context has changed the original poster is itself, and not another (even
though the other refers to the original).)

Figure 3: We can identify the original element as itself, and not as a collection of elements, even
though the elements are clearly present the whole is there too. It is itself and not something
other.

4. Beat the Whites… did not emerge from nothingness, it is a work connected to
earlier works and from earlier influences (e.g. Chagall Fig.4), it's design and
construction was a dynamic event, and it contributes to other works.

Figure 4: La Genèse et l'Exode. (Musée National, Cimiez, France.) By Marc Chagall. Showing similar
composition techniques to those that influenced El Lissitzky. E.g. Dynamic elements playing
across divided colour fields.
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1. The poster is 'ostensive', we can perceive it as having an existence beyond that of
the things around it.
2. The poster is also heavily influential in setting the dependencies for other iterations
of poster design that follow it. It is downwardly casual on the environment that
made it, and on the field that supports it.
It becomes clear that communication design, as both field and as product, shows the
characteristics of emergence. This emergent order in communication design comes from the
action of a Complex Adaptive System (culture) and the elements that compose it. As a
response Rittel's Wicked Problem theory becomes a logical response to dealing with the
contingencies imposed on possible design interventions by the nature of a cultural CAS (e.g.
no single epistemological truth, creating hard to define problems, and floating truths in
user's lives).
It is proposed in figure 5 that not only do Emergent systems arise from Complex Adaptive
Systems and, in social and cultural systems at least, set the conditions for Wicked Problems,
but that the resolution (or lack of resolution) of these problems sets the conditions for the
next iteration of the CAS. In short we see a range of social and cultural feedback loops in
which the communication design interventions modify the initial conditions of the system (a
standard characteristic of CAS and Emergence in social systems). As Rittel and Webber
(1973, p.159) put it:
'We have been learning to see social processes as the links tying open systems into
large and interconnected networks of systems, such that outputs from one become
inputs to others.'
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Figure 5: A diagram showing the cyclic and interconnected nature of the elements that form Complex
Adaptive Systems, Emergent Properties, and Wicked Problems.

This leads us to see that the dependencies of communications emerges from common
networks of meaning (semantics), that are formed by the action of complex adaptive
systems. Designing for such systems needs to acknowledge the dependencies are the
outputs of previous cultural activities, this can be done through treating communication
design problems as wicked. Rittel defines wicked problems as:
'(1) Wicked problems have no definitive formulation, but every formulation of a
wicked problem corresponds to the formulation of a solution.(2)Wicked problems
have no stopping rules.(3) Solutions to wicked problems cannot be true or false, only
good or bad.(4) In solving wicked problems there is no exhaustive list of admissible
operations.(5) For every wicked problem there is always more than one possible
explanation, with explanations depending on the Weltanschauung of the designer.(6)
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Every wicked problem is a symptom of another, "higher level," problem.(7) No
formulation and solution of a wicked problem has a definitive test.(8) Solving a wicked
problem is a "one shot" operation, with no room for trial and error. (9) Every wicked
problem is unique.(10) The wicked problem solver has no right to be wrong-they are
fully responsible for their actions.' (Rittel as cited in Buchanan, 1992, p.16)

Taking design epistemological truth to be culturally defined; regarding the cultural
definitions of truth to be emergent from the operation of agents making up the system; then
the observations that Rittel made become meaningful positions from which to assess local
epistemological values. More than this they suggest that this painstaking approach of
codesign is an example of the only class of solution from which we could establish
meaningful epistemological value for communication design.
In conclusion, this paper suggest that a workable communication design epistemology is, by
necessity a small and humble thing. Perhaps phrased as: 'A communication design solution is
epistemologically valid if it works for the intended user.' A statement that is brief, recursively
cute, but hides a thorny thicket of snares for the unwary or time pressed designer. There are
no reasonable algorithmic or epistemic shortcuts. If our practice is to progress we need to
build time for close engagement with those who will use our work.
Acknowledgements: the support of Dr. Claire Lerpiniere, has been invaluable in writing
this paper.
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Abstract: The linking of knowledge domains is an important indicator to how
knowledge operates and can address priorities, values and scope held by the user. In
this paper, source domains used in the discussion of architectural content are of
interest. One of the strongest tools to examine knowledge sources is Conceptual
Metaphor Theory (CMT) and metaphor analysis. The paper uses a corpus of
contemporary architectural theory and criticism texts to analyse the source domains
used in architectural cognition through the Cognitive Linguistic and Discourse
Analysis application of CMT. The analysis highlights the contemporary presence of
traditional source domains but also addresses the dominant involvement of human
projections such as personification, implied motion and agency into non-human
situations as a critical process in the creation of meaning.
Keywords: epistemology; source domains; conceptual metaphor theory; architectural
theory

Introduction
While epistemology is concerned with the scope and validity of knowledge in justified belief,
there is still little study in the cognitive structure or operation of how that knowledge is
formalized between humans. In design studies, the effect of epistemological tendencies and
their application continues to be vague, reinforcing a lack of clear relationship between
knowledge and application in validating design work. Rosario Caballero has highlighted the
central role of conceptual metaphor in the formation of architectural positions (Caballero
2006, Caballero 2012, Caballero 2013), suggesting that a critical aspect of design validation is
cultural and embodied. This means that "[m]etaphor is not simply an ornamental aspect of
language, but a fundamental scheme by which people conceptualize the world and their
own activities." (Gibbs 2008, 3). The interesting aspect of conceptual metaphor is its
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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operation in the cognitive link between domains of knowledge – essentially tracking where
knowledge comes from (sources), how it is transferred, what values are applied and how it is
used in human-to-human communication. This means that conceptual metaphor could be a
key aspect to understand design epistemology.
In this paper, I explore the source domains used by architectural theory through the
application of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) in the experientialist tradition and
structured by discourse and corpus analysis. Following researchers in the cognitive sciences
(linguistics, psychology, anthropology, sociology), metaphor has been shown to be inherent
to, and embedded in, cognition (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999; Johnson 1987, 2007; Lakoff
1987, 1993; Lakoff and Turner 1989; Gibbs 2008; Gentner, Holyoak and Kokinov 2001). It has
also been shown that the use of metaphor has semantic and pragmatic relevance as well as
being very important in reasoning, interpretation and assembling meaning (Carbonell and
Minton 1983; Goatly 1997; Johnson 1987; Charteris-Black 2004, Cameron et al 2009).
Traditionally, metaphors have been treated as surface phenomenon in linguistic and literary
studies with language considered as a simple literal operation of binary coding-decoding.
Recent research has shown that, in fact, human communication “involves no presumption of
literalness and no default interpretation, and that metaphors are in no way exceptional with
human communication being one of inference rather than decoding” (Sperber & Wilson
2008, 87). As a primary operation in inference, metaphors are a matter of concepts and not
words as well as being used in discourse for explanation, motivation, persuasion and
informativeness (rhetoric). In their rhetorical role, they will contain evidence of the
ideological position of a participant in a discourse (Partington 2006, 268). Whether used
dynamically through ad hoc expressions or latently through conventionalized terminology,
the source domains involved in conceptual metaphor structures will communicate a set of
values simply in their presence.
Considering conceptual metaphor as a mechanism of inference stresses a situated approach
as critical to their identification and processing. As Partington notes, “The failure to properly
appreciate the evaluative function of metaphor in pre-corpus studies is partly a product of a
disregard of contextual forces, in particular, what speakers/writers are trying to do with
metaphor. It may well be that in natural communication, simple description for its own sake
is less common than is generally thought. Instead, it frequently takes place prior to and in
the service of evaluation, but only in taking account of the wider context does this become
apparent” (Partington 2006, 294). What is pointed out by Partington, and reinforced by
other discourse scholars, is that no metaphor use in language can be considered neutral, nor
can it be isolated from situation or intention without removing a significant portion of its
meaning (Charteris-Black 2004, Caballero 2006, Stefanowitsch 2006, Cameron 2010, Kimmel
2012). This paper draws upon a definition of situated approach as “[...] the selection of a
particular community to explore how certain metaphors articulate its worldview and are
used in the communication among its members" (Caballero 2006, 5) in order to explore
through descriptive analysis how belief, rather than truth, is justified through the grounding
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in extra-disciplinary source content, and how that content is structured, prioritized and
transferred into architectural knowledge.
The raising of justified belief over truth is supported by the consideration that a key factor in
communication could be said not to be truth but relevance (Sperber & Wilson 2008, 87). In
the structure of belief and communication, source domains provide knowledge that is used
to define other knowledge. They are important because they yield information about
relevance of that information towards meaning (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). If so, this opens
many questions to how source domains in architecture through its structuring of disciplinary
knowledge (theory) – even very traditional ones such as nature, the human body, machines,
and organisms – are used as expressions of truth. When we no longer are concerned with
truth as an absolute factor, relevance is mutable based on context, intention and
interpretation (inference) and source domains are a critical aspect in approaching meaning.
Meaning is not decoded, it is discovered.

Source Domains and Architectural Meaning
Caballero makes the claim that "[i]n architecture metaphor is knowledge" (Caballero 2013,
3) equating the transfer of information across domains of knowledge as the primary
mechanism used when considering the formation of a building. While some might find this a
large claim, it is supported by an examination of the primary writing of architectural
thinking. Metaphor has been connected with issues of method and meaning for many
centuries. From Vitruvius in the first century AD to Alberti in the Italian Renaissance, the
human body was dominant as a source domain for architecture. Alberti directly mapped
body references to building elements, considering features of roofs to be "bones, muscles,
[…] skin, and crust" (Alberti 3.12.79 (47-47V). Voillet-le-Duc in 19th Century French theory
described three metaphors of machine, organism, and crystal as the sources of architectural
meaning (Hearn 2003, 189); the first being about efficiency and directness of approach, the
second about the human body and nature, and the third references to abstract structure
and geometry. Sullivan and Wright in the early 20th century introduced a sense of organics as
a primary way to make design decisions (Sullivan 1918/2012, Wright 1975). The last 50 years
have seen an explosion of source mappings to justify building form. Many of these are
consistent with historical positions as noted by Caballero. In her 2006 study of metaphors in
architecture, she summarized that "[v]iews of buildings as machines, like biology metaphors,
highlighted their functional aspects yet drew upon quite different sources. These metaphors
are frequent in today’s architectural texts, where elements in a building are often referred
to as its mechanisms or mechanics, and spatial volumes are qualified by means of adjectives
such as operational or functional, among others." (Caballero 2006, 20-1). It is through the
transfer, or mapping, of source content onto an architectural target that a cultural meaning
is established.
The general understanding of metaphor in architectural design is of a mapping between one
object to describe another, such as the skin or mechanical references of Alberti, Le
Corbusier, or Wright. These are also called image metaphors in order to distinguish them
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from other conceptual metaphors which use other domain information in the mapping
process (Caballero 2006, 66). Image metaphors are visually based mappings of attributes
that move as mental images from one domain of knowledge to architecture. While image
metaphors are visually dominant, there is concern that the value of meaning they produce is
limited and less rich in inference and relevance than that of conceptual metaphors (Gentler
and Markman 1997, 48).
Conceptual metaphors are the transfer of abstract and relational information across
domains, rather than a simple mapping of image-based attribute content. There has been
little work completed in understanding metaphor in formal design modalities such as visual
communication, music or performance. Even in language studies and language-based
architectural investigations such as architectural theory, many metaphors are so
conventionalized that they are not even recognized as metaphors. As an example from
architectural theory, Paul-Alan Johnson makes the argument that any time an architect
defines architecture that definition is a metaphor. He explains that “[a]ll statements on the
essence of architecture use metaphors: architecture is purpose or architecture is space […]"
(Johnson 1994, 83). With the perception of a cognitive scientist rather than an architectural theorist, Johnson refers to the
fact that unless something is fully defined by what it is itself, then it is necessarily
understood in relation to something else. In this act there is a transfer across domains of
knowledge and, therefore, a conceptual metaphor. This was the question of selfreferentiality that plagued Peter Eisenman through the 1980s and 1990s when trying to
define disciplinary interiority for issues of meaning and purpose. If architecture is not space,
because space is space, and architecture is not purpose because purpose is purpose, then
what is architecture? This sense of identity became a crisis in architectural theory.
The concern in architectural theory was that the discipline seemed to require external (nonarchitectural) content in order to have any meaning. As a contemporary designer and
theorist Bernard Tschumi lamented in the late 20th century, "[a]fter more than half a century
of scientific pretense, of system-theories that defined it as the intersection of
industrialization, sociology, politics and ecology, architecture wonders if it can exist without
having to find its meaning or its justification in some purposeful exterior need." (Tschumi
1994, 33). As Tschumi points out, architecture considers itself as a point of negotiation
between other disciplines without its own internal knowledge. However, on the at a
conceptual level, there is an argument that knowledge for all disciplines is built from, and
developed further through, fundamental sensorimotor experience as the basis of human
cognition. Knowledge is then metaphorically constructed through hierarchies of complexity
moving from sensorimotor image schemas (up-down, front-back, path, container) to richer
schemas (identity, personification, agency) and then cultural knowledge (tools, social status,
machines). The primary operation would be a mapping of aspects of a source domain to a
target domain either through resemblances or correlations (Grady 2007) allowing metaphor
to be “creative, novel, culturally sensitive, and allows us to transcend the mundane while
also being rooted in pervasive patterns of bodily experience common to all people" (Gibbs
2008, 5). In fact, one can consider that "most of our normal conceptual system is
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metaphorically structured; that is, most concepts are partially understood in terms of other
concepts" (Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 56). This would make the crisis that architecture has
developed for itself completely artificial and self-imposed. Disciplinary ownership of
knowledge is constructed and defended through application and relevance. If we consider
conceptual metaphor as a core cognitive function of humanity, then questions of purity of
domain knowledge and external meaning might just be misdirected. Since all disciplines and
all knowledge construction are based on transferring cross-domain content, the questions to
answer are what knowledge sources does architecture prioritize, how are those sources
contextualized and what cognitive values underlay these operations?

Source Domains in Architectural Corpus
The presence of cross-domain transfer of knowledge introduces two concerns. The first is
that the identification of what aspects of the source domain are used and what are ignored.
This is called systematicity (Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 10; Gentner and Toupin 1986, 279;
Cameron 2010, 116). Systematicity allows us to select a small aspect of a source domain and
map that fraction to a target by understanding its relevance to the context in which it is
applied. The second concern is structural coherence. Structural coherence suggests that the
use of metaphoric information will be coherent with the way knowledge is structured in a
society. In their canonical 1980 work Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and Johnson relate
sensorimotor based orientational metaphors to cultural applications, claiming that any
reference to more or bigger will align with notions of up and less or smaller with down (22).
These are values that we hold but are not truths. Up is considered better than down
(HAPPINESS IS UP, GROWTH IS UP, PROGRESSION IS FORWARD, etc) simply because human cognition
evolved being diurnal, needing light and warmth from the sky. They go on to suggest that
structural coherence is hierarchical with some values consistently prioritized over others and
that expressions are contextual. They use the conflict between GOOD IS UP and MORE IS UP as an
example where an expression such as "the crime rate is going up" is mapped automatically
to MORE IS UP rather than GOOD IS UP as crime is culturally regarded to be negative so is
incompatible (and non-coherent) with up being a positive value. These values matter
because they are what humans use to communicate, to construct meaning and to express
ideas. One could argue that they might matter more for architecture than traditional
epistemology if we consider methodology separate to framing value systems (author 2014).
Source domains play a critical role in the strength of metaphor as a knowledge construction
tool with source aiding to change our knowledge of the target, rather than the other way
round (i.e. metaphors have directionality). For example, Caballero notes that "[…] it is the
subsidiary subject (now labeled source) that plays a crucial role in providing both recall of
metaphors and better comprehension of the primary subject or target, and in effecting more
significant changes in it. Indeed, in a sentence like 'the building is a simple two-storey box' it
is difficult to argue how the concept of 'building' (the target) may change our knowledge of
what a 'box' (the source) is, whereas the latter does make us conceptualize or, in this case,
see, the building from a particular perspective." (Caballero 2006, 32). In order to understand
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the contemporary use of metaphors in architectural disciplinary thinking, a corpus of texts
was developed as a representative sample. The corpus, called the Late 20th/Early 21st
Century Architectural Intellectual Culture Corpus, contains 207,898 words from thirty articles
by individual authors. All the articles are written by intellectuals addressing architecture
either through discussing the built form of architectural projects or by examining formal
properties and meanings. Within the architectural community, the texts would fall within
theory and criticism (i.e. the theoretical genres as defined by Forty 2000). Article length
varies from 2000 to 26,000 words with length begin considered less important than focus.
The articles all share a contemporary period, being relevant to current architectural
positions and priorities. The study using this corpus is focused on synchronic analysis,
looking at the particular nature of contemporary architectural culture. Contemporary for this
purpose is considered to have a currency of relevance to the present moment in both
chronological age as well as intellectual content. An attempt was made to kept the
chronological range to within the last two decades considering some of the ideological shifts
of the 1990s, with most of the texts falling between 1997 and 2013. Texts older than 1997
(from 1984, 1986, 1987, 1992 and 1994) are from highly significant sources and matched the
sample standards, hence their inclusion in the corpus. The study is not addressing
chronological significance or rate of production of the texts, only using the year of
production to infer an alignment of ideas to present thinking in the discipline.
The texts in the corpus were chosen from authors with prominence in the intellectual
architectural community and their influence on the development of the next generation of
architectural designers. The sample selection selected authors who were educated as
architectural theorists and historians with a professional architectural background
(practitioner) or critics with deep applied disciplinary knowledge. The authors are wellknown within the architectural community and can be considered as a normative examples
of architectural thinking. All sample texts were written for other members of the
architectural discipline rather than the general public. The texts contain a variety of
ideological positions (post-functionalism, feminism, phenomenology, post-criticism, for
example) to maintain a balance of approach. While the ideological positions and intellectual
priorities are divergent, there is equivalency between the texts in their focus on the
manifestation of architecture as a formal and experiential event (form-body-space). This
theme maintains equivalency of focus on formal discussion for analysis – the idea of
tangible, physical architecture rather than non-situated intellectual positions.
The corpus yielded a total 2069 metaphoric expressions, found singularly or as a series of
clusters involving at least a full sentence and sometimes extending to span several
sentences. As this research was interested in how architecture was coded through
metaphorical expressions rather than the general use of metaphor in language, it was
necessary to isolate expressions that were directly applied to a discussion of form, space or
building as a target domain – the realm of architectural thinking. From the total number of
metaphoric expressions in the architectural writing, only 670 were directly apply to concepts
of space and form. Of these, 70.5% (472 instances) were conventionalized metaphors used
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as a latent expression while the rest were novel metaphors used more consciously (cf.
Caballero 2006). By examining these expressions and recognizing what source knowledge is
valued, we can start to understand architectural priorities. We can also see if there are any
larger groupings or tendencies towards particular types of knowledge and examine the
rhetorical context in which certain domains are used as well as how the same domain is used
in different ways.

Traditional categories
If we consider traditional architectural sources – the human body, machines, and organisms
– we still find them present in contemporary architectural thinking as evidenced through
theory writing (Table 1). As general categories, explicit biological references, which includes
animals and plants, are the most common source domain to be used for mapping knowledge
onto architectural space followed by the human body. Mechanical objects are also present
with direct references to machines and mechanisms as are mappings between features of
the natural environment and buildings such as pools, hills, islands. At a more detailed level
when there is reference to an explicit domain object, we find animals, machines, islands,
clothes, skin, health, trees and references to dancing, acting and stages having the highest
frequency (Table 2).
Table 1 Source domains frequency applied to architectural form/space.
Source Domain

Percent

Biological references

15.2%

Human body

13.1%

Mechanical objects

5.5%

Natural environment

4.3%

Machines

2.4%

Table 2 Source object frequency applied to architectural form/space.
Source Object

Percent

Animals

11.3%

Machines

7.0%

Islands

5.8%

Clothes

5.5%

Skin

5.5%

Health

3.5%

Trees

3.0%

Dancing

3.0%

Acting and Stage

3.0%
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In the references, we do not find the explicit gender and shape-based dynamic references
used by Le Corbusier over one hundred years ago such as "Columns of reinforced concrete
called ‘women’s thighs’" (Allen 2000, 114). However, we still find mappings of human
bodies, body parts and biological actions as explicit metaphoric expressions. Often, this is an
expression of the biological role that body parts play through body schema knowledge that
maps our understanding of our bodies, the most common references being arms (limb),
torsos (body), spines, hearts, faces and skin. The following exemplify this point:
1. this periscope, this primitive form of prosthesis, this "artificial limb," (Colomina 110:
7:158)
2. the main body of the central hall sits on a horizontal volume that houses the servant
spaces" (Hartoonian 123: 10:172),
3. the piazza is the very heart of the scheme, orienting visitors before entering the
building (Buchanan 5:158)
4. Hence, in the nineteenth century, ‘thoroughfares’ could be regarded as the
backbone of a plan not only because corridors looked like spines, but because they
differentiated functions by joining them via a separate distributor (Evans 78: 9:100)
5. the facade as a face (Eisenman 190 8:10)
The examples above from the corpus are transfers of physical characteristics onto
architectural forms and arrangements but the metaphors also map relational content of how
something operates (heart as conceptual center of the body, spine as centralized structure).
In these cases, there is no visual transfer, the piazza was not shaped like a heart (3), the
corridor was not segmented like a backbone (4), the facade did not have eyes, nose or
mouth (5), nor was the periscope shaped like a limb (1). Instead, they acted in accordance to
the performative aspects of their sources – the piazza was as important to the survival of the
plan in the centralized way a heart is (inferring that the plan was a "body" and operated as
part of circulatory system), the corridor was a centralized linear element that connected and
structured the building (inferring that the building was a "body"), the face was a focal point
and surface that engaged the surroundings, the periscope extended human capacities
allowing sight to be extended beyond normative capacities. This is in alignment with how
Caballero refers to architectural metaphors for design explanation as a "image-plus-abstract
knowledge pattern characterizing many other metaphors in the architectural domain."
(Caballero 2013, 10)
The most common explicit reference to the body in the data is that of skin. Alberti's
reference to bone, muscle and skin as architectural terminology to refer to structure and
cladding in De re aedificatoria (1443-52) is not inconsistent with what is found in a corpus
dedicated to late 20th and early 21st century architectural theory. In both, the metaphor is
used to understand structural and cladding systems. As a conventionalized expression, we
get statements such as:
1. The skin is defined in places by concrete, and in places by glass (Allen 1:191)
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2. Junkspace is sealed, held together not by structure but by skin, like a bubble.
(Koolhaas 176: 15:22)
3. the skin of the residential building to represent diversity and multiculturalism (Zaera
Polo 93: 30:141)
The expressions above are conventionalized metaphors that simply accept that the nature of
the surface of a building is consistently understood as a thin layer that acts as the interface
between interior complexity and the exterior environment whether in physical space such as
(5) and (7) or as a conceptualization using architectural knowledge (6). In all, the interface
between interior and exterior is mapped by using the body source domain and the term skin.
Inherent in this metaphor is the idea that a building is a body as a latent and inferred
concept. Skin is so culturally integrated into architectural expression that a secondary
mapping in (6) aligns skin to a bubble through a simile. The secondary source domain
introduces new qualitative information that modifies the original source domain in a way
that is important for the rhetorical purpose of the author, but remains consistent with the
primary attribute of building surface as skin. Bubble transfers concepts of surface tension,
uniformity of form, and hermetically sealed vessels. This is part of the systematicity of the
source where aspects of the bubble source domain are selected because they have
relevance to the mapping of skin as an exterior volume, which in turn reinforces the idea of
the terminate surface of a building. What is not transferred in the building
surface=skin=bubble mapping are concepts of weight (bubble is light), transparency (bubble
is clear), surface quality (bubble is ultra-thin film), interior content (bubble is empty) or
effect of light (bubble shimmers in light) as these are not relevant to this context. The
rhetorical content stresses "sealed" as a primary meaning, which required an elaboration on
skin which doesn't inherently contain that aspect as fundamental domain knowledge. Once
the mapping between building surface and skin has been established and conventionalized,
systematicity allows for the following, more innovative expressions:
1. This flayed modulation of interior and exterior produces the effect of loose and
sometimes surprising correlations between program and space or room. (Somol
69: 23:45)
2. it is a tattooed surface which does not refer to the interior, it neither conceals nor
reveals it (Colomina 98: 7:141)
3. Was the exfoliation of the private/public threshold to the inside of the unit a
politically advanced decision (Zaera Polo 94: 30:150)
in other words, once a surface of a building is considered to be skin, there is the possibility of
mapping contingent actions such as piecing, flaying (9), tattooing (10) or even the shedding
of dead cells (11).
Because cognition through domain association allows for multiple inferences without
invalidation, the outer surface of the building could be considered as clothing rather than
skin, an overlay of a cultural reading of the human body onto the building. In the above
examples, skin is a biological term. Once we start to address issues of fashion, nudity and
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appearance there is cultural and socially constructed content introduced. These two
mappings can co-exist in the same way that UP IS MORE doesn't contradict UP IS GOOD in the
earlier example of structural coherence. While “up” can be both “more” and “good”, the
building surface can be both “skin” and “clothing” without conflict but depending on
context. Clothing in architecture is found in 19th century German theory when Hermann
Lotze exclaimed that the exterior surface of a building " serves to cover its nakedness" (Lotze
1868, 515). Gottfried Semper introduced Verkleidungssymbolik as a disguise symbolism for
buildings based on considering the source of architecture as fabric (Semper 2004). Mark
Wigley has even made the argument that clothing through dress design was the primary
metaphoric source of Modernism (Wigley 2001). This is shown in the following examples:
1. The “clothes” have become so removed from the body that they require structural
support independent of it. (Colomina 93: 7:92)
2. The Concert Hall project is fashionably dressed up to designate a volumetric mass
that denies any coherent and hierarchical order (Hartoonian 123: 10:169)
3. Its white surfaces seem nude without their building around them (Lavin 72: 17:60)
4. The walls are left undressed, the yellow brick of the masonry structure scrubbed
clean, while both the floor and the ceiling pull back, layer by layer, as they extend
to the canal (Cadwell 23: 6:206)
In the corpus, metaphoric expressions portraying building surfaces as clothing are fully
conventionalized except in the rare case when the author seems to be aware of the
metaphor (12). Clothing seems to be used when the building is considered to present itself
not to the environment and elements of weather but for human social interpretation. For all
of these quotations there is a latent mapping of the building as a type of body on whose
frame drapery, clothing and cloth (that are architectural elements) are hung.

Source domains of human projection
While references to the human body, mechanics and organisms are common in
metaphorical expressions applied to the built environment, these domains are not the
largest referenced. The majority of the categories are not mappings of objects but domains
that hold content of human capacities, emotions, relationships and physical actions (39.6%
total). They are used to instill a static and inert situation (i.e. building or city) with the
interpreted ability to move, act, feel and express. One could consider metaphor as the
mechanism through which the landscape is made human. More than this, the texts suggest
that designers use personal projections both as a way to interpret the landscape and also to
make design decisions. The core operations of these transfers are actions of personification,
projections of movement, and transfers of agency (Table 3).
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Table 3 Human projections into architectural form/space.
Source Domain

Percent

Human capacities

7.9%

Physical actions

7.9%

Human relationships

7.6%

Inferring biological capacities

7.4%

Movement

2.6%

Emotions

1.8%

Human activities

1.3%

Human vision

0.7%

Human social events

0.7%

Human communication

0.7%

Human social positions

0.5%

Human lifecycles

0.4%

Isolating a few examples of the 324 occurrences in the corpus yields the following:
1. Its path moves the spectator through the building (Allen 103: 1:2)
2. The ramp does not so much penetrate the building, as slip in between its parts
(Allen 104: 1:32)
3. West Berlin had not recuperated from its postwar crisis (Aureli 177: 2:9)
4. Mies's achievement was to open up a clearing of implacable silence in the chaos of
the nervous metropolis (Hays 22: 11:81)
5. these buildings are not only full of things coming and going, they are full of
themselves and their cleverness. (Benedikt 60: 4:208)
6. and the house prickles with paranoid alertness, at least on one side (Lavin 106:
17:212)
7. The building’s configuration evokes the posture of a dancer who, after soaring up
and twisting around, eventually stands firm and maintains minimum contact with
the ground. (Hartoonian 126: 10:195)
Most of these mappings involve conventionalized metaphors (89.2%) rather than the more
visible novel or ad hoc metaphor. They also represent persistent mechanisms in cognition
that highlight how architectural designers engage the built environment. Rather than
buildings and cities simply having heads, arms or facades being skins, these are references to
buildings using arms (by touching) or feeling through skin. In (16) we find the building with
the ability to move its occupants as if the building were active and the human body was
passive and inert. The building is given the ability to be both an agent and an entity. The
ramp (17) is an example of a building element engaging in a physical (force-based) act
against a building of which is considered discrete – even though the ramp is only
conceptually separate to the building and does not have the capacity of the physical action
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of which it is assigned. The ramp is given agency while personification is inferred through the
manner of the verbs penetrate and slip. The action of penetrate is qualitatively negative as it
infers entering something under resistance to that action while slip infers entering without
invitation but lacking the violence implied by penetrate. The terms activate motion and
action where it does not exist.
Both (18) and (19) project the city as a person, a basic personification. In (18), the city is
considered to have biological status (healthy, sick) while (19) is more complex. The opening
of a clearing is a reference to the humanization of the landscape where the urban space is
considered as a natural environment such as a forest, relating to a figure-ground
relationship. In the quotation, silence is formal rather than auditory – the silence comes
from the physical characteristics of the environment as interpreted through sight but then
understood as related to the domain of sound (physical to visual to auditory mapping).
finally, the city is understood as a having human emotions, where earlier it was a forest. to
call the city "nervous" is a personification. the same personification is found in (20) and (21)
where a building is qualified as conceited, clever and paranoid. it seems that cities and
buildings, even though scaled very differently, engage the same metaphorical mechanisms
and can be conceptually understood as an entity. While the source of the cleverness is
unclear in (20), the source of the paranoid alertness in (21) is understood to be through
formal interpretation (as the silence is in the previous quotation). The "one side" of the
building considered having this human capacity is based in a visual interpretation of the
formal shingle elements. The shingles are highly exaggerated which are considered by the
author to be "wild" and like "elongated lashes, curling waves" (Lavin 2011, 106). The
interpretation and projection of form is at an extreme in (22) as a complex metaphor using
time-based content onto a static object as well as human abilities and socio-cultural events
(dance) is mapped through the metaphor to a building shape. Not only is the building
considered to project characteristics of a human dancer, but it is considered to be viewed in
the moment after an event has taken place (soaring up and twisting around) even though
that event did not, and could not, occur.

Conclusion
In architectural theory writing, intellectuals and critics are discussing the role of architecture
in culture by the projection of ideas through the interpretation building rather than
designers using analogies to explain a building or as design inspiration. However, the authors
are deeply embedded in the values and thinking structures of the discipline which are shared
between generation and interpretation. While the source domains found in contemporary
architectural theory include traditional static categories of the human body, machines, and
organisms, they are dominated by active projections of human emotions and human
capacities (actions, activities and relationships) onto objects in the built environment. These
map regardless to scale and concepts found at the size and complexity of cities use the same
source domains as small, simple single room buildings. It seems metaphoric mapping is
trans-scalar in application with little concern for relative size between source and target
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domain objects. While there are some instances of sources that most would understand as
classic literary metaphors (boats, trees, clowns, literature, mythology), the majority of the
source domains in the corpus are expressions and projection of humanness.
Considering this observation, what becomes interesting is the disconnection between classic
tendencies in design epistemology and the actual knowledge sources used to validate design
activities, suggesting a gap between the values we believe we wish to use and the ones we
actually do use. The data suggests that it is cultural or embodied (in the experientialist
meaning of the word) knowledge that is in primary operation, rather than construction of
persistent truths or even belief justified through intellectual logic. This makes some sense as
the origin of the fundamental operational knowledge is humans interpreting the world for
other humans but it highlights that perhaps concepts of truth need to shift even further, to
maybe be less about justified belief than about shared relevance.
Acknowledgements: The author would like to acknowledge the excellent advice on a
draft of this paper by Maria del Rosario Caballero Rodrigues and two anonymous
reviewers.
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Abstract: Richard Buchanan and a number of other design researchers have long
argued about the synergy and similarities between design and rhetoric. The prospect
of a new persuasive approach to design has also been evoked. Rhetoric, however,
has a long history and has gone through numerous forms, many of which seemingly
fit with Buchanan’s rhetoric. Our long term goal is to define a persuasive approach to
design and the effects of such an approach; therefore, as a first step, we need to
identify the form that best fits Buchanan’s rhetoric. Using a comprehensive list of
influential rhetoricians, we have compared the characteristics of different forms of
rhetoric through the ages and found that argumentation should be used for further
investigation and development of a persuasive design approach.
Keywords: Persuasive design, Rhetoric, Argumentation

Introduction
Amongst influential contributors on the discipline of design, we find interaction design
specialist Richard Buchanan. Since 1985, Buchanan has been discussing many subject, one of
them being the links and potential benefits of looking at design through a rhetorical lens.
The idea has also been used and discussed by many other researchers in design, before or
after Buchanan himself. Kinross (1985) has even written that, in graphic design, a product is
never free of a message or at least a persuasive intent, an observation that Buchanan (1989)
has argued applies to design as a whole.
Johan Redström (2006) has revisited the idea that all technology is persuasive and, as such, a
persuasion-focused approach to design might be an important development for the future
or the discipline. He suggests that design could be persuasive, but that ‘persuasive design’
needs to be defined to be understood as its own approach. In order to do so, Redström
proposes three objectives: (1) identify how persuasive design is different from the overall
design discourse, both in terms of methodology and interests; (2) place persuasion at the
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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center of the act of design; (3) frame the persuasion within the product or service, making it
a vehicle for the thesis proposed by the designers to the user.
Accomplishing these objectives, however, will require a study and translation of rhetoric
towards the design discipline. This exercise in itself promises to be a challenge, a larger
project than what could be described in this document. Of course, the pertinence of these
results is highly dependent on the acceptance of the usefulness of a persuasive approach to
design. This aspect will not be debated here, since Buchanan and other authors have
provided many arguments towards this goal already.
As a first step, however, we need to establish what form, or forms, of rhetoric, amongst all
the forms it took through the ages, best fits with the rhetoric Buchanan is discussing. The
goal of this step is not to narrow down the possibilities of the persuasive approach, but to be
able to have a complete and coherent discourse on rhetoric to start from. Further studies on
the subject may enrich the persuasive approach by integrating concepts and theories from
other forms of rhetoric later, but we believe this requires a strong foundation first.

Identifying Buchanan’s rhetoric
Rhetoric has been around for a long time. Historians tell similar stories about its origins,
some tracing it back to Sicily either from the justice system (Chaignet, 1888) or attributing it
directly to Corax of Syracuse, also in Sicily, who trained pupils in the oratory art and
persuasion (Navarre, 1900). Authors agree that it appeared somewhere in the 5th century
B.C. and that it was formalized in the system that is more familiar to us by Aristotle in the 4 th
century B.C. (Bizzell & Herzberg, 1990).
Since then, rhetoric has been revisited, transformed or realigned by many thinkers, including
Plato and Cicero in the classic era, but also by many more thinkers. Certain authors moved
rhetoric towards a whole new set of considerations, modifying its nature completely.
M ETHODOLOGY
In order to move towards a new approach of persuasive design, we must first establish what
form of rhetoric we are talking about. In the next sections of this paper, we will:




Investigate the characteristics of design that led Buchanan and his peers in
their discussion;
Examine a set of different forms of rhetoric to see which ones best fits
those characteristics;
Discuss which form of rhetoric would most effectively contribute to
persuasive design.

This way, we can identify which rhetoric to use when we develop persuasive design into a
full-fledged approach.
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Links between design and rhetoric
Although Buchanan notes that “it would be unwise to believe that we can reduce design to
rhetoric” (2001, p. 201), he underlines many similarities between the two disciplines:
“[D]esign is an art of invention and disposition, whose scope is universal, in the sense
that it may be applied to the creation of any human-made product. This makes of
design an art of forethought, as traditional rhetorician perhaps regard their discipline
as art of forethought in verbal communication” (Buchanan, 2001, p. 191)

On top of the links Buchanan implies in the citation above, others have been discussed. In
the following paragraphs we will synthetically expose how both rhetoric and design are
persuasive, universal arts, productive arts and uncertain. We will also discuss the respective
use of invention, disposition, balance and positioning found in literature. Finally, as an added
concern, we will summarize a set of criteria for complexity, as it is also an issue that we need
to consider when discussing design.

Persuasion
Rhetoric can be defined as the art of persuasion (Chaignet, 1888; Cournoyer, 2011); its
persuasive aspect is therefore hard to debate.
Designers often use persuasion in the work. Negotiations with clients, colleagues or
superiors are part of their daily life. This being said, designers also persuade indirectly
through the products they make. The target of persuasion is then the users of the product
whom are being pushed to new ways of living that include the use of the product.
Buchanan proposes that “all products – digital and analog, tangible and intangible – are vivid
argument about how we should lead our lives” (2001, p. 194) and that “design is a debate
among opposing views” (1989, p. 95), meaning that a product is a statement that one’s life
should be rethought in the light of the existence of the product. It opposes, for example, the
new and improved way of life that comes with the use of the product to the current, less
optimised way of living without the product.
In the next section, we will consider that a form of rhetoric is indeed persuasive if it frames
its activities as a debate and if it suggests a thesis or a specific way of life. This would exclude
activities like education where transmission of knowledge is the goal instead of providing
arguments in favor of a thesis.

Universal Art
Rhetoric is a universal art in the sense that it is always used in a similar fashion to persuade
an audience, whether it is in a political, judiciary, marketing, pedagogical or even ecclesiastic
context. It uses its own paradigms and method regardless of the point to make (Buchanan,
1995). Rhetoric is about premeditation of a discourse distinct of the point it is making
(Aristotle, 4th c. B.C./2000, 4th c. B.C./2003).
Design is also one such universal art, in the sense that design is about planning and
managing constraints of a project. The design process is basically the same, whether the
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designer is planning to make a chair, a room, a house, a city block, a billboard or a service.
Looking at design through a rhetorical lens enables us to distinguish the acts of design from
the acts of making:
“[T]he poetics of products – the study of products as they are – is different from the
rhetoric of products – the study of how products come to be as vehicles of argument
and persuasion about the desirable qualities of private and public life.” (Buchanan,
1995, p. 26)

Although designers are obviously concerned by the nature of the product they create, those
considerations are secondary to the act of design itself, which is, much like rhetoric, a
premeditation of the product.
In the next section, we will consider a form of rhetoric a universal art if it is said to adapt to
context without changing its paradigm or methods.

Productive Art
Based on an argument by Richard McKeon (1987), Buchanan (2001) explains that rhetoric is
a productive art in the sense that it links theory and practice, words and things, a link that
was lost during the separation of arts and sciences in the Renaissance. Rhetoric is indeed an
art that exists to link ideas (arguments) to results (adherence to a thesis), hence it is an art
that produces something, much like design that also links ideas (often, needs and
constraints) to results products. McKeon discusses the advantages a rhetorical view of
products:
“[Rhetoric] opens up possible methods of directing and relating knowledge action and
production, by instituting an architectonic productive art of improving and increasing
both the production of utilities and goods (utilia and honesta) and the use and
enjoyment (uti and frui) of the product” (McKeon, 1971, p. 11, cited by Buchanan,
2001)

In the next section, we will consider that a specific form of rhetoric is a productive art if it
clearly aims at producing something that will have an effect on the audience.

Uncertainty
Persuasion is useless when a demonstration is possible (Aristotle, 4th c. B.C./2003; Chaïm
Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1958/2008). No one can (or, at least, no one should) debate
something that can be shown to be true in the way, for example, a mathematical proof is
demonstrated. On the other hand, rhetoric is essential when determining what is likely to be
true or best, like in the case of a political debate or a courtroom plea. Rhetoric reigns on
uncertainty, where no solution or belief is undoubtable or optimal. Discourses themselves
can never truly be the best. Their efficiency is modulated by the context, the orator and by
the audience.
Design also deals with uncertainty. Herbert Simon (1969/1996) distinguished between the
‘necessary’ of the sciences and the ‘contingent’ of the artificial. According to him, the notion
of empiricism cannot be applied to complex systems that fluctuate depending on the
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context. Artificial does not submit itself to reproducibility and, consequently, to
demonstration.
Designers also deal with uncertainty in the product they plan and make. Two designers
presented with the same task in the same context will most likely come up with two
different solutions (Redström, 2006). The capacity to deal with constant uncertainty has
been identified as an important skill to tackle design’s ill-defined problems (Cross, 1995).
Buchanan discusses the implication of the uncertain nature of design:
Designers deals with matters of choice, with things that may be other than they are.
The implications of this are immense, because it reveals that the domain of design is
not accidently, but essentially contested.” (1995, p. 25)

In the next section, we will consider that a specific form of rhetoric is uncertain if it makes
clear that it deals with reasonable theses instead of truths.

Invention and disposition
Rhetoricians and rhetoric theorists since the Antiquities have agreed that, on top of its
persuasive objective, rhetoric offers an opportunity for invention and discovery. Aristotle
defined rhetoric as “the technique of discovering the persuasive aspects of any given
subject-matter” (Aristotle, 4th c. B.C./1991, cited by Kelly, 2014, p. 720).
Invention is the phase of rhetoric where arguments are discovered and selected (Reboul,
1991). Those arguments are mainly concerned with the orator’s authority and morality, the
logic of the thesis and the audience’s passions. They are inspired both by the thesis it
defends and those that are opposed to it, either in the same discipline or others. As such,
rhetoric stimulates innovation but also pushes the rhetorician to absorb innovations from
other disciplines and refine their own position and argument to compete with the others
(Buchanan, 2001; McKeon, 1987).
Once at least some of the arguments are found and selected, the disposition phase starts. Its
goal is to link the arguments in a coherent discourse (Reboul, 1991).
Invention in design is the first planning phase, finding and selecting features of the product
to design and make. Those features are then arranged into a coherent product during the
development and user testing phase (Buchanan, 2001). Like in the case of rhetoric, the
features of a product are inspired by that product’s main function as well as by other
competing products. From this point of view, refining the features enough to win market
shares becomes an objective of the project.
In the next section, we will consider a form of rhetoric to include invention and disposition if
it promotes the discovery of arguments pertaining to the three considerations (ethos, logos
and pathos). Most overviews neglect to mention the disposition part of the process,
presumably assuming that it is a logical next step to invention. As such, we will assume that
if at least invention is covered, the form will be considered as having both an invention and
disposition phase.
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Balance and position
As discussed above, rhetoric mainly considers three aspects of the discourse: ethos, logos
and pathos. Ethos is the orator’s authority and morality, logos is the thesis’s logic and pathos
is the audience’s passions. The “rhetorical stance”, introduced by Wayne Booth (1963) is
described as:
“[A] stance which depends on discovering and maintaining in any writing situation a
proper balance among the three elements that are at work in any communicative
effort: the available arguments about the subject itself, the interests and peculiarities
of the audience, and the voice, the implied character of the speaker.” (Booth, 1963, p.
141)

Corruption of the balance of the rhetorical stance (Booth, 1963; Buchanan, 2001)
automatically means that one of the three considerations is underrepresented or otherwise
less taken in account, weakening the overall persuasive power of the discourse.
The considerations, as well as the rhetorical stance, have been translated into design by
Buchanan (2001) and Grotzsch (2006). Ethos in design, would be the designer or the
company’s reputation for doing good products, or the “company identity” (Gotzsch, 2006, p.
21). Design’s logos, or product identity (Gotzsch, 2006, p. 19), is the logic and coherence of
the product. Pathos in design, or “user identity” (Gotzsch, 2006, p. 21), refers to social
achievements, goals and personal memories associated to the products. Finally, the
corruption of the “designer’s stance” (Buchanan, 2001, p. 196) implies an overemphasis of
one of the three considerations, would it be an excess of style (emphasis on ethos) or
dependency on technology (emphasis on logos) or marketing (emphasis on pathos).
In the next section, we will consider a form of rhetoric to consider balance and position if it
mentions specifically the equality of importance of all three considerations.

One more characteristic: Complexity
As introduce earlier, we added one more characteristic to our search for a form of rhetoric
that fits with Buchanan’s rhetoric and will enable us to develop a new approach to design:
complexity.
Alain Findeli (2001) traces the positioning of the design discipline as a complex activity to an
article by László Moholy-Nagy. Moholy-Nagy said: "the key to our era [is being able] to see
everything in relationship" (1938, p [nd]. Quoted by Findeli, 2001, p. 10). Findeli (1994) also
specifies that a product is designed by keeping in mind the environment in which it will be
used and the effects it will have on the world. This human-product relationship is very close
in philosophy to the statement that products have a persuasive power on the user, as
proposed by Buchanan (1989).
This ability to map the elements of a project was also discussed, even more concretely, by
Nigel Cross (1995, 2011) who proposes that the ability to model the elements of a system is
an essential skill of the designer.
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Because it aligns with both contemporary concerns of design and Buchanan’s statements
about the links between rhetoric and design, we will consider that complexity is essential to
a new approach to design.
According to Morin (1990), complexity is mainly based on three principles: the dialogic
principle, the principle of recursion, the hologrammatic principle.
D IALOGIC PRINCIPLE
The dialogic principle, which can be defined as "the overcoming of antagonisms in a higher
construction" (Mucchielli, 2009, pp. 23-24), indicates that the complex is formed through the
confrontation of attributes of its components.
In design, we can recognize this principle in the proposed design solutions (the higher
construction) that are based on the project's context and other constraints that will be
imposed by the designers themselves (Darke, 1984; Hillier, Musgrove, & O'Sullivan, 1972).
Jonas (2007), who was inspired by the theory of autopoeisis, has also proposed that, in a
good design project, each change in a system, e.g. introducing a product in a given context,
must be motivated by the interaction of the systems that are already in place; product or
projects should be, somehow, the result of a stabilizing macrosystem.
R ECURSION PRINCIPLE
Recursion, or the "circular loop that affect all human phenomenon" (Mucchielli, 2009, p. 24),
assumes that each intervention will, in addition to its desired and unintended effects, have
repercussions on whoever made the intervention. Each effect will be the cause of one or
more other effects.
Each design project will influence the designer, be it in terms of knowledge and experience.
Donald Schön (1983) has identified several types of knowledge and attitudes that may be
acquired or improved in practice. In addition, the introduction of a project or product will
inevitably change the world in which it is introduced.
H OLOGRAMMATIC PRINCIPLE
In the case of a hologram, light beams create a unique image. The hologrammatic principle,
then, "shows that the whole is in the parts as the parts are found in the whole" (Mucchielli,
2009, p. 24).
As discussed in previous sections, the product or design project is a unique solution that
stems from a system of external and internal circumstances, but also from the set of skills of
the designers themselves. Each of the elements of the system that was in place before the
designer’s intervention, and their ambition of turning the current system into an improved
one, contribute to the product or project that will be designed.
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Rhetoric
Having established the characteristics pertaining to both design and what we’ll call
Buchanan’s rhetoric, we can compare those to the different forms of rhetoric through the
ages.
We will do this using a list of texts and authors gathered in the Rhetorical Tradition (Bizzell &
Herzberg, 1990) which has annotated the most influential texts of the discipline through five
eras. The summaries found in the subsections below are all based on this book, unless
otherwise noted.

Authors that were not used
Although all authors mentioned in the Rhetorical Tradition (Bizzell & Herzberg, 1990) were
influential, we only included a select few in our study.
Those included have proposed a significantly unique view of rhetoric that was comparable to
Buchanan’s rhetoric. Different reasons were invoked to remove authors from our list of
studied forms.
Here is a table of the reasons, with a comment explaining why they were invoked as well
as a list of authors that were removed from our list because of it. Some authors could
have been classified in more than one line, but they were placed in the line that aligned
best with their writings.
Table 1 Rationale for rejecting authors in this study.
Reason

Comment

Authors

Dialectic

Dialectic does not acknowledge the
importance of ethos and pathos in
discourse

Plato; Ramus; Wilson

Many scholars have made a mark by
preserving or translating work from
previous authors. Unless they made
some other contribution, we only
included the author that inspired them

Quintilian; The unknown
author of Rhetorica ad
Herrenium; Beothius;
Basevorn; Blair; Day; D.J. Hill;
A.S. Hill

Social
contributions

The author’s contributions were social or
cultural, which are not within the scope
of this study

Cereta; de Pisan; Fell;
Grimké; Gates

Focused on
language and
style

Many rhetoricians focused their
attention to the discourse itself, instead
of the rhetoric as a universal art
described by Buchanan.

Unknown author of Principle
of Letter Writing; Erasmus;
Locke; Sheridan; Austin; Bain;
Nietzche; Bakhtin; Richards;
Burke; Derrida; Cixous;
Kristeva

Focused on other
aspects outside of
the study

Some rhetoricians have greatly
contributed to the field in aspects that
were not discussed by Buchanan.

Bacon; Vico; Weaver; Tulmin;
Foucault

Bringing previous
works to light
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Authors that were used
The following is a list of authors that were used in our study.
We provide a brief introduction for each of them and then compare their rhetoric to
Buchanan’s in a table.
G ORGIAS
Gorgias, like the Sophists, believes that truth is not attainable but that we must believe in
something to act.
His approach to rhetoric then is to sell (i.e. hide its flaws) provisional knowledge to an
audience in a way that “[appeals] to us ethically and pathetically as well as logically” (Bizzell
& Herzberg, 1990, p. 38).
I SOCRATES
Isocrates opposed the Sophists on their moral base, and saw rhetoric as an educational tool,
hence not necessarily a persuasive art. Although truth is hard to come by for Isocrates,
rhetoric is all about the logical arguments because of their “civilizing power” (Bizzell &
Herzberg, 1990, p. 45). He, then, did not promote the necessity of a balance between logic
and the other considerations.
A RISTOTLE
Aristotle introduced rhetoric to the system we have come to be familiar with; most of the
characteristics discussed by Buchanan were therefore formalized by him. His exact position
on rhetoric is difficult to find specifically as his book, Rhetoric, thought to be a compilation of
his teaching notes, because he sometimes contradicts itself (Bizzell & Herzberg, 1990).
Although ethical and pathetic considerations are discussed at length, Aristotle condemns
their appeal, leading us to think he sees them as some necessary evil. Balance of ethos, logos
and pathos is therefore not something Aristotle was promoting.
C ICERO
Cicero’s rhetoric is very similar to Aristotle’s, his main contributions might have been to
further discuss and formalize the latter philosopher’s work. More of a practitioner of
rhetoric than his predecessor, Cicero revisits the categories of speech (deliberative, forensic
and ceremonial) and canons of composing (including invention and arrangement).
He also integrates ethos and pathos more prominently in his rhetoric, proposing that the
morals of the speaker transfers to the audience’s morals.
A UGUSTIN
Augustine’s main concern was bringing rhetoric and Christianity together. Scholars have
situated Augustine’s rhetoric very closely to Cicero’s but Augustine also borrows Plato’s aim
to find truth. Augustine’s rhetoric aims at the transmission of Christian truth, whether it is in
ceremonies, education or politics. It was therefore neither about uncertainty nor about
debate or persuasion.
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G EORGE C AMPBELL
Campbell, a Scottish philosopher, proposed that all human faculties should be addressed to
succeed in persuasion. Thinking that rhetoric is mainly targeted at moral reasoning, he
refuses the traditional canons – hence the invention and distribution, and consequently the
balance – in favour of two persuasive steps: excite and satisfy.
R ICHARD W HATELY
Whately furthered Campbell’s effort to update Aristotle’s work, adding a step reminiscent of
invention. The notion of balance is still not introduced.
A RGUMENTATION
Perelman and Olbretch-Tyteca, whilst researching arguments, made their way back to
classical rhetoric and set up to redefine the discipline. Argumentation, dubbed the new
rhetoric was both an update of classical rhetoric and a prescriptive study and classification of
arguments. It insisted on all types of argumentation and firmly reintegrated ethos and
pathos as main points of consideration.
T ABLE OF COMPARISON
Each of the authors has been included in the following table to determine which ones could
be Buchanan’s rhetoric.
The study of each author will be made in the form of a table to keep the results easy to
consult. Each characteristic will be marked by either a ‘Y’ if the form presents the
characteristic, an ‘N’ if it either it does not presents the characteristic or if the characteristic
has not been discussed in the form.
A simple point system is used to determine which of the forms is closest to Buchanan’s
rhetoric. Every Y will give the form a point. An N will not be awarded a point. All
characteristics are valued equally. Only the forms with all possible 6 points will be discussed
afterwards.
Note that complexity is not used in this table since it was not identified by Buchanan. The
selected forms will however be examined for this characteristic.
For clarity, we will use the following abbreviated forms of each characteristic in our tables:







Pe: Persuasion
UA: Universal art
PA: Productive art
Un: Uncertainty
ID: Invention and disposition
BP: Balance and position
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Table 2 Forms of rhetoric and persuasive arts of the classical era.
Form

Pe

UA

PA

Un

ID

BP

TOTAL

Gorgias’s rhetoric

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

6

Isocrates’s rhetoric

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

4

Aristotle’s rhetoric

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

5

Cicero’s rhetoric

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

6

Augustine’s rhetoric

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

4

Campbell’s rhetoric

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

4

Whately’s rhetoric

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

5

Argumentation

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

6

Further investigation
Three forms matched Buchanan’s rhetoric: Gorgias’s rhetoric, Cicero’s rhetoric and
Perelman and Olbretch-Tyteca’s argumentation. To further our goal of establishing
persuasive design, however, one must be chosen.
In this section we will discuss each of these above mentioned forms to see which one best
fits our future interests.

Translation
First, the next step in our research program will require a studious translation of the
principles and concepts of the selected form of rhetoric.
Cicero’s rhetoric proves to be problematic. As Richard Whately effectively puts it:
“He abounds, indeed, with excellent practical remarks — though the best of them are
scattered up and down his works with much irregularity — but his precepts, though of
great weight, as being the result of experience, are not often traced up by him to first
principles; and we are frequently left to guess, not only on what basis his rules are
grounded, but in what cases they are applicable. Of this latter defect a remarkable
instance will be hereafter cited.” (Whately, 1867, p. 20)

Perelman and Olbretch-Tyteca’s Treatise of Argumentation (1958/2008) on the other hand is
highly systematic and rigorous. Gorgias’s rhetoric is also systematically described, providing
important considerations.

Complexity… and stability
Argumentation follows the principles of complexity. Indeed, it is a higher construction built
from the doubt between two or more theses to which audiences can adhere (Chaïm
Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1958/2008), thus following the dialogic principle.
Also, it is based on a system comprising the speaker, the audience and the arguments that
"exists in relation to a situation that is defined by them, but that also defines them" (Tindale,
2004, pp. 134-135), which follows the recursion principle.
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Finally, it consists of a unique combination of the speaker, the audience and the arguments
(Van Eemeren & Grootendorst, 1995; cited by Tindale, 2004) that contains its own limits and
its own definitions of criteria for assessing reasonableness (Tindale 2004), thus following the
hologrammatic principle.
Furthermore, Perelman and Olbretch-Tyteca (1951) introduce the concept of stability which
is highly related to both the recursion and the hologrammatic principle. Indeed, the
coexistence of the speaker, the arguments and the audience create expectancy, at least
from the audience’s point of view, of constancy in the promotion of theses and values. If an
argument or a thesis comes to be disproved, it will taint the orator’s ethos. Argumentation
itself is set up so that arguments must be valid to be included in a discourse. Indeed,
Perelman and Olbretch-Tyteca (1958/2008) divided arguments in two categories: the ones
based on reality and the ones based on preference, leaving no space to fallacies. Crosswhite
will even propose that “ln any rhetorical situation, certain agreements stand fast. or
argumentation is not possible” (1989, p. 165).
The Sophist approach confronts ignorance to provisional knowledge and embraces the
specificity of context. Its concordance to the recurrence principle, however, is less than
clear. In their much focused quest to enable action, the Sophists fail to accept resonance of
the perpetrated knowledge and the consequences of them being false. Stability is not
possible through Gorgias’s rhetoric and, because of this, it fatally leads to the collapse of any
ethos building efforts.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have successfully identified several key elements that were the basis of the
synergy between rhetoric and design. Their elements were the persuasive and uncertain
nature of rhetoric, the idea that it is both a universal and productive art and the inclusion of
an invention and disposition phase that balances ethical, pathetic and logical elements.
Amongst three forms of rhetoric that shared all these attributes with design, Perelman and
Olbretch-Tyteca’s argumentation was selected as the most satisfying because it was
systematic enough to be efficiently translated into design and embraced the complex nature
necessary to building a contemporary approach to design.
From this form, we will be able to translate concepts and principles that can further help
define the synergy between rhetoric and design, but that can also lead to the definition of a
new, persuasive approach to design.
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Abstract: Since its inception the term ‘design fiction’ has generated considerable
interest as a future-focused method of research through design whose aim is to
suspend disbelief about change by depicting prototypes inside diegeses, or ‘story
worlds’. Plausibility is one of the key qualities often associated with suspension of
disbelief, a quality encoded within the artefacts created as design fictions. In this
paper we consider whether by crafting this plausibility, works of design fiction are
inherently, or can become, deceptive. The notion of deception is potentially
problematic for academic researchers who are bound by the research code of ethics
at their particular institution and thus it is important to understand how plausibility
and deception interact so as to understand any problems associated with using
design fiction as a research method. We consider the plausibility of design fictions,
looking at examples that are (1) obviously design fiction, (2) identified as design
fiction, and (3) whose status is either ambiguous or concealed. We then explore the
challenges involved in crafting plausibility by describing our experience of worldbuilding for a design fiction that explores the notion of empathic communications in
a digital world. Our conclusions indicate that the form a design fiction takes, and preexisting familiarity with that form, is a key determinant for whether an audience
mistake it for reality and are deceived. Furthermore we suggest that designers may
become minded to deliberately employ deceitful strategies in order help their design
fiction reach a larger audience,
Keywords: design fiction, plausibility, deception, design futures, speculative design

Introduction
Design fiction is a broad term that occupies a space among the wider miscellany of
speculative design approaches. Speculative designs usually involve conceptual, future
orientated, and critical prototypes. The factor that differentiates and distinguishes designs
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fiction from other speculative design is its novel use of world building to create what
Huizinga described as a ‘magic circle’. More specifically, this is “a place dedicated for the
performance of an act apart” (Huizinga 1955), in design fiction the magic circle is a fictional
world within which speculative prototypes, and their users, can plausibly co-exist. Julian
Bleecker’s ironically titled ‘short essay on design, science, fact and fiction’ (which is nearly
100 pages long) is probably the most influential single text on the topic. Bleecker brought
together several notable ideas and pieces of research to formulate a cohesive story of what
the then-nascent concept might really mean. In the essay Bleecker cites include David Kirby’s
research into how science informs and is represented in cinema, where the diegesis is the
interior of any given story world (2010). Meanwhile Bruce Sterling is generally considered
the originator of the term design fiction and provides the most widely cited definition of the
practice: a suspension of disbelief about change that is achieved through the use of diegetic
prototypes (Sterling 2013). Bleecker also draws on Dourish and Bell’s influential paper (2014)
that observes the crucial interplay between science fiction and ubiquitous computing
research papers.
However, design fiction is arguably pre-paradigmatic and as the practice matures deeper
questions around its nature accumulate (which is perhaps not surprising given the term was
coined just a decade ago). One such question is about the Sterling definition’s liberal use of
the term diegesis, and how that pervades design fiction discourse. Debated by Aristotle and
Plato, the concept of diegesis works harmoniously with Sterling’s definition of design fiction,
so long as diegesis’s meaning is reduced to ‘story world’. However when diegesis is
considered in relation to its similarly ancient counterpart ‘mimesis’ then Sterling’s widely
cited definition appears flawed. Mimesis and diegesis are distinct and different ways of
creating fictional worlds yet design fiction can clearly, and in a number of cases does, be
both, hence a definition revolving around one and not the other is not holistic. Dissecting
Sterling’s well-cited definition is not central to the thesis of this paper itself, but instead
raising this issue is intended to illustrate the accretion of foundational questions about the
nature of design fiction. At this relatively early stage in the development of design fiction as
a practice other fundamental questions about design fiction subsist: is design fiction distinct
from critical design; are design fictions really about the present or the future; do historical
precedents tell us that design speculations are valuable or meaningless; what is the precise
nature of the relationship between ‘research’ and design fiction? Along with an increased
interest in design fiction there is an increasingly substantial body of work to reflect upon and
analyse, it is by reflecting on these works that we can begin to answer individual questions
from the accumulated mass. It is through this reflective approach that this paper addresses
one such question: does striving to build plausibility in to design fictions organically lead to
deception?

Design Fiction Plausibility
Whilst even Sterling’s frequently cited definition of design fiction is debatable, a key element
in any design fiction that seems unequivocally relevant is the notion plausibility. Plausibility
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is an attribute that describes credibility and believability of a concept, as well as its potential
to be a truth. From a design perspective, considering how to imbue speculative design
concepts with plausibility is a significant challenge, given that plausibility is a subjective
matter and is personal to each person engaging with a design fiction.
From an academic perspective while presenting a design fiction as credible and believable
may be reasonable aspirations being deliberately deceptive and making fictions look like fact
challenges what it is to undertake ethical research. There are precedents for acceptable
deception within the context of some academic disciplines such as experimental psychology
where it is deemed acceptable as long as the possible scientific, educational, or applied
value justify the deception (Christensen 1988). Deception is commonly used within the
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) field in the form of the so-called Wizard of Oz technique.
This is in reference to the 1939 Wizard of Oz movie starring Judy Garland in which the
Wizard hides behind a curtain and used a voice amplifier and avatar projection to pretend to
be ‘The Great and Powerful Oz’. In a similar way HCI researchers surreptitiously intercept
communications between participant and a computer system to supply the responses and
actions, giving the appearance of a functional system, where in fact none exists. The purpose
is normally to gauge user reactions. The deception in this case is deemed acceptable as their
is generally negligible risk of harm comes to the participants (Goode 1996) and ultimately
such deception is revealed.
Whilst a similar argument of justifiable deception could be used for applications of design
fiction in academic contexts as they are unlikely to present any risk of harm to their
audience, a worthy contribution to design fiction’s discourse is a framework for considering
how and if deception is deliberately built in to design fictions, or emerges from how they are
presented. Laying tentative foundations for how such a framework might be put together,
the following examples are placed on spectrum of presentation possibilities covering
artefacts that are obviously design fiction, identified as design fiction, and those whose
status is deliberately ambiguous or concealed. In the following sections we will explore why
these labels are suitable and what properties design fictions in each category have in
common with each other.

Obviously Design Fiction
These design fictions, no matter how plausible the subject matter, make signposts clearly
visible to the audience. These signposts demonstrate clearly, even if not explicitly
communicated then perhaps using the language of aesthetics, that by engaging with the
work the audience is being invited to enter the magic circle. What is within the circle is a
performance. It is ‘other’. For example, in the design fiction video Uninvited Guests
[//vimeo.com/128873380] created by design agency Superflux [superlux.in] for the
ThingTank [thingtank.org] project, a number of design elements are adopted that appear to
have been chosen to deliberately signify their fictional nature. The film presents the
character Thomas, aged 70, who has lived alone since his wife died. The story premise is that
his children have sent him a number of smart devices that allow them to track and monitor
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his diet, health and sleep from a distance. The devices are a fork, walking stick, pill container,
and various sensors that both provide Thomas with feedback but also increasingly trigger
messages from his family when he deviates from the rules imposed by the devices. Whilst all
the smart devices are mundane in nature, in the film they represented by fluorescent 3D
printed objects rather than more realistic artefacts. This deliberate choice is described by
the designers as a way of representing the artefacts as “ghosts of the future” in which the
form is unimportant in relation to their “monitoring, logging, tracking and processing of
ambient feedback” (Superflux 2015). Along with the title of the video this serves to highlight
the critical stance of the creators towards currents trends within the design of the Internet
of Things, something that has been characterised by Evgeny Morozov as “‘solutionism’– the
idea that given the right code, algorithms and robots, technology can solve all of mankind's
problems, effectively making life ‘frictionless’ and trouble-free” (Morozov 2012). Arguably
this decision would characterise Uninvited Guests as Critical Design (Dunne 2008) rather
than design fiction, but a discussion around the subtleties of such an academic distinction is
outside the scope of this particular paper.

Identified as Design Fiction
In this category we consider design fictions whose designers overtly identify their work as a
design fiction. The first example in this category is the video A Digital Tomorrow
[//vimeo.com/48204264] developed by members of the Near Future Laboratory as part of
the Curious Rituals project [//curiousrituals.wordpress.com/about/]. The aim of the project
was to identify gestures, postures and rituals that have emerged with our use of digital
technologies such as mobile phones, RFID cards etc. In the document produced for the
project they highlight gestures such as ‘The Periscope’ (Nova, Miyake, Chiu, and Kwon 2012)
whereby people hold their phone above their heads at events such as music concerts to
record videos or take pictures. In addition to highlighting the gestures that are already
observable they speculate about future gestures by extrapolating forward in time from
contemporarily emerging technologies, such as face recognition. As with Uninvited Guests
the film takes a slightly irreverent tone in that it is depicts these gestures and rituals outside
the glossy and white-walled worlds that are the norm in the corporate ‘vapour fiction’
(Lindley 2015) videos that often promote new technologies. However, unlike Uninvited
Guests the artefacts and systems represented are aesthetically mundane as are the
environments in which the technology lives. The technologies does not always function
correctly, a factor that resonates with our lived experiences. As such, certain elements have
ambiguous quality whereby they might be considered real, particularly if the viewer is
unfamiliar with the concept of design fictions.
The second example is a design fiction research paper, Game of Drones (Lindley and Coulton
2015). This is a curious format, and does not present the results of a design fiction
experiment but rather the whole paper is a fictitious account of a research project that never
happened. The paper describes a trial in which drones are used to provide services to local
authorities, aiding in the enforcement of local by-laws. Specifically it presents a gamified
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system in which retired members of the police and armed services act as remote drone
pilots helping to enforce by-laws relating to parking offences and dog fouling in a small UK
city. The whole interaction takes place through a game-like interface and points are awarded
for catching other citizens infringing upon the rules. The paper was submitted for The ACM
SIGCHI Annual Symposium on Computer-Human Interaction in Play (CHI PLAY) 2015 in the
‘Work in Progress’ section. The paper indicates its fictional nature by including design fiction
as a keyword at the start of the paper and revealing itself as a speculative artefact in the
paper’s conclusion. As authors of this paper we note that when the paper was reviewed the
reviewers responses indicated that they had not fully grasped the fictitious nature of the
paper and this was echoed by some of the reactions of other researchers when the work
was presented at the conference (Lindley and Coulton 2016). Much of the confusion may be
due to the fact the paper is written in the style of ‘real’ papers in this field. This perhaps
suggests that unless the fiction is highlighted significantly within the artefact, our emotional
engagement with the fictional world, especially if it resembles a familiar form, might
override the signposts explicitly pointing out its fictional nature.
The paper now resides in the ACM digital library. Interestingly the automated classification
system also struggles with the fictitious nature of the project (see Figure 1). The library’s
automated classification algorithm suggests the work is about robotic artificial intelligence
and robotic systems relevant to government organisations. This highlights that the algorithm
is susceptible to the plausibility of the Game of Drones fiction, inheriting the subjectivity of
the humans that developed it.
One famous example of emotional engagement overriding logical reasoning, as previously
discussed, is Orson Welles’ contemporary retelling of H.G. Wells’ War of Worlds in a radio
programme on Sunday, October 30, 1938 which allegedly produced a wide scale panic
amongst many of the show’s listeners who believed it to be true. While not strictly design
fiction, War of the Worlds is nonetheless a useful example of how an audience can be
deceived. The reported numbers of people who believed the show was real is now disputed,
but there were undoubtedly some who were enchanted by the way the story was presented.
The first two thirds of the one-hour broadcast were presented as a series of simulated news
bulletins, which suggested an actual alien invasion was currently in progress. Although
popular mythology holds that a disclaimer was hastily added as the CBS executives became
aware of the panic caused by the programme, in actual fact announcements describing the
programme as a dramatisation of a work of fiction had always been planned and were made
at at the beginning, before the middle break, after the middle break, and at the end of the
broadcast.
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Figure 1 Automated Document Classification for Design Fiction Paper Game of Drones

What this discussion highlights is that by creating plausible fictions audiences may end up
being deceived, despite the efforts of the designer, and that the level of the deception is
heavily influenced by the relationship between the format of the fiction, and the formats
that the fiction’s audience is familiar with. In each of these cases the boundary of the magic
circle is clearly defined and communicated to the audience, however when the artefact is a
pastiche of a familiar form, it seems audiences are sometimes incapable of discerning fact
from fiction, or indeed fantasy.

Ambiguous or Concealed Design Fiction
The final category relates to concepts that do not reveal that they are design fictions or are
deliberately ambiguous. The example we consider is Audio Tooth Implant by Loizeau and
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Auger. Whilst not originally identified as a design fiction by the designers we would argue it
posses the attributes of design fiction in that it infers a world, not simply an artefact. The
premise is that a miniature audio receiver can be implanted into a user's tooth during
routine dental surgery. The tooth is coupled to a mobile phone which receives a long-range
signal, the mobile phone then transmits a low frequency signal which energises the dormant
receiver (in the tooth) by magnetic near field effects. A transducer then converts this signal
into low amplitude vibrations that are received in the user’s inner ear through bone
transduction. The audio tooth implant was presented using a video [//vimeo.com/7485316]
and demo model of a clear resin tooth with an electronic chip at its core at Future Products
exhibition at the Science Museum in London in 2002. The video makes no mention of the
speculative nature of the tooth design but instead is presented as promotional film from the
Mibec corporation. The video dubs new audio over archive clips from old movies to highlight
the features of the device. The video does not indicate to the viewer the fictitious nature of
the tooth, and, as this format of the video has been regularly used in the advertising industry
this presentation may actually make the video and the tooth concept seem more plausible.
The audio tooth implant received significant press coverage and while some reports
indicated the tooth’s purpose was actually “only supposed to help stimulate debate about
future wearable computing devices” (BBC News 2002) the vast majority of reports presented
it as a prototype intended for future production and ultimately it resulted in it being named
by Time Magazine as one of the best inventions of 2002 (Time Magazine 2002). Whilst this
misunderstanding could simply have been down to the plausible format in which the fiction
was presented there was in fact a conscious decision by the two designers to be deceitful
about their presentation of the tooth. In a 2006 interview with Wired Magazine ‘Lying
Through Their Teeth’ the two designers explain this decision. Initially the press were not
readily engaging with story and after a reporter had lost interest “after learning the implant
was just an idea meant to stimulate conversation, not an actual invention” (Metz 2006) they
decided maybe the needed to make it seem more ‘real’. Therefore when the next reporter
phoned they transitioned the tooth from conversation starter to prototypical product. They
told the reporter that they “were looking to build a prototype, and, yes, possibly have it
available within a year” (Metz 2006). All the coverage in the international mainstream
media reporting resulted from this untruth. The designers said they had no qualms about
manipulating the media as they didn't express much scepticism about the product and many
details in the resulting articles were fabricated by the reporters. Whist this justification may
be acceptable for artists or students (as the two designers were at the time of the hoax) it
presents ethical challenges in other contexts.
In most cases cases design fictions are not deliberately deceptive, but rather the magic
circle’s boundary is indistinct. Misunderstandings and incorrectly interpreting a piece of
design fiction as truth generally result from the format in which the design fiction is
presented being familiar to the audience, this familiarity appears to lead to ambiguity. For
most design fictions then, we must allow more than one interpretation. However, as the last
example illustrates in the search for more plausibility (plausibility that may also lead to
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greater publicity) it may be tempting for designers to drift towards intentional deception. To
understand how, when faced with this dilemma, designers deal with the challenge the
following section describes our own experience of world building for a deliberately
ambiguous design fiction.

Crafting Design Fiction Plausibility
As previously discussed design fictions are predominantly about creating plausible worlds in
which particular artefacts would logically exist and whilst the previous case studies provide
some insight, to quote Bruce Sterling “the best way to understand the many difficulties of
design fiction is to attempt to create one” (Sterling 2014). Therefore in this section we
consider the world building and subsequent artefacts created, within a research through
design context (Frayling 1993, Gaver 2012). In this case it is a design fiction that explores the
premise of empathic communications in a digital world: what if the Internet of Things could
leverage empathy sensors?
In the research literature, empathy has yet to be completely understood; although studies
thus far indicate the existence of three complementary, yet distinguishable, ‘kinds’ of
empathy (Coulton, Huck, Hudson-Smith, Ralph, Mavros, Roberts, and Powell 2014):
1. Cognitive: The act of understanding how another person is feeling - but not
necessarily also experiencing that particular feeling yourself.
2. Affective: Actually feeling the same feelings as another individual as a direct result
of their affective state.
3. Compassionate: Feelings and/or expressions of concern and sympathy that are
driven by empathy.
Whilst these descriptions provide us an understanding of how users might experience
empathy, they provide little guidance for how we might identify when this experience
occurs. In this research we draw from both fiction and science to build our plausible world in
which empathy can be identified by computational means. The main fictional inspiration
comes from the 1982 film Blade Runner, which is an adaptation of Philip K Dick’s novel, Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep (Dick, 1968). The film presents a vision of the future with
flying cars and sophisticated artificial humans known as replicants (androids in the original
novel). Whilst the technology presents a compelling vision of a possible future in a highly
technological age, it poses the more fundamental question of what it means to be human in
such a society. This is explored through one of the central elements of the film, a test known
as Voight-Kampff, that measures bodily functions such as respiration, blush response, heart
rate and eye movement, in response to emotionally provocative questions (Sammon, 1996).
Replicants are unable to communicate the feeling of empathy for which these responses are
indicative and, thus, are easily distinguished from humans by the Blade Runners. A
physiological measurement of empathy was considered by Neumann and Westbury (2011)
who identified eye movement, blinks, blood pressure, blood volume, electrodermal activity,
and heart rate as possible correlates to empathy. Their work suggests that a real Voight-
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Kampff machine could be developed in the near future and provides a plausible scientific
premise for the design fiction that is described the following sections.

World Building - The Empathy SDK
In the current age of digital development the most common way of allowing the creation of
new products and services is through software and tools that would allow deployment
across a range of platforms. Therefore the core of the design fiction world is the creation of
the Digital Empathic Language (DEL) and associated Software Development Kit (SDK). An SDK
allows developers and software designers to to utilise the core functions of programming
languages such as the DEL. In doing so software developers can create new products and
services. SDKs usually include a reference library detailing precisely what core functions are
available to developers, so as part of the world building process for this design fiction a
complete outline for the functionality, an overview of this is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Overview of Empathy SDK Features

Having designed the platform through which all our empathy products and services could be
created the question arises as how do we create plausibility for this platform, without
actually developing it. In the past many startup companies developing new technical
products would seek venture capital investment. In recent years crowdfunding has become
commonplace, either through rewards based services such as KickStarter or Crowdfunder
(that are effectively a pre-sales approach) or via equity based services such as the Syndicate
Room or Crowdcube. It is arguable that all the products and services on KickStarter are
‘fictional’ until they are made tangible, first through reaching their funding goal but more
importantly through successful research, development and production cycles after funding is
achieved. Crowdfunding services such as Kickstarter typically require short videos to
promote the proposed product or service, and in this instance we decided to adopt this form
to present the DEL SDK design fiction. The video illustrated in Figure 3 presents a scenario
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where a team of computer scientists discuss the need for greater empathy online and how
this could be achieved through with an empathy SDK. They describe a series of plausible
scenarios and use cases to illustrate the empathy SDK’s potential. The video does not
highlight either that it is a design fiction or that the aim is develop a Kickstarter campaign.

Figure 3 Collection of Screenshots from Empathy SDK Video

Artefacts within the World : Voight-Kampff Machine and Doctor Patient
Empathic Receiver
Having created the design fiction world through the empathy SDK this world can be
populated with more specific artefacts that make sense within that world.
The first example uses a medical scenario to present an application of the SDK capability
within a wearable device. The device, to be worn by doctors, houses an earphone, camera
and a processor. The device assists a doctor, when interacting with a patient, in gauging the
emotional state of the patient. This information would be presented to the doctor through
the earpiece and it was envisioned it could be used to as part of the training given to student
doctors to improve the quality of their interactions with patients.
The product was designed as 3D model which was used to produce a technical manual for
the apparatus with guidance on its usage (Figure 4). As with the SDK, care was taken to
adopt a familiar aesthetic, in this case the produced manual is very similar to those included
with smartphones, tablets, or other similar devices.
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Figure 4 Doctor Patient Empathic Receiver User Guide

The second of artefacts deliberately references the Voight-Kampff machine from Philip K
Dick’s future world but imagines how we might present such a device so that it would be
considered plausible today. In the film Blade Runner this design of the Voight-Kampff
machine was a briefcase sized device which clearly echoed the computers or polygraph
machines of 1982 when the film was made. Today phones and tablets are ubiquitous and it
is more plausible to imagine an empathy-detecting device either within a smartphone or as a
peripheral device to be used in conjunction with a smartphone. In terms of proposed
useage, clearly using this device to detect rogue androids is not a plausible scenario, so we
envisaged the device as a way of gauging empathic responses in online communications
between individuals not known to each other, for example on online dating sites. A demo
video was created to be associated with the Empathy SDK in order to highlight potential
devices that will be built through the development of the SDK. The demo deliberately shows
the system as a prototype using conventional laptops as stand-ins for the devices until the
Kickstarter campaign enables their production.
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Figure 5 Proposed Voight-Kampff Machine Design to work with iPhone

Evaluation
Although we did consider setting up a fake KickStarter page to connect all the artefacts into
a single story world we felt that this would be deliberately deceitful. Instead we merely
linked the videos through social media channels with nothing to highlight the work as part of
a design fiction, lending the work an ambiguous character. In total both videos have
obtained over 1000 views although 90% of those being for the main empathy SDK which is
not insignificant for a 5 minute video. The likely disparity between views is that the dating
scenario only really makes sense in the world created through the empathy SDK. Whilst the
videos attracted many positive comments and a press enquiry it was the email
correspondence shown in Figure 6 that is most relevant to our previous discussion.
Whilst we wrote back and explained the fictional nature of the project, it took a considerable
effort to convince the filmmaker that we had no intention of actually making the VoightKampff machine. This seems to support the earlier example of Loizeau and Auguer’s Tooth
Impact, that the journalists may be attracted to the story worlds created by design fiction,
and it would be easy to try and garner publicity by creating a hoax that was only marginally
more elaborate than this design fiction.
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Figure 6 Email in regard Voight-Kampff Machine

Conclusions
In this paper we considered the plausibility of design fictions. Do well crafted design fictions
tend towards plausibility, or is it the designers who intentionally deceive their audience to
make their design fiction worlds appear real when in fact they are not? Like many
techniques that plot current trajectories in order to utilise future visions as a means to
reflect on our present, the ability of design fictions to perform as rhetorical tools is generally
attributed to the plausibility of the worlds they present. If we consider dictionary meanings
of plausible, it is synonymous with ‘something that is not obviously untrue’. However, design
fictions are, by definition, untruths. So, success design fictions strive to be ‘not obviously
untrue’ while notwithstanding the fact that any design fiction’s kernel is intentionally and
fundamentally untrue. This contradiction creates tension, a tension stemming from a design
fiction’s intention to showcase unreal worlds in a manner that strives to appear real. The
properties that can influence the relationships between these factors are at the behest of
the speculative designer's crafting of any given design fiction world. Exploring how
designers’ decisions impact upon the ability of their creations to deceive is the purpose of
this paper.
We can conclude with a concrete answer to the question asked in the paper’s title: yes. The
search for plausibility can (and frequently does) lead to deception. We can say this because
of the strange contradiction between a design fiction’s ‘plausibility’ (truth) and ‘fiction’
(untruth). Looked at from this angle however the question of design fiction is shoehorned
into a ‘non sequiturial’ space by the paradoxical nature of the phrase ‘plausible design
fiction’. Perhaps the more intriguing part of the question we asked relates to the
intentionality embodied within the word deceit. It seems that design fiction as a method
tends toward deception, but that is a property of design fiction itself, and the only intrinsic
intention behind that deceit comes from the decision to use design fiction in the first place.
Beneath this fundamental property of design fiction though is another potential layer of
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intentional deceit coming from the autonomy of the designer and what choices they have
taken about how to present their design fiction. We considered example presentations of
design fictions and classify them as: obviously design fiction; identified as design fiction; and
deliberately ambiguous design fictions. Through our examination of how the examples fit
into these categories, as well as documenting our own experience of building a plausible
design fiction world, we suggest that while instances of designers being deliberately
deceptive are rare, well crafted design fictions can be very ambiguous even when
purposefully signposted or explicitly described as design fiction by the designer. Driving the
latent deception within any well crafted design fiction appears to be the familiarity of the
format in which it is presented to its audience. While Marshall McLuhan famously said the
‘medium is the message’, we would argue that by transcending the designer’s intentions and
becoming entangled with the audience’s assumptions and inclinations, in design fiction the
format is the message. This is perhaps best described in metaphor by appropriating the duck
test, “if it walks like a duck, quacks like a duck, then it probably is a duck”
[//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duck_test]. We would equate the ‘metaphorical duck’ to the
format a design fiction adopts, and whether that format is depicted in a way that befits the
content. For example, the algorithms and/or humans that come across the Game of Drones
design fiction in the ACM digital library, may conclude that “it looks like a research paper, it
is in the format of a research paper, so it probably is a research paper”. Likewise the
audience of the Empathy SDK’s crowdfunding video may ask themselves “if it looks like a
crowdfunding video, and it sounds like a crowdfunding video, then it probably is a
crowdfunding video”..
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Abstract: The concept of graphicality first appeared in the work of Edgar Allan Poe.
Taking its title from Poe’s painterly metaphor, this paper seeks to understand how
graphicality may inform aspects of design thinking that have been neglected. We
explore the current use, origins and aspects of graphicality, and contextualise it in
some real world scenarios to reaffirm how we live in a graphic age, and how
graphicality must be better understood in the way we comprehend other displays of
human ability, such as musicality. Poe provides us with a starting point for relating
the physical and mental domains of image interpretation. Graphicality is shown to
work on a continuum between subjectivity and objectivity, not as something to be
measured but appreciated in how it enhances understanding and knowledge. This
has implications for many academic disciplines, specifically in how it enhances our
appreciation of the graphic in graphic design.
Keywords: graphicality, literary theory, cognitive science, textual studies

Introduction
Approached from the perspective of graphic design, the impetus for this paper has been to
establish what constitutes graphicality. The inquiry began with the rudimentary question: Is
there such a word? If so, what does it mean and how is it used? Early speculations were
that the concept is most probably related to something that can be measured, but with
some astonishment a search for its origins suggested something very different.
Thirty years ago the word graphic did not appear in dictionaries except as a listing under the
generic word “graph”. Yet, graph is now inflected by various forming adjectives and nouns
that determine the state or quality of being graphic or graphical, performing graphically,
defining graphicness, and displaying graphicacy. To this can now be added the word
graphicality to denote the condition of being graphical. Other words with the same suffix
include musicality, theatricality, monumentality, literality or humility. We generally
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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understand what these words mean in that, for instance, musicality refers to the ability or
quality associated with music. In this paper we ask what does graphicality stand for? What
are the abilities or qualities associated with being graphic?
We reflect on the state of graphicness by examining the properties and factors associated
with graphicality. The aim is to explore how the concept of graphicality is useful in design by
exposing the various meanings that have been assigned to graphicality. We will achieve this
by outlining some examples of how we live in an increasingly sophisticated graphic age, by
introducing the emergence of the term graphicality, discussing its current usage, and
speculate on the potential it offers design discourse.

Living in a graphic age
The eponymous tendency to define an era by age – be it industrial, digital, urban or anything
else that delineates time and space – is a predisposition of our time. Some phenomena are
so much a part of our everyday existence they defy time and space by adapting to cultural,
societal, economical and technological change. Two examples are the act of reading and
writing, or the notion of human settlement.
In 2008 we crossed a threshold when more than half of the world’s population came to live
in urban environments. This deemed that we now live in the urban age (McGrath, 2013, p.8).
Similar to the way the majority of people who live in urban settlements have led us to refer
to an urban age, the majority of people who now read and write (UIS Fact Sheet, 2013)
suggests we also live in a literary age. With the increasing acknowledged importance that so
called visual language plays in our lives it has also been suggested we have embarked on a
“visual information age” (MacEachren, 1995, p.v). More succinct than this is the view that
we live as much in a “graphic age” (Harland, 2012) in acknowledgement that graphic
communication is so fundamental to our everyday existence. This reflects in not only our
ability to communicate through various forms of graphic representations that combine
cognitive and corporeal experience, but also a proliferation of all things graphic to define
interfaces, equalizers, novels, tablets, comics, even violence. If further substantiation is
needed, in television programmes about science, sport and culture, graphic phenomena
increasingly define a state of things. For example, the physicist Brian Cox shows us the
power of tides “graphically”; the photographer William Klein’s early geometric work is said
to be influenced by “a strong graphic eye”; or the “very graphic” nature of art house movie
Who are you, Polly Magoo.
This corresponds with the increasing complexity of graphic display in everyday objects, and
the visual culture associated with leisure activities such as music and sport. For example, the
death of David Bowie reminds us of just how important the vision in “sound and vision” has
become, typified on the cover of his album Aladdin Sane in 1973. Compared to the relatively
sedate appearance of The Beatles' album covers some ten years earlier with their suits and
ties, portraying a degree of formality, the lightening flash across the Bowie’s face and his
dyed orange hair emphasised dramatic change in what had become acceptable standards in
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popular culture after the upsurge of Pop Art. With regards to sport, in 1966 England won
the football world cup wearing plain red shirts with nothing more than the “three lions
emblem” on their chest and white numbers on their back, kicking a plain tan-coloured
football. In the 2014 world cup in Brazil, English players wore shirts (white or red) featuring
the three lions positioned underneath a single gold star signifying the number of times they
had won the tournament, the emblem also appearing on shorts. This was accompanied with
a custom-designed typeface for numbers (also containing the three lions emblem) and
names emblazoned on player’s back. Additionally, the Nike kit sponsor symbol featured on
shirts, shorts and socks.
Furthermore, the 2014 World Cup tournament ball carried the Adidas mark, FIFA World Cup
symbol, and official match ball name with a new overall abstract surface pattern, which has
become the norm for each tournament. Players could be seen kicking the ball wearing
Adidas Predator Instinct patterned boots with geometric black and white pattern and
orange/red stripes synonymous with the Adidas visual identity. This is part of a gradual
graphic transition since 1998 from the simple three white stripes on black boot consistent
with the basic boot appearance since 1958. See figure 1.

Figure 1 Adidas football boots from 1958 (left) and 2014 (right), illustrating the change in surface
patterning. The three stripe device associated with the brand visual identity is still present
and both are distinctive, but the latter displays more complex imagery and integration with
the product in the way the sole is also a surface for pattern. Source: Creative Review (June
2014, pp.32–33)

These graphic objects find their way into local parks and playing fields as young aspiring
footballers wear replica boots and kits, and kick imitation branded footballs. Their goal is as
much to display their graphic prowess through the graphic complexity associated with the
sporting world, as part of emulating their football heroes.

The origin and use of graphicality
Graphicality as a term first emerged in the humanities, but has since been further used
within the disciplines of computational mathematics, cognitive science, and textuality
studies. In this section we describe the origin of the word and trace its usage across a variety
of academic disciplines.
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The origin of graphicality
The term graphicality appears to have been first introduced by author, poet, editor and
literary critic, Edgar Allan Poe in the mid-1840’s through the discipline of literary criticism.
Specifically referring to Margaret Fuller’s Summer on the Lakes, he commented:
“Many of the descriptions in this volume are unrivalled for graphicality, (why is there
not such a word?) for the force with which they convey the true by the novel or
unexpected, by the introduction of touches which other artists would be sure to omit
as irrelevant to the subject. This faculty, too, springs from her subjectiveness, which
leads her to paint a scene less by its features than by its effects.” (Poe, 1858, p.74)

In further illustrating graphicality, Poe quoted Fuller’s description of Niagara, italicizing the
passages that inspired this newly awakened term:
“Daily these proportions widened and towered more and more upon my sight, and I
got, at last, a proper foreground for these sublime distances. Before coming away, I
think I really saw the full wonder of the scene. After a while it so drew me into itself as
to inspire an undefined dread, such as I never knew before, such as may be felt when
death is about to usher us into a new existence. The perpetual trampling of the water
seized my senses. I felt that no other sound, however near, could be heard, and would
start and look behind me for a foe. I realized the identity of that mood of nature in
which these waters were poured down with such absorbing force, with that in which
the Indian was shaped on the same soil. For continually upon my mind came, unsought
and unwelcome, images, such as had never haunted it before, of naked savages
stealing behind me with uplifted tomahawks. Again and again this illusion recurred,
and even after I had though it over, and tried to shake it off, I could not help starting
and looking behind me.” (Fuller, 1843. p.5)

Poe’s literary definition of graphicality referred to a scene described indirectly through the
introduction of non-central items, such as subjective feelings. The main object of the
narrative is described through the non-direct signs surrounding and contributing to it; the
narrator fleshes-out the key ideas, objects and expressions through personal insight. Poe
believed in the effectiveness of this scheme, employing literary graphicality in his own work,
perhaps the key reason why his works were so widely illustrated by such artists as Manet,
Gauguin, Beardsley, Whistler and many hundreds of others (Pollin, 1989, p.3). One of
Redon’s lithographs is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Odilon Redon’s third lithograph from series À Edgar Poe. (Pollin, 1989, p.27)
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Literary graphicality allowed Poe and others to offer the reader what was required to paint a
mental image of a situation in a way contrary to direct and exhaustive description (he
disapproved of the use of the unnecessary) yet in the personal and subjective. As Poe
stated, “An outline frequently stirs the spirit more pleasantly than the most elaborate
picture” (1880, p.627).

The use of graphicality
Although first introduced as a literary concept, it has become more useful in computational
mathematics, cognitive science and textuality studies. In mathematical graph theory, a graph
is “realized” (exists) when it obeys the Erdős-Gallai theorem, also known as the graphicality
equation. “Sequences that admit realizations as simple graphs are called graphical, and we
refer to their realizability property as graphicality” (Del Genio, Gross, & Bassler, 2011, p.1).
Simple graphs are composed of nodes (points) and links (lines connecting the nodes). When
a simple graph can be constructed by a set of nodes and links “without any parts left over”
as shown in Figure 3, it exhibits graphicality (K. E. Bassler, personal communication, October
6, 2015).

Figure 3 A set of mathematical nodes and links forming a simple graph exhibiting graphicality.

The logician and cognitive scientist, Atsushi Shomojima explores the relationship and
boundaries between graphicality and linguisticity (the quality of being linguistic) by applying
concepts from philosophy, logic, artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology. His aim is
not to prove that there is a distinct boundary between the two, but to find if there are
properties shared by all graphic representations and no linguistic representations, or viceversa (Shimojima, 1999, p.314). Shimojima’s findings are inconclusive, as none of his seven
proposed methods satisfy his requirements, meaning that it remains possible that
linguisticity and graphicality are not mutually exclusive states, sharing various properties.
Dual-coding theory, discussed later in this paper, suggests that the human brain shares
graphical and linguistic stimuli through referential connections, suggesting that no such
boundary exists (Paivio, 1986, pp.53–83), but more research should be done, through
disciplines such as philosophy and logic, cybernetics, and systems-thinking, to define the
behaviour of such boundaries – helping to further resolve this issue.
Textuality studies offer a unique perspective from which we can witness several overlapping
properties of linguisticity and graphicality. Morris Eaves describes the “interwoven central
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concerns” of textuality as authority, transmission and representation (Eaves, 2002, p.99).
Eaves sees graphicality as having the same central concerns as textuality and implies that
they are therefor inseparable concepts, (Eaves cites the negative effects of the
disembodiment of William Blake’s illustrated texts, one of which is shown in Figure 4, as they
were re-published without their original illuminations).

Figure 4 The cover of William Blake’s “Songs of Innocence”. (Retrieved from
http://tinyurl.com/ox3285f)

Poetry often solicits the use of graphical properties to convey meaning. Drucker (2015)
corroborates the universally graphical nature of textual poetry, yet notes that only some
examples exploit graphicality sufficiently, becoming diagrammatical, employing further
spatial modulations. Graphical expressions such as line breaks, distance between words,
positioning for visual emphasis, referential iconography, musical score-like and script-like
mechanisms, and employing mise-en-scene, are just some of the visual mechanics of this
kind of poetry. One example is Frédéric Forte’s Minute-Operas, which is said to employ
“dynamic expressions” of graphicality while reflecting values of earlier works of the Italian
Futurists such as Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (Drucker, 2015). See Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5 Poem from Forte’s “Minute-Operas”. (Retrieved from http://tinyurl.com/nw54xcd)
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Figure 6 Section of Marinetti’s “Les Mots en Liberté”. (Retrieved from http://tinyurl.com/pssesvv)

In these various fields graphicality is at times associated with simplicity and efficiency, as in
the case of computational mathematics. The use of graph theory in other disciplines such as
geography means graphicality is also present in other domains. In cognitive science this
extends to mean other forms of representation such as a geometric diagram, map of a
country or a print of Mount Fuji by Hokusai. “Pictures, images and diagrams are graphical
representations while sets of sentences are linguistic representations” (Shimojima, 1999,
p.313). This flawed duality (flawed in the sense that linguistic representations are also
graphic representations) sets apart “drawing” from “writing” practice in such a way that
graphical representation is more diverse than the representation of words through writing
systems limited to alphabetic characters. In this scenario, where the boundary between
graphicality and linguisticity has been elusive, it is because as soon as linguistics moves away
from spoken sound it assumes the more material qualities readily associated with
graphicality.
Current use of the term thus refers to concrete manifestations more visual than verbal,
picture than language, image than word, depictive than written, figural than discursive,
shown than said – all standing in opposition to reinforce what Elkins (1999: 84) asserts “the
domain of images” as a poorly understood field of inquiry. And yet the origin of graphicality
is seemingly linguistic.
Poe’s use of graphicality to stand for the power of word compositions to invoke truth,
novelty, and the unexpected, also utilizes a supporting painterly metaphor to impress on the
reader a feeling of subjective sensation. The sole use of words to do this – compared with
the mathematician’s medium of the graph with its reliance on line, shape, spatial relations,
words and numbers – contrasts with the opposing graphic-linguistic duality. But it is an
acknowledgement of the picturing intended in textuality studies and its assimilation of
verbal-visual form.
A critical question therefore arises from these variable descriptions of graphicality. How do
mathematical, linguistic, textual and visual approaches incite graphicality? One answer is
found in Allan Paivio’s (1986, pp.53–83) concept of cognition known as dual-coding theory.
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In dual-coding theory, the brain is believed to process signals through two separate channels
of perception: one visual, and one verbal. The visual stream processes images and events,
naturally fostering non-verbal modes of representation, but the other stream processes
language and text. So how might this stream stimulate our perception of graphicality?
During the process of dual-coding, some words entering the verbal processing channel are
capable of referencing imagery, and through the referential connections between the verbal
and non-verbal processing channels, words and text cause us to visualize images in our
minds (see Figure 7). Because of the brain’s ability to establish referential connections
between the two processing channels, words can become images and images can become
words. Just as easily as we can comment on something we see, we can visualize a thing
communicated to us through speech or text (Paivio, 1986, pp.53–83).

Figure 7 Diagram of dual coding process. (Paivio, 1986, p.67)

Contemplating graphicality from this perspective acknowledges it as a transmissive state
between form and the neurological process of observation and interpretation. It provides
one explanation for the continuing argument about the way humans think through verbal
and non-verbal systems, said to be one of the most “vexing issues” (Manghani, Arthur, &
Simons, 2006, p.195) in cognitive science. Common parlance for the visual dualism is the
“mind’s eye” or “mental imagery”. But when there is the same emphasis as Poe – on words
that paint pictures – these have also been called “vivid verbal representations”, “verbal
imagery and metaphoric language” or “imagistic language”. Further distinction has been
made as “graphic images [pictures, statues, designs]” and “mental images [dreams,
memories, ideas, fantasmata]” as determined by different intellectual disciplines (Mitchell,
1986, p.10) whereas others directly associated with graphic objects refer simply to the
“graphic eye” (Poyner, 2002) in association with graphic design. Graphicality in this real
sense purports to both the corporeal and incorporeal.

Aspects of graphicality
“Properties like size, scale, position etc. all have values in spatial systems as well as
graphical ones, but they are essential to graphical expression. So, I consider
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graphicality to be those properties and characteristics that are inherent to visual
expression.” (Drucker, personal communication, September 27, 2015)

Graphicality is a fundamental mode of expressiveness, and can be contrasted to other modes
of expression, such as musicality, theatricality, and vocality (Drucker, personal
communication, September 27, 2015). Various theorists have deconstructed the elements
of graphicality. Based on Gestalt perception principles, Rudolph Arnheim (1974) describes
the visual aspects of balance, shape, form, space, light, colour, movement, and dynamics and
expression. Jacques Bertin ([1967] 1983, p.42) refers to size, value, texture, color,
orientation and shape, within a signifying space (space) and while admitting movement’s
role, discounts it, focusing on static graphics. Colin Ware (2013, pp.153–156) introduces
“preattentive cues”, which fall under the categories of form, colour, motion, and spatial
position, and include various attributes such as size, orientation, hue, intensity and twodimensional position and others.
However, these various word groupings are a random set of conditions and characteristics
that do not distinguish between defining properties and external factors. For example,
colour or shape are defining properties of an object whereas ‘balance’ and ‘spatial position’
are external factors. This randomness needs closer attention.
From the perspective of art practice, a more succinct set of principal elements that
contribute to our understanding of objects in the visual world have been identified as line,
shape, tone, colour, texture, form, scale, space and light (Cohen & Anderson, 2006, p.9). But
again it is not a consistent group of descriptors. These nine elements can be divided into
two parts; the first six being defining properties but the last three – scale, space and light –
are external factors that regulate or govern the visual appearance in a similar way to
balance, orientation, and movement.
These properties and factors are organised in various combinations as configurational
patterns to establish coherent representations. As design, these properties have been
explained as multimodal, that is, a combination of elements working together and in
parallel. For example, Edward Tufte focuses chiefly on principles of design, including:
1) Using words, numbers and illustrations together: this approach to meaning creation is
known as multimodality.
2) Visual parallelism: using different sign systems or modes of communication to mutually
reinforce the meaning of a visual message (Tufte, 1997, p.151).
Some of the ways that defining properties, or visual elements have been organised have
been explained through perception. For example, Jacques Bertin describes four systems
that organize visual elements, shown in Figure 8, involving associative, selective, ordered and
quantitative perception (Bertin, [1967] 1983, p.44).
1. 1. Associative perception: enables us to see an overall structure, without variance.
2. 2. Selective perception: enables us to see a single category clearly, and can isolate it
3) 3. Ordered perception: enables us to compare at least two different data sets in a graphic
to each other
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4) 4. Quantitative perception: enables us to define a quantitative ratio between data.
(Bertin, [1967] 1983, pp.65–67)

Figure 8 Bertin’s levels of perception: association (1), selection (2), ordered (3) and quantitative (4).
(Craib 2015)

Bertin’s concepts help to explain how graphicality is distinguished in organizational terms,
yet Charles Sanders Peirce sees three more relational modes, which can be applied to visual
systems. These include symbolic mode, a fully arbitrary mode where the relation to its
subject must be agreed upon, iconic mode which visually imitates its subject, and indexical
mode which refers to its subject through a conceptual link (Chandler, 2007, pp.36–37).
Arnheim’s category of expression describes what graphicality achieves when the various
aspects add up to more than the sum of their parts (Arnheim, 1974, p.444). From this,
Drucker’s description – the properties and characteristics of graphicality – can be
synthesized into what they achieve through visual expression, or visual semiosis. These
various descriptions of the elements and behavioral characteristics of graphic systems are
listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 Aspects of graphicality

Defining
properties

Arnheim
1954

Bertin
1967

Ware
2013

shape

shape

shape
line length
line width
curvature
convex
concave

size

form
value

value
intensity
blur

texture

External Factors
Relational

Cohen &
Anderson
2006
line
shape

Tufte
1983-1990

scale

smallest
effective
difference

Pierce
1867

size

form

form

tone

tone

texture

texture

colour

colour

colour

colour

colour

colour

space

signifying
space

position

space

flatland

space

orientation

line orientation

light

light

light
orientation

balance

balance

movement

flicker
direction

dynamics

movement
small multiples

dynamics

layering &
separation
parallelism

layering &
separation
multimodality
symbolic
relations
iconic
relations
indexical
relations

External Factors
Organisational

Accumulated
aspects of
graphicality
shape

association

spatial
grouping

symbolic
relations
iconic relations
indexical relations
association

selection

selection

order

order

quantity

numerosity

quantity

These various aspects of graphicality extend what Kepes (1944, pp.15–16) referred to as
physiological and psychological responses to “plastic” experience, that is, the “formative
quality, the shaping of sensory impressions into unified, organic wholes”. Kepes recognised
that an external and internal frame distinction served nothing more than a convenience
because the real importance lay in the transformation that happens between the two. This
is what this paper refers to as graphicality. For our convenience, we have grouped aspects
into defining properties, external factors and organizational principles, but Kepes preferred
to group many of these as “spatial forces”, including “Positions, directions, and differences
in size, shape, brightness, colour and texture” (1944, p.20). This spatial interpretation has
since been extended in a discussion about visual perception and “visual attributes”, divided
as “spatial” and “area-fill” (von Engelhardt, 2002), building on the work of Bertin ([1967]
1983) and Kepes. More detailed analysis of this is required but this will not be undertaken
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here. Instead, we turn to a different interpretation of the word form, and its relationship to
context.

The relationship between graphic form and context
Having reviewed the various ways graphic elements have been discussed, and alluded to a
sense of purpose in communication, meaning creation, or visual expression, we now move
beyond defining properties, external factors and organizational principles to consider the
relationship of graphic objects to their wider context. This will help to determine the
relational aspects of graphicality’s intrinsic (defining) and extrinsic (determining) qualities.
Earlier the word “form” inferred a three-dimensional object but it may also be interpreted to
mean a manifestation of any kind, not just relational factors. This allows us to benefit from
Christopher Alexander’s discussion about the relationship between form and context (1964)
and elaborate on the external factors to further determine that graphicality is a context
dependent state. Alexander’s view is that “context defines the problem” and the “form is
the solution to the problem”, meaning that design is an “ensemble” of form and context
(1964, pp.15–16). Appropriate design happens when the relationship between form and
context is ‘right’ and the fit good. In contrast to such “goodness of fit”, misfit happens when
there is incongruity in a design, resulting in something being noticeable for its abnormality.
A sense of what goodness of fit means is shown in the two photographs in Figure 9.

Figure 9 Two examples of graphic representation in urban and rural context (Harland, 2010).

The two photographs feature contrasting signs that directly influence human behaviour.
Both imply danger but only the top photograph is realistically a matter of life or death. The
‘Beware Trolls’ sign is scary to a child but is more humorous to an adult. The other
photograph is taken in New York’s Times Square Theatre District and features statutory road
signs set against a backdrop of billboards and shop fasciae. The “Beware Trolls” sign is
situated in a rural country park in the middle of England. Each fits with the requirements of
its context. Neither can be said to be more or less affective than the other as the contexts
are incomparable and audience reaction has not been analysed. In a neutral setting, and
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with adults as the beholder, the road signs need greater legibility due to the contrast
between the figure and ground being greater compared to the “Beware Trolls” sign.
However, in a similar setting a child will appreciate more the Troll warning. The fixing, wood
texture, and black painted incision lettering and facial depiction would not be appropriate in
New York, unless used to evoke a non-urban authenticity. Inscribed wood in this style is not
an appropriate medium for statutory signage. It would be a misfit.
Whereas the properties and characteristics associated with graphicality may contribute to
visual expression, the determining factors that guide decisions about how graphicality
happens belongs to the context in which graphicality functions. This is similar to linguistics,
where the speaker and the receiver’s ideolects, “the totality of speech habits of a single
person at a given time” must involve shared features to achieve a mutual understanding, as
shown in Figure 10, the graphic and the viewer should share a similar “common core” of
understanding to achieve graphicality (Hocket, 1958, pp.331–332). When graphic forms
relate to environments, such as signage systems do, the form and it’s context must also
share common features. As noted by Jacques Bertin, “in a signifying space any visual
variable appears as meaningful” (Bertin, [1967] 1983, p.46). Graphic elements without clear
meaning – outside the shared common core – become confusing as the brain searches for
meaning.

Figure 10 Two idiolects with common core (Hocket, 1958, p.322.). As two idiolects must share a
common core to converse, graphic and viewer, form and context, may also relate through a
common core.

Conclusion
This paper has explored the emergence, origin, and aspects of graphicality, culminating in a
discussion about the role of context. This is timely in that our age increasingly exposes a
proliferation of graphical form that has led us to use the notion of graphic as a defining and
designated state. We live in a graphic age as much as any other, and graphic imagery is
evolving in parallel to the emergence of other phenomena such as sport. Graphicality has
been shown to have meaning and currency in computational mathematics, cognitive
science, textuality studies, but seemingly it originated as an unacknowledged concept in
literary criticism. From the intentions of Poe, we learn its most powerful association is in the
subjective way it depicts reality, originality and the unfamiliar, whereas in computational
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mathematics its form – for example, nodes and links – conveys knowledge and
understanding through the efficient deployment of graphs. Yet its scope is wider in
cognitive science where it extends to a much wider set of graphic representations spanning
what Elkins (1999, p.6) calls “non-art” as well as “art” images. In textual poetry graphicality
exhibits an adventurous degree of visual emphasis in figure ground spatial relations.
Graphicality is achieved when effective visual expressions become processed in the mind,
and also when visual manifestations are induced through linguistic or textual inputs.
Graphical inputs can spark graphical and non-graphical thinking, and language and text can
create mental imagery. This duality seems critical to the role of graphic design in meaning
construction. What forms of textual and visual inputs will achieve the desired results? As it
is the designer’s role to construct visual meaning within their designs (Kress & van Leeuwen,
2006), they can leverage the concepts of graphicality to communicate ideas, pre-formed for
clear thinking to greater affect. This raises further questions about how we may think in preformed graphic images that precede their manifestation on screen or other surfaces such as
paper. How do we design at this cognitive level where we synthesize ideas, concepts,
thoughts and feelings?
The associations induced by the mathematicians use of graph theory depends on the
meaning associated with otherwise abstract objects such as line. As cultural phenomena
this is no different from the abstract arrangement of three lines that identify Adidas as a
leading sport brand. Both are part of a set of visual elements that depend on associative,
selective and ordered principles. Each has a learned set of values that impart knowledge
and understanding in their signifying spaces and either display of graphicality enhances
communication in their chosen context.
Future research in this field should seek to further acknowledge graphicality as an inherent
human quality with different competency levels in the same way literacy and numeracy are
tested. This is nothing new as there has been sporadic interest in the development of
graphicacy (an often overlooked term in the literature) since the latter part of the twentieth
century. Nevertheless, the importance of graphicality to graphic design is that it’s aspiration
to encourage originality and innovation associated with novelty, in ways that promote
knowledge and understanding, provides the basis to further exploit the concept in art and
design education as well as science, technology, engineering and mathematics, not to
mention other disciplines such as geography. Finally, this paper promotes graphicality to be
as much understood as musicality.
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Abstract: In this theoretical and conceptual paper we claim that there is a close
connection between design, innovation, and anticipation. What they have in
common is that they want to make sense of a future and they want to bring about
change to a future that is only partly known. This applies even more, if design has to
come up with completely new solutions for highly complex problems, such as the big
challenges of our current economic or social systems.
We will develop a future-oriented perspective on innovation and design. Both design
and innovation are operating in the field of uncertainty. That is why we will take a
closer look at anticipation and how it deals with various forms of uncertainty. In
highly complex domains it turns out that the future is not only unknown, but also
unknowable. For design this means that we need completely new strategies and skills
that have to go beyond problem solving and rather involve the notion of potentials
and the creation of new niches and new problem spaces leading to new spaces of
meaning. In the final part we will develop the notion of design as “co-creating the
future by learning from the future as it emerges” and derive an alternative set of
(epistemic) attitudes and skills.
Keywords: anticipation, change, design, future-oriented, innovation, skill, uncertainty.

Introduction
In the face of the world´s huge challenges (e.g., climate change, financial crisis and an
ongoing collapse of capitalism, migration, education, etc.) design has received new attention
over the last decade (e.g., Binder et al. (2011)); not so much in the sense of making things
aesthetically more appealing, making devices smarter, or enhancing the usability of userinterfaces, etc., but rather as a means and as a tool for creating solutions for these grand
challenges.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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As we are living in a highly complex world and high-speed economy we are confronted with
changes and problems that exceed our capacities to solve them by classical means of science
or analytical tools only. These are problems that go far beyond bounded rationality (Felin,
Kauffman, Koppl, & Longo, 2014; Simon, 1996), ill-structured, or wicked problems (Dorst,
2006), as they are dealing with uncertainties about a future that is not only unknown, but
also unknowable (Sarasvathy, Dew, Velamuri, & Venkataraman, 2003). As soon as we have
to cope with living systems, social systems, economic systems, or technology we have to be
aware that we are facing these kinds of problems and uncertainties. That is the point where
design comes into play.
Following Krippendorff´s stance on design as “making sense of things” in the sense of not
only deeply understanding a phenomenon, but also as making something new, or creating
new meaning or a new understanding (Krippendorff, 1989, p. 9), this paper proposes that
there is a close connection between design, innovation, and anticipation. This seems to be a
necessity as we are confronted with dramatic changes in society, economy, and technology
that are both hardly understood and—at the same time—have to be shaped actively in a
new way so that they become beneficial for society.
Here are some examples of questions that do not have (yet) an adequate answer, because it
is very hard to “make sense” of them in the above mentioned manner (as understanding and
creating new meaning): What is the impact of the internet of things on our society and/or
economy; how can we make sense of the observation that the classical capitalist dynamics is
in a process of decline and how could we possibly design for a post-capitalist system or an
economy of abundance (instead of scarcity) (Mason, 2015); what is the meaning and what
are the implications of a zero-marginal cost society (Rifkin, 2014), etc.? Of course, these are
extreme questions; they are crucial, however, as they are at the root of many challenges and
problems. It has turned out that they cannot be answered by scientific means only, as (i) the
classical scientific paradigms simply do not (yet) account for these developments in a
sufficiently satisfactory manner and (ii) their complexity is so high that it would surpass
classical analytical tools.
Despite these shortcomings, there is—already today—an urgent need to design eco-systems
that do not only react to these changes, but that anticipate what “wants to emerge” and, by
that, proactively provide environments assimilating these developments in order to enable a
thriving future and create value. We refer to such environments as Enabling Spaces (Peschl
& Fundneider, 2013a, 2014a). We are proposing that one possible way that such a design
challenge can be coped with is to join forces and concepts from a designerly approach and
way of thinking (Buchanan, 2015; Cross, 2001; Krippendorff, 2006) with recent concepts
from the fields of innovation and anticipation. The core idea is to understand design as a
kind of innovation process in which we are “learning form the future as it emerges”
(compare Scharmer (2007, p. 52)) and shape it accordingly.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we show how design, innovation, and
anticipation are connected: what is common to them is that they want to make sense of a
future and they want to change a future that is partly unknown. Building on the insights
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from section 2, section 3 develops a future-oriented perspective on innovation and design; it
is based on the concept of various levels of uncertainty. Both design and innovation are
operating in an uncertain future, especially, if they are dealing with highly complex
phenomena such as mentioned above. In these domains it turns out that the future is not
only unknown, but unknowable. In other words, completely new strategies and skills are
necessary that go beyond problem solving and involve the creation of new niches and new
problem spaces leading to new spaces of meaning rather than mere problem solving.
In section 4 we will focus on the concept of potentials and their role for creating sustainable
design and innovations. Finally, we will develop the notion of design as “co-creating the
future by learning from the future as it emerges” and derive an alternative set of (epistemic)
attitudes and skills.

Design, Innovation, and Anticipation
Design as “making sense”
We are aware that the issue of finding an appropriate “definition” of design is both highly
diverse and controversial. On a very general level, we follow Buchanan´s approach to design,
as it relates the role of design to organizations (which makes it interesting for the field of
innovation) and the complexity of our world:
“Put simply, the challenge for design is how to influence organizations not only to
affect the thinking and behavior of individuals, but also to have a positive effect on
human experience in an increasingly complex world (p 6)… The role of design in our
lives is to create the environments within which human intent can move forward in
interaction, forming human meaning in the reach toward satisfaction and fulfillment of
the original intent. (p 18)” (Buchanan, 2015, pp. 6 & 18)

On a more operational level, we suggest to stick to an understanding of design that is rather
wide and that can account for the challenges mentioned above:
“The etymology of design goes back to the Latin de + signare and means making
something, distinguishing it by a sign, giving it significance, designating its relation to
other things, owners, users, or goods. Based on this original meaning, one could say:
design is making sense (of things)… However, making sense always entails a bit of a
paradox between the aim of making something new and different from what was
there before, and the desire to have it make sense, to be recognizable and
understandable. The former calls for innovation, while the latter calls for the
reproduction of historical continuities.” (Krippendorff, 1989, p. 9)

For our argument the following aspects are important in Krippendorff´s and Buchanan´s
approaches to design:
 Understanding and making sense: In order to bring forth novelty, it is
necessary to have a profound understanding of what is already there.
 Creating new meaning (and realities): Design is not only about understanding,
but also about creating novelty in the sense of bringing forth new meaning
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and/or new realities. The premise is that only, if we have a very good
understanding of the phenomenon we want to change or innovate, we will be
able to change it in a sustainable and thriving manner. Furthermore, it seems
that most of what one wants to change is already implicitly present in the
existing reality; the challenge is to (i) identify these future potentials, (ii) to
cultivate them, and (iii) to bring them into reality (e.g., by physical
manifestations, such as artifacts, processes, social changes, discourses, etc. in
the sense of Binder et al. (2011) or Krippendorff´s trajectory of artificiality
(2006, 2011)).
 Embedding into already existing frameworks of reference and historical
continuity: Despite their novel character, it is necessary that these new
artifacts remain “understandable”: in other words, we have to ensure that an
external user can still find a connection between already established mental
models or frameworks of reference and the novel artefact. Only then it will be
possible that s/he may find orientation in this novel space of meaning(s).
 Creating enabling environments.
The question arising from such a perspective is how such an approach to design can be
realized? On which theoretical foundations could it be based, what are its epistemological
principles? Which processes, socio-epistemic practices, and skills might lead to such kinds of
future-oriented and future-changing artifacts?
For answering these questions we suggest to take a closer look at the fields of innovation
and anticipation as they are intrinsically dealing with these issues and could help us in
forming an alternative view on design.

Future-oriented Innovation
Similarly as with design, innovation is discussed in a highly diverse manner (Fagerberg,
Mowery, & Nelson, 2006) and comes in a wide variety of flavors. In this paper we
concentrate on an understanding of innovation that has an economic and processual focus.
As a first approximation, P.Drucker defines innovations as: “…the search for and the
exploitation of new opportunities for satisfying human wants and human needs.“ (Drucker,
1985, p. 15) Among the many approaches and perspectives on innovation we have chosen
the following quotation, as it characterizes the most important aspects and issues in a very
comprehensive manner:
Innovation is conceived as a process that includes the generation, development, and
implementation of new ideas or behaviors. Further, innovation is conceived as a
means of changing an organization, either as a response to changes in the external
environment or as a preemptive action to influence the environment. Hence
innovation is here broadly defined to encompass a range of types, including new
products or services, new process technologies, new organizational structures or
administrative systems, or new plans or programs pertaining to organizational
members.“ (Damanpour, 1996, p. 694)
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What are the most important aspects that are relevant for our argument?
 Innovation is a process and not (only) its final product. Innovation has to be
understood as a socio-epistemological process (Baregheh, Rowley, &
Sambrook, 2009; Fagerberg et al., 2006; Peschl & Fundneider, 2014a; Peschl,
Fundneider, & Kulick, 2015) integrating knowledge processes and social
practices. This is important, as the aspect of being a socio-epistemological
process is essential to our understanding of design as an activity of co-creation
between stakeholders.
 Innovation is not only about creativity or new ideas, but also about their
successful implementation (e.g., in the market; see also Schumpeter (1934)).
 The source of innovation is in its “inside”: being either the inside of the object
of innovation (OOI) itself and/or in the organization (in the sense of a social
system) being responsible for bringing forth this innovation.
 Future-orientation & shaping the future: Innovation is not only about reacting
to changes in the environment, but also about pro-actively influencing the
environment in such a way that novelty may arise in the future. From a design
perspective, this second case is even more interesting, as design—understood
in the above manner—is concerned with generating new meaning by changing
the environment or creating new niches.
 Finally, innovation is not only about (physical) products, but covers the whole
range of artifacts as suggested by Krippendorff (2006, 2011).
Innovation in that sense has clear orientation towards the future. This is not always common
in the field of innovation as in many cases the creation of novelty is rather understood as
extrapolation form the past: i.e., innovation is implemented in incremental steps and as a
process of optimization and adaptation (to a changing environment) (compare the
discussion on incremental vs. radical innovation (Ettlie, Bridges, & O’Keefe, 1984a; Leifer &
others, 2000)). As will be shown below, we are proposing an approach to innovation and
design that tries to “learn form the future as it emerges” in order to be able to understand
and develop (future) potentials leading to radical novelty and a thriving future.
If we assume such a future-oriented perspective of design and innovation, we are confronted
with the challenge of how to shape our future and, as an implication, how we can anticipate
possible future states of our environment and/or of these aspects of the environment we
intend to change. Anticipation is a requirement for designing the future.

Anticipation
The aspect of anticipation is included in almost any kind of design and innovation process, as
—in most cases—they are dealing with future states in one way or the other. Whenever we
have to make decisions (and innovation/design is about making decisions) or we intend to
change an aspect of our environment in a design activity, we are in the process of
anticipating some aspect of the future. In other words, we are using the (knowledge about)
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the future already in the present moment in order to achieve a (hopefully) desired future
state by anticipating both this future state and the necessary means for reaching this state.
R.Poli describes anticipation as follows: “Generally speaking, anticipation concerns the
capacity exhibited by some systems to tune their behaviour according to a model of the
future evolution of the environment in which they are embedded.” (Poli, 2010a, p. 770) In
this context, Poli points out the importance of a “model of the future”; this is in accordance
with Krippendorff´s “making sense” and profound understanding/knowledge (of the object
to be changed) as a prerequisite for any kind of design process. In general, such a “model of
the future” is a specific kind of knowledge that my assume various forms, such as an
intuition, an idea, theory, a belief, guess, prediction, projection, etc.
However, what is common to all these kinds of knowledge is the following key premise of
anticipatory systems: „future states may determine present changes of state.“ (Poli, 2010a,
p. 770). This is opposed to the classical Newtonian systems thinking in which future states
are not allowed to affect the present changes of a system. This difference is also a crucial for
design (and innovation) as these processes are led primarily by a (desired or perhaps not
[yet] exactly known) future state. Their intention is to change a future state of the system
and/or to create a new system/artifact/...
From a philosophical perspective, this leads us directly to a very old concept, namely the
concept of the final cause (e.g., Aristotle (2007)) as opposed to the efficient cause (compare
also (Mitleton-Kelly, 2007)). Really new systems cannot be predicted in the classical
Newtonian manner (exactly, because they are new), but they emerge in an act of (co)creation. The final cause is the driving force (although it might also co-emerge (MitletonKelly, 2007)) that ”pulls” the whole design/innovation process (towards its
future/destination). It is the “sense” in the process of Krippendorff´s (1989) “making sense”.
Poli expresses this in the context of anticipation as: “Future actions are interpreted
according to an ‘‘in-order-to’’ structure, whilst past actions are interpreted according to a
‘‘because’’ structure. In-order-to motives are components of the action: they shape the
action from within. By contrast, because-motives require reflective acts upon already taken
decisions. This structure helps explain why we perceive actions as free according to in-orderto-motives and as determined according to because-motives.” (Poli, 2010b, p. 10)

Towards a future-oriented perspective of design and innovation
Bringing together what has been argued for in the previous sections, we can conclude that
design (and innovation) can be characterized as dealing with a future that is not yet enacted,
that is unknown, that is uncertain, a future that has yet to come, that has to be brought into
existence by exactly this design process. We have seen that the process of anticipation plays
a central role in this context; more concretely, the anticipation of future final causes and
meanings that go beyond predictions as we know them from a Newtonian perspective of the
world in which we can extrapolate from the past into the future by making use of and
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adapting existing structures. The futures we are having in mind here do not yet exist, they
have not been thought of (yet).

Design as dealing with uncertainty
However, they might exist as “latents” (Poli, 2006, 2011), potentials, or “adjacent possibles”
(Felin et al., 2014; Kauffman, 2000, 2014). If we are interested in designing such futures, we
have to direct our attention towards yet untapped and to be anticipated possibilities or
opportunities that lie in the future. On a more fundamental level, this implies that we are
dealing with the problem of uncertainty. Sarasvathy et al. (2003, p. 144) have developed
three types of uncertainty about the future giving rise to three different kinds of
opportunity:
(i) Design as dealing with uncertainty about a future in which possible solutions exist and
are known
In the classical approach to design, in most cases, one identifies a gap between a known
demand or need and an already existing (pool of) solutions and exploits this solution. The
solutions are “downloaded” from pre-existing knowledge (Scharmer, 2007). Both the
problem space and the solution space are known in advance. The challenge is to identify this
gap and—from an economic perspective—to fill it as quickly and inexpensively as possible.
This leads to a recognition and allocation view of opportunity. “The opportunity is any
possibility of putting resources to better use… The core idea is that all products and ideas
that can potentially exist are all known to be feasible but costly to produce.” (Sarasvathy et
al., 2003, p. 147)
(ii) Design as dealing with uncertainty about a future in which possible solutions exist and
but are not known
If demand exists, but supply does not (or vice versa), the side that does not exist (yet) has to
be discovered. As is shown impressively by Kauffman et al. (Felin et al., 2014; Kauffman,
2011, 2014; Koppl, Kauffman, Felin, & Longo, 2014) these discoveries cannot be known
ahead of time as they might give rise to completely new and unexpected usages for
particular artifacts, solutions, or resources (compare Kauffman´s (2014) example of
unexpected usages of a screw-driver). Being epistemologically open and alert are key skills
for discovering these unexpected solutions/opportunities (“discovery view” of
opportunities). This means that the designer has to explore the search space (i.e., latent
solutions) by repeated trials. It can be compared to an experimental setting in which he/she
learns about and uncovers the possibilities/distribution of his/her new knowledge and
potential innovations in a trial-and-error process over time. This is closely related to the
approach suggested in the predictive mind hypothesis (Clark, 2013; Hohwy, 2013) in which
one tries to reduce the prediction error (= uncertainty) by adapting one´s knowledge. In
most cases this leads to an optimization process as it is known from incremental innovation
(Ettlie, Bridges, & O’Keefe, 1984b; Fagerberg et al., 2006; Peschl & Fundneider, 2014b; Tidd,
2006). As is shown by Felin (2012), this approach is primarily driven by the external
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environment: i.e., the cognitive systems adapts to the environmental structures and
constraints; by doing so, it tries to come up with new solutions or innovations. This implies
that “they focus on what can be absorbed from the environment, on the basis of what has
been experienced in the past. The structure of the environment—and not the structure of
the mind itself, or the nature of the organism under study—is central to these models.”
(Felin, 2012, p. 285)
(iii) Design as dealing with uncertainty about a future that is not only unknown, but also
unknowable
This notion of uncertainty opens up the space for the creation of new possibilities, niches, or
solutions and is the most challenging task in the field of design and innovation, namely the
creation of profound novelty and new knowledge. Economically speaking, neither
(knowledge about) demand/need nor supply/solution exists ahead of time. Generally
speaking, possible (sensible) future needs or functions are not known at the present point in
time; they have to be brought into existence as a (completely) new opportunity or (design)
solution. This requires a process of creativity (Amabile, 1996; Boden, 2004; Bohm, 1998;
Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010; Koppl et al., 2014) that creates these new opportunities in an
abductive manner. In terms of the classical approaches to cognition (Friedenberg &
Silverman, 2006; Newell & Simon, 1976; Simon, 1996) or economics (Alvarez & Barney,
2007; Felin et al., 2014), this case implies that both the search- and the solution-space are
unknown; rather, they have to be brought into being in a process of mutual co-creation and
interaction with the environment and stakeholders, as the telos is not known. “Telos is
neither ignored nor imposed on the phenomena concerned. Instead, ends emerge
endogenously within a process of interactive human action (based on heterogeneous
preferences and expectations) striving to imagine and create a better world… the crux of the
creative process view is the need to build non-teleological theories of human action,
wherein values and meaning emerge endogenously.” (Sarasvathy et al., 2003, p. 155f). As
will be shown in the sections to come, we will go one step further by claiming that dealing
with this type of uncertainty in a “creative manner” is not only an endogenous process, but
it is involved in an emergent process of co-creation between cognitive activities, behaviors,
and the (future) potentials of the environment (in the sense of Buchanan (2015, p. 18)). This
gives us a first indication as to how Krippendorff´s (1989, 2006) sense making and creating
meaning could be achieved.
It is clear that these three levels of uncertainty cannot be seen separately from each other,
as they mutually depend on and interact with each other (as is also evident form design and
innovation practice). However, it is the third case that is in the focus of our attention, as it is
not only the most interesting, challenging, and promising (in the sense of designing and
creating novelty and opportunity), but also the most general case and a prerequisite for (i)
and (ii) (Sarasvathy et al., 2003, p. 157).
Hence, if future-oriented design and innovation are about making sense of and creating
futures, we have to be aware that we are always operating in the domain of uncertainty and
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the unknown. This brings us to the final issue, namely how to deal with the unknown and
how we possibly could “learn from this supposedly unknown future”.

Design as “co-creating a future by learning from the future as it
emerges”
Potentials, latents, and adjacent possibles
From an ontological perspective, this “unknown future” can be seen as follows: any
phenomenon, entity, system, or object is unfolding its own behavioural dynamics according
to its inner workings and its interactions with the environment over time. This means that
this phenomenon or object is not completely determined in its dynamics (in the sense of not
being completely predictable). This perspective has its roots in, for instance, Aristotle´s
metaphysics (Aristotle, 2007) and draws on the concepts of potentia/potency and
actus/actuality or, as Kauffman (2014, p. 4ff) calls them, (adjacent) possibles/res potentia
and actuals/res extensa; contrary to actuals, possibles are open to develop in various ways
and directions that are partially intrinsic to this phenomenon/object and partially dependent
on environmental stimuli, influences, or changes. R.Poli (2006) introduces the concept of
latents and potentials in this context: “´Categorical openness´ means that the entity is only
partially determined, some of its aspects are still hidden. Better: some of its determination
may be latent. The difference between being hidden and being latent can be clarified as
follows: hidden components are there, waiting for proper triggers to activate them. On the
other hand, latent components do not exist at all in the entity’s actual state.” (Poli, 2006, p.
77f) The interesting and challenging point is to (a) identify these latent possibilities and (b) to
cultivate them in a non-imposing manner so that they can develop into “interesting” and
sensible innovations. This can be achieved by following a dynamics having its foundation in
the concept of adjacent possibles: “New Actuals create adjacent possible opportunities in
which new Actuals arise in a continuous unprestatable co-creation.” (Kauffman, 2014, p. 6)
The interesting question for the context of design and innovation is how it is possible to
identify these potentials and how to make use of them in order to bring about new and
thriving solutions and innovations.

Learning from the future as it emerges
For design (and innovation), the really interesting challenge is to not only react and adapt to
changes and problems, but, above that, to actively co-create/co-evolve new environments,
problem spaces, and shape the future in a sustainable and thriving manner. „Co-evolution
needs to be distinguished from adaptation, which is a one-way process, when the entity
adapts to changes in its environment. While co-evolution happens when the interacting
entities, co-evolve with their broader ecosystem.” (Mitleton-Kelly, 2007, p. 118)
This involves highly sophisticated skills and capacities on an individual/cognitive, designerly,
as well as organizational level: e.g., being able to identify latent or hidden potentials (Poli,
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2011), being able to redirect and reframe one´s patterns of perception and cognition
(Depraz, Varela, & Vermersch, 2003; Scharmer, 2001, 2007), or dealing with selftranscending knowledge (Feldhusen, 2014; Kaiser & Fordinal, 2010; Scharmer, 2001). In
other words, being able to bring forth sustainable radical innovations that are not based on
the projections from the past into the future, but that are grounded in a process of “learning
from the future as it emerges” (Scharmer, 2007, p. 52). We refer to this process as Emergent
Innovation (Peschl & Fundneider, 2008, 2013b).
Our cognition and symbolic capabilities enable us to intellectually deeply penetrate the
environment in order to achieve a profound understanding of the potentials that are not yet
realized in a particular part of the (internal or external) environment; i.e., potentials or
latents (Poli, 2006, 2011) that are already there, however hidden, that need to be
discovered, developed, and cultivated in order to emerge in the future. Compared to the
classical design and innovation practices this is a rather different strategy. It is partially
based on Scharmer´s (2007) Theory-U and does not primarily follow the classical approach of
trial-and-error, variation, selection, and adaptation in order to bring forth change, novelty,
and/or innovation; it rather makes use of deep knowledge about the core of the object of
innovation (OOI) and its potentials in order to “learn from these potentials/future as they
emerge”. In other words, these potentials offer a (hidden) pointer towards the future
possibilities that might emerge. For the designer, learning from these potentials means to
make use of this future knowledge in order to initiate an approrpiate change already in the
present moment.
This approach is coherent with the concept of adjacent possibles (Felin et al., 2014;
Kauffman, 2014; Koppl et al., 2014), in which actuals create a niche for new opportunities
that might emerge, if the context(s) of these niches change(s). Our approach goes one step
further insofar as we propose to identify the core of these potentials and cultivate them
further in an enabling environment. This leads to changes that fill the classical gap and
challenge of radical innovations: they fit into the environment in a sustainable manner
(because they have their basis in the core of the OOI) and they are at the same time
fundamentally new (because they tap yet unrealized potentials of the core of the OOI). This
polarity is also a well-known phenomenon from art and design: in this domain it is referred
to as the MAYA (most advanced, yet acceptable) principle (Hekkert, 2006; Hekkert, Snelders,
& Wieringen, 2003).
This brings us back to Krippendorff´s (1989, p. 9) paradox in his approach to design: “…the
aim of making something new and different from what was there before, and the desire to
have it make sense, to be recognizable and understandable.” If we start understanding
design as such a process of “co-creating a future by learning from the future as it emerges”
we cold not only open up a highly inspiring field of cooperation between design, innovation,
and anticipation, but we could be one step closer to bringing about design and innovations
that could really matter.
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“Over fifty years the Design Research Society has been
fundamental to developing and supporting the field of Design
Research. In that time many influential and innovative
conferences have been held and the 50th Anniversary in
Brighton conference continues that tradition. The breadth and
depth of design research represented in these proceedings
is extremely impressive and shows, I think, not only how
important design research has become, but also the
considerable potential that it holds for the future.”
- Professor Nigel Cross
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